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Revealed!
Atari1s secret new ST

- multitasking, taster,
better graphics

THE DISK

First Word, STOS 3

games, music and ufill fie

PC720B

Power Clock

Mega Pack STFM

The Best selling Power Drive

only

Built-in Blitz Turbo

Make use of your cartridge port with
the Power Computing battery backed
clock. This compact cartridge contains

STFM Hardware
Packs
PC720P, 10 Maxell disks

£56

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Power
Mouse

£74

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Optical
Mouse

£85

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Zip Stick
£69-95

1

RAM

2

4

£149 95

that your files are always dated
correctly. Software utilities are
included to set the time in your

If you have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "Boot from drive B"
this cable will solve your problem.
Simple internal fitting
£9-95

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 4MB
£220

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Ultimate

Cartridge

£69-95 I

12 month warranty

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 2MB

RAM

a full calendar and clock which ensures

Boots from drive B

£100

RAM

3

Built-in virus blocker

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 512K

£82

computer, and examples are given of

*-

PC720I

PC720P Mega Pack
1

Cartridge, Power Mouse, Zip
Stick

2

PC720OI

£109

Power clock without thru'port £14-95
Power Clock with thru'port
£19-95

£35

Atari internal drive

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Ultimate

For Optical Mouse add extra £11

Official Atari internal drive

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Ultimate

(No case cutting, but must be small button)

£45

how to access the clock from your
programs. A thru'port is available so
you can plug in your existing
cartridges.

4. ST RAM Expansion

Cartridge, Power Mouse, Zip Stick
512K RAM

PC720P

£149

For Opticai Mouse add extra £11
3

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, DD40
diskette box

£85

520STE Pack
1

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 2MB

2

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 4MB

RAM

5-25" External drive

£95

Super-Slim metal case
Low profile mechanism
No need for cooling fan
Buffered thru'port
Optional battery backed-up clock
High speed 20ms seek rate
Write protect switch, protect your

£215

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Blitz
Turbo

£50

S e r i e s 9 0 0 Hard
Drive

£145

RAM

3

Including power supply unit

£69-95

Add £10 to each price if you want to

replace PC720P with a PC720B drive.
Maxell disks are top quality branded
disks in six vivid colours.

No soldering required
Expand to 2MB or 4MB
Plugs directly inside the ST
Full fitting instructions
Uses latest capacity RAM chips
2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion

valuable data

1MB SimmforSTE

Power supply

512K RAM for STFM

ICD interface and utility disk

Blitz Turbo

40MB £329

Back up your disks at lightning speed
Copies from the internal to the

X

100MB £479

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to series
900 hard disk

controller chip
Back up an ST disk in around 40
seconds

Super Slim metal case
No need for a cooling fan

Low profile mechanism

external drive

Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk

Slimline Hard Disk
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40MB Slimline hard disk

£250

100MB Slimline hard disk

£399

,\f$A y^ For Quantum & Sony 11ms drives,
add £35

v.
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Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8 Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN

Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or fax your order on 0234 840234. Technical Helpline 0234 841882
AllTrademarks Acknowledged

All prices include VAT, delivery and are subject tochange. Specifications are subject tochange without notice. Next day delivery £450 (U.K. mainland only). Dealer enquiries welcome.
<e.-Computing SRL Italy, Via Dclle Baleari. 90.00121 Osria Lido. Roma
Tel (06) 5646310 (2 lines)

\^»-\u ©

Fax 5646301

Power Computing France, 15 Bid Voltaire 75011. Paris France

Power Computing U.S.A., 21South5thStreet,Suite900,Philadelphia, PA 19106

Tel (1) 43570169(6 lines) Fax (1) 43380435
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Tel 215 9221X150
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Fax 215 9220116
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Mega STE

Optical Hard Drive

THE ULTIMATE

CARTRIDGE

2MB RAM
1MB 3-5" disk drive

The Ultimate Cartridge will break into

16MHz

any Atari ST program. Whether
you're a programmer, hacker, games
player, or just curious about your

48MB Internal hard drive
Mouse

Made by IBM

12" High resolution

PSU for all Atari models

Mega STE 1
Mega STE 2

Average seek rate 60ms (faster than
many hard disks)
Up to l-5MB/s data transfer rate
Fully rewriteable
w°

cc 128MB Optical hard drive (external
cased)
£1199
128MB 2>Vi!' Optical media cartridge
£36 each

A tough replacement mat for your
optical mouse

Strong plastic backing stops creasing
High resolution grid gives precision
mouse movement

£9-95

i js- Optical Mouse

Lattice C

S

s

v5

£89

Devpac v2

£29

Hisoft C

£29

Proflight

£29

Harlekin

£45

Wercs

£24

Knife ST

£29

PC ditto

£29

Neodesk v3

• Break into any program - Read
memory - Search memory - Print
memory • Disassemble • Disassemble
to disk - Edit memory • Search for
graphics • Search for sprites - Edit

£34

Devpac v3

£69-95

"*- Chips
«£

:\t^X . 300 DPI Resolution

£799
£1149

Software

Optical Mouse Mat

MMU

DMA

£28

screen configurations • Set up colour
palettes • Alter plane configurations
Load and save screen displays • Run
external TOS programs - Load TOS
programs • Load & save graphic

£28

X*

*^£ ICD I n t e r f a c e s

. ^t 600mm/sec tracking
Mouse Mat

t_^

Mouse Holder

£29-95 ,"

Power Mouse

£15 c£t

AT-OnceST+

£189 T%

Atari TT Workstation ^
Up to 26MB RAM
High graphic resolution
The ideal high powered machine for
office word processing and publishing
4MB £2229

8MB £2449

High resolution colour monitor

£469

ICD interfaces are ideal as a start for

screens • Low level disk editor • Disk

building your own disk unit. They are
compatible with the most powerful

analyser • Examine formats • Format
analyser • File editor • Directory editor

ICD hard disk utilities and come with

• Formatter • Break &

full fitting instructions

• Search for infinite lives • Look for

Ad-SCSI with thru'port

Powerful 68030 32MHz processor

2MB £1879

Atari ST, The Ultimate Cartridge
gives you the power that you need.

Midi interface

External cased model with fan and

music - Play music • Load & save music

£89

• Search for soundtracker music •

Micro-SCSI internal Mega drive
£69
Add-SCSI + with thru'port & clock

S

AdSpeed

i

14MHz replacement processor
Easy to install
No soldering required

Search for sound samples • Many more
features • Updates available with new

£99

software .

The cartridge the ST has been waiting
for!

£25

(Description

Name

restart function

I enclose a cheque/PO for
£

Address

Make cheques payable to Power Computing Ltd.

Fill in your order form and send it to
Power Computing Ltd

\

Unit 8 Railton Road
Woburn Road Industrial Estate

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
Credit card No.

Postcode

Ring your credit card order through
on 0234 843388 or fax your order on
0234 840234

Telephone No.

All prices include VAT. delivery and are subject

Expiry date

to change. Specifications are subject to change

Signature

Next day delivery £4-50 (U.K. mainland only)

without notice

System owned
a

t

m
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Power Computing SRL Italy, Via Dcllc Baleari. 90. 00121 Ostla Lido. Roma
Tel (06) 5646310 (2 lines)
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Tel (1) 43570169 (6 lines)

Fax 5646301
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Power Computing France, 15 Bid Voltaire 75011, Paris France

Computing U.S.A., 21 South 5th Street. Suite 900. Philadelphia, PA 19106
PowerCot

Fax (1) 43380435

Tel2I59220050
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Stereo Master
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*«5
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We regret AtariSTUser cannot offer technical
help on a personal basis either by telephone
or in writing. All reader enquiries should
be submitted to the address above

for possible publication.
AtariSTUseris an independent publication and
Atari are not responsible for any of the
articles in this issue or for any of the
opinions expressed
© 1992Europress Publications Ltd. No material
may be reproduced in whole or in part without
written permission. While every care is taken,
the publishers cannot be held legally
responsible for any errors in articles,
listings or advertisments.

OUmPRESS
\_sP UBLICATIONS

Forover six years AtariSTUserhas
been the leading magazine for ST
enthusiasts. As a key member of
the Europress magazine group,
AtariSTUser promises to inform,
educate and entertain its readers each

month with the most dedicated coverage of
the ST available.

AtariSTUser• Amiga Computing• PC Today

Shareware Shopper • The Micro User
GamesX• AmigaAction• STAction
Computer Trade Weekly • Crash
Zzapi64 • Sega Force

STOS 3D
Harness the power offull 3D vectors
with this amazing programming
language

62

THE COVERDISK

^rtin

Weve got a real show-stopper for you this month!
• /l world exclusive - Mutant Caterpillars is an exciting
andrevolutionary 3D gamewritten using the
remarkable newSTOS 3Dprogramming language

"Who 3D

9ai»e

STos

3D

• Master the basics of wordprocessing with First Word
andour step-by-step guide in this month's
in-depth guide to wordprocessing
• Midi programmers will appreciate two useful utilities,
Panic Button and Local Control

• Get drooling over Turbo 4, oneof the fastest
reset-proof RAM disks around!

The DISK starts

on page 27

Don't miss
offers for

CONTENTS
REGULARS
News

Beginners' Guide

Revealed! Secret plans for Atari's new
multitasking STs. Plus massive price
drops and much more

Time to move onfrom the desktop
and look at file handling

_
s

91

Learning Assembler
Our simple-to-follow guide
tothe language your

97

machine uses

An incredible chance

••X

to win a weekend

recording a song
of your own with
top dance band

Public Sector
The best shareware and public

Control in their
Manchester

studio!

domain software tested

~t f\r%

and assessed

l\3£

Advice Service
The agony column for unwell STs

-I" s

Write Now!
If you're choking with rage or
smirking with satisfaction, let itall
out in our letters page

Last Word

44

More healthy irreverence from

^ __

the collective ST User team

A^ ^

SPECIALS
In Control
game
reviews,

news and
cftecffs

The Atari ST is playing a major
role in the pop music world.
Top dance band Control reveal
their secrets, andwe show you
how to have a hit

the easy way!

34

Changing the system
What isyour operating system?
And why is itvery different
now to when the STwas first

launched? We trace the

history of TOS

57
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THE ANSWER TO YOUR

DISK DUPLICATION PROBLEMS

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT
WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN AROUND 40 SECONDS!!
-J Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk drive controller
chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.

-1 Menu driven selection of Start Track/End Track up to 85 tracks.

•

Ideal for clubs, user groups or your own disks.

•

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

-I The most powerful Disk Copier ever conceived.

•

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, etc.

-J No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

-I

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

J

Now with TWO SUPER POWERFUL "SYNCRO" MODE that actually synchronise your Disk Drives for even greater accuracy!!

•

Comes complete with EXPRESS FAST FORMAT PROGRAM.
Now with new, improved 3.1 Software.

L

Ifyou don't have a second drive we can supply SYNCRO OQQ
EXPRESS together with a Disk Drive for ONLY...
^.UU.W
WARNING

Datel Electronics Ltd., neither condones nor authorises the use of it's products for the reproduction of copyright material.

1988
COPYRIGHT
AQT

fne backup facilities of this product are designed to reproduce only software such as Public Domain material, the users
own program or software where permission to make backups has been clearly given. It is illegalto make copies, even
for your own use, of copyright material, without the given permission of the copyright owner, or the licencee thereof.

HOW TO

VOt/B ORDER

DATEL LONDON SHOP

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] HM:MrtEM'M CREDIT CARD ORDERS
ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

G0VAN ROAD, FENT0N INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

i222, TOTTENHAM COURT FID, j
LONDON, W1. TEL:071 5806460

4 TOP QUALITY 400 DPI HANDY SCANNER AT ATRULY
°

&

UNBEATABLE
PRICE!!

V

STILL ONLY
COMES

COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

WITH

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER...
•

Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard

•

Save images in suitable format for most

control simply not offered by other scanners at this

leading packages including DEGAS,

unbeatable price.

NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET. etc.

• An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm
scanning width and up to 400 dpi resolution (Mono display

•

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface.

COMES WITH

Power Pack and Scan Edit software.

required for 400 dpi) enables you to scan graphics and text
•

into your ST.

Comes complete with OCP Art Studio

software.

•
•

Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast levels.
Huge range of features.

•

Top selling graphics package.

•

Compatible with 520 ST FM, 1040 ST FM

OCP ADVANCED
ART STUDIO

Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste

editing of images etc.

•

•

Geniscan gives you the ability to easily scan raiages. text

and graphics.

<C

/

(WOT STE).

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE
... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL
MOUSE! FOR THE ST
•

YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR

YOUR ST - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS!

•
•
•

Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so

no problems with clogging, slipping, etc.
High count output for very fine movement.

No more to buy!!

Two button microswitch action,

COMPLETE

^^ttrecl replacement for all ST.
I Comes complete with special "Optical Pad".

Superbly styled - supersmooth shape moulded to fit the hand.

ONLY £39.99

omes complete with moulded 9 pin connector.

naw T0 aer

TELEPHONE [24Hrs] [

ORDER FAST!

rtCREDIT CARD ORDERS

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 His. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

&Ceefawcci>

DATEL LONDON SHOP

IZjl1'L±L LELLE^l-yRONUZS S
G0VAN ROAD, FENT0N INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENT0N, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TE> ,HNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

CKZI
0TTENHAMCOURT RD,

iON,W1.Te!071 580 6460

GASTEINER,,

Tel:+44 081 365 1151
Fax:+44 081 885 1953
ATARI ST SOFTWARE
^DATA BASE

COMPUTERS

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES

Atari

ALL GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES are
AUTO BOOTING &AUTO PARKING

Prodata

520STE1/2MB

£289.00

520STE 1MB

£305.00

520STE 2MB
520STE 4MB

Comes in many different capacities 15
Months back to base guarantee

MUSIC

£329.00

Full metal case

£419.00

Integral power supply
Backup software

C-LAB Notator
C-LAB Creator
Cubase
Cubeat
C-LAB AURA
C-LAB MEDIA
C-LAB ALPHA

1040STE 1MB

£419.00

Mega STE 1MB Hard Drive
Mega STE 0MB
Mega STE 1MB 48MB

£599.00
£529.00

Hard Drive

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Pro

£799.00

MEGA DRIVES (SEAGATE MECHANICS)
32MB 28ms

£269.00

50MB 28ms

£329.00

65MB 24ms
85MB 23ms

£349.00
£399.00

£59.00
£169.00
£55.00

£399.00
£249.00
£449.00
£219.00
£89.00
£65.00
£189.00

Mega STE 7MB 80MB
Hard Drive

£959.00

Mega STE 4MB 80MB
Hard Drive
Mono Monitor SM144

MEGA DRIVES(QUANTUM MECHANICS)
52MB 11ms

£349.00

105MB Urns

£459.00

£1019.00
£129.00

TT2MB

£2200.00

TT 4MB

£2500.00

TT8MB

£2700.00

All TT's come with colour
monitors in stock

MEGA DRIVES (NEC MECHANICS)
40MB 24ms
100MB 24ms

£295.00
£429.00

DTP

Pagestream V2.1
Fleet St
Calamus
Calamus S.C.
That Funface
Time Works V2

MEGA DRIVES KIT
Everything needed to build ATARI

£149.00
£159.00
£248.00
P.O.A.
£29.00
£84.00

WORD PROCESSORS

HARD DRIVE
HOST ADAPTOR

£59.00

METAL CASE

£35.00

SM144 new 14" Hi-Res mono

50 WATT PSU

£35.00

monitor

£149.00

DMA CABLE

Philips 14" COL

£219.00

SCSI CABLE

ATARI 14" COL

£239.00

MONITORS

That's Write VI.4
1st Word +

£29.00
£45.00

£5.00

Calligrapher Pro
Calligrapher Jnr

£110.00
£65.00

£5.00

Pretext

£109.00

BARE DRIVES

NEC 3D

£459.00

QUADRAM 1480

£349.00

SEAGATE 32MB

£150.00

PHILIPS 15" TV

£249.00

SEAGATE 50MB

£199.00

QUANTUM 52MB

£199.00

QUANTUM 105MB

£279.00

PRINTERS
MEMORY

Panasonic
KXP-1180

£155.00

KXP-1123

£209.00

KXP-1124i

£305.00

For STFM & MEGA

2/2.5MB

£89.00

1/2MB

£49.00

For STE

Star

1/2MB

£22.00

LC-20

£149.00

2MB

£69.00

LC24-200

£225.00

4MB

£139.00

LC24-200 COL

£285.00

MISCELLANEOUS

Neo Desk 3

£28.00

Easy Draw 2
Data Manager Pro
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
3D Developer

£34.00
£29.00
£45.00
£35.00
£45.00
£15.00

1st Mail
LDW Power

£10.00
£89.00

Maps & Legends
Datamap 1
Datamap 2
Calendars and Stationery
Signs and Banners
Lets Make Greeting Cards

£15.00
£10.00
£10.00
£19.50
£19.50
£19.50

PERIPHERALS
LASERS

Optical Mouse

Golden Image Mouse
Panasonic 4420

£849.00

Track Ball

HP HIP

£879.00

Internal Power Supply for ST,

ATARI 605

£879.00

ST CLOCK with thru port

HP DESKJET 500

£379.00

GOLDEN IMAGE SCANNER
Gasteiner Mouse

Track Ball (click & hold)
STE & STF

£29.95
£14.95
£29.95
£39.95

"THIS MONTHS SPECIAL"
GASTEINER 105MB

QUANTUM 11MB £399
£29.95
£14.95
£149.00
£19.95

4MB Atari Ram Upgrades for
STF, STFM or Mega ST £149

GASTEINER, Unit 3 Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17.

Tel: 081 365 1151. Fax: 081 885 1953. Mon-Fri(9.30am-5.30pm) Sat (9am-2pm).

e add £3 postage and packing to all orders under£ 120;AH prices include VAT. Gasteiner accepts payment by Visa, Access,cheque or postal ord
Prices subject to change without notice. Goods subject to availability. Specification subject to change without notice.

Raid raises
demo trouble

Next STs due

DEMO disks were

giveprogrammersgreater flexibility
over sprites, graphics and sound.
But one of the biggest question
marks hangs over its processor 68040 machines have been
rumoured since the Dusseldorf

By John Butters

show last August but industry
sources say the cost of the high-per
formance chips rule out this option.

However, a more powerful TT codenamed Falcon - also

THE FIRST of a new generation of

tipped for a Hanover

"mass market" Atari home computers
is due to be unveiled at the giant
CeBit show at Hanover, Germany
during mid-March.

launch - is confirmed to

run from a 68040 pro
cessor.

Given the level of

secrecy over the home

Atari bosses have been ordered to

stay tight-lipped on every detail of

machine, its details

the machine until the last minute,

have not even been

made available to most

but Atari ST User can exclusively
reveal many of its features.
Claimed to be among the secret
machine's key specifications are:

staff at Atari's Slough
office.

"People have been
CeBit - launch pad for the next generation of STs

• Multitasking TOS

told on a need to know

basis," explained market

•

16 channel sound

•
•
•
•

Up to 16 million colour palette
High density 1.44Mb floppy drive
Four megabyte hard card
Running at 16MHz

• All TT graphics resolutions, possi

bly more
The computer is likely to be switchable to 8MHz to give it compatibility

confiscated during a raid on
a public domain library by
trading standards officers
recently, and all libraries
could soon be forced to

remove similar programs
from their catalogues.

It is alleged that many of
the 39 Atari ST disks taken
from South West Software

Library breach copyright.
Most feature movies or

music from top groups.
Two policemen and a

Federation Against Software
Theft (FAST) investigator
supervised three men from
Dorset Trading Standards
Department during the
swoop on SWSL's Poole
office.

Shocked library proprietor
Martin Dryden claimed:
"Rumours coming back to
me suggest that this was a
FAST raid, this is totally
erroneous. They were simply
there in an advisory role.
"If it ends up that we can't
distribute demos we could
be forced to close."

Said FAST investigator

with many existing STsoftware titles.
Programs written to use the new ST's

ing manager Darryl Still. "We would
hope to sell the machine for £400,

[British Phonographic

extra colours and sound will not

but it depends on what specs they

Industry] watchdog for
music copyright have been

work with older STs.

put in and which they don't,"

Technical experts say that if the
machine has the expected 16 million
colour palette, it is likely to be capa
ble of handling at least 512 colours
on screen. Extra custom chips will

he added.

John Lowder: "The BPI

in touch with FAST.

To be available in Britain by the
autumn, it will probably become a
mass market machine by Christmas

"There has already been a
meeting to discuss music
demos and any copyright
implications." Lowder could
not comment on the SWSL

next year.

case.

The BPI are now looking
at the whole demo situation.

rices plunge across the range

Anti-piracy co-ordinator Tim
Dabin told Atari ST User;

"We can't make any

IMPROVED production conditions

see aggressive cuts. MegaSTEs sold

expected to have been greater and

have enabled Atari to slash the

without hard disk drives and high

prices of many computers in the

resolution mono monitors cost from

ST range.
Discovery Xtra, the entry-level ST

£586 for the one megabyte model.

more cuts for the Discovery Xtra and
Family Curriculum packs are
expected by the end of the year.

bundle packed with a 520STand a
selection of games, returns to £299
after a year of unfavourable exchange

a new price tag of £815, and for a full
setup with a 50 megabyte hard drive

rates dictated a £329 label.

£1,195.

But it is the power machines that

The four megabyte Mega STE4 has

and mono monitor the price is
And TTs are also now far more

attractive buys, with their prices
Product

RHP

Mega STE1
MegaSTE2
MegaSTE4
Mega 50Mb HDD.

£586.32
£703.82
£815.45
£229.12

SM144 mono monitor

£149.99

SC143S colour monitor ...£259.99

plunging by as much as £259 when a
50 megabyte hard disk is also
bought.

A two megabyte TT030without
monitor or hard drive can now be

picked up for £999.
Falls for the entry-level STswere

Meanwhile, Atari have confirmed
to AtariST Userthat Mega STEs

are now being built with high den
sity 1.44 megabyte internal
floppy drives.

New 7T prices
Product

RHP

TT030/2

£1,169.12

TTO30/4
£1,462.87
TT030/8
£1,874.12
TT 50Mb HDD
£464.12
TT 210Mb HDD
£1,051.62
14in VGA mono monitor
£175
14in VGA colour monitor..£405.37
19in VGA mono monitor ...£703.82

distinction between this and

any other piracy medium.
"The fact that it's on

floppy disk is irrelevant reproducing copyrighted
material without permission
is an offence. We are now

comparing PD disks with the
original work in order to
establish whether it's the

same recording.
Under the Act, either civil
or criminal proceedings
could be taken, although the
best way to handle it would
be to educate people that
they are committing an
offence."

Dorset Trading Standards
Department were
unavailable for comment.

STealing the show
THE 5th International 16-bit

cleared customs in time for the event

Computer Fair gave a major boost to
the STindustry and was hailed a
success by organiser Westminster

and one of those was claimed to be

RC Simulations and South West

president Sam Tramiel's personal

Software Library.
But bargain of the show

Exhibitions, exhibitors and visitors.

It is claimed that 32,000 people
packed into Wembley Exhibition
Hall for the three-day show and
many were locked out for more than
an hour because of overcrowding.
Atari had the largest and busiest of
the 160 stands. The promised STBook
notebook computers arrived from the
States at the eleventh hour to steal
the attention of most ST enthusiasts.

Only two of the new baby STs

machine.

Everyday the giant invited leading
players in the industry to give talks
about the firm's hardware, and prod
ucts available for the range.
Atari ST User's Marc Young spoke
several times about the ST's Desktop,
and gave advice to newcomers on
how to go about everyday tasks such
as disk copying.
Many important third-party com
panies supported the event. Among
them were Compo Software, System

Solutions, HiSoft, Power Computing,

came from a firm new to the ST

ITV join

computer fun
A SECOND television programme
devoted to young computer and
video games players is scheduled for
ITV channels during the run up to
Christmas.

price of £99.
An Atari spokesman said the firm
were pleased with the show,

Produced by Yorkshire Television,
the as yet unnamed programme will
be presented by Andy Crane and
aimed primarily at children aged
between 12 and 16 years old.
The 25-minute programme has
been given a broadcast slot of
5.15pm on Thursdays and will cover

although they have no plans to

all formats.

market, Halco. The company have
recently started distributing DTP
package Calamus and offered
version 1.09N for a special show

exhibit at the next show, to be held

The existing Channel 4 games

on July 10 to 12 at Wembley

television show Gamesmaster, which

Exhibition Halls.

started at the beginning of January, is
now achieving audiences of more
than three million.

Calligrapher
loses Junior
CALLIGRAPHER Junior is to be axed

from Working Title's document pro
cessor range, while a price drop to
£119 has been announced for

Calligrapher Professional.
Extra features have also been

packed into Calligrapher
Professional, including the ability to
pre-load the dictionary if at least
700k of memory is free. Working
Title can be telephoned on 0865

Brushing up the image
Talking to Prestel

A NEW firm have just taken on board exclu
sive distribution of Golden Image products.
Many have not been available in Britain

A NEW communications software

package targeted at Prestel users has
been released by Hickman Products

before.

Among them is a brush mouse, JP-200N.
Supplied with the Deluxe Paint art program,

(0734 422672).

it has two buttons and a resolution of 150

dots per inch. Price: £24.99.
Other STproducts now sold by Golden
Image Distribution UK (0772 203166)
include a 3.5in floppy drive, hand scanner
and replacement mice.

Golden Image's brush mouse

Features include macros, ability to
flip back and forth through pages
captured while still on-line and a
timer for monitoring the cost of calls.
Completely GEM-based, Profitel is
supplied with a manual for £39.50.

883592.

Giving a

Masterscore

little Xtra

scores more

SPECIAL Discovery Xtra bundles are

A PROFESSIONAL scorewriting pro

being sold by a leading STdistributor
with one megabyte 520STEs and

gram has been rewritten by Steinberg
to give it many new features.

other free extras.

SilicaSystems (081-309 1111) are
plugging their own half megabyte
upgrades into the entry-level
machine and are including a copy of
ST Basic. The pack retains its recom
mended £299 price.
The firm are selling the standard
bundle for £279, so customers

!should ensure that they make clear
which model is required.
"With Atari's push into the seri
ous market there is more demand for

one megabyte systems," claimed
Silica's Andy Leaning. "We are sell
ing machines at prices people can

Masterscore 2 now has several note

input methods such as sequencer
transcription, Midi step time input,
quickstep, Ascii command and line
type input.
Other improvements are the addi

tion of a user-definable symbol
palette, a DTP environment for
graphical layout of score and a print
option.
Upgrades from vl are available, but
for new users the price is £325. In the

Tablet gets ST driver
AN A3 flatbed digitiser is now available for ST designers using computeraided design and desktop publishing packages following the release of new
drivers.

Compatible with all standard drawing packages, Cherry Electrical's
Digitiser IV graphics tablet has been designed to sit on desks horizontally or
at a working angle of five degrees.
Input is possible by cursor or by stylus, equipped with a rolling ball tip for
freehand sketching.
Data transmission can be set at between 150 and 19,200 baud, with a

maximum transfer rate of 100 co-ordinate pairs a second. Cursor and pen
give 0.2mm and 0.5mm accuracy.
Precision work is possible by super resolution, selectable between 40 and

0.01 lines per millimetre, and it supports zooming features found in many
packages. It is available for £450 from Tekdata (0782 577677).

UK call Evenlode Soundworks on
0993 898484.

DO YOU KNOW

afford."

SOMETHING WE DON'T?

Gasteiner

Although AtariST User has scores
of contacts in the ST world, we

take OCR
A BRITISH distributor has been

appointed for Migraph's ST Optical
Character Recognition software. It is
available from Gasteiner (081-365

1151) for £249.

L

need you. If you have some hot
news ring John Butters on the
news-desk now on 0625 878888. All

information supplied will be treated
in the strictest of confidence.

4 new driver means that ST users can now use Digitiser IV

Abeville
Leicester

Teh 0533 628182

Analogic

Kingston Upon Thames
Tel: 081 546 9575
Atari Business Centre

Nottingham
Tel: 0602 810009

Atari Workshop
London SE15

Tel: 071 708 5755

Atari Workshop
Windsor

Tel: 0753 832212

Cambridge Software
Royslon

Tel: 0763 262582
C & P Rossiter

Nottingham
Tel: 0602 631631
Evesham Micros

Birmingham
Tel: 021 458 4564
Evesham Micros

Camhridge

COMPO

Tel: 0223 323898

Evesham Micros
Evesham

THE ST SPECIALISTS

Tel: 0386 765180

Fidget Computerware

HighWycombe
Tel: 0494 533144

First Choice Computers

Are you a serious ST userlooking for highperformance WP software or a PC emulator? Look

Leeds

Tel: 0532 637988

no further... COMPO™ have everything you need!

Gate Seven Computers
London Wl-4

Write ON™, our low cost word processor, has won

Tel: 071 602 5186

great praise from press and users including an ST

HCS

Croydon
Tel: 081 777 0751

Ladbroke Computing
Preston

Tel: 0772 203166

big brother), was designed for the professional user
and is now the top selling ST word processor.

COMBASE™, a fully relational database and
CompoScript™ to print PostScript files to non-

computing, to thesuperfast 16 Mhz 286 AT SPEED

Tel: 0532 446520

Cl6™. Needless to sayour PCemulators work with
all STs including the ST(E) and Mega ST(E).

R J Computers
Bristol

Tel: 0272 566369

programs, and ourwordprocessors That's Write
and Write ON.

There's more on the way too: coming soon is

PC SPEED™, the ideal low cost route to PC

Leeds

which converts outline fonts from Calamus for
use with Timeworks Publisher 1 and 2, all GDOS

Format Gold Disk Award. That's Write™ (Write ONfe

Our test-selling PC emulation products rangefrom

Miditech

Then there's C-Font™, a brand new utility program

PostScript printers ... not to mention our new

PostScript font packs and a continuous

development programme for our existing software.
Want to know more?Just send in the coupon or

contact your nearest authorised COMPO dealer.

Silicon Centre

Edinburgh
Tel: 031 557 4546

P@

Silica Shop
London W1A

SOFTWARE

Tel: 071 629 1234 ext 3914

Setting New Standards

Silica Shop

COMPO Software Ltd, 7 Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston, Huntingdon PE17 5JA.

LondonW IP

Tel: 071 580 4000

Tel: 0480 891819 (sales), 891271 (hotline), 890787 (fax)

Silica Shop
Sidcup

COMPO, ThaisWrite. Write ON,CompoScript andCOMBASE aretrademarks of COMPO Software Ltd.
PC SPEED. AT SPEED andAT SPEED C16 aretrademarks ofSack Electronics GmbH. All Other trademarks areacknowledged

Tel: 081 309 1111
Softmachine

Sunderland

Tel: 091 510 2666
Star Computers

Please rush me details of:

London NW10

Tel: 081 961 4412

l~~) Write ON &That's Write word processing software
• PC SPEED, AT SPEED &AT SPEED Cl6 emulators

RHS

West Yorkshire

Tel: 0924 473556

I i C-Font Calamus font convenor

Risetime

l~~| Other new COMPO products as and when

Tonbridge

they appear

Tel: 0732 351234
We Serve

Portchester

Tel: 0705 325354

Name:
Address:

Ji

Postcode:

Cut out and send to:

COMPO Software, 7 Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston, Huntingdon PE17 5JA.
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A classical

collection

Weather watch

DIARY DATES

BRITISH
subscri
1TISH subscribers
to the CompuServe (0800 289378) online information
system can now access two new services - UK weather and historical equity

7 to 10 April 1992

all Midi-file compatible sequencers

pricing information.

are now available from Words and

Weather reports and satellitepictures showing conditions across Europe
are updated frequently throughout the day. Provided by Accu-Weather, the
information also includes three-day forecasts for 85 cities worldwide, 12 of

Organiser: Reed
(081-948 9800)
National Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham
Some ST support, but heavily

FOUR collections of Midi music for

Music (091-529 5327).
Three volumes of favourite classi

cal music have been put on separate
disks in Midi file format. Each disk

them in Britain.

holds more than 500k of music plus

Pricinginformation for more than 5,000 equity issues and about 350 mar
ket indexes is availablein the new UK Historical Pricing. Suppliedby Extel

documentation.

Financial, updates are made daily.

The fourth disk contains over 20

Ragtime tunes on one disk arranged
mainly for piano, some with orches
tral accompaniment. Prices range

Connecting to the service at 1,200 or 2,400 bits per second costs £7 per
hour.

UK grows for CompuServe

from £8.95 for one disk to £29.95 for
all four.

COMPUSERVE, the giant communications service, now has more than 11,000
members in Britain, making the company the UK's leading supplier of online

Animating
biology

information.

Which Computer? Show

biased towards the PC.

12 to 14 April 1992
European Computer Trade Show
Organiser: Blenheim Online
(081-868 4466)
Venue: BusinessDesign Centre,
London

A trade-only show where many of
the year's releasescan be pre
viewed.

It has more than 1,500 databases which include news, electronic mail, educa
tional and reference information, computer support, shopping and entertain

24 to 26 April 1992

ment information.

3rd Midi Music Show

A LARGE library of colour ani
mations detailing the impor

"We have enjoyed tremendous growth since entering the UKmarket,"
enthused CompuServe's Andrew Gray.

tant processes of cell and
molecular biology has been
released by Bio-Animate

usersacross the UK, and to develop resources to provide CompuServe's excellent

Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions
(081-549 3444)
Venue: Novotel, Hammersmith
Big event for musicians.

Productions (010 519 433
7145).

Developed on an Atari STE,
each animation is many frames
long and several involve strik
ing 3D representations of chro
mosomes, ribosomes, molecules
and so on.

There are more than 40 titles

in the series, and they have
been adopted by several
Canadian educational establish

"We took measures to ensure the service was available at reasonable rates to
standards of customer service."

CompuServe can be called on 0272 255111.

Phone for improved game power
ASERIES of 15 telephone numbers have been set up for gamesplayerswith
healthy bank balances, aimed at giving news, tips and reviews.
Called Games Power, lines are available for most popular home computers
and consolesincluding the ST. Most ST coverage is given on 0891 312307,
although an index of services can be dialled on 0891 312315.

Calls are charged at normal premium ratesof 36p a minute during cheap rates
and 48p at all other times.

tions costs CAN$299 and a sup
plementary set of seven titles
can be obtained for $120. Site
licences are available.
For a demo disk write to Bio-

Cheap printer upgrades
SEIKOSHA have replaced their entry-level 9-pin dot matrix
printer with an improved model which is targeted at home

Animate Productions, 487

users, education and small business markets.
The SP1900 Plus has serif and sans serif fonts built in

Piccadilly Street, London,

and there is a choice of typestyles and sizes.

Ontario N5Y 3G6 Canada.

Epson and IBM Proprinter ll-compatible, it is capable of

DELTRONICS, the dial-a-game mail
order company featured in last
month's news pages, have just
opened a shop at 215 Amesbury
Avenue, Streatham, London SW16.

London

The future venue for the London
fair.

28 to 31 May 1992
Spring Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim PEL
Venue: Olympia, London
Promised to attract many ST
exhibitors.

10 to 12 July 1992
6thInternational 16-bitComputer
Show

Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions
(081-549 3444)

in draft and 40cps in letter quality.

Venue: Wembley Exhibition Halls
The year's second 16-bit

"Nine-pin sales still represent a large percentage of the
dot matrix market," said Seikosha's sales manager Gareth

Computer Show, promising
plenty of STsupport.

printing at 192 characters per second in fast mode, 160cps

Dial up a shop

Organiser: Bruce Everiss
(022S 868100)
Venue: SundownExhibition Centre,

(081-742 2828)

ments.

The initial set of 34 anima

16 May 1992
All Formats Computer Fair

Cornish.

"The SP1900 Plus is a key model in our entry-level range
and users will be attracted by its superb value. It will have
a substantial impact on the low-end printer market."

Available from Silica Systems (081-309 1111) it costs
£155.

OVERSEAS
29 to 31 August 1992
Atari Messe

Crossing to
shareware

Organiser: Atari Germany
(010 49 6142 2090)
Venue: DusseldorfFairground

Atari's new computer expected

D & S Software's (0908 615104) GEMbased Z80 Cross Assembler package is

be available.

to be released as shareware, the firm"

• If your company is organis

have just announced.

ing a show relevant to the Atari
ST and it's not listed, let us

The full-version of the program
will cost £14.95 instead of the usual

know so we can include the

£49.95, but the company say that

information in the diary.

support and updates to the software
will continue.

Full page generated using Calamus SL

Unit 4, Headley Park 9 - Woodley - Reading - RG5 4SQ
Tel. (0734) 441525 Fax (0734) 441021

SH AccteAbtite,
£139.00
£139.00
£59.00
£19.95
£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£4.99
£3.95
£3.50
£14.99

Forget-Me-Clock II
ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM scart lead
STE Stereo MKII 8833 lead
STFM MKII 8833 lead

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead
Mouse Mat

Squick replacement mouse

S*7 *%<M,d *D%ive4,
We are official stockists of the latest in high
quality/low price ST hard disk drives from
Protar. All Protar hard disk drives come
with a full 12 month REPLACEMENT

warranty (no lengthy repairs!!), a DMA
through port, device number switching and
superb disk management software.
ST FORMAT GOLD
AWARD WINNER •

* RATED AS
"EXCELLENT" BY ST
•

USER MAGAZINE *
STE COMPATIBLE *

Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
Progate 30Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb with Cache
Progate 44Mb Removable
Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer
Progate 160Mb with Cache
Progate 440Mb with Cache

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS!
We are offering to all buyers of Citizen printers some very special
offers:

SM124 12" Mono Monitor
SM144 14" Mono Monitor
External 3.5" Disk Drive

•

PRINTERS

£275.00
£309.00
£335.00
£420.00
£595.00
£565.00
£420.00
£775.00
£899.00
£1475.00

SHS *Ram %CU
DIY 1-512k upgrade
DIY2 - 2mb upgrade
DIY4 - 4mb upgrade

1. CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK. The pack comprises of:
3.5" disk fullof printerdriversfor the ST, Amiga & PC; 200 sheets of
fanfold tractorfeed paper; 200 fanfold tractor feed address labels;
5 tractorfeed envelopes all for only £12.99.
2. CITIZEN COLOUR PRINTING KIT. Thiskitenables you to
upgrade either the Swift 9, Swift 24E or 224 to a fullcolour printer.
The kitcomes with a colour ribbon. Normallyretailingat around
£40.00 we are offering while stocks last, the chance to buy this colour
kit for only £19.99.

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Star
Star
Star
Star

120D + (9-pin, 144 cps draft, 30 cps NLQ)
Swift 9 (9-pin, 192 cps draft, 48 cps NLQ)
124D (24-pin, 144 cps draft, 48 cps LQ)
Swift 224 (24-pin, 192 cps draft, 64 cps LQ)
Swift 24E (24-pin, 216 cps draft, 72 cps LQ)
Swift 24X (24-pin, 15"carriage)

LC20 Mono (9-pin, 180 cps draft, 44 cps NLQ)
LC200 Colour (9-pin, 180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ)
LC24-200 Mono (24-pin, 200 cps draft, 67 cps LQ)
LC24-200 Colour (24-pin, 200 cps draft, 67cps LQ)

£129.00
£199.00
£189.00
£229.00
£289.00
£399.00
£159.00
£220.00
£260.00
£295.00

Canon BJ10 EX Bubble Jet (inkjet, Epson compatible)
£265.00
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 (inkjet, 3 pages per minute) £389.00
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 Colour (NEW! full colour Inkjet) £619.00
Hewledtt Packard PaintJet (colour Inkjet, 180 DPI printing)
CALL

SOFTWARE OFFERS
THE DISCOVERY PACKS!
We are offering, for a limited period only, these two amazing
software packages at ony £12.99 per pack!

DISCOVERY "A"

DISCOVERY "B"

Comprising of:
' DRAGONS BREATH game
' SUPER CYCLEgame
'ANARCHY game
' INDIANA JONES game
' NEOCHROME art package
'FIRST BASIC programming
'ST TOUR tutorialprogram

Comprising of:
' FINAL FIGHT game
' SIM CITYgame
'9 LIVES game
' ROBOT MONSTERS game
' NEOCHROME art package
'FIRST BASIC programming
'ST TOUR tutorialprogram

only

only

£12.99

£12.99

•
•
•
•

Stereo speakers
600 x 285 pixel resolution
RGB/Composite inputs
Headphone socket

• Green screen switch
• Free with STE lead

• Improved version of 8833 II
•

12 months REPLACEMENT

warranty

only

£219.99

introduction to the three most widely
used applications in computing. All
contain a wealth of features, have a
user friendly interface and come with

Quickstart Tutorials carefully
designed to get you up and running
as quickly as possible.
£19.99

SOUND & MUSIC

With its built in MIDI ports, the ST is
any musicians dream. This package
combines a high tech sound
sampling cartridge with a powerful
music package and drum machine.
"Grab" sounds from your favourite
Video or Album, then edit and mix

them to put together those amazing
effects.
£19.99

Organise your finances! Containing
special software to handle the
financial transactions that surround

your life. Keep track of your bank and
savings accounts, credit cards,
mortgage etc. Also included is a
powerful electronic "Filofax" that
keeps your address book and diary
up to date.
£19.99
WORD PROCESSING

Suitable for virtually any word
processing task, you can create and
edit anything from short memos and
letters to complex documents and
technical papers that include detailed
pictures and diagrams.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT

the latest ideas in ease-of-use as

machines.

• Colour monitor
• 14" screen

processor,

This powerful package benefits from

and DO NOT require soldering in most

PROTAR VISTO C14M

word

£24.99

All STE Ram Kits come with instructions

MONITORS

a

spreadsheet and database, this
package
provides an
ideal

PERSONAL FINANCE

£22.99
£89.00
£159.00

COLOUR

HOME PRODUCTIVITY

Including

ATARI LYNX
LYNX HARDWARE

Lynx II Console Only

£79.99 Awesome Golf

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£27.99
£23.99

£23.99
£23.99

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

£23.99 Pacland

Blue Lightning

£23.99 Paperboy
£23.99 Rampage

California Games

£23.99 Road Blasters

Chequered Flag
Chips Challenge
Electrocop

£23.99 Robo Squash
£23.99 Rygar

Ninja Gaiden

£23.99 Shanghai
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

Slime World
Turbo Sub
Ultimate Chess
War Birds

£23.99 Xenophobe
£23.99 Zarior Mercenary

SPREADSHEET

A powerful financial management
tool, that will let you handle large
amounts of information with amazing
ease and speed. Compatible with the
industry standard Lotus 123, this
package contains a wealth of
features, stunning graphing functions
and on-line help at the touch of a
button.

£24.99

OTHER LYNX GAME CARDS

Gates of Zendocon
Gauntlet III
Ishido
Klax
Miss Pacman

£24.99

NEW GAMES!

Lynx II + PSU
£89.99 Bill & Ted
Lynx II + PSU + Comlynx £94.99 Hard Drivin1
Battery Pack
£7.99 Qix
Carrying Case
£14.99 Robotron
Carrying Pouch
£11.99 Scrapyard Dog
Car Power Apaptor
£9.50 Stun Runner
Mains Power Supply
£14.99 Tournament Cyberball
Comlynx Cable
£7.99 Viking Child
Sun Visor/Scratch Shield
£6.99 Xybots

A.P.B.
Blockout

well as the full power of a relational
database system. Based on VCR
style controls you can design and
create databases ranging from
simple address books to powerful
information management tools.

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£27.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES

This amazing value-for-money
package contains almost every utility
you'll ever need. Designed to
complement either Atari's BASIC
programming package or other

popular ST programming languages
this pack includes a Resource Editor,
a Font and Icon Editor, a Disk Editor

and a whole host of other, powerful
programming tools.
£24.99

TELESALES LINES OPEN 8.00AM TILL 8.00PM - 7 DAYS A WEEK - 0903 700714
TELESALES LINES ARE PERSONALLY MANNED - NOT ANSWERPHONES!

ONLY ONE QUESTION ....
BUT MORE THAN ONE ANSWER!!
WHY BUY YOUR COMPUTER GOODS FROM US
V One of the largest selections of STE Packs.
V FREE delivery on orders under £100
V Next weekday delivery only £5.00
V 12 Months Warranty on all hardware.
V. Open 12 hours a day 7 days a week.
V Mail order and shop facilities.
V All prices shown include VAT.
-/ Govt & Educational orders welcome.
V Genuine UK stock only supplied.
V
Fully computerised order system.
V Many items recommended by ST Format.
V Payment by Cash, Cheque or Credit Card.
V: Atari specialists since 1984.
V 1000's of satisfied customers.

Sj No minimum order value.

ATARI STE PACKS
IME ARE NOW OPEN 8AM to 8PM ALL ATARI STE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DELIVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A
FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS

7 DAYS A WEEK!!!

512k

1mb

2mb

4mb

£279.00

£309.00

£339.00

£419.00

£289.00

£319.00

£349.00

£429.00

£289.00

£319.00

£349.00

£429.00

£299.00

£329.00

£359.00

£439.00

£299.00

£329.00

£359.00

£439.00

£309.00

£339.00

£369.00

£449.00

AND CURRENT PRICES.

ATARI STE STANDARD PACK, consists of the computer with
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied
with NO software.

ATARI STE DISCOVERY A. consists of the Standard Pack and
First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games (Dragons Breath, Super Cycle,
Indiana Jones, Anarchy).

ATARI STE DISCOVERY B. consistsofthe StandardPackand
First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games (Final Flight, Sim City, 9 Lives,
Planet of Robot Monsters)

ATARI STE ARCADE, consistsof Standard Packand New Zealand
Story, Chase HQ, Arkanoid II, Crazy Cars, Operation Wolf, Super Hang On, Super
Cars, Skidz, Switchblade and Axels Magic Hammer.

ATARI STE TENSTAR. consists ofStandard Packand Asterix,
Chess Player 2150, Drivin Force, Live+ Let Die, Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick
Dangerous, Rock n Roll, Skweek and Trivial Pursuit II.

ATARI STE KUMA BUSINESS, consistsofStandard Pack
and word processor K-Word2 (incl. K-Spell Checker), K-Data database,
K-Spreadsheet, K-Graph business graphics and Metacomco Basic Language.

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists ofStandard Packand also
3 levels of educational software (from 5 yrs to 50 yrslll), a word processor, a
spreadsheet, a database, Hyperpaint and Music Maker II software.

X N/A £359.00 £389.00 £469.00 3

If you are buying one of our Atari
STE packs then why not add our

STE STARTER KIT?
Giving you all those little "extras"

O 10 Blank d/sided disks with labels
c> Tailored dust cover to fit the STE

O Joystick/Mouse extension lead

t>
^jV

O High quality neoprene Mouse Mat
0> and a Joystick for the games....

The new ATARI MEGA STE machines are now at long last in

stock! We have the official UK spec machines. Be warned,
cheaper offers may consist of non-UK stock with European
spec. Prices do not include monitor.
ATARI MEGA 1 STE

1 Mb ram, no hard drive built-in

£649.00

ATARI MEGA 2 STE

2 Mb ram, 47 Mb hard drive built-in

£899.00

ATARI MEGA 4 STE

4 Mb ram, 47 Mb hard drive built-in

CALL

IF YOU WISH TO ORDER WITH US, THEN PLEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUES, BANKERS DRAFTS, POSTAL ORDERS, CASH ETC TO OUR MAIL ORDER ADDRESS (PLEASE MAKE
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO BEST PRICES) ORRING OUR MAIL ORDER HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN 8.00AM AND 8.00PM,7 DAYS AWEEK, (OUR LINES ARE PERSONALLY

MANNED - THIS IS NOT AN ANSWERPHONE) AND USE YOUR CREDIT CARD. ALL ORDERS OVER £100 SUBJECT TO £5 DELIVERY CHARGE.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

MAIL ORDER ONLY

CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE, 53 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BN11 SNB.

BEST PRICES (DEPT STU), S3 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BN11 SNB.

usus ammj) %(m@ma
OPENING: MON TO FRI 10AM TO 6PM. SAT 9.30AM TO 5.30PM

FINANCE/CREDIT FACILITIES (SHOP ONLY)
PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONLY).
NEW AND USED ST, AMIGA & PC EQUIPMENTON DISPLAY.

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS/LEISURE/EDUCATIONAL).
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN. TRAINING. INSTALLATION. ON-SITE WARRANTIES.

veils (immD wmmo*
OPENING: 7 DAYS A WEEK BAM TO 8PM
ALLPRICES INCLUDEVAT. ALLORDERS OVER £100 ADD £5 FOR NEXT WEEKDAY
COURIER DELIVERY. ORDERS UNDER £100 ARE SENT BYPOST.
NOTE - CREDIT CARDS ARE SUBJECT TO VERIFICATIONBY CARD ISSUERS.
GOODS USUALLYSENT OUT THE SAME DAYWHEN
CLEARED PAYMENT IS RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM.
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAYS CLEARANCE.

All prices include 17.5%VAT. Free delivery ONLY on orders under £100. All prices/specifications/special offerssubjectto change without notice.

Wordprocessing is far
and away the most
popular "serious"

application among ST users, and
the wide range of programs avail
able reflect the many different
uses to which wordprocessing
can be put.
Using a basic wordprocessor,
any ST owner with a printer can
write and produce impressive let
ters for private or business use.
Taking it a stage fur
ther, the ST can be used to produce
essays, dissertations and even
lengthy university theses as well as
financial reports, fax headers, busi
ness presentations and forms. Even

meet your needs most accurately.
Whether you are a complete begin
ner or an expert, there are packages
that will let you do the things you
need to do, in the way you want.

newsletters and circulars, once the

We have also included an intro

exclusive domain of DTP packages,
can now be produced on top-end
wordprocessors such as
Calligrapher.

ductory guide to getting the best
from wordprocessing and included

a free wordprocessor for you to try
out on this month's CoverDisk.

If you've ever used a typewriter,
you'll know the main problem what to do when you make a mis
take. Is it the Tipp-Ex you reach

This month, ST User has looked

at ten popular wordprocessing
packages to help you decide which
one to go for and which one will

Writing a letter

Which wordprocessor's right for the way
you write? Let Mr Wright himself
(Andrew to his friends) be your guide
for, or a new sheet of paper?
Even the most experienced typ
ist can make a mistake, and despite
the sophisticated correction fluids
and erasers available, a document

will always show up any correc
tions. With a wordprocessor, the

Follow our step-by-step guide to producing

closely as you can. In the steps below we

a simple letter by running the free copy of

will create a professional-looking letter in a
typical, formal style. In fact, it is a similar
style to that recommended in several lead
ing books on letter writing.

GST's First Word included on the

CoverDisk, orby booting up your own
wordprocessor and copying the layout as

USJE.
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I Run your
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Mr James Hunter

U

words are edited onscreen first

which lets you make any changes
required before you print it all out.
You can finish typing in a letter
then discover you have made a
spelling error in the recipient's
name or find you want to add a

selected

Jt\ File Block Type Stale layout Edit Opt
101" 1: neKl.tM

"Plfllpaoe

1 line

"B Next, leave a couple

Ucolur

£J of blank lines by

pressing Return twice and

wordprocessor - in

22, Lancaster Grove

enter the date. Press

this case That's

Widdlington
YorksY09 8XS

Write 2.0 is being
used. Open a new

Tel: (0904| 9212

document. On the
first line of the

document type your
name, your address
and finally your
telephone number,
pressing Return after

14th March 1992

Return several more times
to insert blank lines and

The Editor

address of the person you
are writing to, pressing
Return again after each

enter the name and
Atari ST User

Europress Publications
Europa House
AdlingtonPark

line.

MaccleslieldSK10 4NP

each line

Now select all the text and

\u

alter the left margin so that
the text moves over to the righthand side of the page. How you
select the text depends on the
software but most allow you to
drag with the mouse until all the
text is highlighted, ie selected.
Altering the margin is done
either by inserting a new ruler

/h
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layout
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Edit
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Mr James Hunter

22, Lancaster Grove

Widdlington
YorksY098XS

Type "Dear..."'
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lack

whoever it is you kj

Type Style

Lmout

PI fil page

1 line

are writing to, press
Return again, and
then start to type your

Europress Publications
Europa House
Adlington Park

letter
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Edit

Options
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Tel: (0904)9212)
Dear Sir

before the text to be altered or

I am writing to thank you for a superb March issue. The feature on the

by moving the left margin
marker by dragging it with the

ATOnce 386SX emulator wasparticularly interesting as I myself havean

mouse

earlier version)

ST's native formats and you're well
on your way to desktop publishing,
let alone simply writing a letter!
The following pages give a run
down of the capabilities of all the
ST wordprocessors. To make the

the word
paragraph. With a typewriter it's
impossible. With a wordprocessor,
it's easy.
There are other advantages too.
With a wordprocessor, there is no
need to press the carriage return
key at the end of a line - the pro
gram does it for you. This is called
"word wrap" and it makes writing

disk. It is also a lot easier to keep
your letters as files on a disk than
keep photocopies or even carbon
copies lying around.
Most wordprocessors have builtin spelling checkers based on dic

so much easier.

tionaries of around 100,000 words

send the same letter to hundreds or

thousands of people, providing you
have their addresses in a file on

or more. As the average person's
day-to-day vocabulary runs to less
than 10,000 words, this represents
a powerful facility indeed. Instead

You can amend a letter and send

it to a different person, or use the
mail merge facilities present in
many wordprocessing packages to

Qh

Block
1: ne.l.t.

Type

Style

PljCpage

Layout

Mine

Edit

Options

: Notice that when
you reach the end

27_nilur

A

of being limited to one particular
typeface, as on most typewriters,
you can choose from bold, italic,
underline, superscript and subscript
for special effects such as headings

ever, is that choosing a package is
very much a personal decision.
Everyone's needs are different there is simply no "best buy" that

and footnotes.

will suit all.

Still more powerful wordprocessing packages allow
multiple typefaces or fonts in a
single document, as well as several
columns of text side by side as in

For that reason, despite the indepth tests applied to all the word-

Macclesfield SKI 0 4NP

the cursor to the start

of the next. If you want
Dear Sir

to start a new

I am writing to thank you for a superb March issue. The leature on the
ATOnce386SX emulatorwas particularly interestingas I myself have an
earlier version. Unfortunately it is not without its problems and I would

at the end of the
sentence and start the

be gratelul for some help in this matter.

next line. An extra
blank line added

paragraph, press Return

I have installedthe 286emulatoras the installation guidestated but

new paragraph on the

What it does demonstrate, how

processors available, we have not
made any recommendations. Over

newspapers.

Throw in the ability to import
graphics files in one or more of the

File Block Tuna Stole BjnjTil Edit Options

the next few pages we have simply
chosen to present the facts, slightly
coloured by opinion but no more
than that. Good hunting!

b l In more sophisticated
programs such as That's

Paragraph layout [—

of a line the program
automatically moves

AdlingtonPark

most of the information, we have

included a detailed glossary of the
main features of the programs, with
an explanation of each term.
With such a wide range of fea
tures available, the wordprocessor
market can look rather daunting.

Write, libraries of paragraph
styles can be built up, including

Default Stole h
D

bold

D underline

D tjouble underlined
D
•
O
D

Striked through
Italic
Sugerscript
Subscript
H

0 Default layout
D Renerk logout
Heading level! 0

indents, font, text style and line
lengths. This makes It much
easier when it comes to writing

-|~Default Font

subsequent letters
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HelSo 14
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Ruler h-

ITim i7j en

between paragraphs
can Improve a letter's

I delete 1

appearance

"Indenting" the first WM
line of a paragraph is

a matter of personal
preference. It is
becoming less common
but is easy enough to do.
Place the cursor at the

start of the paragraph
and press Tab. This will
move the first word to

the right and the rest of
the text will be
reformatted to

compensate

ft.
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page
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sincerely" or
whatever is required.
Finally, if there are

Options
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other pages to the
letter, add a footer
saying"continued...".
The screen preview
shows the layout

AdlingtonPark
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Dear Sir

I am writingto thank you fora superb March issue. The featureon
the ATOnce 386SX emulator was particularly interesting as I myself ha
ve an earlier version. Unfortunatelyit is not without Its problems and 1
would be gratelul for some help in this matter.

of the finished letter,
ready to print out and
pop in the post
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THIRD COAST
TECHNOLOGIES

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ
Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577

I

INTERNATIONAL +44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialists
Third Coast Hard Drives
Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has

NEW YEAR MADNESS
Atari 75MB Hard Drive Only £399.99 Limited Period Only

been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was
because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you
have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI

in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free
set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,
partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with
a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.
The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard
disk drives.

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits
Third Coast also provide kits so you
can take advantage of any bare hard drive

STE Compatible

mechanism you may have. We offer complete

Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

both of which include all cables, software and

manuals to get you started.

DIY Kit Pricing
ICDDMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock
Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

Complete kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete kit ready for ST506 drive

£89.99
£99.99
£79.99

£179.99
£229.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Megafile
20/30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

Third CoastTechnologies.

45M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
£349.99
52M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park
£399.99
65M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
£399.99
85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park
£449.99
106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 10 milli auto park £499.99
155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device
£599.99
£899.99
155M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive
£379.99
22M/Byte Supra hard drive
£349.99
32M/Byte Supra hard drive
£429.99
50M/Byte Supra hard drive
£479.99
65M/Byte Supra hard drive
£529.99
85M/Byte Supra hard drive
£599.99
106M/Byte Supra hard drive
Call for more details on Supra hard drives

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
warranty and free twelve months telephone support

Other Products

Internal &External Floppy Drives
All floppy drives include free software utilities

'

<

NO CASE
MODIFICATION

NO CASE

MODIFICATION

1MB internal replacement offers extended track count up
to 84 tracks fully software compatible slight case
modification required supplied with full fitting instructions.
External drives have built in PSU.

1MB internal 80 track £49.99 1MB internal 84 track £59.99
1MB external 80 track £54.99 1MB external 84 track £59.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector.

GST40EGenlock
The GST 40E is a high quality genlock and pal coder unit. It offers resolution
capacity of 625 lines. The equipment genlocks Atari computers to a

reference signal, or a studio blacksignal and keys the computer image into
the reference video. By connecting the genlock to computer's video port
and to a reference video pal signal or studio colour black, the Atari
computer becomes a high performance tool perfect for video titling,
animation and graphics. The GST 40E does not produce degradation of the
reference video and encodes the Atari video into a composite video output.
The GST 40E will allow you to record animation titling over live video. You
could use a camera and title a still photo or moving pictures. Alternatively
you can record animation or put names, addresses or whatever you want
over your favourite video title. The scope and features are endless it's down
to your imagination. The GST 40E is fully software compatible with Degas,
Neochrome, Cyber and indeed all Atari ST related software. £249.99
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.
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At the bottom end of the ST wordprocessing market lie three

widely used programs - First Word Plus, Wordwriter ST and
K-Word 2. All three are remarkably similar but each has its
own strengths and weaknesses.
They are used by users whose word-processing needs run
from to the occasional short article or report. Ninety-nine per

First Word Plus 3.2TT
First Word Plus is perhaps best described as the grand old man of the ST
wordprocessing scene. It has been around almost as long as the STin
various guises, including the earlier version, First Word, included on this
month's CoverDisk.

It is fully GEM-driven, with all the commands available from drop
down menus or dialogue boxes. For those more used to the keyboard,
however, there are a large number of keyboard short-cuts and function
key commands.
Alone in this class of wordprocessor, it has basic graphics handling
facilities, although printers such as the HP Deskjet and some non-stan
dard dot matrix models will not be able to print out the included
graphics.
Formatting features are fairly basic but it is still capable of producing

cent of the time they are hooked up to low-cost dot matrix
printers which produce perfectly adequate output for most
people's requirements.

All these programs ian be used from single floppy disk
drives and on 512k machines without difficulty, so they're
ideal for begmners.

pfl rile Edit Block Lajout Style Spelling Graphics Help
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good looking documents. The main plus points are the good spelling
dictionary, flexible formatting using rulers inserted into the text, easy
indenting and tabbing facilities and a wide range of printer drivers sup

plied with the package or available through PD libraries. Its mail merge
facilities make it a good buy for day-to-day wordprocessing and occa

First Word Plus

features multiple
windows, keyboard
Short-cuts and

excellent printer
support

sional light business use.
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Word Writer 2.0
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Word Writer, originally developed by Timeworks Inc, who
were also responsible for the popular DTP package bearing
their name, is actually marketed by part of GST, the com
pany responsible for First Word Plus. This is surprising con
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Word Writer has a number of different features which

First word Plu
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appeal to a slightly different type of user. Like FirstWord
Plus, it makes full use of the GEM menu bar and windowing
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system, allowing a number of documents to be open at
once, a feature which some top-end wordprocessors don't
have.

Apart from a powerful dictionary, it has a good thesaurus
and an outliner, making it particularly useful for creative
writers and the odd journalist who doesn't mind the slower
performance when pitched against its high-end competi
tors. It also has mail merge facilities and online help.

Word Writer

features a good
thesaurus....

Era

File

Edit

Scanh

K-Word 2.25
The third wordprocessor in the category is Kuma's K-Word 2 - and frankly it's
the biggest surprise of all ten reviewed here. Another program with its origins

Kryt

Prim Urtimi I

IKSERT

|

Kuma's ageing
product has a few
surprises up its

Help lofonutft
P*BE FoMMttjagi
LoMtiog/Swing: ,
Function Kens:

back in 1986, it features the same GEM interface as the other two but relies a lot
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more on keyboard commands than drop-down menus. This takes some getting
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Counts ~ If mi;
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sleeve
Cursor Mnvwent:

Cut/Cara/Piste;
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used to and is rather at odds with the GEM look and feel.

On the other hand, it was the fastest wordprocessor of all in some of our
tests, counting 30,000+ words in around five seconds and word-searching a

First U

ST word
in warl
Uord.

250k document inside seven seconds - well ahead of the traditional high speed
heavyweight Protext, and newcomer Redacteur.

In fact, for importing Ascii files and reformatting them into formatted docu
ments, it is a very useful tool, well suited to those who want a low-cost text pro
cessor for working on and printing Ascii files transferred from other programs.
On the negative side, it's difficult to get used to, it doesn't have a dictionary
and only two printer drivers are supplied, for an Epson FX80 and a Star LC24.
Others have to be made up using the configuration program.

Kutb K-Uord version 2.25
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Text crunchers - wordprocessors for the professionals
Professional users need programs which permit high speed
text entry at speeds up to and even over 100 words per
minute.

Journalists and writers obviously come into this category,
as do many business users and office staff. Wordprocessors

suitable for this type of heavy duty use need to handle large
documents and be able to scroll through them quickly and
easily.
Spelling checkers and word search routines also have to
be optimised for speed and ease of use.

File

Redacteur 3.15

Edit

Rulers

"AT

Redacteur ("editor" in French) has recently been translated into English by a
dedicated band of its supporters. Now marketed by the ST Club in the UK, it
looks set to make a considerable impact as a high-end, high-speed
wordprocessor.
To describe Redacteur as quirky and unusual would not be discrediting it part of its appeal is its refreshing way of doing things and, the well thought-out
graphic interface.
Its font handling, on the other hand, is a nightmare. Oddly, only ten or
twelve-point fonts are permitted although standard GDOS fonts can be used.
The method for font selection and printer control is decidedly unfriendly,
although once mastered the output is very good.
Redacteur is a Protext for those who prefer the graphic way of doing things it is a high-speed text editor capable of a hundred different tasks. It has a useful
glossary, indexing, mail merge, macros, thesaurus and dictionary.
It also has a wide range of image and text manipulation features, along with
a number of useful external programs which can be run from inside the main
program, including a database, font editor and even a built-in virus checker!
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Protext 5.53
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wordprocessor
to look at. But
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dated interface

lies a powerful
business tool
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different!
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ry Print
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paragraph
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Help

Protext has long been king in this category, although it faces stiff competi
tion from the new French wordprocessor Redacteur. Protext is fast - very fast
- and has an enormous number of features, many of which require a long
learning curve before they can be mastered.
At its most complex, Protext is more like a programming language than a
wordprocessor. Almost anything that can be done on the Desktop can be
done from within Protext provided you know the commands. Not only that,
but a thousand and one things you could never do from the Desktop are
there waiting once the commands are learned.
A less well-featured version of the program is also available, with no
Collins dictionary, fewer printer drivers and less comprehensive text analysis
features.

internal

proportional
fonts in most

popular printers
- with line
widths onscreen

matching those
on the printed

WordPerfect 4.1

As a business tool capable of handling complicated, conditional mail
merges, Protext has no equal. Its integrated database facilities and wealth of
features make it a must for the serious business user with a preference for
command line input.
Coupled with its excellent printer support and ability to properly use the
internal fonts in many popular printers, Protext can justly live up to its mar
keting slogan, "the work processor".

/N File Edit Search

rprnat

Style Print Special

One of the big

UcrdPerfect 4.1 - Doc 1 - Uptitled

names in

WordPerfect claim to have the world's most widely used wordprocessor certainly in the PC and Mac world, WordPerfect is one of the biggest names

wordprocessing
, WordPerfect

around.

an impact on

However, it has failed to make any impact on the ST market, possibly
because of the price. There are very few users of the ST version but this is a
shame because the program is very powerful indeed, let down only by its

the ST

failed to make

•q

initial unfriendliness.

WordPerfect 4.1 (it hasn't been upgraded for some time - 5.1 is the cur
rent PC version) has an extensive dictionary of 115,000 words, a thesaurus,
a good thick manual and some 250 printer drivers. Its text formatting facili
ties are excellent but its main difficulty is that the commands have to be
learned and remembered and the GEM menus are rather spartan.
It comes equipped with a reference card, function key marker and adhe
sive colour-coded key labels. Despite reports, it seemed stable enough on

A File Edit Search Fornat Style Print JHflHrflB
! WordPerfect 4.1 - Doc 1 Pq 1

Ln 1

Pos iO

1 Utility

The purpose of the conversion utility is ci Footnotes..•

have been created by other word processors

WordPerfect can accept, This utility will acceii
Writer, First Word and ST Writer, To utilize f

An expensive buy, but good for those using WordPerfect in the office.
Another big plus is hotline support from one of the world's largest software
developers.

C-F7 .

Hark Text.£fi-F5

word processors other than these, using the othtj ™[& „?!„*" C~F
Merge Codes,,

save the files as ascii files (using a "save as "

function).These ascii files can be retrieved in1

test.

fl-Fl

Instructions:

The menus conceal

a bewildering array
of keyboard short
cuts - and a

powerful range of
features

Date.,

using the "Text in" connand when in "List Files' Screen.,
To use the Conversion Utility, sinply doub"
'CONVERT.PRE," A Dialog will appear asking you - Help.,
you wish to convert fron. Click on the progran that you used to
create the files originally, i Caution: Hake sure that you
select

the correct fornat. Trying to covert files that are not in the
Selected fornat will produce unpredictable results, 1
Pg 1

Ln 42 Pos IB
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Over 90,000 people have joined Special Reserve
The club with no obligation to buy
Phone 0279 600204 for a free COLO R catalogue

MvT'ii'
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

RAINBOW COLLECTION

POWER UP

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

F16 FALCON

LSR SUIT LARRY 3

9.99

9.99

9.99

12.99

9.99

12.99

TEENAGE QUEEN

7.99
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00

•KM* WhlTEs

We only supply members but you can order as you joir

J7T^

NRG colour magazine
bi-monthly to all
members. Don't miss it

89.98
Gameboy
POWERDRIFT

PRINCE OF PERSIA

ROCKET RANGER

SCRABBLE

TURRICAN 2

WHEELS OF FIRE

THUNDERHAWK

2.99

9.99

2.99

7.99

8.49

7.99

9.99

Atari ST Software
2 HOT 2 HANDLE

'• lOFF ROAD RACER, TOTAL

FERRARI FORMULA 1
FINAL BLOW
FINAL FIGHT

8.99
16,99
16.99

(CHASE H.O. TURRICAN,

3.99

X-OUT, ALTERED BEAST.

FISH! (M'SCROLLS)

i RECAL SHADOWWARRIOR)...19.49

FISTS OF FURY

: 3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

(DYNAMITE DUX, NINJA

27.99

I 3D POOL
3D TENNIS

WARRIORS, SHINOBI,

DOUBLE DRAGON 2)

4 WHEEL DRIVE

19.49

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

CELICA. COMBO RACER)

19.49

; 4D SPORTS BOXING

16.99

4D SPORTS DRIVING

16.99

I ACTION MASTERS
I (F16 COMBAT PILOT, ITALY 1990,

i DOUBLE DRAGON 2. TURBO
OUTRUN, WELLTRIS)
ADVANTAGE TENNIS
> AFTERBURNER

16,99
6.99

j AGONY

16,99

: AIR SEA SUPREMACY

: (GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE.
; P47, F15 STRIKE EAGLE.
CARRIER COfv'U-NC.

21,99

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6, 6 -8 or 8-*-)13.99
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5. 5-7 or 7+) 15.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5. 5-7 or 7+) 15.99
2.99

GAUNTLET 3
GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER

LEADERBOARD
*9.99

6.99

16.99

GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET
GUILD OF THIEVES

I ANOTHERWOFLD

16.99

HEAD OVER HEELS

|ARKANOID2.

6.99
'6.99

BAAL

6.99

i BALANCE OF POWER
! BARBARIAN 2 iPSYGNOSlS)

16.99
...27.99

GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER 39.99
GODS
16.99
GOLDEN AXE
16.99
GOLF WORLD CLASS

i ALIEN STORM

! ARMOUR-GEDDON

,..13.99
6.99
22.99

GAUNTLET 2

18.99

8.99
.17.49

..,17.99
12.99

6.99

HEIMDALL(1 MEG)
HEROQUEST (GREMLIN)

18.99
16.99

HEROQUEST EXPANSION RETURN OF THE WITCH LORD 10.99

HILL STREET BLUES

15.49

\ BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S

19,99

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE

BEYOND ZORK.INFOCOM)
I BIG RUN

3,99
16.99

(ROBOCOP. GHOSTBUSTERS 2,

4.99

INDIANA JONES ACTION.

6.99

BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S

7.99
19.99

; BLUES BROTHERS

16.99

i BONANZA BROS

.

7.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

BLACK CAULDRON

BLOOD MONEY

! BLOODWYCH
! BLUE MAX

229.99!

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S
POWERMONGER DATA DISK -

Philips CM8833
Mk 2 Monitor

PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)
PRINCE OF PERSIA
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
R-TYPE
R-TYPE2
RACEDRIVIN

CITIZEN 120D+
80 COLUMN, 9 PIN
144CPS/25NLQ

RBI BASEBALL 2

REALMS

ROADWAR EUROPA (SSI)
ROBIN HOOD

lb,

ROBOCOP2D/S

16.

ROBOCOP3
ROBOZONE

16,
16.

ROCKETRANGER
RODLAND
ROLLING RONNY
RORKE'S DRIFT
RUGBY WORLD CUP
SCRABBLE DE LUXE

16.
16.
15.
15.
7.

3.

ISLAND (1 MEG)

16.

SHADOW DANCER

16.

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2

16.

16.

39.99
16.49
16.99

SHADOW SORCERER
SHADOWGATE

3.

SHINOBI

6.

16,99

HUNTER

19.49

SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG)

16.99

I BREACH 2 (ENHANCFD)

17.99

IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET

19.49

= CADAVER

16.49

SILKWORM
SIM CITY 5 POPULOUS
SMASHTV

6,
16.
16.

16.99
6.99

SPACE ACE D/S

24.

SPECIAL FORCES
SPEEDBALL

22.
7.

16.99

SPELLBOUND

CAPTIVE

11.49

: CARRIER COMMAND

7.99

I CELTIC LEGENDS
CHAMPIONS

19.99

i (MANCHESTER UTD, BOXING

MANAGER, J.KHANN SQUASH) 12.49
! CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN (SSI) 19.99
: CHART ATTACK

. (LOTUS ESPRIT, GHOULS &
• GHOSTS, JAMES POND,

: VENUS THE FLYTRAP)
! CHASE H.Q2 (SCI) D/S

19.49
14.99

CHRONOOUEST2

4.99

! CHUCK ROCK

15.99

CHUCKIE EGG

8.99

CHUCKIEEGG2

8.99

CORPORATION

6.99

; CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

,,,3,99

; COVERT ACTION

22.49

! CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

19.99

I CURSE OF THE

: AZURE BOND (1 MEG) (SSI) ...19.99
DAS BOOT (SUB SIM)

19.99

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
• DEJA VU
DELUXE PAINT
: DEUTEROS
DOUBLE DRAGON 3
; DRAKKHEN
DYNASTY WARS

..7.99
3.99
42.99
16.99
16.99
7.99
3 99

E-MOTiON

5.99

INDYHEAT
INFESTATION
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER
CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS
CHALLENGE
J, KHANN WORLD SQUASH

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM)

JET + JAPAN DISK (SUBLOGIC) 5.99

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

19.

JET SET WILLY
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

STOS MAESTRO

15.

SUPER CARS (GBH)

8,99
13.99

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.99

JUDGE DREDD

9.99

KICK OFF 2 D/S
7.99
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
7.99
KICK OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE 7.99
KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE 7.99

KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
KID GLOVES 2

7.99
16.99

(HYDRA, SKULL & CROSSBONE,

9 99

' F16 FALCON - MISSIONS 1&2 14 99
: F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FACEO^F

12.99
. 1 6 99

180 COLUMN, 9 PIN, 213 CPS, 24 MTH WARR

SfREESPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP

JFREEPRINTER LEAD

199.99

(CITIZEN 224 24 PIN COLOUR PRINTER,
180 COLUMN. 192CPS/64LQ, 24 MTH WARR
I FREE PRINTER LEAD

249.99

riAUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224

.79,99

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 224
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 224

...6.99

I RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+

...6.99

COMPETITION PRO

EXTRA CLEAR WITH
AUTOFIRE

LIFE AND DEATH
LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

THUNDERHAWK

16.99

MEGATRAVELLER 1
MENACF.
MERCENARY^

11 99
6.99
15.99

MERCHANT COLONV
MICROPROSE 3D GOLF

18.49
22,99

...

.

MOONSHINE RACERS
MOONSTONE
MURDER D/S
MYSTICAL D/S
NITRO
OPERATION WOLF
OUTRUN EUPOPA

PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE)
PAPERBOY 2

PAWN (M SCROLLS)

11 99

16.99
19.49
4.99
2.99
799
6.99
16.99

6.99
16.99

799

SLIMEWORLD
STRIDER2
TOKI
TOURNAMENT
CYBERBALL
TURBO SUB

NFL SUPER-BOWL..,23.99

CHIPS CHALLENGE 21.99

NINJA GAIDEN
PACLAND

23.99
23.99

CRYSTAL MINES 2..,23.99
DIRTY LARRY
23.99

PAPERBOY
PITFIGHTER

23.99
23.99

ELECTRO COP
GRID RUNNER
HARD DRIViN'
HOCKEY

23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99

QIX
RAMPAGE
ROBO SQUASH
ROBOTRON2084

HYDRA

23.99

S.T.U.N RUNNER

23
23
23.
23
26

ULTIMATE CHESS ...27
VIKING CHILD

23.

23,49
23.99
23,99
...23.99

WARBIRDS
23.
WORLD CUP SOCCER 23

23.99

ZARLOR MERCENARY 23.

XENEPHOBE
XYBOTS

23
23.

iTABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YE •

.15.99

9.99

THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION 6

THE SIMPSONS

TIME &MAGIK (LEVEL 9)
TIP OFF
TOK!
TOYOTA CELICA GT RALLY
TURRICAN 2 D/S

MEGA TWINS

MIDWIN"ER

HARDDRIVIN2)
TEENAGE QUEEN

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)
19.99

SCRAPYARD DOG ...26
SHANGHAI
23.

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDEF
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

BADLANDS. STUN RUNNER,

7.

MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE 15.49
MANIC MINER
8.99
MEANSTREETS
16.99

23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99

23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99

15.99

16.
12

(GUILD OF THIEVES. FISH.
CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

BASKETBRAWL
BILL AND TED
BLOCK OUT
CHECKERED FLAG

HYPERDROME
ISHIDO
KLAX
LYNX CASINO
MSPACMAN

SPECIAL RESERVE MOUSE MAT 4.99

16.

16.99

BASEBALL HEROES 23.99

SQUIK MOUSE FOR ATARI ST

TERMINATOR 2
TETRIS

MAGIC POCKETS

23 99

AWESOME GOLF '.'..23.99

I FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP,

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2 D/S ...12.99
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 D/S ...12.99
LEMMINGS
13.99
LEMMINGS DISK-OH NO'
13.99

MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1

| F16FALCON

IciTIZEN SWIFT 9COLOUR PRINTER,

(STRIP POKER)

16,99
6.99
16,99

Back-litscreen. 4096 colours. 64K RAM. 8 meg game capacity. 4 chan
sound. 16MHz processor. Eye of the Beholder and Lemmings coming soc
APB

134.99

4.99

LEGEND OF THE SWORD

PLUS FREE Mains Adaptor (essential) worth £12.99
PLUS FREE Special Reserve Membership worth £6.0C

16,

T.N.T 2

6.99
19.49
19.49
7.99

16.99

. 2' 99

SWIV

6.
16.
6.
...15.
14.
19.
16.
16.

KLAX
KNIGHTMARE
KNIGHTMARE
LEATHER GODDESSES

•I EPIC

....13.99
15.99
699

SUPER CARS2
SUPER HANG ON
SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
SUPREMACY
SUSPICIOUS CARGO
SWITCHBLADE 2

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S 12.99

LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) 7,99

.

...7.

JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD ...16.99

16,49
9.99

i F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2

3.

13.
3.
7.

1 ELF
I ELITE
! ESWAT D'S
; EXILE
:; EYE CF HORUS

...21.

SPOT
STAR RAY
STARGLIDER2

19.49
...16,49

24 MTH WARRANTY
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE PRINTER LEAD

2.

SEASTALKER (INFOCOM)

HOME ACCOUNTS 2
HOME ALONE
HUDSON HAWK

IK+
6.99
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE ...7.99

84.99
Atari Lynx 2

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)..
RAINBOW COLLECTION

(BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW
ISLANDS, N/ZEALAND STORY)

SECRET OF MONKEY

9.99

BUY ONE NOW

FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE MONITOR LEAD

! BRAT

| CADAVER LEVELS'HE PAY OFF 11.99

inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office:
2 South Block, The Mattings, Sawbrldgeworth, Herts CM219P

WORLD WAR 1 D/S

(MIDWINTER 2)

TEAM SUZUKI, TOYOTA

(Please specify Super Mario and all free items on order form)

RAINBOW ISLANDS)

7.99
6.49

: (LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO,

POPULOUS2
POWER UP

Stereo Headphones, Batteries, 2 Player Lead IV/THTetris
PLUS Super Mario Land game cartridge
PLUS FREE Gamelight for dark or dim light
PLUS FREE Holsters, Belt and Cartridge Holder
PLUS FREE Special Reserve Membership

TURTLES2

TV SPORTS (U Si FOOTBALL

16.
9,

8
15
16.
. 16.
8.

19
20.

UNINVITED

3.

UMS2(1 MEG)

19.

UTOPIA
VENGANCE OF EXCALIBUR

19.

VIZ
VROOM
WARZONE . .
WARHEAD
WATERLOO

item
OUICKJOY
MEGASTAR

item
QUICKSHOT111A

TURBO 2

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

9.99

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

Switch Issue No_

.13.

16.
12.
5.
7.

DELUXE DISK BOX

(HOLDS 80)

10.99

WHEELS OF FIRE

(HARD DRIVIN, POWERDRIFT,
CHASE H.O. TURBO OUTRUN).,,7,
WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM)
6.
WOLFCHILD
WOLFPACK

14.
19.

WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

19.

PIRATES

1699

WORLD CLASS RUGBY

15.

PITFIGHT6R

16.49

WWF WRESTLING

16.

PLAYER MANAGER
POPULOUS S SIM CITY

7.99
16.99

X-OUT

XENON 2. MEGABLAST

item

19.99

16,

ULTIMA5
ULTIMA6

item

7.99

...7
19.

. Machine type

Enter membership number (if applicable) or
Membership fee £6 UK. £8 EEC, £10 World

COMPETITION PRO

5000 (COLOURS MAY VARY)

4.

TV SPORTS BASEBALL

Telephone .

ROCTEC
EXTERNAL
DRIVE

FOR ST

54.99
FULL RANGE OF JOYSTICKS IN OUR CATALOGUE

Credit card expiry date_

Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PI
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge
World software orders please add £1.00 per item.
Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World,
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

Graphics-based wordprocessors
Above the basic wordprocessors such as First Word Plus, but
less concerned with speed and power than the professional
text crunchers like Protext, come the graphics-based
programs with a different mission in life.

That doesn't mean they don't have the range of features That's Write has a very impressive array of them - rather it
means that they are the domain of the more discerning user.
In a business environment it is extremely important to look

In this category the object is to not to thrill with speed of
operation but to print out in style to the humblest of printers.

good in print, but if you can't justify buying a laser to get
perfect output, then one of these packages will do nicely.

That's Write 2.0 and Write On
That's Write and Write On have grabbed a sizeable market share
in the last year or two, with very good reason. That's Write in
particular is a capable text handler with the added bonus of
being able to produce extremely good quality output very
quickly.
That's Write 1.51 has proved a popular wordprocessor - v2,
out shortly, offers a number of additional features. Compo have
added extra enhancements to the GEM interface including trans
parent dialogue boxes, optional scroll bars which can be added or
removed at will and improved paragraph layout features - one of
the great strengths of That's Write and Write On.

^
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perhaps most importantly, hou each one feels in day to day use.
fill the programs are able to be used from single floppy disk
drives without difficulty and are ideal for beginners.
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good buy if you

the ability to save the preferred configuration and the ability to
scale Calamus format outline fonts "on the fly", incorporating
the resulting bitmap font into the document. Five Calamus fonts
If that isn't enough, it also supports faster printing to the new
breed of Hewlett-Packard printers with built-in delta row data
compression facilities, in particular the Deskjet and Laserjet III.
Write On is a cut-down - and cheaper - version of That's
Write without such features as the spelling checker. It is an excel
lent buy for those wanting output quality on a tight budget but
I'd recommend stretching your resources a little more and going
for its bigger brother if this is what you need.

can be moved
around the screen

first Kord Plus is perhaps best described as the grand old nan of the SI
•ord processing scene. It has been around alnost as long as the ST in

Also added are macro control and automation of documents,

will be bundled with the new version.

Using That's Write
2, dialogue boxes

<<L5: HDrdproc.dncJ PI HI pa*^c ljlnc ~jl'col

Version 1,0

can't afford its
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(C) 1590 bg M. Erprath, K, Hinsen, J, Zab
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1850 KByte
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That's Write 2

Wordprocessor features
Document import and export features can be very important, especially if
you are upgrading from one package to another and you need to transfer pre

vious work to your new wordprocessor.They can also be useful for exchang
ing data with PCs and Macs at work, for example. In this case, Protext and
Redacteur score highly as they both support popular MS-DOS formats.
Typefaces are also an important element, especially if using a budget
printer with few internal fonts of its own. In this case, graphics-based pro
grams will offer more variety and higher output quality.
The level of proportional printing support varies - there is more to pro
portional printing than simply sending the right code to the printer..

Basic Layout features are as follows. Leading is the space between consecu
tive lines of text - the finer the degree of control, the better. A typical DTP
package will offer control to within a fraction of a point. In wordprocessing it is less important but occasionally useful to be able to add half
line feeds.

Auto-hyphenation means that the program will hyphenate text wherever
it is required rather than asking the user or simply ignoring long words.

Similarly, automatic text formatting means that the program compensates
for each alteration to the text by reformatting the lines of text to the desired
length.

messages. They are simply blank forms with the titles, headers and footers
already filled in. Only the message or main text need be added. Some tem
plates are much more powerful than others. Protext and That's Write, for
example, allow documents to be automated so that when they are opened, the
date is inserted, the user is prompted for a title or other information and then
the text is entered.

Most people will spend more time editing and correcting than anything
else. Editing facilities are clearly important and the right range of tools is criti
cal. Some wordprocessorshave keyboard commands for deleting whole words,
lines, sentences or even paragraphs.
A command to swap two characters around can also be useful in rectifying
one of the commonest keyboard errors. Equally vital is an "undo" function we all make mistakes! Search and replace, the ability to move and copy
blocks of text and flexible clipboard functions, is invaluable too.

Multiple document
The ability to open multiple documents at once allows text to be cut and
pasted between them with ease, useful for updating or simply copying a para
graph used in one report into another. A glossary is a store of commonly used
words, phrases or even paragraphs which can be quickly retrieved and placed
in the current document.

ers are printed on every page of text, except perhaps the first, with a particular
text layout. Footnotes, on the other hand, are references shown in a docu
ment as a number with further text printed automatically at the bottom of the

Disk management features include the ability to format a blank disk or
copy some files from one partition to another while working on a document.
Autosave is also a good idea - how easy it is to forget to save a long
document when you are just starting to get going! Print spooling facilities
enable you to carry on working while the document is printed in the back

page.

ground.

Headers and footers are often confused with footnotes. Headers and foot

Templates are useful for regularly used documents such as letters and fax

Although documents containing graphics are usually the domain of the

File

Edit

Format

Style

Record

Is it a

Pagr^

Wordflair 1

wordprocesso?
Yes, but today
it's going to be a
DTP package too

Wordflair must surely rank as one of the hardest programs to categorise. Is it a
wordprocessor? It certainly doesn't have a spelling checker, paragraph styling or
even a word counter. Is it a DTP program? It has frames and a layout grid, cer
tainly, as well as integrated tables, graphing and charting functions.
On the other hand there's no index, table of contents or macros. It does have
a handy little database - and it can even be used as a spreadsheet!
So what is it? It has been criticised as being a "jack of all trades and master of
none", but in reality it fills a niche in the market. Very few programs can claim
to combine ease of use with so many functions.
That's Write may be a better wordprocessor but it doesn't have the database
element. Protext has all the powerful data manipulation without the charting
and graphing functions.
For the small business, Wordflair makes an ideal tool for creating presenta
tions and fully-illustrated reports, while for the home user - possibly involved in
running a club or newsletter - it could well be the answer.
It is the best program yet for combining the functionality of a spreadsheet,
database and wordprocessor - and v2, which promises so much more, including
support for FSM GDOS, is expected very soon.

One of the most
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DTP package, there will often be occasions when a report or presentation will
need a chart or graph drawn in another program. The ability to import graph
ics then becomes very useful, particularly if vector formats are supported, such
as GEM. If graphics can be resized and even manipulated while still running
the wordprocessor, so much the better.
Wordflair, however, has its own integrated graphing and charting facilities
and is ideal for this type of document.
Tables are another widely used feature, especially in business documents.
Packagessuch as WordPerfect and Redacteur are particularly strong at format
ting tables and integrating them into the main text.
Once beyond a basic level of wordprocessing, speed starts to matter. Macros
and programmable keys become much more important and more useful than
mere keyboard short-cuts. That's Write 2 allows considerable programming
flexibility in automating documents and often repeated series of keystrokes.
For example, it is easily possible to set up a macro which will save the cur
rent document, call up a letter "template", insert the date and move the cursor
to the start ready for you to start typing.
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Although not strictly a wordprocessor (Calligrapher describes itself as a docu
ment processor), Calligrapher has all the ingredients needed for churning out
day-to-day correspondence including letters, reports and mailshots.
It also borders on a DTP package with its ability to produce multi-column
newsletters complete with graphics, diagrams, rules and borders. In fact, used in
text mode with the system font onscreen, it is just as capable of performing
quickly as any other program in this range.
Its greatest strength is the superb quality of the outline fonts available. While
it uses a special version of GDOS, it can combine bitmapped GEM fonts with its
own outline fonts, producing some very professional-looking output.
The distributors, Working Title, have just discontinued Calligrapher Junior (a
cut-down version with fewer features) and dropped the price of Calligrapher
Professional to £119. At that price, Calligrapher is an excellent buy.

difficult to use but extremely useful for planning long documents. Essentially
an outliner is a method of ordering paragraphs and sub-paragraphs to get an
overall picture of the document.
It is useful for minutes of meetings and planning essays or articles. The out
liner in Calligrapher is much more - it enables graphical flowcharts to be con
structed and even incorporated in other documents.
Advanced layout features include full-page previews so that the layout of a
document can be seen and checked before printing, and the ability to define a
particular paragraph style, usually storing it by name, which can then be
recalled and applied to any document in the future.
Widow and orphan control is a sophisticated feature which ensures that
single words and lines do not end up alone at the top or bottom of a page or
column break.
:

Longer documents
For the longest documents such as dissertations, books and manuals, fea
tures such as markers, comments, indexing and table of contents creation
come into their own.

Markers can be placed anywhere in a document to allow the user to get

back quickly. Perhaps you need to check something on another page but don't

Many applications also require the use of foreign and special characters
such as umlauted letters not normally accessible from the keyboard. Still more
specialised ones need to represent complex mathematical and scientific for
mulae - Calligrapher is particularly good at this, as is the new package

want to lose your place. A marker might well be the answer.
Comments are similar but they allow a short piece of text to be added, per
haps querying the accuracy of a particular point for checking later at proof

Redacteur.

stage.

Mail merge facilities are a must for business users. Sending out mailshots is
easy with even the most basic facilities. A thesaurus is not often needed by
the average user but can be a boon for journalists, business users writing
reports or students trying for the best possible grades. An outliner can be very

Finally multiple columns - more akin to DTPthan anything else - are
now possible in many wordprocessors. They can work particularly well with
full screen previews, allowing newsletters, manuals and brochures to be
designed and produced.

W TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY)
ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM

i i ii [

UPGRADES FOR MOST

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS

fTTrrro

;.
J..i».<«»..<...ii..<...ii««««.»>
520STE 1 Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS)

e 30.00
E BO.OO

520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS)

E 160.00

520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade kit. requires soldering
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by oursetves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit. with full fitting
instructions, Requires very slight case modification

JOINT WINNER OF
COMPUTER SHOPPER'S

'Best Customer
Service9
-AWARD FOR 1991-

2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb. or 2/2.5Mb • Compact design
• Quick installation procedure • Simple, fast and effective
RAM upgrade path • Designed to fit almost any 520 or 1040 ST

PRICES INC.DEUVERY & VAT 9 17.5%

model •

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use. including drive
problems We reserve Ihe right to refuse any machine lhat we consider to
have been damaged olher lhan in normal use eg substandard repair work,
lightning and physical damage - Ihese are quoted for separalefy

ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

Requires no soldering or technical know-how

512K VERSION:
UPGRADES 520 STs TO
1MB RAM

LYNX Portable Games Console

ONLY

Only £99.99

£4g.gs

2MB VERSION:
UPGRADES 520/1040 STs
TO 2/2.5MB RAM

ONLY

£99.00

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of Ihe Atari ST, there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

Call us now on

0386 765500
TELESALES OPENING TIMES:

9am-7pm Monday-Friday
9am - 5.30pm Saturday
Send Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details to:

Pacland

.£21.95

Caiifoma Games ....£19 99
Stiangnai
£21.95
Rampago
£25 99
Gauntlet 3
£25 99
Chequered Flag
£25 99
A.P.B. .,
£25.99

Hard Di
Blockoi
Soccer
Qix
Ishido

Viking Child

£25.99

Warbirds

£25 99

Tokl

£25.99

£25 99

Rolling
Img Thunde'
£2599
Bill&tiodsEi Adv..£25 99

£25 99

Nm>a Ga

£21.95
£21 95

PaperOoy
Rygar Warror

£21.95

£21 95

Zator Mercenary

£21 95

Ms Pacman

£21.95

Xenop*-wbe

£21 95
Blue Lightning
£21 95
Gales at Zendocon £2195

Chess
Baseball
Turbo Sub

Cigarette Lighter Adaptor.,. £ 9.99
Sun Visor /Protector
£ 5.99

£25 99

£2599
£25 99
£25.99
£26 99

£22 95

.£26 99

Lynx Pouch
Lynx Kit Case..

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's
@i¥i T©y& s? mm bbmums <se
SIMMS RAM EXPANSION « H
OWR SIMFILI-F!TTIN<5 UPQRADfiL

(vj? Fits Atari STF, STFM and

Evesham Micros Ltd.

MEGA series computers

Unit 9, St Richards Road
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ

<2? Uses SIMMS RAM Modules
for Effortless Upgradeability

(v? Probably the neatest ST RAM

^

Upgrade available!

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra
Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building
Society cheques or Bank Drafts.

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY
& 'CALIFORNIA GAMES'

,£21.95 Chipa Challenge....£16.99
RoadblasiBfS

Klaxx

&

£ 65.00

If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-446441

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

Express Courier Delivery :
(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra

ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

£49.95

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2.5Mb, quickly and cheaply!

j£d

£ 49.00
£ 79.00
£ 149,00

I

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily with our fully
compatible RAM upgrade board. Designed for pre-STE machines,
the unit accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM

Upgrade unit with board unpopulated

£ 44.95

Upgrade unit with 512K RAM Installed upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
£ 74.95

Upgrade unit with 2MbRAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.. £119.95

fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge needed! Available

Upgrade unit with 4MbRAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/MegaST to 4Mb

with or without RAM modules. Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 /
2.5Mb and 4Mb. as and when necessary. Straightforward
installation - full, step-by-step comprehensive instructions provided.

N.B. Due lo the large vanance in design of Ihe Alan ST. there is a small
minonty of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

£199.95

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

•B 0386 765180
fox : 0386 765354

Open Mon-Sat., 9 00 - 5.30

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
"S 0223 323898
fox

0223 322883

Open Mon-Fri, 9.30-6.00 & Sat, 9.30-5.30
Corporate Soles Dept. • IBM dealer

251-255 Moseley Road,
Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel:021 446 5050 • Fax:021 446 5010

Open Mon-Sat, 9.00-5.30
Corporate Soles Dept • Easy Parking

320 WITAN GATE
MILTON KEYNES MK9 2HP

"& 0908 230 898
fax

0TO8 230 865

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00-5.30

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Our units incorporate latest technology, high capacity
NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

Disk offers allthese features at such a low price!

-^

if Autobooting and Fully Autoparklng Hard Disk
if Features ICD Hard Disk Interlace and Software

if Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan

•fr Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included
•frHigh quality compact grey metal casing
if Extremely easy installation procedure

•S- 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.00

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

40MB version £ 299

1OOMB version £ 449

All details coned a!time otgoing lopress• All goodssubject toavailability

W TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURDAY)

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.ZOPM {SAIUKVA

TOP VALUE 400dpi

KICK OFF

HANDY SCANNER
IALITY

with

GAZZA *

SCANNING AT THE
RIGHT PRICE !

520 STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK
Specialtyfeatured package representing lop value, including the
Atari STE which features 1Mb Drive. 512K RAM. full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including:

Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete

nuns!

package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful
DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.
Ata genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this scanner produces trulysuperb
quality scans, The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning width,
featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of 100. 200,
300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL scanning
and editing software which features the special Real-Timescanning display,
and allows scanning in erther line art or in up to 16 halftones. Provides

powerfulediting features including image crop, rotate, flipand invert as well
as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file formats, giving
excellent compatitHlity with all major Desktop Publishing and Paint
packages, eg. Fleet St. Publisher. Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up,

ONLY £99.99

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI STE
PACKAGE OFFER ON A UKE-FOR-UKE BASIS

including VAT
and Delivery

FREE! With EVERY STE Pack
* 'GAZZA 2'
* 'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'

(RRP: C25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)

* 'SUBBUTEO'

(RRP: C25.53)

*
*
*
*
*
*

(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: E2S.S3)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

'THE BALL GAME'
'TREASURE TRAP'
'ASTERIX'
'SKIDOO'
'LEONARDO'
TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £170.00 !

ALL OUR ST prices Include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5

Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain
software Including paint program, two wordprocessors, games,

TRUEMOUSE

graphics & sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

'Sim City • 'Escape fromPlanet of Robot Monsters'% 'Final Fight'
•

'NineLives'* 'Neochrome'% FirSTBASIC• 'Atari ST Tour1

£279.99
inc.VAT & delivery

£309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FTTTED
£349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
£419.99 WITH 4MB RAM FnTED

1040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
Special pack features five categories of extra software, including :
'Head & Learn' word recognition & sentence construction •

Quizzes, Spelling & Pnmary Maths • GCSE Maths, French &
Geography revision • Wordprocessor. Database &Spreadsheet
(RRP over £100)0 HyperPaint. Music Makerand FirSTBASIC

pQOQ QQ £419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
inc.VAT &delivery

£499.99 WiTH 4MB RAMFITTED

WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you can

1

buy for the Atari ST, Excellent

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER!!

performance, with a higher resolution

of 300dpl. Amazing tow price I

O -I ft QQ SATISFACTION
£. I D . y y GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

C 29.00

ATARI 1MB 520SF
DISCOVERY PACK

Excellent high performance trackball, directly
compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST Operates

probably won't want to use a mouse again
after using this Trackball ! Total onehanded control. Top quality construction
and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every time. No

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE!

ONLY £249^°
ST SOFTWARE
Firs! Word Plus

Amor Protext 5.5

7Y-FI

amplified stereo
speakers

REALISE THE FULL
SOUND POTENTIAL OF
YOUR ATARI STE WITH
THIS PAIR OF FULL
RANGE SPEAKERS!

Speaker sizes: 248 x 93 X 125mm

C 57.95

£ 120.00

Data Manager Professional .
CyOer Paint 2.0
Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)
Degas Elite

C 29.95
£ 37.50
£ 37.50
E 22.50

Deluxe Paint

C 44 95

Digita Home Accounts 2
Personal Finance Manager Pro

C 49 95
E 32.95

Timeworks DTP Version 2

E 89 95

Replay 8 ...

E 63 95

GFA BASIC 3 6
GFA BASIC Connie'

E 34 00
E 22.50

HiSofl Devpac 2 23
Lattice C 5.06 02
Power BASIC
Alan Fastcom2
Atari Archive

£44 95
C 11500
£29.95
£34 00
£ 22.00

Mavis Beacon Teaches l"yping

MANY FEATURES AND A FASTER
PRINT SPEED

SPECIAL
OFFER III
We are ottering a complete

Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphes tmporl facilities

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

'FIRST WORD
PLUS' &
'TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

fonts and a super-last pnnt speed of I80cps m draft
and 44 cps in NLQ. the LC20 appropriately
supercedes the phenomenally successful LCiD1

ONLY £139.99
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts. 180/45cps
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts. 180/60cps
Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts. 200/67cps
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above...

Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pis.state model)....E 64.95
Star FB15 COLOUR powertul 9-pin colour, 31k buffer
£ 249.99
NEW! Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin. BO col. power printer ...E 369.00

NEW! CITIZEN 224
24-Pin COLOUR Printer
Excel'ent Colou: or Mono Presentation Results* Three

Superb Letter Quality Fonts Built-m* 192cps Draft.

£249.99
Inc.VAT, delivery & cable

64cps Letter Quality*
Easy-To-Use Control Panel
2-Year manufacturer's warranty*
Optional Sheet Feeder available

£22.50

Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good quality - exceptional value

NEODESK3

Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the
lull with this great Twin Speaker System!
Features reflex ported design with 3 separate
drivers in each unit, and incorporates a built-in
amplifier with adjustable volume
control. Runs from PSU (supplied)
or from batteries (not included).

STAR LC-20 9-Pin Printer
SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10, WITH

Providing superlativepaper handling,lour excellent NLQ

driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

'PoLL Registered
^faStir Dealer

INCLUDES BRAND NEW 5205TFM

from the mouse or joystick port. Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you

Prices include VAT,
delivery and cable

WITH 1MB RAM, 1MB DRIVE, PLUS :
ST0S' GAMECREATOR • OUTRUN • CARRIER COMMAND' •
BOMB JACK' • SPACE HARRIER'- NE0CHR0ME' • FIRST
BASIC' ATARIST TOUR'• DISCOVERINGYOURST'BOOK

TRACKBALL

DDIKITCDC
rKIIN I CK9

£29.95

Simply the Dest replacement desktop /

file management environment for ST's.
NeoCLI

ONLY £39.95

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

C 24.95

E349.991
£ 249.991
£359.00|

NEW! Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500C COLOUR

£ 589.001

3V2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
LOWEST EVER PRICE!

With lis dedicated monitor Input, this model
combines the advantages of a high qualitymedium

£52.99

resolutton colour monitor with the convenience of

remote control Teletext TV - at an excellent tow price !

Features dark glass screen for Improved contrast,
plus fullrange 3-wayspeaker sound output

pftPQ f\(\

E 249.991

Olivetti JP-350 Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer
Canon BJ-10EX award-winning Inkjet. Epson compatible
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500

including VAT & delivery

Including VAT,

Z_^.Ocl.UU delivery &cable

Monitor Switch Be

m

monitors without the

eat value'

'fillips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (stereo sound) • mc.cable

E 239.00

JEW! Atari SM144 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

E 129.95

VIDI-ST with VIDI-Chrome Video Digitiser Package
VIDI Complete Colour Solution

E 99.95
E 160.00

VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input.... E 64.95

PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which fits neatly inside the ST.
Please slate either STFM or STE version when ordering ... E 99.95

AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PC emulator {16MHz 80286) with
E 229.95
£ 269.00

Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter
For STF/STFM/STE machines

PLUG-IN PSU

• Very quiet
• Slimline design

• Cooling Vents

Beware of other makes of
drive that take their power

"*^^P

£ 4.95

from Ihe joystick port!

• Sleek, high quality metal casing
• Suits any Atari ST

• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism

Dfl-DOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.

Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
AT-Speed / STE as above, Atari STE Compatible version

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL

E 13.95

• On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity

• Long reach connection cable

Also available:
5.25" External Drive
40/80 Track Switchable

Only £74.95 inc. VAT & delivery

NEW TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 9AM - 7PM (MONDAY-FRIDAY) • 9AM - 5.30PM (SATURD

o

<&S%
OVv

INTEB-JATIOKAI

Tel 0257 276800 i!H
Main office & 24 hour order line

Fax 0257 274753

Help desk 0490 3284
Weekdays 3-4pm
Overseas orders please add £5.00.
All prices include P+P and VAT.

with Intraset Ltd
Our compendium of gamine software uses your
computer's intelligence andlogic to predict winners
and advise you on strategy. Whether you're an
COURSEMASTER

Our proven horse racing program
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95

**^

TRACKMASTER

The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19.95
Coursemaster&TrackmasterTwin Pack £39.95

(Saving £4.95)
Using simple information from the racing card in daily papers

experienced punter or a novice, with a little time and
our range of software, you can maximise your
winning potential.
A licence to print money•' MrFC Hammond of Essex who won nearly
£10,000 in 16 weeks

'We have won many thousands''MrPERobertsofDorsetwho so far has won
more than £46,000

'Copies oftheseand otherendorsements from actualcustomers are available on request.

or the racing papers, COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER
will predict with consistent accuracy.
The winneris predicted as well as second and third places
fortricasts.The programs alsomention attractive long shots,

POOLSMASTER British or
Australian £24.95 each.

recommend types of bets and most importantly warn when

Poolsmaster British and Australian

not to bet.

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the
winners and COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER will assist

in managing your bets. They work out your winnings on the
mostpopular types of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, print out your betting slips,
and even maintain your betting bank account.
SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR
WINS with small stakes- try it and surprise yourself.

COMPETITION
Details and rules
Our company likes to see people winning, which iswhy we're
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every
purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into
the draw. You can also enter for free bysending a postcard
to INTRASET

1st prize-PC NT286 Colour
2nd prize - Complete set of IntrasetBusiness and Gaming
Software 3rd prize - Complete set of Intraset Gaming
Software 5 runners up will each win their choice of one
Intraset title.

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters.
Send an SAE for list of winners.
Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92

SPECIAL
OFFER

POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER

together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.)

Our complete gaming suite: £110.00
POOLSMASTER (British & Australian),
PERM-MASTER, SPOT-THE-BALL,
COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER

1*

Saving £22.70

Intraset Ltd
Send an SAE for full catalogue

£44.95 (Saving £4.95)
The Football Pools Predictors
Developed after yearsof detailed study,
POOLSMASTER uses a uniquescientific
formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws.
TheFORM PREDICTION optionanalyzes result
possibilities with amazing accuracy. The
unique indexing systemallowsforquick entry
of fixtures and results, and updates itself
season after season so there is no need to buy
a new copyeach year. Poolsmaster also
contains a uniquecoupon number sequence
predictor.
Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all
British league and cup matches and the
Australian league.

PERM-MASTER £19.95

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95
There is no more need for counting Ys or
using messy rubber stamps. Simply tell your
computer where you think the ball is usingthe
screen template provided. It will give you a

print-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in
your chosen shape or it can chose at random
for you. SPOT-THE-BALL learns week after

week and builds up a database of results for
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION.

GUIDE TO POOLS AND
PERMS £14.95

The definitive guide to Pools
permutations and betting
systems
Written by the experts responsible for our
successful software range. Masterthe fineart
of prediction by reading this fascinating
in-depthexplanation of betting systems and

perms. Plan a campaign for that elusive big

Poolsmaster

win and use this books' tips on selecting the
best matchesand racesand howto use perms
to maximum effect on Pools, Horses and Dogs.

Designed for users of PERM systems, PERMMASTER ends the agony of checking bydoing

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT

The perfect companion for

it for you. It comes complete with several of
the top perms built in but you can also create
your own with the unique PERM EDITOR and
PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER

is fast and easy to use and can be used for
most blockand single line perms.
Additional discs of top perms are availableat
£14.95 each.

Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no

extra charge! (Cheque purchases only.)
Simply divide yourorderby4 and send us4 cheques
each with your name and address and cheque
guarantee number: Date the first cheque with
today's date and post-date each of the other
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91, 1/6/91 etc.

Wewillthen holdeach cheque until it is due.

All programsavailablefor IBM/PC &compatibles,all Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCWs, Atari, Amiga and
CPC6128. Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are also available for all Amstrad CPC's,

all Spectrums and C64 & 128.

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (Dept stu ) FREEPOST,
10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lanes. PR6 7BR.
Phoneor Fax for lightning service. All major credit cards accepted.

f

CoverDisk
Two great demos head the cast of this
month's CoverDisk show. Curtain up...

END OF
AN ERA
Single sided users will immedi
ately notice that they cannot
access the CoverDisk at all this

month. Sorry folks! The rather
strange format we used in the
past considerably restricted the
size of the programs we were
able to put on the CoverDisk.
However, each individual

Using the CoverDisk
In order to cram as much as possible on to the CoverDisk, some of the files
have had to be archived. To help identify these programs, they have all been
named with an initial letter X. Forexample, X_ADDRSS.TOS is the archived
ADDRESS database.

To extract and run programslikethis, you will need to format a blank disk,

copy the X_??????.TOS file across to this disk and then double click on it.The
files will be displayed onscreen as they are extracted. Once the process is fin
ishedyou will see the unarchived program and associated files on the disk.

reader is important to us. We'll
copy the files on to two single

rllllllllllllllliilHimi

CATERPILLARS THE STOS 3D DEMO

sided disks and return them to

you - along with some advice
on how to get your internal
drive upgraded...
If you have a single sided
drive, send your original
CoverDisk with a cheque for
£1.50 payable to Atari ST User,

Astunning demo of the remarkable new STOS 3D Basic
programming language and a complete action-packed

to:

game all rolled into one!

SSD Service

Atari ST User

Europa House
Adlington Park
MACCLESFIELD

SK10 4NP

Ever fancied being a 3D programmer? We challenged
Invasion of thfe

Mandarin Software to come up with a playable demo game

+ MJTRNT-- CRTERPHJLffe ,

created usingthe new versionof STOS 3D which would
demonstrate the ease of use and flexibility that has turned
STOS Basic into the most popular programming language on

De fend your c i ty

Problems with

your CoverDisk?
Hotline Number:
With thousands of disks being

duplicated each month, a few will
inevitably be faulty. Fortunately we

recision Data Systems,

Sallow Road, VVeldon North

ing 3D action!
The object of the game is to prevent the mutant caterpillars

3ft*

3D

the ST.

To reallyturn the screw, wegavethem just two daysto do it
in! Mutant Caterpillars is the result, showing what a compe
tent programmer can do in such a short spaceof time.
The gamecan be run straight from the CoverDisk. Plugin a
good joystick and double clickon CATA.PRG for some amaz

fron tha

*" Uss -joys-ticK,

riduse

or

cursor .Keys/.

''Press .Fl "to toggle- bscKgr'Xin'd -on/off
♦ . Press .FB To tog'sle rsclar "on/otf ' f- '

Nr.it ten by Darren I the 11 *
• '" (c) Eur-opress Softusr? 13.31.•

,

Get the mutant caterpillars before they
take over the whole of your 3D village!

- the funny lookingred things with cheerful faces - from
reaching the 3D village just in front of you. You can navigate
around the village using the joystick controls and blast any

caterpillar within rangeusingthe Fire button.
The background can be toggled off to suit your preference
usingthe Fl function key, as can the radar(the series of small
dots in the lower left-hand corner of the screen) using F2.
Enjoy!

Industrial Estate, CORBY NN17 1JX
A replacement will be sent free of
It's here at last - the long-awaited 3D extension
to the STOS Basic programming language

Ifyou have any other problems
with the CoverDisk. our technical

editor, Andrew Wright, will be

Configuration: All STs (except Mega STs), low-res colour

available on the Atari ST User

Filenames:

CoverDisk hotline between 3.30pm

STOS.3D - Folder

and 7.30pm even' Monday. Please

OBJECTS - Folder containing 3D objects

do not call outside these hours as

he will be unable to answer your
It might only be three pokey little
buildings, but it's home to someone

CATA.PRG - Game program
C3D.PRG - STOS 3D program

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If
you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff
will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to

Ease Of Use-Good"

4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2

megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution

offered by offers but merely a cost effective
simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a
520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we
have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4

megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners

we have an expansion board to take your

machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good"

in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . £34.99

RFI Interference

auto configuring

520ST-1040 PlugIn Board Socketed MMU Chip. . . .£49.99
520ST-1040 PlugIn Board Surface MountMMU. . . .£49.99

under the RFI shielding so that you get no

and compatible with all

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone
support.

Software
All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied
with a ram checker which checks every chip on

520ST-2.5MBPlug InBoard Expandable to 4MB . .
520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoard. . .
1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering . . . .
1040ST-2.5MB Plug InBoard Expandable to 4MB. .

1040ST-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £189 99

Mega 1-4MB Plug In Solderless Expansion Board. . £189-99

upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram

Mega 2-4MB Plug InSolderless Expansion Board . . tlJ'-"

public domain utilities.

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade
For those Atari owners who have a machine

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated
(takes4 256'4 Drams)

Address:

I\>stcode:
cja go

4MB Board Unpopulated (16 or 32megabit Drams). . £59 99
£3999

520STE-1040STEPlugInSimms
520STE-2.5MB PlugIn Simms
520STE-4MB PlugIn Simms

interference on your screen.

£139.99
For more information on any of Third Coast's
£189.99 products please returnthe form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
£169.99
£139.99 Name;

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
disk, print spooler and several other useful

All Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit

£89 99
£149.99

Tel:

Interests:

Please Make Cheques/Postal Orders Paybaule To
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

!

^*r-

BANG!
An infuriating game for those of you who
can't bear PC owners having all the fun!
Bang is the STversion of a superb
game proving devastatingly popular
among users of Windows 3.0, the
icon-based interface that has
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dragged the PC kicking and scream
ing into the age of the graphical

i

user interface.

n

\ \
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Just because we ST owners have

i

enjoyed one for years doesn't mean
we can't be sorry for the poor old
PC users struggling to get used to

':j"j.ri,: '. (li.D'j'JfjI'jri'J

Id^ : Cfev.ll _ LJjiJjiJji.? j
Sang goes another attempt at
getting to the top of the score table

their new mice!

Anyway, here's the STversion and

what a game it is too! You cannot run it striaght from the CoverDisk. You
will need to copy X_BANG.TOS to a formatted, blank disk and double click
on the file to start the extraction process.

Once the process is complete, click on BANG_COL.PRG if you are a colour
user, or BANG_HI.PRG if you're
using mono. Either way, the game
is just as playable.
In Bang you are faced with a
grid, the size of which depends on
the level of play. Hidden in the
grid are a number of exploding
mines. The object of the game is
to uncover the mines by clicking
on one square at a time and inter

FIRST WORD
A complete, fully working wordprocessor
To run First Word, copy X_1STWRD.T0S from the CoverDisk on to a blank,
formatted disk. With the new disk in the drive, double click on

X_1STWRD.T0S and it will automatically de-archive itself.
No wonder Windows users

are going mad for this one!
preting the information that is revealed.
You can mark squares using the right button and even ask for help at a
cost of two seconds off your overall time. Assoon as you touch one, you're
dead - even if it's your first go! The num

Programmed byMike Coupland
Configuration: All STs, low-res
colour or hi-res mono
Filenames:
BANG - Folder

X_BANG.TOS - Self-extracting
archive program

Then double click on 1STWORD.PRG and load the user manual

(1STWD.DOC) or the printer installation manual (1STWDINS.DOC). These
two long text files tell you everything you need to know to get it working
fully.

The program appears with kind permission from GST. Readers can upgrade

bers that appear after you click on a
square relate to the number of mines in
contact with that square. For more infor

to the latest commercial version, First Word Plus v3, for £59.95 including

mation look at the BANGREAD.ME file

Simply return your original CoverDisk (make a backup copy first!) with a
cheque payable to GST Software Products, or an Access/Visa number, to

on disk.

All you have to do is work out where
all the mines are. Sound easy enough? I
thought so too...

VAT, postage and packing - a savingof over£20 on the recommended retail
price.

Softline, GST Software Products,
Meadow Lane, St Ives,

Huntingdon PE17 4LG (Telephone

Configuration: All STs, med- or hi-res
recommended

0480 496600).

Filenames:

The commercial version fea

MIDI UTILITIES
Two essential Midi utilities - Panic Button
and Local Control

tures an up-to-date manual and
many more features. See the wordprocessor review which starts on
page 16 for more details.
A

File

Edit

Block Style

1STWORD - Folder

X_lSTWRD.TOS - Self-extracting
archive program

Help

H:\1STHCRD\ST1ISER, DOC

When using instruments, "stuck notes" sometimes occur. Panic Button is a
handy utility to sends a Midi "All Notes Off"command on all 16 Midi chan
nels. The program only uses 500 bytes of memory when loaded so it can easily
be installed for any Midi session.

Local Control is another utility for Midi owners. It accesses the "Local Off"
mode in most Midi keyboards, the popular Casio CZ-101 and Yamaha DX
series among them. "Local Off" mode stops the keysfrom triggeringsounds

internallyand is essential for usinga Midi keyboard as a controllerand sound
source for many Midi pro-

Programmed by Wayne Steinert
Configuration: All STs, any resolution
Filenames:
MIDI - Folder

LOCAL.PRG - The LocalControl program
LOCAL.DOC - Documentation file

PANIC.PRG - The Panic Button program
PANIC.DOC - Documentation file

grams.

Both programs can be run
as programs, by double click
ing on them from the desk
top, or as accessories by
renaming them with an ACC
extender, placing them in the
root directory of your boot
disk and rebooting your ST.
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UNDLINE
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CENTER

One of the most popular ST wordprocessors - GST's First Word

I

ADDRESS File Prill Data-Entry Sort Options (eu-uefine

ADDRESS

Caaeron Stilton

Ihe Hasfirer's Pub
noodleton

Snukesital]
Leicestershire
England
IKH

A superb companion to any
wordprocessor, this demo
address database keeps
you in touch - whatever
program you are running!

II1UI Bffll<

Business, Hints Quote sent

00
file Loaded I

The data management

program helps you keep
track of who you know
gjg File Mien Options

To run ADDRESS, copy X_ADDRSS.TOS from the
CoverDisk on to a blank, formatted disk and dou

ble click on X_1STWRD.T0S. It will automatically
de-archive itself. Then double click on

ADDRESS.PRG and run the database management

program or read the comprehensive manual on
disk before you start.
Address is a well-designed, compact address
manager which allows you to store names,
addresses, telephone numbers and other useful

Whatever GEM program you
are in, you can pop up the
handy desk accessory

information and add, delete or amend them at

any time. The addresses can be sorted by a two filed sorting system or searched
manually.

TURBO 4 RAMDISK
A superfast, reset-proof RAM disk
with a host of extra features!
Turbo is one of the fastest, reset-proof RAM disks around. It does

not resetyour ST when it is first installed and includes a resetproof printer buffer which allows rapid background printing.
TURBO needs to be run from an AUTOfolder so you will

have to copy the file TURBO407.PRG to the AUTO folder on
your boot disk or, if you don't have one, format a blank disk

The function keys can also be programmed and telephone lists printed out on most
dot matrix printers (the program is set for a Star LC24-10 but should work with any
Epson-compatible). What's more, the best part of the program is yet to come!
An accessoryis included which will retrieve the details from within any GEM
program - whether you are running a wordprocessor, DTP program or Midi sequencer,
your friends' telephone numbers can be called
up at any time!
Programmed byTim Finch
This is a special demo version - the full ver
Configuration: All STs, med- or hi-res
sion is shareware which means that you can
send a small registration fee to the program
mer and he will send you it along with unlim
ited address storage and even more features.

Filenames:
ADDRESS - Folder

X_ADDRSS.TOS - Self-extracting
archive program

Full details are in the manual.

and create a folder on it called AUTO. Next, reset your STwith
this boot disk in drive A- use drive C if you are a hard disk
owner.

Before the Desktop appears, you will be prompted for a drive
identifier - choose the default unless you have a good reason
not to, by pressing Return. Enter the desired size of the RAM
disk and printer buffer, save the information (answer Y) and
return to the Desktop. Here you will need to create a drive icon
for the new RAM disk using the Install Disk Drive menu under

QUIZICAL
Slip into something Quizical!
Computer quiz games are all the
rage at the moment, especially in
the pubs and clubs where most
people seem quite content to throw
their money down the nearest drain.

Options.

TURBO saves the setup to a file called TURB04.INF. Each

time you boot up afterwards, the same sizeRAM disk will be cre
ated. If you want to enter a new temporary configuration while
booting, hold down the Alternate key. To stop it running, hold
down the two Shift keys.To change the parameters entirely,
delete the TURBO.INFfile and start the configuration process
again.

For pre-TOS 1.4 owners, the program has an added bonus holding down Control+Alternate+Delete does a warm reset just
as if you had pressed the button at the back of the ST. On
machines with any version of TOS, Control+Alternate+
Backspace does a fast cold start (the same as switching off your
ST but a lot easier on the hardware).
For more information see the documentation on disk.

Programmed byKevin Creasey
Configuration: All STs, any resolution
Filenames:
TURBORAM- Folder

TURBO407.PRG - The program
TURBO407.DOC - Comprehensive instructions
on installation and use

Well here's a version that won't

cost you a penny - it's entirely free
but it still has all of the enjoyment
of the real thing.
Quizical is just like the pub quiz
machines but features life points
Your starter for ten - how far can
you get on general knowledge?
instead of cash, allowing you to get
a lot further into the game without mortgaging your house or squandering the money

you saved for the new hard drive.
Copy the X_QUIZ.TOS file on to a formatted, blank disk and double click on the file
to extract it. Then double click on QUIZICAL.PRG and get ready to answer the ques

tions. Press 1, 2 or 3 depending on which answer you think is correct. There are over
300 questions in the game and more than 1,000 possible answers.
There is a ten second time limit to answer each question but the faster you answer
the higher your score will be. You begin
the game with three lives and nine life
Programmed by Dave Cobbledick
points - each wrong answer loses you a
Configuration: All STs, low-res colour only
life point. Three of them and it's a life
Filenames:
down the drain. To add some atmosphere

QUIZICAL - Folder

to the game, it contains a number of sam
pled sounds and some good music. You
have 60 seconds starting from...

X_QUlZ.TOS - Self-extracting archive
program

FED UP miJIHG? Q COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL

^^
Fastest
*~,
Mail Order Company

V

%T

—r

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED
NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

__

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH
BUCKS, SLOONH
TEL: 0753 553535 (3 Lines) FAX: 0753 553530

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T &

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS
5.25

5.25 1.6 Meg

BOX/10

M-2D

M-2HD

1-5
6-10

5.00
4.50

1 MEG
MF-2DD

7.00
6.50

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

2 MEG
MF-2HD

7.00
6.50

DELIVERY

14.00
13.00

.GOLD MASTER BRANDED
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY

^aSSL®^

1 MEG

1 MEG

MF2DD

MF2DD

1 BOX — MOUSE MAT — 5 BOXES —
50 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX

6-10 BOXES

5.25" BULK DISKS

LIFE TIME WARRANTY

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty
25 Disks
50 Disks
100 Disks

£21.00

200 Disks

£80.00

500 Disks

£182.00

£9.00

£16.00

£12.00

£17.50

£30.00

£20.00

£35 00

100 Disks

£31.00

£51.00

£39.00

£68.00

,

£20.00
£21.00

£19.00

ATARI MOUSE

Sk. ..£19.00

^

...£22.00

*»*

£2.50

.SA
*V"
>*

£2.50
£10.00
£3.50

PAPER TRIMMER

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN

Only£13.99
£15.95
£8.00

STORAGE BOXES
5.25"

3.5"

120Cap
100Cap
80 Cap
50 Cap
40 Cap

£9.50
£7.90
£7.50
£6.50
£6.00

£8.00
£5.00
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

ALL ABOVE BOXES L0CKABLE + 2 KEYS.
£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE

10 Cap
5 Cap
1 Cap

£1.50
£1.15
£0.50

£1.50
£1.00

DUST COVERS
PC XT, AT+MONITOR

£6.00

12" or 14" MONITOR
80 or 132 PRINTER
LAZER PRINTER
84 OR 102 KEYBOARD
TOWER CPU

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

£7.00
£2.50
£3.00
£11.00
£3.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES

LABELS 5.25" OR 3.5" (5.25 WITH W/P)
100 £1.00,1000 £8.00
SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

15.00
20.00
8.00 each

4 WAY
DATA SWITCH LEADS

7? £40.00

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS
ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN

GIVE QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH SER
VICE, QUALITY AND BACKING FROM

PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED

THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS

BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG

MF-2DD 30s 1 MEG

MF-2DD10's1 MEG

M-2D48TPI 10s

IN THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200
LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASK
FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE

25 DSDD 3V IN 25

30DSDD3vi"

10 3V'DSDD

10 DSDD 5Y

CAP STORAGE BOX

1 BOX

£14.00

2*

1 BOX

£14 00

2*

£13 00

5*

£1100

5»

M-2DD96TPI 10's

10 DSDD 5Y

1 BOX

£6.00

1 BOX

£4 25

£13 00

2*

£5.00

2*

£3 75

1 BOX
2«

£4 75
£4 25

£11 00

5*

£4 50

£3 25

5*

£3 75

5*

S.A.E.
BAMBI-2HD2 MEG

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW!
ON 0753 553535

10 Cap
5 Cap

CENTRONICS OR SERIAL
2 WAY

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY!
WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO

£8.75
£8.25
£7.50
£6.50
£4.00

MINI VACUUM CLEANER
HEAD CLEANER 3.5" OR 5.25"
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION
ALL THE ABOVE & MORE
3" CLEANING KIT

PRINTER STAND (Feet)

LIST WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p

140Cap
120 Cap
100 Cap
50 Cap
20Cap 3.5"

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

r

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES i
80 OR 132 COLUMN
IBM PRINTER LEADS

Includes labels, for available colours please call
Normally Red, Green, Yellow, White&Orange

£5.00

COMPUTER DESK £90.00

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES
12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER

£20.00

25 Disks
50 Disks

MOUSE POCKET
MOUSE STAGE
MOUSE MAT HARD

SAVE YOUR EYES

2 Meg
DSHD

HD

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL... Sy..£22.00

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

1 Meg
DSDD

£12.00
£23.00
£36.00

MOUSE MAT

£41.00

3.5"

£8.75
£16.25
£27.25

PC/XT/AT TRACKBALL

DSDD

DSHD

96tpi

AMIGA/COMMODORE

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY

1.6 Meg

DSDD

£8.50
£16.00
£28.00

MICE/TRACKERBALLS

3.5" DISKS

4B/96tpi

48tpi

PC/XT/AT MOUSE
PS2 MOUSE

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

50 Disks
100 Disks

. ..„

1000+PLEASE CALL

NEW NEW NEW NEW

14.00
13.50
13.00

COLOURED DISKS
LIFE TIME WARRANTY
3.U

INCLUDING LABELS

RAINBOW

Rainbow Colours — White, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
DSHD
£32.50
£63.50
£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

2 MEG
MF2HD

13.00
12.50
12.00

7.50
7.00
6.75

6.50
6.00
5.50

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES

when you buy MITSUBISHI BRANDED

DSDD
£18.50
£35.50
£68.50
£152.50
£295.50

2 MEG
MF2HD

RAINBOW

FREE GIFTS

3.5"
50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks
1000 Disks

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

-rr

('ORDERSMUST BEPLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding Weekends)

4

CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

r^

on Earth

MF-2HD30s2MEG

MF-2HD10's2MEG

10 3'/?" DSHD

M-2HD 10s 1.6 MEG

25 DSHD3'/2" IN 25

30 DSHD 3'/j"

CAP STORAGE BOX
1 BOX
£21 00

1 BOX

£21 00

1 BOX

£8 50

2*

£20.00

2*

£8 00

1 BOX
2*

£6 50
£6 00

2*

£20.00

5*

£18 00

5*

£7 00

5*

£5 00

5*

£18 50

FED UP WAITING?

10 DSHD 5';'

DATA CARTRIDGES
£1800
DC 2000
£18 00
DC 300 XLP
DC 600A

£19.50

DC 6150 ..
DC 6250

£20 00
£21.00

ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED
TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS

THE
ATARI ST

PEOPLE
r

prfctcir

ST FORMAT

COLD AWARD

THE BEST HARD DRIVE AVAILABLE FOR THE ST
FROM THE U.K.'S FIRST AND FOREMOST PROTAR DEALER

Progate 20Mb
Progate30Mb
Progate 40Mb
Progate 50DC

£279.00
£326.00
£340.00
£423.00

Progate 80Mb
Progate 160Mb DC
Progate 440Mb
Progate R44 Removable
T60Tape Streamer
T150 TapeStreamer

£486.00
£922.00
£1589.00
£599.00
£580.00
£790.00

JUST £565.00

MEGA STEs

NEW VERSION C-LAB Notator Alpha v1.1

£179.95

C-LAB Notator v3.1

£430.00

C-LAB Creator v3.1
C-LAB Aura
C-LAB Midia

£265.00
£99.00
£69.95

£44.90
£69.95

Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller

£99.00
£39.95

Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£24.95
£59.95

System3 (Inv/Stock)
Sage CashTrader

£39.95
£79.95
£89.00

Cubeat
Cubase v2

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

NEW Audio Sculpture

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£34.95

DATABASES

C-LAB v3 Upgrade
C-LAB V3-3.1 Upgrade

£39.95
£20.00
£239.00
£459.00

£39.95

. LANGUAGES &COMPILERS

..PHONE

DataManager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (v3.02)
Super Base Professional (v3.02)..
Digita DGBase

....£29.95

Prodata

....£59.95

....£69.95
..£169.00
....£39.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Fortran TT
ProsperoPascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£75.00
PHONE
£75.00
£55.95

Hisoft Lattice C v5

£109.00

Hisoft High Speed Pascal v1.51
Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisoft DevpacV2.22
Hisoft Devpac 3
Hisoft Devpac TT

£79.95
£49.95
£37.95
PHONE
£119.00

Hisoft Basic 2

PHONE

£585.00

Calamus S
Calamus 1.09n

..£470.00
..PHONE

Calligrapher Professional..
Pagestreamv2.1

.£109.00

Hisoft Power Basic

..£159.00
...£85.00

Hisoft Basic

£39.95
£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol(With CP/M)

£42.00

..NOW£199.00
£199.00

£135.00
£199.00
£199.00

GFA Draft Plus v3.13

£79.95

CAD3Dv1.0

£18.95

CAD 3Dv2 (Cyber Studio)
CyberControl
CyberPaintv2
CyberSculpt

£39.95
£32.95

Cuber Texture

£39.95
£59.95
£39.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2

£39.95
£59.95

WORD PROCESSORS
That's Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus v3.2
Protext v5
Protext v4.3

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00
£69.95

WordPerfect v4.1

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

£39.95
£65.00

£89.00

|CalamusSL

UTER AIDED DESIGN

NOW IN STOCK!

hmBHEl^^^^BMllMEMORY
UPGRADES
Mark Williams C Source Debug
£42.00
Mark Williams C v3

NEW ComBase

WEIVPIaton (PC Board Design)..
PC Board Designer
Megapaint II Professional
NEWCADjavl.4

24-HOUR ORDER LINE
0763 263127

MUSIC

Home Accoonts 2
Small Business Accounts Cash

Technobox Drafter v2

0763 261624

HARD DRIVE FOR

DOWN AGAIN NOW £219!

OUNTS

Timeworks DTP v2

MODEM BULLETIN BOARD

PROGATE 100Mb DC

14"COLOUR

Wages ST

TELEX 817932 CAMTECG

*/W ^fe*^ Special O^ena,!
PROTAR VISTO

FAX 0763 262425

FTLModula2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

GFABasic Interpreter v3.6
GFA BasicCompiler v3.6
MPEForth83 (GEM)

£45.00
£24.95
£44.00

Minix v1.5

£149.95

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread3
K-Spread4

£67.95
£89.00

3DCalc

£34.95

Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
NEWVERSIONLDW PowerSpreadsheet v2
Digicalc

£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY

NEW LOW PRICE £45.00
NEW LOW PRICE £89.95

SIMM UPGRADE FOR STFM
DELUXE XTRA Ram 1Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram 2Mb
DELUXE XTRA Ram 4Mb

NEW LOW PRICE £59.95
NEW LOW PRICE £99.95
NEW LOW PRICE £159.95

STE SIMM UPGRADES
XTRA Ram STE 1Mb
XTRA Ram STE 2Mb
XTRA Ram STE 4Mb

NEW LOW PRICE £27.00
NEW LOW PRICE £69.95
NEWZ.OWPfflC££135.00

AtSpeed C16 PC Emulator
SLM 605 Replacement Drum
SLM605 TonerCartridge
SLM804 Replacement Drum
SLM804 TonerCartridge
Neodeskv3 (UK)

£229.00
£132.95
£32.95
£169.95
£39.95
£29.95

Deluxe Paint

£59.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw
Degas Elite

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95

G+Plus
Harlekin v2

£25.00
£49.95

Turbo ST v1.8
BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS
A Practical Guide to Calamus DTP
A Practical Guide to Timeworks

BOOKS

£29.95
BOOKS
£14.95
£16.95

Atari ST Explored (2nd edition)

£9.95

NEW FROM COMPO
—

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)
ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO

CompoScript
Postscript compatibility foryourAtari ST and printer, with 35
standard Type 1 typefaces. For users of DTP, text, graphics
and music notation

UNSURE OF THE TITLE? - PHONE FOR INFORMATION

All prices include VAT & delivery • NO surcharge on European orders
Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software

XTRA RAM FOR STFM
XTRA Ram 1Mb
XTRA Ram 2Mb

mmm

ITS A MUST!.

C-Font
Calamus outline font converter

£229.00

ONLVE9.95

MANY OTHER TITLES IN STOCK

Capture High-resolution colour images from either
colour video camera, home VCR or any video
source. Open your imagination and get the most
out of your system.

520STE DISCOVERY XTRA PACK
* 520STE + Mouse

* ST Basic

* Anarchy
* Dragons Breath

* Super Cycle
* IndianaJones
* Emulator Ace Utility

* Control Ace Utility
* 1st Basic
* ST Tour

AMAZING VALUE AT E139.99

* Neochrome

MICE & SCANNERS
GI-2000 Optical Mouse
GI-600C ST/Amiga Mouse

incl
VAT

£270

V-^f

NOW AVAILABLE - VIDI ST
COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION

ATARI HARDWARE

£34.99
£24.95

Golden Image Trackball

^3MJ|

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

£223<afl

Panason8?KX-P1124i New Version

NEW HAND SCANNER

520STE DISCOVERY XTRA II PACK
*
*
*
*

* Escape for Robot

* 520STE + Mouse

* Final Fight

Monsters

• Nine Lives

* SimCity

* ControlAce Utility

* EmulatorAce Utility

* ST Tour

* First Basic

* Neochrome

* Superboard Joystick

By Goiden Image
Inc. Touch Up Software
Supports IMG, IFF, TIFF, DEGAS + More
100/200/300/or400dpi

* Requires 1Mb+ DS Drive

I

f*M ^O

* Full Technical Support

* ST Basic

J^f / JJ

* Supports IMG, IFF

ALL FOR ONLY 2.0cU

MONITORS

Atari SM124 Mono Monitor

..^

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor^^B^

* 520STE + Mouse

* ST Basic

* Anarchy
+ Dragons Breath
* Control Ace Utility

* Super Cycle
* Indiana Jones
+ Emulator Ace Utility

* 1st Basic
+ ST Tour

* Neochrome

Atari SC1435 Colour Monitor

S224.95

Philips CM-8833 MkllColour Monitor

£239.95

•

VAT

£269.95

Kyber Human Designs
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber

Paint
Paint 2.0..
Sculpt
Star Struck
Studio (1 Meg)..

£619.99

VAm\

.^——W..

Topstar

..1589.00

.JH

-^m\

£13.99

£23.99

£19.99

Pepe's Garden
Pitfighter

Air Combat Aces

£23.99

Reach For The Skies...^....£23.99

AirSea Supremacy

£23.99

Realms

£19.99
£18.99
£23.99

Shadow Of The Boast

£19.99
£19.99

Audio Sculturor

£39.99

Soccer Stars

BabyJo Going Home

£19.99

Barbarian 2

£19.99

Beast 2

£19.99

Beast Busters

£39.99

Blue Max

£23.99

Space Crusade
£19.99
Spirit Of Excalibur
£23.99
Spot
£14.99
Super Heroes (Compilation)£23.99
Super Sega Volume1
£23.99

Boston Bomb Club

£19.99^

T.N.T. II(Comp)

Capcom Collection

£23.99

Tilt

Captain Planet
£19.99
Chart Attack Compilation....£23.99

Time Race

£14.99

Traders

£19.99

Cisco Heat

£23.99

Turtles Arcade

£19.99

Crime City
Death Bringer
Devious Designs

£24.99
£19.99
£19.99

Ultima VI

£25.99

Exile

£19.99

Face Off Ice Hockey

£19.99

Falcon Collection

£23.99

Final Blow

£19.99

First Samurai

£19.99

<:59.95

.

Flair Paint
Fleet SI. Publish-

GFA Basic Interpreter V.3
GFA Basic Cotth ?•<
GFA Draft

f.26.95
£49.99

GFA Draft N;s V3.13

.£79.95

GFA Verio:

...£34.95

^^^PCompiler

£21.95

nnflOTacro Assembler

£21.95
£49.95

••fic-ft Lattice C V5

JL..E119.95

Dlfsoft Dovpac2.22
PHiSoft C Interpreter
r Hisoft Powe'Basic

ML £46.95
£49.95
.^H
AW..

Hisoft Basic

.JH

Hyperpaint 2
K-Expert SystemsGenerator
K-lndex IndexingSystem...

JHM
AWJ

^W.

£25.95
£44.95

.,..£19.95

£20.95

£30.95

£34.95

H

£75.00
£7500
£8195

M
Mj

•3§Spy protessional
^^•Bookkeeper

•H Art & Draw Art
Spectrin- :*'.?.

£109.95
£4195
£7995
£109.95
£88.95
£56.95

H

^Hreo Replay

£33.95

MM

BEOS

WTOS Compiler
•>TOS Sprites

£20.95

£75.95

£115.95
£30.95

Prospero P.-iscal

£79.99

£31.95

MM
JM

•Superbase Personal
f Superbase Personal 2

.K..
M.

' Timeworks Publisher 2
Timeworks Publisher ST

M.
ML.

£18.95
£21.95
£47 95
£71 95
£89 99
£79.95

Timewo'O Partner

10 Great Games

£25.99

Ancient Battles

£20.99

Antago
Apprentice
Aquanaut
Archipelagos

FuTII

£15.99
£17.99
£17.99
£19.99

Galactic Empire
£18.50
Galaxy Force 2
£15.95
.£.£19.99
Gazzall

Puffys Saga

£15.95

Rainbow Warrior

£17.99

Ghouls & Ghosts

Robin Smiths Intl

Hammerfist

£15.95

Heavy Metal

..£17.99

£15.99

Heroes

£15.99

Atomix

£15.95

£18.99

Baal

£14.95

International Ice

£19.99

Back to the Golden

Video Kid

£19.99

Winter Challenge
World Cup Rugby

£31.50
£19.99

ST EDUCATIONAL
BetterSpelling

£16.90

Age

£20.99

Badlands

£15.95

Badlands Pete

£16.99

Jumping Jackson
£15.95
Legend of the Lost ....£17.99
Lombard RAC Rally...£15.95

Barbarian (Palace)

£16.99

Manix

£17.99

Barbarian II (Palace) .£16.99,

Matrix Marauders

£17.99

Breach

£15.99jJ

Mega Lo Mania

£20.99

Bubble +

£14.95

Mercs

£17.45

Carvup
Challengers

£17.99
£14.50

Mystical

£37.95

£15.99

Rick Dangerous

£17.99

£18.99

UMSII

£28.99

£20.99

(1Mb)

£26.99
£19.99

Skidz

£15.99

Starblade

£19.99

Stunt Car Racer

£18.99

Subbuteo

£19.99

Teenage Mutant Hero

£15.95

Manhunter in San Fransisco

Tower of Babel

£15.95

Trivial Pursuit

£19.99

UMSII

£26.50

Chuck Rock

Ian Botham's Cricket

£24.99

Fun School 2 Under 6

£18.99

Fun School 3 5 to 7

£18.99

Crack Down

£15.95

£19.99

Fun School 3 Over 7

£18.99

Cybercon III

£18.99

Knightmare
£23.99
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 ....£19.99
Mercenary III
£24.99

Fun School 3 Under 5

£18.99

Dark Castle

£15.95

£24.99

Utopia

Fun School 4 5 to 7

£18.99

Dark Side

£18.99

Pang

£17.95

Weird Dreams

Fun School 4 7 8 Over

£18.99

Deuteros

£23.99

Pick'n'Pile

£18.50

Wings of Death

£19.91

Microprose Golf

£27.99

Fun School 4 Under 5

£18.99

Moonfall

£19.99

Hooray lor Henrietta

£17.90

Obitus

£19.99

Learn to Read with Prof 1

£29.90

£14.99

MathsMania (8-12)
£22.95
Mavis Beacon TeachesTyping.£21.95

Everton FC

' (Data Disk)
Pegasus

£19.99

Prof Looks at Words

First Contact

£16.50

Intelligensia

Full

(DS)

Police QuestII(DS)

£29.50

Quest for Glory II-Trial
by Fire

£32.99

Questfor Glory/Hero's
Quest(DS)
Space Quest I
Space Quest II

£29.50
£23.50
£23,90
£29,90

£19.99
£14.95
£15.95

Wrestle Mania

£20.99

£15.95

Power Pack

X-Out

£13fl

Space Quest III (DS)

Xenophobe

£19.99

Sierra Hint Books

£21 .fl

Tel: 071-381 6618 Fax: 071-381 0528

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

24hr Hotline 071 -381 661 8 Credit Card orde.
To order: Phone us with your AccessA/isa details or send cheque/PO with details. When ordering software please specify disk size - please allow 7 days for cheque clearance.
^H

^^

Check availability before ordering. Goods not offered on trial basis.
E. &O.E. Prices and specifications are subject tochange without notice.

EXPORT & GOVT., EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

£23.50

£17.9|

w
GHS TECHNOLOGY LTD, 10 Fulham Broadway, London SW6 1AA

M

£23.90
£29.50

£24.991

Plotting
PopUp

£20.99

29.90
32.90

£23.99
:£23.50

Platoon*

HrCompilation)

23.90

York(DS)
PoliceQuest I (DS)

£17.99
£15.95

£19.99

23.90

Manhunter in New

World Championship

Soccer

9.99
23.90

•t23.90

ThePunisher

£18.99

£19.99

JB?950

£19.99

The Curse of Ra

Fun School 2 Over 8

Data Disk

as1Meg)

Hoyte'sBookof Games III
KingsQuest I
KingsQuest II
Kings Quest III
KingsQuest IV
KingsQuest V

Leisure Suit Larry II(DS)
LeisureSuit LarryIII(DS)

Chase HQ 2

Oh No: More Lemmings

SIERRA
Conquests of Camelot

Leisure Suit Larry I
£14.99

Chips Challenge ...^..£20.99
£19.50

£20.99

£17.99
£21.99

£18.99

Night Hunter ,.
£15.95
Oh No: More Lemmings

£17.99

Elite

£17.99

Simulcra

Turtles

£21.99

Carrier Command

P47

£15.99

....£15.99

RAINBIRD

Betrayal

Midwinter II

^Scapeghost
f Silent Service II

Moonshine Racers ....£17.99

Narc

£20.99

£19.95

Dragon Breed
Enterprise

£18.95

£21.50

RoCket Ranger

£24.99 W F Honda
£19.99 •S.T.U.N. Runner

Hockey

£20.99

^mcket
^Btor

Am

(Compilation)
Hydra

Atomic Robokid

Resolution 101

£15.95

French Mistress Level A+B

OhNo: MoreLemmings

£31.95

JM

ProtexfV5 5
Quartet
•HBvill

Fun School 2 6 to 8

Games5

£35.95

M

r~ .,' ina: •)">;

Football Crazy
£19.99
Great Napoleonic Battles ....£23.99
Harlequin
£19.99
Intelligent Strategy

£94.95

ersound

£;)0.95
_Kard
. £39.95
£43.99-' ^^^^^^Velopers
NeoDesk3.
S.'53.95j
Personal
Finance
Manager
£31.95I Personal Finance Manager
Plus
£57.sB MMMWB
l ;r .95
Prospero':
£89.96"
£4jH| Prospero '<•-.•;••

.

Home Accounts
Home Accou'-ts 2

'

£24.95
£24.95
£26.95

Mark Williams C V : .i

.. C313.95
£21.95
£24.95

£28.95

HartekinV2

fl
K.

MailshOt
Mutation

LEISURE SOFTWARE

Action Pack

£19.99

:.95

£45.95

Mr

NEW RELEASES

Alien Storm

•:•••

Hr

EasyTools

£24.99i

Superstar

....

First Word Plus V.3

Megaboard
£24.99
Megaslar
< £27.99
Quickjoy IITurbo
£8.99
Quickjoy Jetfighter
£13.99
Quickjoy Superboard (WithDigital Headout)....£17.99
QuickjoySupercharger
£9.99
Stingray Autolire (Dual Lead)
£13.99

PROTAR PROGATE DRIVES

Data Manager Pro .. __

Digita Mailsho! Plus
Digita System 3 Account?
EasyDraw2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged

Freedon Connection (Infra RedJ/SiickConnection)£19JJM

AWheel Drive (Compilation) £23.99

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE

K-Seka Assembler3
K-Svvitch 2 Program Switcher

Daata Sound...

Digita Marishot

Delivery

Hyperstar

£929.99

•PBerG I.S.T.jSound Ed.

Digits C.-i:.--:;-::'jk Controller
Digita E-Typa
Digita Fi"^! Accounts

incl VATS

PFoot Pedal

ATARI HARD DRIVES

160MB DC
440MB DC

L21.95

..£17.95
£17.95
£22.95

,ji

DigitaCashbooygprnbo Pack

JOYSTICKS

£69.99
£7495

..£439.99
..£569.99

CAD 3D VI

Cyber 3D Devei*-•;• •
Cyber Archttecturr? Design
Cyber Cartoon Designs
Cyber Control

Deluxe Paml

15" TV with Remote Control

DISK DRIVES

60MB
100MB DC

£239.99
.£289.99

StarLC24-200 Colour

Devpac2.0

+ New Dark Screen for improved Contrast

..£329.99
..£349,99
.£429,99

.E1R9.99

1229.99

^jA\

Cyber Video Titling..

Incl

30MB
40MB
50MB DC
40MB R44 Removable

StarLC20

Star LC24-200

Cyber Texture.....

NEW PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

Cumana CSA354 1Mb 3jja| rive

.£779.99

Cyber Future Dosiqns..

.,£139.99

* High Quality Medium Resolution Monitor

£290

Panasonic KX-P4420 Lase Printer

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE

Naksha Mouse withStealth Fighter£34.95

ATARI 520STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK
1Mb Version

£129.99

. ^ .£349.99

£8.90

A technological revolution is changing the way hit records are
recorded and promoted - and theAtari ST has made it all
possible. Phil Morse talks to top dance band Control, andoffers
a few hints on getting famous quickly Pictures by Tony Holker

idea to finished product, without
ever going near a commercial stu
dio.

This revolutionary route to
making records was opened by
the invention in the early 80s of
Midi (a system whereby elec
tronic instruments can "

each other), and the arriv,

Atari ST - the only home com
puter with Midi compatibility

emseives a m

lie arrange-

built-in, and now the world's

most popular music-making
show and in the clul

y^g .1 recent upsurge of young

ers and club-goers loved
flurry of interest from several

and the North West.

record labels resulted in the band
signing a hit-making deal.

With a top 20 hit - Dance wi"Me (I m your Ecstasy) - al
behind them, a new single jusi

little corporate promotion,
reiving on exposure in the night

released, an album on Ihe way

clubs and on the dedicated radio

and numerous TV appearances

' ows to get the word out. Yet
ich grass-roots promotion
has led the genre to almost
complete chart domination in

dance bands from Manchester

programmes like Top of the Pe
and Vlic Hit Mini and Her,

band are suddenly a big na:
both the clubs and the charts.

lint tar from having spent
months locked up in studios wi
top producers to record their
music, their approach is refresh
ingly down-to-earth and,;
shall see, an ST plays a large
in their musical lives.

Recognition came when they

gave a test pressing of their sill"'
' ester DJs, w"
it on their i

Dance records tend to sell with

cent years.

Bedroom studio

machine.

Versatile
Instead of having live musi
cians playing the instruments,
such a set-up allows the band '••
use their key boards to play
thing from drums to basslines i
pianos - even orchestras and sp.
cial sound effects can be added to

songs at the touch of a key.
The computer allows them to
""••»o i Hrum pattern, for
and "loop" it, adding
subtle changes, and so creating
the beat for a whole song in a
fraction of the time it would take

ivhmght of bands, Control
their material in their own

eshift studio - assembled in a
droom. At the heart of their

ome set-up? A humble Atari
040S IIM. Using the computer
ud a music package, the band
I'vi'lnn their songs from original

for a "proper" drummer to record
it in a studio.

"It can take a drummer days to

record the beat for a song playing
live," says founder member Kevin
Barry, "Whereas we can use our

set-up to take out the drudgery
and give ourselves much more

Being able to control even
ing electronically allows for
es to be corrected easily,
uinges can be made at any
ge in the creation of a song.
No longer is it necessary to reord a track loads of times to
cause with the

langes can be made at
;e in a song's creation,
y and simply, In fact,1t
positively encourages experimen
tation.

"Making music is so much eas
ier with the Atari," enthuses
Kevin, "You don't have to com

mit anything lo tape and you
don't have to be musically
* trained."

Automation
Many musicians might not rel
ish the idea of trading in "live"
recording methods for a load of

numbers on a computer screen,
and indeed some attest that the

studio. We couldn't have afforded

%that." Because everythingis
for a few pounds, so you can
effectively purchase any "instru
around £1,500. It might sound
like a lot, but with studio time

"automation" of music in this

way strips it of its warmth and
vitality. Not surprisingly, Control
disagree.

"Everyone said Notator [their
sequencing software] would take
months to set up and master, but
we found it dead easy.
"Far from inhibiting creativity,
the computer aids it. You have a
wealth of sounds at your finger
tips, and you can mess around
with ideas for as long as you like
without losing anything." says
Kevin.

starting at around £200 a day for
the basics, it soon pays for itself.
But the savings don't stop
there. You can buy floppy disks

packed with top quality samples

ment" you want for just a few
pence. Such massive savings are
allowing more and more people
to develop their musical ideas
than ever before.

"If we had to do our single
without a computer," explains
Mark Cooper, "we'd basically

Well equipped
Over the years previous to being signed, Control
built up a large array of equipment. As well as their
1040STFM running Notator, they have Midi
keyboards by Korg, Roland and Proteus, a
sophisticated disk-based sampler by Akai, a number
of Yamaha effects units, a Fostex professional tape
machine and two 24-track mixing desks from
Studiomaster and Tascam.

Cheaper
It is also much cheaper.
Although Control have a wealth
of equipment - banks of key

boards, effects units, tape
machines and mixing desks - it is

possible to kit yourself out with a
top quality set up of this type for

They mix their tracks down to DAT (digital audio
tape), and the only contribution old-fashioned
analogue recording techniques have is in the laying
down of vocals, recorded on their Fostex tape
machine. A Midi timecode, recorded onto tape as
well as the vocals, keeps singer Jo-an Ramsay's
roice "in sync" with the Midi equipment.

recorded electronically, there is
no need for soundproofing or
expensively-created acoustically
"right" areas, as found in com

mercial studios. This is why it is
so easy to make records at home.

The only "live" part of
Control's records are the vocals.

With all the recording equipicnt, band members and furni

ture stuffed in their cramped
bedroom studio, surely the band
don't record vocals there as well?

"Oh no!" says Mark. "It would
be impractical to try and record
ijo-ann in here. She does all her
singing in the bedroom next
door!"

Shunned
As befits a band from a genera
tion which has shunned "tradi

tional" ways of recording and
distributing their music, Control
have a different approach to play
ing live from your run-of-the-mill
guitar bashers.
Live events - which they prefer
to call "PAs" rather than "gigs" or
"concerts" - invariably take place

I

in the same clubs where people go to
dance anyway. More like non-stop
musical celebrations, DJs and - quite
often - other acts help to provide
continuous dancing material for the
eager club-goers all night long.
Many dance acts prefer to
mime to pre-recorded backing tracks,
but Control - maybe due to their
traditional musical background like to play as much as possible
We can't guarantee you

live.

success, but Control and

However, in clubs where sweat and

bands like them have shown

condensation often literally drip from
the ceiling, and hot lights bake both
people and equipment, the poor Atari

that with a modicum of

equipment, a dash of talent,
and, of course, an Atari ST,
stardom could be just around

has a hard time.

Sweaty
"At one event," Mark remembers,

"we had this lad holding a hair-drier
on the computer all night, just to
keep it dry and working!
"People tend to use Ataris in stu
dios and Apples live," he continued,
"which is a shame, because if the
Atari was better built it could sew

up the market both live and in the
studio."

The ease with which talented peo
ple can now record and get their
musical ideas heard has lent Control

the corner.

m Farfrom
inhibiting
creativity, the
computer aids ityou have a wealth
ofsounds atyour

fingertips %

and their ilk a wide-eyed vitality and

Kevin Barry

freshness unrivalled outside the cur
rent dance scene.

"House music is about together
ness, love, peace and unity," enthuses
an inspired Simon Riley, "The barriers
between performer and audience are
lessening. Technology is giving more

people than ever before the chance to
make records.
"It's universal - it crosses bound

aries, between people and countries.
House is more far-reaching than punk

As long as your song is
"danceable", you can bypass
the troggin'-round-seedy-pubswith-your-instruments-for-fiveyears approach that bands
have traditionally had to
follow in order to hit the big
time. Here's our guide to
grabbing your share...

ever was. If this kind of thing was
possible beforehand, people would
have been doing it. It's become possi
ble because of the Atari."

If all this do-it-yourself idealism
sounds a bit too much to handle, you
could be right. Control realise that
they can't make music in their bed
room forever.
The time will soon come when

they'll have to embrace the real world
and head into a studio. Yet the do-it-

yourself attitude still prevails they're planning to build their own.
The location? Their back garden!
And when this planned hi-tech
brick outhouse rises from the

lawn, you can rest assured that
perched proudly on top of a stack of
effects units, samplers and synthesis
ers will be their Atari 1040STFM,

helping them to stay in Control all
the way to the top.

•

Get your track recorded
onto tape - preferably
digital audio tape. Don't be
scared to play it to friends
and ask for (constructive)
criticism - if all your mates
like it, chances are the Great
British Public will!

B H a v e a number of "white

label" copies made. A
white label is a pressing onto
vinyl - usually self-financed which you then distribute as
effectively as possible among
the local (and not-so-local)
DJs, club-owners, radio
stations and record shops.

B l f the record is picked up
by one or more radio DJs,
goes down well in the clubs
and sells out in the record

shops, the chances are that
one or more record labels will
have heard about it - and
been in touch!
'•".-

If they haven't, contact
them, and if they're still not
interested, drag them down to
a club where you know your
tune goes down a storm and
show them the punters'
reaction to it!

Both Dance with Me

(I'm your Ecstasy! and

E l f you don't succeed,
take all that you've
learned from the experience,
recover your pride and head
back to stage one to try
again!

Feel the Music were
recorded in this bedroom

Finally, if you really believe in
your song, don't give up
hope! A couple of years
back, a small record label
proprietor was sifting
through a bargain bin in
Manchester's Eastern Bloc

record shop when he came
across a tatty copy of a
single from Italy.

He took it home, played it,
decided he loved it, promptly
contacted the band and
reissued it on his label in the

UK. The song was "Ride on
Time" by Black Box, which
promptly hit the number one
spot, stayed there for several
weeks and went on to

become one of the biggest
hits of 1989.

Superb New Products from TITAN Designs!

Imagine this entire page
displayed on your monitor!

The very best hardware and software

/7 ,

/?

the Atari ST
REFLEX 1024 GRAPHIC CARD

Full MIDI file Import/Export, with Auto-Note Grouping
Real-time & Step-time entry from MIDI keyboard

Playback through MIDI, internal tones or samples, Sound Samplers
Import/Export IMC & GEM Graphic files (see below - 300dpi IMG)
Graphic Toolbox, including lines, boxes, circles, ellipses, polylines
Full Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) support
DEMO PACKAGE

used with SM124,

SM125 & SM144

monitors to resolutions of 1024x960.
• PROFESSIONAL MONITORS

EIZO 17" Flexscan (1024x870)

Page sizes to A2

HITACHI 21" FST (1024x870)

Printer support for 9 and 24 pin dot matrix & Atari Laser

EIZO 21" Flexscan (1024x1024)

Optional Printer drivers for Bubblejet, HP Desk/Laserjet, Postscript

i
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Pro-Series Sound Samplers
Superb
high
quality 12 or
AUDIO VISUAL RESEARCH
16 bit Sound
Sampling Systems. Cartridge simply plugs

« DRUMBEAT - Fully featured sampling
drum machine with 4 channel polyphonic
output and reconfigurable sampling with
the Editor. Can be used as MIDI system

into

Master or Slave unit.

Atari ST, STe or

TT. Three

sophisticated applications;
• EDITOR - Samples up to 47kHz.
On-screen, Realtime Oscilloscope and
Spectrum Analyser. Numerous special
effects include; Echo, Reverb, Ramp,

Imagine no further

The ultimate
file viewer

Seolion of score exported from Music DTP as a 300 dpi iMC file and imported into a DTP package

the

gst?

The most flexible approach to high
resolution graphic output for Atari STe
& Mega ST. Truly cost effective when

QUME 15" M/sync A4 Portrait

AVAILABLE

No restriction on Text positioning

P^

VIDEO

SAMSUNG 15" A4 Portrait

Variety of Fonts and sizes

g

REFLEX

• ATARI STe ADAPTOR (£25.50)

Publishing package for

by fak^Uo^Lto^

new

Now your Atari STe can be upgraded
to allow unbelievable performance for
minimal investment. This adaptor
allows the Reflex Graphic Card to
plug directly into a 520 or 1040STe.

The definitive Music

*

the

PROGRAM to allow customisation of
screen resolutions.

MUSIC - GRAPHICS - DTP - UTILITIES

Music DTP V2.1

• REFLEX V2.1 UTILITY (£10.00)

Includes

View Text, Graphic &font
filesfrom theDesktop or

within any GEM program!
• GRAPHICS - Automatic conversion to

• MiOIPLAY - Polyphonic/Multi timbral
keyboard extension with MIDI features.
Samples can be assigned any note or
range of notes, with or without Pitch
Bend, tooping or Nole Release.

Chorus, Flange and Shift.

any resolution, including compressed data.
Horizontal & Vertical scrolling of Image or
GEM files which exceed display area.

G0CK

... is exclusive to
TITAN DESIGNS

• TEXT - Page up/down, Line up/down,
Mouse buttons used for scrolling text up/
down, Home & End of file, On-line Info.

• FONTS - Displays GDOS, Signum! and
Script character sets.
• COMPATIBLE - with Reflex Card to

any resolution and all ATARI ST & TT's.
• OUTPUT - Save and Printout facilities

Bidet Professional
Has all the excellent features of LINEART,

IRTU0S0
Fully featured sequencer for the creation
of Professional quality music.
Numerous features including Quantising,
Drum Loop, Grid Page and an optional
Score Edit facility.
Full MIDI handling of files for exporting to
programs such as Music DTP for
Professional printout of scores.

RAVE Sequencer - £3400 !!!
Recently announced by The Digital Muse.
The Rave sequencer is a fully featured,
yet
low-cost, sequencing package.
Upgradable to Prodigy or Virtuoso.

Multi-tasking sequencer offering even
more versatility. Retains every nuance of
how the music was originally played. Has
an accuracy to 480 clocks per quarter, 99
tracks and a tempo resolution of one
hundredth of a beat per minute.
Multi-tasking allows other GEM based
programs (such as MUSIC DTP) lo run
simultaneously from the same computer.
Adding the REFLEX CARD and another
monitor also provides DUAL-SCREEN
operation!

2' "
Call for details on Atari

VISA

PRICES

ST/STe/TT range and

(ex. VAT &carriage)

other peripherals/software

MUSIC DTP v2.1 NOTATION

£260.00

AVR PRO-SERIES 12

£208.50

REFLEX GRAPHIC CARD

£249.00

AVR PRO-SERIES 16

£297.00

GUCK v2.0 FILE VIEWER

£25.50

DIDOT LINEART

RAVE SEQUENCER

£34.00

DIDOT PROFESSIONAL

PRODIGY SEQUENCER

£114.90

RETOUCHE

£150.00

RETOUCHE PROFESSIONAL

£450.00

VIRTUOSO SEQUENCER

For Full Details on any
package, please contact;

signs Lfc

£259.50

£199.00
£290.00

TITflN Designs Ltd
Institute of Research & Development
University of Birmingham Research Park
Vincent Drive, Birmingham B15 2SQ
TEL: 021-415 4155

FAX: 021-415 4156

Didot

bul includes a complete DTP module and
further
special
effects.
DIDOT
PROFESSIONAL truly has the speed and
versatility to put all other DTP packages
in the shade. Available soon.

Dido* line A r t
This incredible vector drawing package
breaks new ground for the Atari ST. The
vast array of tools give total control over
any Vector Graphic of Font.
• FEATURES - Graduated lints lo lext

blocks, cut & paste clipboards, rotate,
skew, proportional sizing, Auto-tracing,
numerous 'Snap' facilities, etc.

• PAGE LAYOUT - Novel page layout
concept allowing all text and graphic
frames to be assembled from a 'drawing
board' onto the page.
• SPECIAL EFFECTS - Text editing in

real time. True text flow around irregular
objects. Vectored objects can be
wrapped onto redefinable 3D Bezier grids.
• BEZIER AUTO-TRACING

An upgrade for both packages

RETOUCHE
The Digital Repro-studio for
the Atari ST/TT, capable of
handling 256 grey scales from
real half lone images. Allows
images to be processed using
four different methods; PAINT,
IMPORT,

VIDEO,

SCANNER.

Vast
array
of
special
processing effects
include;
chalk, brush, water, smudge.
RETOUCHE PROFESSIONAL
Has additional features, such as; a vector module lo allow any tool to follow a vector
path, the ability to wrap objects around Bezier (3D) grids, extensive output module to
CRG/PS/EPS & Ultrascript and support for 10 images in virtual memory up lo 16MR in
size. Rastered Images can be imported into DTP packages such as Didot Professional.

SPECIAL OFFERS

SPECIAL OFFERS

Features Include: Both stack horizontally and vertically
90 Capacity 3.5
Very hish quality manufacture
Anti-static

Protective lock
Colour codeddividers

150 Capacity 5.25 or 130 3.5
Beautiful strong design
Anti-static
Protective lock

£*A O E Colour coded dividers
t^HH OK
onlyl»T»4r3 Smoothdraw operation only I* 19*w9

u im <mmcorf mm mimm immm mxm
Specialists for over 3 years supplying Education, Government, home user,
quality, reliability, value for money.

In 1989 Western Europeans threw away over 128
million printer ribbons. They weighed over 9,000 tonnes
in total and would reach right around the world if laid
end to end.

YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BUY BETTER

A used ribbon cartridge is being thrown away

somewhere in the UKevery second of every day.

3.5

DOUBLE SIDED
DOUBLE
DENSITY

You can help put an end to this environmental waste and
save some money at the same time thanks to RE-INK,a
revolutionary new spray which brings new life to
exhausted fabric printer ribbons.

RE-INKis cost effective and simple to use. Simplyopen
up your plastic ribbon cartridge, spray a few squirts of RE-INK's.
and your ribbon is as good as new - sometimes even better!

BEST OF ALL,

50 DSDD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box only
100 DSDD 3.5 Plus deluxe storage box only

£29.95
£44.95

RE-INK IS

ink and lubricant formula

• ff£-Mwill save up to 90% on what you currently spend on new ribbons
* HE-M- treated ribbons give clearer, blacker print than new ribbons

AVAILABLE IN

THIS SPECIAL

* RE-IHfa avery high quality ink - no blotchy or patchy

READER OFFER

THIS MONTHS SPECIAL

FOR ONL Y

200 DSDD 3.5 Plus 2 deluxe storage boxes only...£74.95

£12.95

* ffi-Mfflfis universal - itworks with allfabric ribbons

* fff-Mcan extend the life of your printer with its special lubricant oils

nmwimw mm m

MD Office Supplies
18 Crescent Way, Farnboroufih,
Kent BR6 9LS Tel: 0689 861400
Educational & Government orders welcome

wmm mmnam

THIS MONTHS MAD, MAD OFFERS
3.5 External DS DD Drive
Features include:

• Very high quality design
• Citizen/Sony drive mech.
• On/Off switch

• Full880k formulated capability
• Very quiet smooth operation

EXCEPTIONAL PRICE £48.95 INCLUSIVE

Philips CM8833 Monitor

Including Cable, Stereo Colour Monitor, F19 Stealth
Fighter FREE
SIMPLY THE BEST AVAILABLE

HURRY, HURRY, HURRY £239.95
JOYSTICKS
ZIpstickAutofire £12.95 Speedking Autofire £10.95
Maverick 1
£12.95 Python1 Turbo III
£9.95
MantaRayAutofire£13.95

From 1 st January all orders below £20.00 are subject to £2.95 P/P Charge

A t a r i ST User and Control

have teamed up to offer
you the chance of a life
time - spend a weekend with the
top chart act in their studio
recording YOUR composition.
Ever knocked out a passable tune
and wished you had the resources
and know-how to make a decent

job of it? We are offering you
both in this amazing competi
tion!

Whether your song is a mass of
digitised Midi-code on a disk, all
ready to roll, or just a vague tune
buzzin' around your brain, you'll
come out at the end with a demo

to be proud of.
Control will produce and engi

neer your track, offering you all
the benefits of their knowledge
and talent - all you need is enthu
siasm! Just answer to the question
below and you could find your
self heading for Manchester... and
your first hit!
There are ten second prizes
of pairs of tickets to see
Control play live at a

Win a weekend

recording your
song i

Atari ST User offers you the chance
of fame and fortune - the easy way

a dance tour works, and you'll get
to meet the band - as well as

enjoying a manic night of dancing
'n' good times!
There are masses of runner-up
prizes, including signed

venue near you -

you'll be given VIP
passes, allowing you
backstage to see how

records and CDs, T-shirts,

caps and photos, so
send your entries in
right away - Top of
the Pops could be just
around the corner!

To enter simply answer this question

The prizes
| ONE first prize of a weekend's
recording with Control in their
Manchester home studio.

What record label are

Control signed to?

Q

Name

Address _

iTEN second prizes of tickets to see
the band live and meet them back

Postcode.

Tel

stage at a venue near you.

The first correct entry drawn from our postbag after the closing
date willwin first prize, the next ten will win second prizes, and

THIRTY runner-up prizes of
T-shirts, caps, and signed CDs,
records and photos.

the next 30 will win runner-up prizes.
Where to send your entries: ControlCompetition, Atari ST User, Europa House,
Adlington Park, MACCLESFIELD SK10 4NP. CLOSING DATE: April 9,1992
Please tick ifyou do not wish toreceive promotional material from other companies. |

|

I

31/2 DISKS
Benchmark
BRAND DS/DD

v

3V2

DISKS

UNBRANDED

25
£18.00

50
£31.00

100
£45.00

25
£12.80

DS/DD
50
£21.00

200
£80.00

500
£173.00

1000
£329.00

200
£73.50

500
£166.50

100
£39.00

1000
£313.50

DISK STORAGE BOXES
voucher

Scotland

April
May

City Hall,Candleriggs, Glasgow.
NOVOTEL, Hammersmith.
Brunei Centre, Temple Meads, Bristol.
Oonington Park, J23A, Ml.
University Sports Centre, CalverleyStreet, Leeds.

14
15
21

West

22

North

12
26

West Midlands

NorthumbriaCentre, Washington,A194 (M).
National Motorcycle Museum, J6, M42.

16

London

SANDOWN Exhibition Centre

17

West

Brunei Centre, Temple Meads, Bristol.

7
14

London
East Midlands

North East

Scotland
North West

3V2" 10 capacity Qty 5
3V2" 50 cap Lockable
3V2" 100 cap Lockable
3V2" 240 cap stackable

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

Cheques and
^ff
Postal Orders to ^™

City Hall,Candleriggs, Glasgow.
Haydock Park. J23, M6.

ADVANCE TICKETS

Admission £4.00

Telephone: 0597 851 792 Fax No:0597 851 416
DeptST4, GlenCelynHouse, Penybont,Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY.

CALL

Ample Car Parking at all venues.

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

0225 868100

Only one voucher per person.

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE

No cash value

FLEXIDUMP PLUSP RECYCL lT
superb nr\\ HTTD dumps
FROM YOUR LULU UIV PRINTER
Superb Colour/Mono Graphics Dumps
Vary Dump size from 1mm to 10 metres in length

Select part of screen to be printed
Choose from a variety of densities and passes
Colour correction for best possible colour
Colour catalogue function. Put a picture disk in and

Flexidump will print a miniature ofeach picture

£

Q_

and print the titles.
Also includes a complete production label program
Other features include Text insertion, X Reflect
Y Reflect, Mirror, Upturn, Fill, Rbox, Random,
Invert, Frame, Block, Circle, Sketch, Upright or
sideways Dump, Auto Calculates on 1:1 Aspect
Ratio or Deselect this and Stretch the Dump.
Ideal for use with T-Shirt printing ribbons.
FlexiDump Plus (2 Disks) Colour and Mono
9 and 24 pin drivers included only £39.95
FlexiDump Mono 9 pin printers £19.74
Above prices include VAT and Carriage.

reload itwith anew one. It's simple. Full instructions supplied.

Reloads for:-

Star LC200 9 Pin 4 Colour (NormalInk)5 Reloads

only £23.50

Star 24 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
Citizen Swift 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
Ink ribbons available in Gold, Silver,

£28.20
£39.95

Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red
for a wide range of printers.

T-Shirt Printing Ribbons
PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT
4 Colour Citizen Swift

£29.61

4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)

£15.04

4 Colour Star LC10
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

£14.57
£29.61

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)

£12.69

4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin

£33.84

4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)
1 Colour Citizen 120D/Swift

£15.04
£9.87

1 Colour Star LC10
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin

£9.87
£11.75

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80
1 Colour Epson FX100

£9.87
£9.87
£11.75

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080

£11.75

1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

£11.75

Heat transfer Pens 5 large red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Large pens have a market size nib
£15.04 a set
Heat transfer Pens 5 small red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Small pens have a fine nib
£11.75 a set
T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE IN RED, BLUE, GREEN, BROWN,

CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa.

Phone our order line on 0923894064(Answerphone outside normal hours)

CARE ELECTRONICS

40

Don't throw away your plastic printer ribbon cases when the
ribbon wears out. Just take thetopoff, take outtheoldribbon and

How to order: Enclose cheques/PO made payable to:
Dept STU, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston, Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.

£

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851 784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd

All Fairs 10am till 4pm.

o*
c*

£4.50
£3.70
£4.70
£15.00

Tel: 0923 894064

Fax: 0923 672102

YELLOW and BLACK AND FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS

Atari ROMCartridge takes two 27256 or 27512 EPROMS

£11.28

50 Colour Pictures

£14.57

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

Doyou haveany Software that needsMarketing? Ifso callnow on 0923 672102

4
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SOFTMACHINE J\{
SOFTWARE

Atari Hardware

520ST-E DiscoveryXtra2
1040ST-E Family Curriculum
MegalST-E
Mega 2 ST-E + 48MbHD
Stacy 2MbRam20MbHD

£269.00
£349.99
£614.99
£869.99
£1344.99

TT2 + 48MbHD
TT4 + 48MbHD
TT8 + 48MBHD
SM144 14" Mono Monitor
SC1435 14' Colour Monitor
PTC1426 Multisinc Monitor
MEGAFILE30HD
MEGAFILE60HD
Portfolio

£1629.99
£1934.99
£2139.99
£134.99
£214.99
£409.99
£344.99
£459.99
£119.99

Lynx II

£59.95

Caliigrapher Professional

£99.95

K-Word2
Protext v4.3
Protext v5.5
ProtextV4.3
That's Write
Wordflair
WordPerfect

£29.95
£49.95
£102.95
£49,95
£89.95
£59.95
£178.95

Word Writer
Write On

£79.99

520ST-FM Discovery Pack

Atari Applications

Word Processors
1st Word Plus

SCall
£44.95

Desktop Publishing

£244.99

CompoScript
£234.95
Pagestreamv2.l
£164.95
Pagestream FontSets each £44.95

Frontier Xtra-RAM ST-E

Frontier Xtra-RAM Deluxe
Internal SIMM RAM upgrade forAtari ST-F/ST-FM and
MegaST
• Easy Installation - Nosoldering on mostSTs

• Internal SIMM/SIPP RAM upgradeforAtari ST-E Computers
• Easy to Install - Nosoldering required
• Free RAM test. RAM disk8; printerspooler software

Free RAM test. RAM disk 8c orinter spooler software
Detailed instruction

• Detailed instruction manual

i 0,5Mb populated

manual

£29.99

10day money back

i 2Mbpopulated

offer!

0.5Mb populated £59.00
2Mbpopulated £99.00
4Mbpopulated £159.00

£69.99

i 4Mbpopulated
£134.99

Timeworks Publisher 2

•I

Forget-Me-Clock II

CSA354 3.5'
Drive

• Highspeed
Access

• Internal PSU

• On/Off Switch

• Capacity 720K
Formatted

Clockcartridge withfull pass through port
Setssystem&keyboard clocks every time
youturnon or resetyourST
• Two year
guarantee including
battery
• 10day
money back

Devpac 2

£42.95

FTLModula2

£48,95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFABasicCompiler
GFABasicInterpreter

£69.95
£23.95
£39.95

Hisoft Basic 2

£52.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

£41.95

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

£111.95
£34.95

STto run PC software 4 times faster than was

possible ontheIBM PC-XT.

••"*"•

AT-Speedisa PC-AT emulator board foryour ST. Ithas an

80286 processor running at 8MHz. Ideally
suited to running PC applications from a
working environment in the home.

<J

AT-Speed C 16isa PC-AT emulator board foryourST. It

hasan 80286 processor running at 16MHz.
Ideal for runningWinOows &CAD

applications. Socket for optional 80C287

(jflmfl

maths co-processor, Inc DRDOSv5.

Philips 8833/11

That's A Mouse
Operates in a small

14'colour monitor

desktop area - 70%

640 x 200 pixelson RGB input
Supplied complete with cables
Optional

less than Atari

mouse equivalent.
Offers290 dpi

tilt/swivel

resolution &

available
• Free F-19

genuine
microswitched

buttons. 12 month

warranty.

StealthFighter
1 year on-site
warranty

£17.95

£17.95
£21.95

Sound & Music

£17.95

AdimensPlus
DGBase

£96.95
£34.95

Data Manager Prof

£34.95

K-Data
Prodata

£37.95
£67.95

3D-Calc
DGCalc

£22.95
£27.95

K-Spread
K-Spread2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4
K-Spread4T

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£96.95

Cashboot Combo
Home Accounts

Prospero C
ProsperoFortran
ProsperoPascal
ProsperoDevToolkit

£79.95 Home Accounts 2
£79.95 Personal Fin Man Plus
£79.95 System3
£54.95

Hartekin 2

£41.95

KnffeST

£24.95

K-Grapf>3

£37.95

K-Resource2

£29.95

Neodesk3

£29.95

Turbo ST

£24.95

£112.95
£54.95
£41.95
£21.95
£37.95
£29.95

£34.95

Band in a Box3ZZ^^56M5
DrT's Copyist App
DrT's CopyistDTP
DrT's Omega Cub

£94.95
£234.95
£94.95

DrT's X-OR

£209.95

K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

WERCS

£24.95

Tempus2

£28.95 BetterSpelling Over 8

Better maths 12-16yrs
Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 26-8

FaSTcomm 2
K-Comm2

£39.95
£37.95

Mini Office Comms

£18.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Paint 2
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

£34.95
£36.95
£42.95
£42.95
£42.95

PC-SPEED/AT-SPEED/AT-SPEEDC 16
PC-Speed isa PC-XT emulator board for your ST. it has a
NEC V30processor chip built-in, enabling your _ _ _

Personal Finance

BasicProgramming
Programming Utilities

£74.95 Cashbook Controller

LatticeCv5
Nevada Cobol

offer

• Only

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95
£17.95

£91.95

ompilers/ Languages

• Cumana

CUMANA 3.5" DISK DRIVE

WordProcessing
Database Management
Spreadsheet
Home Productivity

£24.95
£34.95

£19.95
£19.95
£14.95
£14.96

Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95

Fun School 3 (or 4) Under 5
Fun School 3 (or 4) 5-7
Fun School 3 (or 4) Over 7

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Magic maths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania 8-12yrs
MBeacon Teaches Typing

£19.95
£19.95
£22.95

Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs

£20.95

SpellBook4-6
SpellBook 4-6Data
SpellBookOver 7
SpellBookOver 7 Data

£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

Degas Elite
EasyDraw2
EasyDraw 2 Supercharged
Hyperpaint 2

£19.95 The Three Bears
£37.95 Things to do withNumbers
to do with Words
£59.95 Things
The French Mistress
£29.95 Ihe German Master

MasterCAD

£22.95

Spectrum 512

£27.95 TheSpanishTutor

Spell Book Data Creator

The Italian Tutor

£7.95
£19.95

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS
Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 9 Colour
Citizen Swift 24e Colour
Citizen 224 Colour
Star LC-20
Star LC24-10
Star LC-200 Colour
Star LC24-20O
Star LC24-200 Colour

HP Deskjet500
HPDeskjet500 Colour
Supra 52 Mb Hard Drive
Supra 105Mb Hard Drive
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM Std
2Mb Xtra-RAM Std
Printer-Q Buffers
AT Once Pius
AT Once 386SX
Daatascan Professional

£124.99
£194.99
£284.99
£249.99
£144.99
£194.99
£199.99
£234.99
£299.99

Supra 2400Plus Modem

£169.99

Stereomaster

£29.99

Playback
Replay Professional

£22.99
£69.99

Naksha Mouse
That's a Mouse
Universal Monitor Stand
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable
£379.99 ST-FM to Scart Cable
£614.99 ST-Eto Scart Cable

£24.99
£14.99
£11.99
£6.99
£4.99
£11.99
£14.99

£64.99
£394.99 Stereo Replay
£4.99
£564.99 3.5' 40 Cap Disk Box
£6.99
£44.99 3.5'80 Cap Disk Box
£19.99
£89.99 3.5' 150Cap Posso Box
from £52.99 10 xSony MFD2DD 3.5' DS/DD...£7.99
£5.99
£149.99 10xSonyBulk 3.5'
£299.99 50 x Sony Bulk 3.5'
£24.99
£44.99
£169.99 100xSony Bulk 3.5'

Supra 2400 Modem

£114.99

10 x TDK MF2DD 3.5' DS/DD

£7.99

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Allitems subject to availability.

Please call us for a price
on any hardware,
software or peripherals
you may require but
can't see listed.

All prices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
Allprices include VATand UK delivery. E8cOE Alltrademarks acknowledged

E3 SOFTMACHINE S
Dept STU4, 20 Bridge House, Bridge Street. Sunderland, SRI 1TE.
Sales Tel: (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960
Goods are not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered for sale subject to our conditions of sale.

Callers welcome. Our
hours of business are

9.30 till 5.30 Monday to
Saturday.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

COMPUTER

i**

SUPPLIES

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices

DISNEY SOFTWARE

For2 to 5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express
£19.95
(Learn about colours &shapes)
Donald's AlphabetChase
£19.95
(Learn about thealphabet)
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£19.95
(Find andcount the runaway animals)
FUN SCHOOL

subject to change without notice. E&OE

The all time best selling educational software from
Database Educational. Anumber ofprograms per
package covering a range ofsubjects.

Prices Include VAT and delivery by post,
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.

8 Programs per package
For 2 to 6 years
£12.95
For 6 to 8 years
£12.95

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed
below to place credit card orders - (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

FUN SCHOOL 2

For the over 8's

£12.95

FUN SCHOOL 3
6 Programs per package
Age groups as Fun School 4
£15.95

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1UJ.

Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 Lines)
TIMEWORKS
PUBLISHER 2
Latest version of this ever popular
DTP program offering most of the
features you'll need and the ease of
use you want. Text flow around

irregular objects, extra fonts. Protext

file import & more over version 1.
1 Megabyte required
OUR PRICE £74.95

COLOUR
MONITOR
Protar's VISTO C141M is a medium
resolution monitor based on the

Philips 8833 but with improved
circuitry. Supplied complete with ST
cable

£219.95
Includes freecourier delivery
Add Timeworks 1& First Word Plus for £45

Acomplete setoflower case keyboard stickers
lohelp younger children usethe Computer.
LEARN TO READ WITH PROF.

Prisma Software's complete reading
course for4 to 9 year olds.
1. Prof Playsa New Game
£19.95
2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

LCL SOFTWARE
fartpackage isSesigneb asacomplete course, including
a 1W page plus paperback book, with 24programs

Primary MathsCourse(3 to 11) £19.95
Micro Maths (12/adulttoGCSE) £19.95
Micro French (12/adultto GCSE) £19.95
B.WARE EDUCATIONAL

FUN SCHOOL 4
The latest in this excellent series

MJC SUPPLIES (STU),

trouble with CAPITALS?
Keysto Please
£3.95
Ifordered with other goods
£2.95

For 2 to 5 years
For 5 to 7 years

£16.95
£16.95

For the over 7's

£16.95

B.Spell (5to 8 years)

£10.95

Schooltime Maths(over5's)
Playspell Plus (over 7's)
MasterTime (3-11)

£10.95
£14.95
£12.95

FOR MORE INFORMATION
SESAME STREET
COLOURING BOOKS
Use the mouse to colour in the characters
from the TVshow. INCLUDES FREE WATCH
Letters for You
Numbers Count

£15.95
£15.95

KOSMOS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

AnswerbackJunior Quiz(6-11) £14.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£7.95

Factfile Spelling (6-11)

£7.95

The

MJC

Supplies

Educational

Supplement gives more detailed
information on our range of Educational
software. If you would like a copy please
send a SAE or ask when placingan order.

(SCET)LANDER SOFTWARE
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
HenriettasBookof Spells (5-12)
Mix and Match (pre-readers)
Countand Add under7's)
Spellbound (7 to 16+)

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Factfiles aredataforAnserback Quiz only
KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS

The idealaid to learning vocabulary
French Mistress
German Master

£14.95
£14.95

Spanish Tutor

£14.95

Italian Tutor

£14.95

SOFT STUFF

Magic Storybook

£23.95

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words
Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell Out and About
Let's Spell at the Shops

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

THE COMPLETE COLOUR DIGITIZING SOLUTION
VIDI-ST

ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

The best value digitiser for the Atari
ST. Grabs 16 shade mono images
from any moving or still video source,
including your home VCR. Mono
images can be saved in Degas or
Neochrome formats for use with your
favourite DTP or other graphics

Fits in line between your video source

program.

Included is the Vidi-Chrome software,

which allows you to digitise from your
camera three times, each time using a
different coloured filter (supplied) in
front of the lens. Also allows you to
use an RGB splitter with any still video
source, grabbed three times. 512
colours on STFM, 4096 on STE. Also
includes Spectrum 512 colour
software, and ST G-Base, graphics
database.
RRP £129 00

Timeworks DTP 2

software. With a cable, (add £4.95)
grabbing withVidi can be automated.

EasyDraw2
Supercharged Easy Draw2

£59.95

THE COMPLETE COLOUR
SOLUTION
The complete package, comprising
VIDI-ST
VIDI-CHROME
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
SPECTRUM 512
ST G-BASE
AND ALL LEADS AND POWER
SUPPLY
RRP £179.00
OURS £134.95

OURS £84 95

ARNOR PRODUCTS
PROTEXT 5.5!

PRODATA 1.2

A thesaurus is the first thing you'll

New Pull-Down Menus, automatic record
numbering, 2 across label printing,
instantaneous filtering and more

notice, but also includes automatic

RRP £99.88

BEST WP FOR GETTING THE MOST
FROM YOUR PRINTER. REQUIRES
1Mb
RRP £152.75
OURS £99.95

Deluxe Paint ST
Canvas

Spectrum 512
CyberStudio (1Mb req'd)
Cyber Paint

£74.95
£36.95
£59.95
£44.95
£10.95
£22.95
£39.95
£39.95

PROGRAMMING
Hisoft Basic 2 - New release

Tempus 2-Programmers Editor
GSTC Compiler
HisoftC Interpreter
Lattice C version 5

Nevada Cobol (CPM Inc.emulator)
Hisoft High Speed PascalV1.5
Hisoft WERCS Plus (Inc.GDOS)

£54.95
£29.95
£15.95
£39.95
£99.95
£33.95
£69.95
£33.95

STOS THE CREATOR

Awarded STFormat Gold! 11/91)
All the power of version 5 and more!
hyphenation, revised dictionaries,
new word count options to aid style
analysis, improved print formatting
help and line drawing, and better
data import from Prodata STILL THE

GRAPHICS AND
PRESENTATIONS

and the Vidi-ST unit to filter out red,
green, and blue for use with the colour

OURS £64.95

SAMPLERS
Stereo Master, Playback via monitor
Replay8, Output forHi-Fi ormonitor
ReplayStereo, Twin outputs forboth
ReplayProf. Mono, Hi-Fi/Monitor

£29.95
£44.95
£64.95
£79.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Quartetv1.5 4 voice musicsynth
Mini Office Communications

£36.95
£12.95

Harlekin 2

£39.95

Hisoft Knife ST

£19.95

Flexidump (for 9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus (all dot matrix)
Forget MeClock2

£17.95
£31.95
£17.95

ZYDEC 3.5" SECOND
DISC DRIVE
Quality external,double sided disc drive,
including PSUand cable.
£52.95

STOS-The Creator

£19.95

STOS-Compiler

£12.95

STOS-CREATOR AND COMPILER

£29.95

MINI OFFICE

STOS - Maestro Plussampler
The GameMakers Manual (Book)

£39.95
£11.95

Spreadsheet and Communications

SPECIAL OFFERS

BOTH FOR £25

PROTEXT 4.3

The entry level version of this
extremely quick word processor is
available for a limited period at a
VERY SPECIAL PRICE.

Includes Pull

down menus and spell checker.
RRP £99.99

OUR PRICE £49.95

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
Prodata version 1.2

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
3-D CalcSpreadsheet
Mini Office Spreadsheet
Personal FinanceManager Plus
Home Accounts 2

NAKSHA

SQUIK

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse includes
Operation Stealth, Matand Holder

Basically a re-badged Naksha, but
withoutthe trimmings.

£21.95

ECall

£64.95
£29.95
£24.95
£21.95
£12.95
£29.95
£36.95

WORD PROCESSING
Protextversion5.5 (1Mb)
Protext4.3 Special offerjust
Word Flair(1Mb)

£99.95
£49.95
£57.95

First Word Plus

£49.95

Word WriterCall foravailability

£36.95

TIMEWORKS

DESKTOP PUBLISHER 1

Bargain Bundle
iwfftVidi ST and Vidi Chrome

PlusFirstWord Plus (no mailmerge)
£129.95
or

with Zydec Second disc drive

Plus First Word Plus (no mail merge)
£99.95

COURIER DELIVERY
SERVICE
Available on all orders. Prices start from £3
-Please ask for details

ners and communications, and in

Testing time for

this month's issue we look at wordprocessors.

520STFM

They have all had step-by-step
tutorials to using software aimed at
beginners such as yourself.

I am a third-year pupil at a sec
ondary school and plan to use my
520STFM which I've had for about a

year to produce GCSE course work.
My parents recently bought me a

Amigas potted

Commodore colour monitor.

on STE

Firstly, I am worried that within a
couple of years there will be no or

I recently bought a copy of Jimmy

little STFM software available.

White's Whirlwind Snooker from a

Should I prepare for the future and
make full use of my monitor, sell
my FM, take some savings out and
buy an STE?
Could you also advise me, please,
on what printer and software to get?
I already have Masterplan spread

mail order company over the phone.
However, it was not until the

game arrived that I remembered that
I had not stated which machine it

Got anything to say to the ST community?
Send your scribblings to:

sheet, Micro Maths and the

The Editor

Neochrome art package.
producing design work and many
essays and projects. It's two years

Europa House, Adlington Park,

until test time and that's two birth

days and Christmas! Will the
520ST's RAM be enough to cope?
Jonathan Dibble, Penarth

With many thousand STFMs in the
UK and thousands more on the

continent, it's unlikely that soft
ware for this version of the ST will

dry up overnight.
The STE is, however, the only
model now being shipped and so

When I opened the package I dis
covered they had sent an Amiga ver
sion.

Just our of curiosity I put the disk

Write Now!, Atari ST User,

For GCSE course work I shall be

was for.

Macclesfield SKI 04NP

into my STE, and to my amazement
the game works perfectly. Can you
explain why this is, and if there are
any other games which do this?
Mr S Brennan, London

Atari ST User. It could be what your

looking for, although it's a little
expensive and is let down on ease
of use.

Your half megabyte memory
should suffice for most of your
needs, although it's unlikely to be
acceptable for design applications
which generally require one
megabyte or more.

some software written to use the

computer's improved features
might be released for that model.
So, at the moment there is no

real urgency to upgrade - leave
your savings gaining interest. In
any case, in this fast-moving
industry even the STE could be
superseded at any time - next
month at CeBit, for instance.

Moving on to products you
want to buy. Bearing in mind you
are at school I presume you don't
have an unlimited money supply.
I will, therefore, try to recom
mend cheap but tested products.
The Seikosha SP1900AI was a

capable but simple dot matrix
printer and has just been improved
by the manufacturer (see news this
issue). The new SP1900 Plus sells
for £155 from Silica Systems (081309 1111). For your essays try the
First Word wordprocessor given

away on this month's CoverDisk.
It is a simple offering but will
probably be fine for your essay
writing. For a higher-specification
package, perhaps with a spelling

Right back
to basics
In December my parents bought me
an Atari 1040ST. Lucky me, I enjoy
using it. I've bought various com
puter mags in the past months which
have given lots of tips on how to play
games. I have been saving
for games and have bought ten so far,
but at £20 and over they are very
expensive.

However, the free games with the
Atari ST have been great fun. I like
Atari ST User's Beginners' Guide but
the rest of the magazine is very diffi
cult to understand.

If possible could you have more
articles like the Beginners' Guide in
understandable language - how
things work and how to get them to
work.

Joanna Gordon, East Sussex

have a winner on their

lardiy have started slowei

hands with the TT, but it's

i so it is unlikely thai there

all down to Tramiel on how
far he'll market the machine

i publisher now or in the

against the IBM and Apple giants.
Having read your February issue,

rrent sales don't even call for

the TT sounds like a dream, indeed

an occasional page in this maga

the way forward for Atari and for us
enthusiasts. But I hope they do a
better job "selling" it than the ST.

zine. Hut the last month has .seen

I remember the very first STs

marketed against the original Apple
Macs, which were less powerful
then, but Atari somehow made a U-

ure unless there is a mirae

my changes for the computer,
haps even Hearing a miracle.
St, a respectable reprographics
nn called Halco took on board

the DTP program Calamus along
th top-end SIs and the IT.

turn along the way and people still

Ihen Yrari announced details i

brand the ST a games machine.
Sadly, redesigning Atari's corpo
rate identity when Tramiel took

out 20 dealer centres for the

over could have removed this

stigma.

ega STEs and ITs.
Operating like Apple Centres,
utey will promote the machines
for many types of business appli

With the new-found power of the
TT, Atari just can't afford to miss out

that pieceof the pie that IBM and
Apple have held onto for so long.
A spanking, classy 7T User maga
zine on the way?

es for the IT, taking the enfryrel machine beneath £1,000.

checker, call Compo Software

I'm glad you feel your parents have
chosen the right computer for you,

(0480 891819) who sell That's
Write. You say that part of your

but I am concerned that you find the

e truth is that busi-

features difficult to understand.

- in terms of IBM

course is design work. Presuming

We try to make most of our edito

rial pages accessible to everyone
regardless of their computing experi

that you are referring to engineer
ing drawing, you will need a com
puter-aided design (CAD) program.

ence, and many readers congratulate

Read the review of Technobox

us on our style. In the last couple of

Drafter/2 in the February issue of

months we have had guides to scan

Mr N Catilo, London

equipment i

when Atari's sr

e end of the day though
you think about Atari

r needs.

nig time lo bring

Walker recently told Atari S

Atari into their minds, but with

that its sales were "a yearly'
was not joking.

the likes of Halco and a several

others there is hope.

>• The STE and Amiga are not
compatible and so no software
should work across both for

mats, let alone a large game
such as this.

The most obvious explana
tion is that you have an ST

disk but Amiga packaging.
Do you know anybody with
an Amiga who could test it

on their computer for you?

Typing tutor
needed
I am writing to enquire whether
you can give me some advice
regarding typing and office
skills software for the Atari
520 and 1040ST.

The Acorn Centre is a day
centre for the physically dis
abled, many of whom wish to
return to work or simply main

Stimulating simulation
I just have to respond to the letter sent in by RGardner, printed in Issue
72, about the quality of the compilation Airand SeaSupremacy.
Doeshe or she know that the gamesin the compilation are not
exactly new but werewritten when the Atari firstappeared many moons
ago, so what is expected? Super-fast, detailed vector graphics with as
much payability as having sex?
Of coursenot, the programmers werestilltryingto sussout the
machine.

Microprose, who wroteSilentService, F-15 and Gunship were- and
alwayswill be - the kings of simulation. Take a gander at F-19or F-15-11
for any proof.
SilentService is referred to as "a reallyawful submarine shoot-'emup". Wetlthat award-winningsimulator had me hooked from day one

with endless nightsof me yellingout "dive, dive,dive" and "fire tor
pedo". I must admit I haven't playedF-15 on the Atari before, only on
the Spectrum. ButI washooked- all right, I'veplayedbetter flightsims,
but as I say take a look at F-15-II to seewhat it led to.
HowdareGunshipbeslagged off. It wasanotheraward-winning
effortand has set the standard forsimulations- until recentlythat is.

It was oneof the bestgames I've ever played and chances aremany
other peoplefeelthe same way.Microprose must have been pleased

tain their work skills while

with it too.

attending here.
In particular, I would like

for more than half an hour each - or never at all with Carrier

It wasobvious from the letterthat RGardner didn't playthe games

Command. I findthat the moreinvolved in a simulator youget, the

to obtain a software package to
assess individuals' typing
skills, accuracy and speed.
Are there any programs to
test basic accounting and

Oh, by the way, in caseyou werewondering, I am not a shallowmindedyoungster who plays games allthe time,but a programmer who
lists Devpac 2, Nevada Cobol and many otherlanguages amongmy col

database skills?

lection.

grams are available for the ST

in the public domain.
The only commercial soft
ware and the most reliable is

Mindscape's (0444 831545)

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing.
It takes students right through
the learning process, identify
ing the user's typing strengths
and weaknesses. Cost: £26.07.

any similar letters about reviews carrie

- and other publications. The response is alsosimilar,
Peoplehave different viewson products,depending on their

taste,needs, ageand many other factors. ITieoriginalwriterof the
letterprinted inSTUser, like reviewers, badan opinion ofa compila
I, for example, disagree on yourpoint that Microprose are the
kingsof simulation and alwayswill be. SubLogic's FlightSimulator
2 was a superb program in its time and the best around.

Forthe future, Germansoftware houseThalionare promisingto

The cover date was January
1992 but the magazine hit
the news stands during the

If the STcopy isanything likethe Amigaversionit willset new

disagree.

Flaw with
Rockfall
My wife, children and myself
are just about going round the
bend with the Rockfallgame
on Atari ST User's February
CoverDisk. It is a great shame
that the game has - in my
opinion - a slight flaw, in that
you cannot go back and restart

find out if Jason has any plans
to rectify this, as it really spoils
an otherwise great little game,
which I hasten to add is just
about the only game my wife
plays.
Mike Devine, Ross-shire

As you rightly say Rockfall is
a brilliant game! Despite your
niggles with the program which are not a fault with

1991, and most subscribers

even when you have over 800

domain and the author has

received their copies even

seconds and still five lives left.

not been paid for his work.
We are lucky to be able to
play it at all. We are unaware
of Jason planning to release
another version of the game,
so keep at it - practice makes
perfect!

earlier.

Some of the products adver
tised in that issue were ready
to be discontinued and you
will notice that several offers

changed in the February issue.

below

COMPETITIONS

Enter competitions using the details onthe form. If you
have any enquiries connected with our competitions, coniant Jonathan Maddock on 0625 878888

PUBLIC DOMAIN SUBMISSIONS
Submissions should include a detailed listof what each disk

contains. Jiffy bagstoAndrew Wright
ASPECTS
Our Aspects authors can be contacted via ST User. Please

mark anycorrespondence clearly and send itto the
address below

ADVERTISEMENT PROBLEMS
If you have had a problem with one ofouradvertisers
please contact Martin Fitzgerald on 0625 878888
or write to him at the address below

FAULTY C0VERDISKS

If your CoverDisk isfaulty send itto: Stanley Precision,

on the level you are presently
on. Instead you have to go
back to the start of the game,

second week of December

WRITE NOW!
Gotsomething to tell other ST User readers? Send
yourgeneral letters toWrite Now! at the address

release a flight sim called A320 Airbus, based on the airliner of the

standards for STsimulation and put Thalion on the throne.
Anyway, that is my opinion and I'm sure some of our readers will

Lee Anderson, Plymouth

below

tion.

or database skills.

magazine.
On page 145, the order form
offer closes on December 31,
1991. Why is this, when it is in
January 92?

GALLERY

We are always on the look-out for good ST art.
Send your work to STGallery at theaddress

PD libraries are welcome to submit their latest releases.

We haven't heard of any
thing for testing accounting

I would like to complain about
January's issue of Atari ST User

NEWSDESK
If you havea news story, send it toJohn Butters at
theaddress below. If your story is URGENT call him on
0625 878888 during office hours

TonyHarris,Essex

same name.

Early
closing offer

Advice Service at the address below

more enjoyment you get out of it.

Satnantha Wallace, Acorn
Centre, Reading

Some typing tutorial pro

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
We are happytoanswer your technical problems in
ourAdvice Service section. Sendyour letters to

Can you therefore advise
whether this is just a fault on
my CoverDisk or is it some
thing the author, Jason Brasier,

has simply overlooked? In this
event would it be possible to

your disk - it must be remem

bered that it is in the public

Unit F, Cavendish Courtyard, Sallow Road, Welldon North
Industrial Estate, Corby, Northants NN17 1JX

SUBSCRIPTIONS & BACK ISSUES
To subscribe or order back issues please use the form at the
back ofthis issue or call Europress Directon 051-357
1275. Please note we only hold back issues for six months
COMMENTS
Ifyouhave a comment abouttheeditorial content of 57 User
please write to theAssistant Publisher, Eddie McKendrick
at the address below

TELEPHONE CALLS
Except in thesituations listed abovewe cannot
accept telephone enquiries. Please write into

oneofthe departments listed in this panel
SAVE THOSE SAEs!

Please don't send us SAEs, we can't promise toreply
toevery letter soitreally is a waste ofyour stamp.
Sorry!

ATARI ST USER
EUROPA

HOUSE

ADLINGTON PARK
MACCLESFIELD
SKIO 4NP

0)

2.

INCREDIBLE DEALS ON ATARI STE'S
FREEBIE PACK

(INCLUDED WITH EVERY ATARI STE)
QUALITY :
40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX,

"

MOUSE MAT, MOUSE HOLDER,
DISK CLEANER AND JOYSTICK !!

SERIOUS FUN
An excellent introduction to music-making.
RAVE turns your ST into a real, live, 32 track recording studio - in your
home!

PLUS:
12 GAMES

3 ART PROGRAMS, 1 MUSIC PROGRAM,
5 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS,
WORD PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, VIRUS
KILLER, TAX PLANNER, DATABASE.
FREE WITH EVERY ATARI STE

See and hear your music as you play, then change it as you like.
You can use RAVE to make complete songs just like professional
musicians. With RAVE and your MIDI instrument you can create songs

DISCOVERY PACK

very simply. All you do is record your music, then compile and edit it
(perhaps changing a wrong note here or there, correcting
the timing of drum beats, or transposing and copying
whole sections), and play it back whenever you wish,
saving it to disc if you want to keep it - and all very

1 MEGABYTE (as 1040) STE

£305

2 MEGABYTE STE

£349

4 MEGABYTE STE

£399

quickly.

MEGA 1 STE

£615

You can see your music as notes, pianola
scroll or as a listing, printing out notation as.
an optional extra.

MEGA 2 STE (48mb HD)
2 MEG TT (48mb HD)

Optional extras upgrade RAVE to our fully
professional sequencer programs, PRODIGY and

UPGRADES

VIRTUOSO.

For more details call in at your local store or call/write to:
The Digital Muse, 82 Tachbrook St., London, SW1V 2NB

1/2 MEG UPGRADE....

071-828 9462

RUTLAND COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
Melton Mowbray

PRICES INC 17.5% VAT
Carriage
Orders despatched
3-5 Days....£3.50
within 24 hours
3 Days
£6.50
subject to stock

Leics. LE13 1ET

Next Day ...£8.00

30 Buckminster Close

availability

1+

3.5"DD Coloured ..45p ....44p....43p
3.5" HD 2 Meg

1+

25D+ 500+

39p....38p....36p

90p....75p....60p

All 5.25" Disks are certified 100% error free

and are supplied with labels, tabs &sleeves.

.3.5"

5.25"

-a

£5.10

£4.60 5
-I

100
£6.10
120
£7.10
P0SS0 BOXES
3.5"x 150

£5.101
£6.50
§
£15.50 =

5.25"x70

£15.50!

BANK BOXES

|_

3.5" x 80

£8.00gB

EUfflMEB
Canon/HP Series II

EpsonGQ3500
Fujitsu RX7100

£68.00

£18.00
£105.00

nmiMzsia
11x9.5 60gsm2000
11 x 9.5 80gsm 2000
A470gsm2000
A490gsm1500

flHilWJ'lHiflih'lil

3.5" 880K Amiga

£65.00

3.5" 720K Atari

£65.00

3.5" 720Ktasted(1512/1640) £80.00
5.25" 1.6Mb Amstrad laptop£120.00
5.25" 1.6Mb Toshiba Laptop £120.00

•H!l.l)l=ll|=l=IHIi«:l:ti;IBiff

Amstrad LQ35008256

8512
DMP2000/3000
BROTHERM1009
Ml 509
CANON1156
CITIZEN120

CITIZEN SWIFT24
SWIFT24 COLOUR
EPSON EX800

FX800/LX800/MX/FX80
MX100
LX80/LX86
L0800
L01000/1050
LO2500

L02550

£18.00
£13.00

OLIVETTI DM1/200

PJ1080

£11.00

DM105

jUaEEfflM

H.P. Deskjet Cartridges
Original
£15.50

A4Sheets 80gsm £4.00 per ream. Tractor feed
labels also available please ring forprices

Colours Black. Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Brown 8 Gold

Refill Packs
£15.00
Contains 2ink refills &cleaning solution.
Colour Kits
£39.95
Contains 3Cotour refills.! Black refill. I cleaning solution

NEC P2200(t)
PANASONIC KXP110
KXP1124.KXP1081
STARLC10
LC10COLOUR
LC24-10/200
LC24-10/200 Colour
LC200
LC200COLOUR

£3.16 £2.50
£2.90

E2.35

£2,66
£3,60
£5.00
£3.00
£2.95
£2.95
£15.30
£3.40
£2,95
£3,00
£2 20
£3,15
£3.20
£4.05
£4.10
£3.45
£3.60
£5.20
£3.10
£3.10
£2,65
£5.00
£3.50
£13.00
£3.20
£12.10

£2.10
£3.00
£4.50
£2,60
E2.45
£2.45
£14,80
£3.00
E2.35
£2.60
£1.70
£2.75
£2.75
£3.20
£3.40
£3,05
£3.20
£4.80
£2.60
£2.60
£2.30
£4.60
£2.80
£12,00
£2,70
£11.60

SAMSUNG 14" MEDIUM RESOLUTION

COLOUR TV/MONITOR (Inc Leads) £169

MOUSE MAT (HIGH QUALITY) £3
DOUBLE, MONITOR PLINTH (WITH SHELF) £30
10 WATT POWER STEREO SPEAKERS £15
SCART MONITOR LEADS £9 PRINTER LEADS £6
EXTENSION LEADS £4.70 DISK CLEANER £3.50
TWO IN ONE TV SPLITTER £3

ART TUTOR now with its own paint program, £25
PLEASE ADD £6.50 FOR INSURED CARRIAGE ON
ITEMS OVER £120
MINIMUM ORDER £10
VAT INCLUDED IN PRICES

or FAX 0664 410221

Callers Welcome - Please ring first
Office Hours 9am-7pm Mon-Fri 10am-12pm Sat

™

I

FRIENDLY, QUALIFIED STAFF : HELPLINE

Jbis isjust asmall selection ofribbons.
Ilyoui printer isnot listed, please ring lor a
price. IIyou prater Original ribbons m can
supply you atcompetitive ales- Ptease ring.

Hiiflfrnnm.H "Jet Color" Software £49.95
PHONE 0664 500878

]

MONITORS

PRINTER STAND £8 MOUSE HOLDER £2

Quality Compatible Ribbons

BJ10E
BJ130

£17.00
£20.00
£19.00
£19.00

£120

CITIZEN SWIFT 224 COLOUR PRINTER £255

KnZE 7^M
Logitec Pilot Mouse IBM
PC XT/AT + Compatibles £29.95
Logitec Amiga/Atari
£29.95
Squik IBM PCXT/AT
£22.95
Squik Atari/Amiga
£18.95

£65

4 MEG UPGRADE

MONITOR (similar to Philips, with leads) £170

250+ 500+

and are supplied with labels.

e4.60

2 MEG UPGRADE

PHILIPS 8833 MKII (with leads) £239

5.25" DD
25p....24p....22p
5.25" DD Coloured 39p ....39p....38p
49p....49p....48p
5.25" HD
5.25" HD Coloured 55p ....53p....52p
Reversable/Flippy..39p....39p....38p

All 3.5" Disks are certified 100% error free

Nffl'til'liWil'M-

£20

AMSTRAD MED.RES. 14" STEREO COLOUR

TOP QUALITY CERTIFIED DISKS
3.5'DD

£949
£1699

*
LEVENMOUTH BUSINESS CENTRE,
RIVERSIDE ROAD, LEVEN, FIFE KY8 4LT

tel 0333 421243

45

ANALC m
ANALOGIC

Telephone: Mon-Fri. 9am to 7pm
Sat 9am to 5.30pm

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD
152 Latchmere Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,

I TEL: 081-546-9575
FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

Surrey KT2 5TU

COMPUTERS

512K

1 Meg

2 Meg

520 STE Discovery Extra Pack £279.00 £299.00 £339.00
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack
£349.00 £409.00
Mega STE 1 +SM124 Mono Monitor
POA
Mega STE 2 +48Mb hard disk +SM124 mono monitor POA

4 Meg

REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES

£409.00
£489.00

520/1040 (ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE)

POA

MONITORS
Protar Visto 14" Colour Monitor &Cable with 1year Replacement Warranty
Philips 15" TV/Monitor with Remote Control +Scart cable (Model 3332)
Philips 15" TV/Monitor as above with Teletext (Model 2331)

£220.00
£239.00
£269.00'

Atari SM144 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

£149.00

DISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Sony Internal Drive

£49.95

1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own Power Supply....£59.95

£14.95

Squik Mouse
Super Pro Zip Stick

£14.95

Dust Cover
Mouse Mat
10 Blank Discs

STE/STFM Lead to Philips
CM8833

Twin Joystick/Mouse Port extension
Lead

MEMORY UPGRADES
520 STF/STFM to 1 Meg
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
520 ST/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg
520 STE to 1 Meg
520 STE to 2 Meg
520 STE to 4 Meg

£5.95

£14.95
£14.95
£4.95
£4.95
£5.95

POWER SUPPLIES

£99.95
£249.95

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
Progate 40

£339.00

Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate

£419.00
£429.00
£559.00
£599.00

50DC
80
100DC
R44

* Please call for other Protar hard drives

STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)
NEW STFM/STE Power supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

£39.95
£49.95

£59.95
£124.95
£199.95
£29.95
£79.95
£149.95

EMULATORS
PC Speed
AT Speed C16

ACCESSORIES
STE/STFM Scart Lead

£59.95

• FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND
• ALL REPAIRS CARRY A FULL 90 DAY GUARANTEE
• Wepick upcomputers forRepairs &Memory Upgrades foronly
£5.00 +VAT for NEXT WEEK DAY DELIVERY to us andreturn byCourier Service FREE

* We are Authorised PROTAR stockists
* All Protar Hard Drives come with a full

oneyearREPLACEMENT Warranty, a
DMA throughport, devicenumber
switching and Disk Management Software

* All prices include VAT and Next Weekday Delivery subject to availability
* Fixed charge forrepairdoes not include Disk Drive Replacement &Keyboard
m-m
BJ

* All prices subject to change without notice
* We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair

5 Year Guarantee on memory!
14 Day no quibble money back guarantee!

Feed Your ST!
Memory Upgrades
HCS STE and Mega STE Upgrades

Emulators and Accelerators

HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full fitting instructions on
how to plug into your STE. Should your STE have a rare type of module, we
stock the alternative so it can be easily swapped. 2 and 4Mb kits come complete
with multitasking software, memory checker and utilities disk!

PC Emulators from Compo
PC Emulators fit onto the microprocessor in the ST. They offer a high degree of
compatibility by employing a genuine PC microprocessor. PC speed gives a 4 fold
increase in speed over a standard PC, AT speed 8; 6 fold, AT speed C16; 8.4 fold.

The C16 coprocessor socket allows fitment ofa maths chip to perform calculations

50x faster!

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£19.00
£60.00
£115.00

AT SPEED C16

£215.00

AT SPEED 8

E140.00

PC SPEED

£90.00

Fitting for above

£30.00

STF(M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtraram Deluxe allows the novice to upgrade the ST with ease. They come com
plete with comprehensive instructions. All versions can carry up to 4Mb and have
been carefully designed to even fit less common ST's, without soldering! (Eg
C100109 and soldered in MMU). The solder in kit is for those with more electron
ics experience. This offers a low cost solution complete with sockets, instructions,
etc.

Spectre GCR Mac Emulator

The Spectre GCR cartridge allows the ST to emulate the Mac giving 20% more
speed than the Mac plus with 30% more screen area! It is fully compatible with

ST hard drives. When used in conjunction with the SST it can beat the fastest

Macs. The megatalk board fits the Mega ST to allow connection to Mac specific

printers and the LAN network. It also allows direct connection to MAC SCSI
peripherals.

Solder in kit to 1Mb

£25.00

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms)
MEGATALK BOARD

Frontier Xtraram 'Defuse

Quality SIMM upgrading system
Upgrade to 1Mb

£55.00

Upgrade to 2.5Mb

£94.00

Upgrade to 4Mb

£155.00

£340.00
£250.00

68030 SST accelerator board

The new 68030 accelerator gives a new dimension of speed to the ST. Usingthe

33Mhz option it can accelerate the ST EIGHT Fold. Currently available for the
Mega ST, shortly available for the STE/FM. Space for an additional 8Mb of
fastram and comes with TOS 2!

68030 SST-33 with processor

£550.00

HOW TO ORDER
The FICS replacement internal power supply and Double sided disk drive
upgrades come complete with fitting instructions and plug straight into the

ST without soldering. The PSU produces less heat than the original, so

[v"y"y|

Enquiries and credit card orders please Fax/Call on (081) 777 0751

between 10:30am and6:00pm Mon toSat.

For mail order please send description of goods and cheque/P/O to:
HCS

is more reliable.

35 Hartland Way. Shirley, Croydon. CRO 8RJ

Replacement Power supply

£39.95

Prices include VAT and P&P.

Double sided disk drive kit

£47.00

Goods normallydispatched within2 workingdays

E&OE

wmm j ;i g p 3-g
ALWAYS A
Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning

9 pin PRINTER

GOOD IDEA
FREE DELIVERY
Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland

range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the
UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability

•

Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column

• U4cps Draft, 30cps NLO
•
•

FREE
STARTER KIT
Worth £29.38 • WitheveryCitizen printerfromSilica.

4K Printer Butter + 2 Fonts
Parallel Interface as Standard

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

2SilicaYEAR
WARRANTY
offer a 2 year warranty (including the

•
•

printer head) with every Citizen printer from Silica.

Putt tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
HUP:

and output. Our confidence
in Citizen's quality is such
that we are pleased to in
clude a 2 year guarantee
with every printer. Plus, if

80 COLUMN

144 cps

£199

WINDOWS
3.0
Free Windows 3.0 driver.

r SERIAL INTERFACE OPTION '
The 1200 printeris available with

Included with the Silica Starter Kit.

SILICA PRICE: C115

a serial interface for E115+VAT.
flef: PR! 2125 • C135.13Inc VAT,

FREE
COLOUR KIT
With every Swift 9 and Swift 24e printer.

you buy a Citizen printer

£115

FREE HELPLINE

from us, we will give you
the Silica Systems Printer
Starter Kit (worth e29.38),

Technical support helpline openduringofficehours.

FREE OF CHARGE!

Citizen printers are manufactured to highstandards.

MADE IN THE UK

+VAT=£135.13

EEnii

ref: PRI 2120

*"•"***

^
•m
ffffff/ COLOUR KIT)

192 CPS

.Colour Option Extra •

80 COLUMN

192 CPS

See Accessories

136 COLUMN

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift 9x - 9 pin - 136 column

•
•

•
•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

3K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

•

FREE Colour Kit

• A3 landscape printing

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
E329

£239

COLOUR KIT

£36
...£25

k

^Colour Option Extra

V

• Graphics Resolution: 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

STARTER KIT

^^

• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLO

• Graphics Resolution; 240x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

RHP:

•"Bob,

TOTAL RRP: £354

TOTAL flflP: £302

SAVING: E105

SAVING: £123

£249

24 pin PRINTER

80 COLUMN

216 CPS

• Citizen Switt 24e - 24 pin - 80 column
• 216cps Dratt, 72cps LQ
•
•

CPS
192
Citizen 224 - 24 pin
•

- 80 column
192cps Draft, 64cps LO

•
•

BK Printer Buffer +
Parallel Interface

8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts
Parallel Interface

2 Fonts

•

Colour Option Available

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP:
STARTER KIT

FREE Colour Kit

• FREE Silica PrinterStarter Kit

£269
£25

TOTAL RRP: £294

E365

SAVING: £95

COLOUR KIT

£38

STARTER KIT

£25

SILICA PRICE: £199

RRP:

80 COLUMN

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson, IBM & NEC P6+ Emulation
•

NOTEBOOK PRINTER

„.

TOTAL flflP: E«8
SAVING: C169
SILICA PRICE: £259

+VAT.E304.33

ret: PRI 5534

ACCESSORIES STARTER KIT
SHEET FEEDERS

siwfeasssdSK
WORLD'S SMALLEST & LIGHTEST

80 COLUMN

t Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

Colour Option Extra - SeeAccessories (

136 COLUMN

192 cps

> Citizen Swift 24x - 24 pin • 736 column

' LASER QUALITY - 64cpS
• 4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

» Rear and Bottom Paper Loading
i Parallel Interface

RRP:

SILICA PRICE: E249

fe£4Y

£26.38

PRA 1242 124D/224 Sw9/24/24e

E24.D3

• FREESilica Printer Starter Kit

PRA 1274 SwH19l/24i

£30.66

£249

.^£25

TOTAL RRP: £274

SAVING: £105

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB 3520 1200/Swltt 9 6lack

£2.91

RIB 3949

£7.15

Swltt 91 Black

RIB 3924 1Z4D/224 Sw24.24lBlar.il £4.20
RIB 3936 Swltl 9/24/24e Colour £15.63
RIB 3248 PN4fl Single Strike
£3.61
RIB 3348 PN48 Multl Strike

F
•

Worth: £25+wt=e2Mb
Togetyouup and running withyournew
printer from Silica:
• &Vb* Disk • Amiga & ST Drivers
• 3H " Disk - Drivers for Windows 3
• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
• 100 Conlinuous Address Labels
• 5 Continuous Envelopes

tf you alreadyowna printer, and would
like to buya kit,youmayorderone(ref:
KIT 5500) for £24.95 - £5 off RRP!

£3.61

COLOUR KITS

SILICA PRICE: £169

PRA 1236 Swltl 9/24/24e
PRA 1240 Swltt 9x/24x

£3525
E35.25

PN48 ACCESSORIES

+VAT=C<110.08

PRA 1148 PN48 Battery
PRA 1155 PH4BCable Exln

£51.70
ETBC

PRA 1162 PN4B CarAdaptor

ETBC

All prices include VAT and Free delivery.

ref: PRI 257-*

y<.
MAIL ORDER:

L0Nbrj}TSH0P:

Opening Hours:

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.

LONDON SHOP:""

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

SIDCUP SHOP:

ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available (or largeorders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
jhe FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Belore you decide when tobuy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE
you buy it. Consider what itwill be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you
may require additional peripherals orsoftware, orhelp andadvice. And, will thecompany you buy from
contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, weensurethat you will have nothing to
worry about. We have beenestablished for over 12yearsand,with ourunrivalled experience andex
pertise wecan now claim tomeet ourcustomers requirements with an understanding which issecond
to none. But don't justtake our word lor it.Complete and return the coupon now for our latest Free

1-4 The Mews Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 900am-6£0pm

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•

£32.25

PRA 1709 Swltt 24/248

PRINTER STAND

J25

SILICA PRICE: E349

£56.45

PRA 1209 1240/224 Swltt 9

32K MEMORY EXPN

TOTAL RRP: £514
SAVING: E165

L+VAT=E292.58 ref: PHI 2100 J

PRA 1189 1200+

PP.A 1753 1240/224 Swift 24/24B £13.10

E4B9

STARTER KIT

£42.00

• Graphics Res: 360x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
RRP:

i FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

f*^/lfl

• Parallel Interface

STARTER KIT

< FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
E325 '.--.
E25

144 cps
80 COLUMN

£71.38
£88.70

PRA 1228 1240/224 Sw9J24/24e

SERIAL INTERFACES

• 144cps Draft, 48cps LQ

• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ
> Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
> Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
>A3 landscape printing - FREE Colour Kit

SAVING: E101

• 8K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts

< 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
> Parallel Interface

i Power: Mains, Battery or Car Adaptor

> Graphics Resolution: 360x360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulations

TOTAL flflP; £350

Best Budget
Mem Decision

• Non-impact Printing On Plain Paper

HBP:
STARTER KIT

• Citizen 124D - 24 pin - 80 col

Printer 1990

A4 NOTEBOOK PRINTER

64 CPS

GOLD

PRA 12Q0 12DD
PRA 1215 124D/224 SW9/24/24B

OpBning Hours:
Opening Hours:

No Late Night Opening

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA

Mon-Sat 930am-600pm

JJo_LateNightOpening

Fax No:

081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges" (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Extension: 3914
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
Late Night: Thursdayuntil im
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sal 9.O0am-5.30pm

Lale Nigrit: Friday unlil 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

ITo-Silica Systems "pepf ATSTR-0492-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

11 PLEASE SEND ACITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE I
.

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

literatureand begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

Smm l/t« B^^Ji

Tel 'Home):

Tel (Work):

i"»"V-#* I^^^B * Company Name (if applicable):
^jf-'TO § KrWrJw

<^ M I Which computer(s)i if any, do you own?
Soe - Advertised Drlces and weciticatlons mayohanfle • Pleasereturnthe coupon forthe latestInformation.

_

'
55Dl

f i t r other
verier »
t»re?i?fi»fivi»
The long-awaited Calamus SL - this and the
screenshots
in release version
in this review were taken from the German

esktop publishing on the ST
has become largely synony
mous with Calamus, despite
the existence of very capable rivals
such as Timeworks, PageStream and

D

Fleet Street Publisher.

This is mainly because it became

such a huge success in Germany - its
country of origin - but also because it
offered so many revolutionary inno
vations in its user interface and out

King icon

put handling.
It is not well known beyond Atari

most orthodox GEM conventions and

circles, for instance, that Calamus

shifting its enormous array of func

was the very first DTP program on
any machine to offer true Wysiwyg for the first time, what you saw on •
the screen really was what you got
from your printer.

tions from menus to a forest of icons,

Bypassing
Calamus achieved this by bypass
ing both GDOS and PostScript with
its own "soft-RIPping" technology -

the vector fonts and graphics were

Double ipage
spreads
can
now
simultaneously,
even
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text or graphics frames drawn across the central gutter

grouped in several icon panels.
Once the initial learning curve had
been negotiated, Calamus proved
very fast to use, with speedy screen
redraws and even faster output, espe
cially to an Atari laser connected via
the DMA port. The Calamus vector
graphics format CVG, as well as the
Calamus vector font format CFN,

translated into bitmaps for both
screen and printer by its own internal
page description language, thus obvi
ating the need for separate screen and
printer fonts, and expensive (and
slow) PostScript raster image proces

quickly became standards adopted by
many other ST programs.
In Germany, and to a lesser extent
other countries, specialised Calamus
DTP bureaus equipped with Linotype
imagesetter interfaces began a lucra
tive trade in high-quality output for a

sors (RIP).

growing number of professional users

Calamus was quite unlike any
other STprogram, dispensing with

demanding more than laser resolu
tion. A success story all right, but not

Outstanding graphics
The graphics capabilities of Calamus have undergone a complete overhaul
and are now most impressive, even without taking into account the colour
support.

This is especially true of vector graphics- the vector editing module
amounts to an illustration package in its own right, with line and Bezier
curve drawing tools. It can handle all standard object art file formats and is
also used for drawing irregulartext-flow-around-graphics paths.
There is also the additional Speedline autotracer module for conversion
from bitmap to vector formats - not quite in the same league as some stan
dalone vectorisation programs, but useful nonetheless.
The bit-image editing module had not been implemented in time for this
review, but promises similar capabilities for pixel graphics.

The editing tools for scanned images are hidden away among the raster
graphics frame icons - they amount to little more than a gradation curve to

adjust brightness and contrast, plus cropping and (somewhatlimited) scaling,
but are nevertheless welcome as they will frequently save you a detour to a
specialist image editing program, provided the original scan was done with
some skill and foresight.

High expectations and a very long wait, but
Calamus SL has finally madeit Gunter

Minnerup takes a close look at the leading
contender for the Atari DTP crown
one without its critics. The lack of

PostScript support isolated Calamus

users from the dominant output stan
dard, preventing accessto the large
number of PostScript fonts,
Encapsulated PostScript graphics and
PostScript-based typesetting bureaus.
The degree of typographical con
trol offered was somewhat limited,

with no vertical justification, poor
hyphenation, no tracking and no
compression or expansion of type
faces. The built-in text editor was

launch was delayed month by
month, year by year.
The German version was finally
released last summer, to howls of

anguish from bomb-plagued users,

and followed by a series of bug-fixing
upgrades. To make things worse for
users here, the company which had
introduced Calamus to Britain, Signa
Publishing, disappeared at around the
same time.

j

primitive and buggy, the text flow
around graphics fiddly and inaccu
rate and pictures could not be
rotated.

Calamus was purely black-andwhite, with no support for spot or
process colour, and not even elemen
tary editing of scanned halftone
images.

The import and export filters, espe
cially for graphics, lacked support for
standard file formats such as TIFF and

GIF. Only one file could be edited at
a time.

Sooner or later, therefore, Calamus

Ready
At last, however, there is light at
the end of the tunnel - by the time
you read this, Halco-Sunbury Ltd, a
well-establishedgraphic equipment
manufacturer, should be ready with
the UK release version.

The most spectacular new feature
of Calamus SL is its support for
colour. Computer-based page layout
is no longer taken seriously by the
professionals unless it can handle
four-colour separations from true
colour, photographic illustrations,
and output these to a high-resolution
imagesetter on film or bromides, as

had to be radically revised to stay

well as a variety of true colour output

competitive in the fast-developing
high-end DTP market. Rumours of a
super new Calamus SL have been
around for some time now, fuelled by

devices for realistic proofs.
True colour means 24-bit colour

data, or about 16.7 million different
tones, but the new Calamus makes

a series of announcements from

light work of this load, using the hard

DMC, the creators of Calamus, but its

disk as virtual memory when the
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resulting files, as they invariably do,
exceed the available RAM.

The real problem with truecolour
editing arises from the absence, at the
time of writing, of 24-bit colour
graphics displays for the Atari
machines. However, several manufac

turers are reported to be close to
offering such cards.
The colour editing facilities offered

by Calamus SL look impressive, offer
ing different colour schemes (RGB,
CMY, CMYK, IHS), separate gamma
curves for each separation, control
over raster screen dot shapes, angles
and frequencies. Sadly their true qual

ity cannot really be assessed until
adequate displays are available to

monster application. The core code of
Calamus SL is still a hefty 600k large,
but the problem is alleviated to a

large degree by the modular nature of

however, will have little use for the

colour capabilities, because they do
not own the requisite hardware scanner, display, output device - and
cannot afford the very expensive
colour printing process.
But Calamus SL is much more than

merely a colour version of the current
Calamus 1.09. It addresses many of
the shortcomings of the original
Calamus, and should therefore be
considered even by those desktop

publishers whose ambitions do not
go beyond mono laser output.
The improvements start with the
basic redesign of what threatened to
become an impossibly unwieldy

:=!
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DMC
Document pages are assigned a master page which carries standard items
such as headers and footers. Changing the master page will only affect
such items but not anything else already created on the document page
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SL.

Most of its functions are now

E-ii,

installed as separate modules, making
it easy to pick and choose between

"a

the essential ones and those which

can be loaded only when required,
such as most of the import and
export modules, or the autottacer.

jEJtHal
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Calamus has therefore become

more of an open system, allowing for
flexibility in configuration and easy

<8>
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CMC

bug fixes, updates and enhance

'-a

ments.

Improvement

make true-colour editing within the

program a realistic option.
Most ordinary ST or TT owners,

Hi;

asc

The Frames module now features many new tools for rotating, skewing
scaling and otherwise manipulating the basic building blocks of the program
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Previously only available as a separate program (but not in the UK), the PKSWrite Calamus dedicated wordprocessor is bundled with SL as a module

Another substantial improvement
in the program's overall design is its
ability, at last, to edit more than one
- a maximum of seven, to be precise document at a time, making full use
of GEM's multi-windows facility.
Other than that, though, the user
interface remains true to the original
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version.
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On a features count, Calamus SL

beats just about everything but

NASA's spaceship control software. It
is simply impossible to review every
nook and cranny of such a featureladen package here in detail, so let's
just concentrate on the main stages
in the production of a document, and
the major improvements offered by
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Choose your colour scheme, define colours using the sliders, and save your
creations to disk - it is that simple, provided your monitor does not let you
down, and you know how it will come out in print...
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Colour support and some degree of PostScript compatibility are
the major new features in v2 of our old friend Outline Art
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The strange default font sizes are a result of conversion from the German
Point Cicero to Point Pica. The two text styles already defined (Optima 10

and 12 points! appear in the style list (far right)
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The vector editing module is really quite a powerful object-oriented art
program in its own right, complete with all the major drawing tools and

TypeArt reaches the parts ordinary font editors cannot reach - here, the
captial A of the Bauhaus font is "blown up", balloon-like, in all four directions

primitives needed for most illustration work
>

Outline Art 2 and TypeArt

Calamus SL over the earlier version.

The page layout module, to start at
square one, offers much-enhanced
control over the basic design of the
page - it is now possible, for example,
to edit (not just view) double-page
spreads, to set registration and crop
marks, define page parts for tiled out
put of large pages and bleed illustra
tions across margins and two-page
spreads.

Wide choice
The units of measurement used are

freely configurable for each task from
a choice of metric, imperial, Points
Pica and Points Cicero, although I
was disappointed to find that picas
are still treated as decimal units

rather than consisting of 12 points.
The much-feared snap-to-grid and
snap-to-guides functions of vl have
finally been tamed, allowing you to
limit their effective range.
The origins (zero points) of rulers
and grids can now be redefined.
Master pages incorporating fixed
items such as headers, footers, rules

or logos are assigned to document
layout pages, with no apparent limit
to the number of master pages used
in one document.

Text and text styles are now han-

Hot on the heels of Calamus SLcomes v2 of its old companion, Outline Art,

known affectionately as "O-line". It is a vector art illustration package, ideal
for producing resolution-independent drawings, logos and spectacular head
lines.

Outline Art 2 supports colour, and is a much more sophisticated alternative
to the built-in vector editor with its text-handling abilities and powerful trans
formations calculator.

TypeArtis a Calamus font editor with extensive drawing and vector editing
capabilities - ideal for special effects in headlines and logos.The pleasant sur
prise with both of them is their friendliness towards non-Calamus file for
mats, including PostScript.

DMCare also working on a file converter that will allow PostScriptoutput
from, and EPS/PS import to, Calamus SL, so hopefully the days when Calamus
DTP was pretending the outside world did not exist are rapidly drawing to an
end!

FEATURES: More all-round

versatility than any of the
competition - struggles
against optimised non-ST
packages
EASE OF USE: Icon-driven

features take time to adapt
to, but are very versatile

an index and a list of contents.

This is something which needs
urgent attention from the program
ming team at DMC if Calamus SL is
to be taken seriously by book publish
ers, especially in the academic field
where DTPtechnology is increasingly
used.

Verdict
Has Calamus SL been worth the

long wait? For committed Atari desk
top publishers, there can be no hesi
tation. Calamus SL is, and will

probably remain, the most compre
hensive page design package avail
able.

died in a completely different man
ner. Where previously style macros
were entirely optional and it was
quite possible to muddle through

with manual changes, now every text
style used must be defined through
an enormous, and somewhat confus

ing, dialogue box and is automati
cally added to a style library.
This may seem cumbersome ini
tially, but greatly increases productiv
ity once the styles have been set up.
The PKS-Write text editor is now bun

dled with Calamus (as one of the
user-installable modules) and is a

great improvement on the old editor.
A basic range of fonts can now be
loaded automatically when Calamus

)f\V WW

ally by the user, and there is still a
choice to be made between building

ing and sub/superscript offsets, vari
ous text effects and spot colours are
all supported. Typographical and text
formatting changes made via the text
ruler no longer require that every sin
gle aspect is dealt with in a separate
operation - make all the adjustments
you like before a right mouse click
applies them to the text column.

Disappointed

tracking (as opposed to word and let
ter spacing in absolute increments) is

between documents - the old

still absent.

have also been answered. Users of

inclusive of ascenders and descen

ders, cap height, "designer" height).
Compression and expansion, step
and pair kerning, variable underlin

Calamus SLwill have a tougher time.
It has more features than either

With Calamus SL (and Didot
Professional, to be reviewed in the
next issue), however, Atari DTP is at

up working memory, it does help to

more down-market DTP applications
may well get confused by the array of
features - even something as elemen
tary as setting the point size offers
several options (total font height

press market, however, in direct con
frontation with the Mac and PC,

and distribution of added line and

avoid confusion when switching

Most of the criticisms concerning
the area of typographical control

the wider world of the high-end pre

Ventura Publisher or Quark XPress
3.0, but Ventura is far better at han

paragraph spacing, and that true

macros.

TypeArt) are taken into account. In

I was disappointed to find, how
ever, that the "vertical justification"
dialogue offers no more than a basic
"widow and orphan" control as in
most decent wordprocessors, rather
than precise control over the amount

SLis launched. Although this takes

Calamus tended to get into terrible
tangles over this, especially with

Other programs may beat it in par
ticular departments, but there is no
real competition on the broad, "allpurpose" front, especially if the vari
ous add-ons available (Outline Art 2,

Calamus has always been well

ahead of the competition (except
Ventura Publisher) in terms of docu
ment management features - not
many DTP programs come with foot
noting, indexing and list-of-contents
creation.

Yet, while extremely welcome,
they have also been somewhat unsat
isfactory because they were far from
automatic. Hopes for a qualitative
leap forward with SL in this area are
disappointed - there is little improve
ment over vl.09. Footnote frames

still need to be positioned individu

dling long and complex documents,
and Quark is easier to use and has
add-on "extensions" to more than

match Calamus in every department.

long last throwing the gauntlet at its
more established rivals - look, we can

do everything you can do, sometimes
better, usually cheaper. You'll have to
take us seriously from now on.

CalamusSL

Halco-Sunbury Ltd, Unit 4,
HeadlyPark 9, Woodley, READING
RG54SQ
0734441525
£587.50 incl VAT
2Mbrecommended

FLOPPY DRIVES

City Beat Ltd, PO Box 575,
Kempston, Bedford MK42 7YZ
FAX

:

0234

Slimline 3.5" drive with internal psu.

841331

C ty (g)eat 0234 85 7777
Bt&
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5cm
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DAATA DRIVE

DA2TA

£69.95

HARD DRIVES

[SCAN Pro Plus

Fast, fully compatible Protar drives.

Hand held scanner

complete with
professional
scanning software
and Colour-In

Daatascan Professional

image modifier.

Two complete image
capture packages.
Outstanding quality and
excellent value for money.

ST FORMAT GOLD 93%

DaataScan £124.95
DTP Solution:
DScan & Calamus
£249.95

20 Mb

£274.95

30 Mb

£309.95

40 Mb

£334.95

FEATURES:

VIDEO

• 100-400 dpi scanning resolutions
• 3 photo modes - 64 halftone levels

Video Image Capture by Rombo.

• Text mode for line art
• Colour Modifier software

DaataScan Pro v2.40

STE compatible

Lightning fast

DA2.TASCAN PRO A4
400 dpi A4 scanner with
detachable sheet feed and
Daatascan Pro v2.40 software.

"Efficient, versatile & practical."

!la ST FORMAT GOLD 96%

100% machine code
• Real-time scanning display.

•
•
•
•

ROMBO Col Sol

Flip, rotate, invert and crop.
GDOS printing with print scaling.
Atari Laser quick print facility.
Zoom with pixel editing.

£134.95

MONITORS

• Save as IMG, TIFF and DEGAS.

Stereo colour monitor, improved

• Runs in high/medium resolutions.
• Produce clip art for DTP & Paint.

version of 8833-II, with all leads.

ONLY £499.95

DA§TA

DESKTOP

ISOUND

!PUBLISHING
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High quality, low cost
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sound sampler records
State of the art sampling cartridge
Many editing functions
Programming language support
Built-in 18 sample sequencer
STE volume, bass, treble controls
Simple to use tutorial & user guide

• SJE Enhancements

• MIDI Compatible

V

VISTOA14CM

£219.95

GRAPHICS
~-.

MONSTER
Monster Stereo Cartridge,
3-position cartridge
capable of output to a
Hi-Fi. Works with any

DMC

. . . . . —

Flexidump Plus, superb colour &
mono graphics from your printer.

!'fiE#

Available NOW

Calamus 1.09N

Features:

• Vary size, 1mm to 10 metres

The ultimate publishing

• Colour correction facility

program or game, includ
ing Daatasound.

solution.

• Colour catalogue function
• Ideal for T-Shirt printing

ONLY £19.95

Calamus SL - Phone

ONLY £139.95

• Colour/Mono Versions

ONLY £29.95
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sounds/music.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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FLEXIDUMP Plus

£39.95
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City ®e9t ATARI FAST MAIL ORDER please send me
METHOD OF PAYMENT please specify

( ) CHEQUE payable to City Beat Ltd
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NAME

TOTAL COST E ...

( ) VISA/ACCESS complete card details below
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of Hampshire Established 7 years

NEW 24 pin Colour*
Citizen 224
Enhanced 24pin printer, 'optional colour
with easy to use control panel
2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

£225
Optional Colour Kit£26.00 with printer

14M Simm
18.00
65.00
125.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe
2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

65.00
112.00
169.00

New
Expansion System
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

Strong metal construction made from
14SWG steel epoxycoated ST colour.
Special price

£27.50

Colour Solution

Deskjet Colour

50M Hard Disk 1 yr. exchange

300dpi colourinkjet printer
Colour laser quality at Mo ofthe cost
3 year warranty. Price with cable &paper

£5.00
£4.95

Deskjet 500 Mono

£4.95

Citizen Swift 9

Deskjet 500

with cable & paper

HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty. With cable & paper

Citizen 120D+

£359

with cable & paper

Canon BJ-10ex

£119

360dpi Inkjet printer

Panasonic

£229

KXP1123

Star SJ-48

Probably the best 24pin mono
printer available. With cable & paper

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

£179

£229

KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i 24pin

£134
£227

KXP4420 Laser

£761

Epson LX400 9pin

£135

Epson LQ450 24pin
Epson LQ570 24pin

£239
£281

Epson 4100 Laser

£839

Prices include VAT, cable & paper

Protar v.sto i4cm

520STE
520STE
520STE
520STE

£269
£289
£339
£399

14" Colour Monitor with cable

CM8833 mki

£219
Atari SM124

Refurbished Colour Monitor

1 full years warranty with cable

Hi Res. 12" Mono monitor & cable

£129

£169
Philips CM8833 MK2

Atari SM144

Colour monitor with cable

Hi Res. 14" Mono monitor & cable

£219

£139

Cumana CSA354
External 1M Drive

SONY

£69.90

DISKETTES
SONY branded

(Lifetime warranty)
(100% Certifiederrorfree)

£49.00

Special Offers

10 x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50 x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

£7.50
£32.30

TimeWorks Pub. 2....£73.95 100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
£59.93
NeoDesk3
£28.70 250 x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ....£141.00
Protext V4.3
£49.00 1k x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi....£540.50

Star
LC10Mono9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2410 Mono 24pin
LC24200 Mono 24pin
LC24200 Colour 24pin

512k ram
1M ram
2M ram
4M ram

Atari SC1435

Philips

internal 1M Drive

with cable & paper

Panasonic/Epson

Atari STE's
with discovery xtra software

£209

Citizen Swift Colour
Canon BJ-10e

£159

£409
14" Colour Monitor with cable

from £4.70 inc VAT

£175

As Vidi-ST but includes ...

VIDI-RGB Electronic colour splitter

Protar Progate 50DC

Most types in stock

£275

£109

The Complete

New HP

Printer Dust Covers

with cable & paper

SPECTRUM512 Artand design package

£319

Printer Drivers

Swift 24E
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer

VIDICHROME-ST Colour Software & filters

G-BASE 16 Colour image database

MegaFile 30

£579

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

VIDI-ST Real time mono frame grabber

Atari Corp. 30Mb Hard Disk
fully compatible with all ST's

ST printer driver £5.00
Atari Workstation/

Vidi-ST

£18.00
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

Turbo Pack Software ..£9.95

DISKETTES

Accessories

(Lifetime warranty)

SONY bulk

£135
£189
£182
£219
£275

Prices include VAT, cable & paper

Joystick/Mouse twin extension
4 Player adaptor lead

£4.70
£5.88

Atari ST Printer cable

£6.99

Atari ST to ST serial lead

£10.95

Atari ST Dust Cover

£4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Mouse House

£2.95

(100% certified error free)
10 x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50 x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
100 x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
250 x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
1k x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
50 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock

£5.95
£21.86
£39.60
£94.88
£353.68
£5.49
£7.50

Carriage on 50 + disks £3.53

Phone for our 60 page catalogue

Naksha Mouse

Naksha Scanner

for Atari ST & Amiga with

200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with express-IT software

All products have a 30 day money back &12 month warranty.

£21.50

£109

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Mondayto Friday. 9 to 5 on Saturday.
Postage 94p (or £3.53). Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT)

Squik Mouse

True Mouse

house & mat

for Atari ST & Amiga

for Atari ST & Amiga

£13.90

£15.90

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.

ST/User Dept

WeSerue
Larger items delivered

by Securicor

V*

UieSerue

Best for service UUeSerVE

VISA

40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

Best for service

Master's interface is very well imple
mented and quite easy to use.
The system is mouse driven with a
few keyboard commands and the dis
play consists of VCR-type buttons
which you merely click on to select
the functions required.

M y first venture into sound
sampling was via the
MasterSound 2 package,

which was quite good. So when the
editor dropped Stereo Master on to
my desk and I realised it was from the
very same company that produced
MasterSound 2, I was quite intrigued.
So I hope Microdeal-wi.il forgive me if

Besides the function buttons, you

-• --alscrhaw a iiumfjerqf•flBplays-TfffiTg are two signal waveform displays for

I compare the twopa&a'ges every

each of the two channels, two signal
strength level displays which give you

now and then during this review.

A sampler package has two main
components - the hardware, which
usually takes the form of a cartridge
that is inserted into the ROM port on

a visual indication of the volume

level of the input and a digital read
out of the frequency at which you are

sampling, which is measured in kHz.

the ST, and the software, which con

trols the hardware and provides the -

The editing facilities available

hopefully - friendly and easy-to-use
interface to.the user,flip .let's take a

within Stereo Master are quite com

within the Stereo Master package was

prehensive considering it is a low-cost
entry level package, with features
such as fade in and out, overlay and
the ability to insert previously cut sec
tions of one sample into the middle

very compact. The cartridge that

of another.

came with MasterSound 2 was twice

When it comes to getting high
quality samples from your fave rave

look at each of these components
separately.

To my surprise, the actual cartridge

as large - isn't technology wonderful?

The master mix
I

This was a source of great relief to
me, because I still haven't forgotten
the trouble I had previously in re
arranging my computer setup to

accommodate both the sound lead
and the cartridge.
The whole procedure took oneand-a-half hours, 300 swear words,
two drill bits (one of which broke), a
drill, lots of coffee and a bruised
hand.

Another nice surprise was that
Microdeal had thoughtfully included
a lead with a 3.5mm stereo jack at

Darren Evans delves into the samplins scene
with Microdeal's latest audio offerins

album, no matter which sampler

package you are using, you have to
ensure that you have set the sound

jource.volume,level. correctly.., _.. _,
If the signal from the source is too

either end, enabling you to get up and
running straight away. There's noth

ing more frustrating than opening the
box only to find that you still have to
trace back to the shops to buy that
something extra needed to actually
use the damn thing.

However, the lead is only about
half a metre in length and could have

been a lot longer. For those of you
not familiar with

sound samplers, that
little plastic box that

you find in the pack

age is the heart of the sampling pro

loud it will sound distorted, but if it is

cess. It contains an analogue-to-digital
converter, or ADC. This chip translates

too quiet you will hear irritating back
ground hissingwhich is obviously

incoming sound signalsinto the digital

undesirable.

form which a computer can interpret.

Sensitivity
For those of a technical nature -

which immediately excludes me - the
hardware has a sensitivity of 2.5 volts

(peakto peak).Once the cartridgeis
plugged into the ROM port, you plug
one end of the lead into the 3.5mm

socket on the cartridge and the other
end into the headphone socket of
your hi-fi or Walkman.
The software is the part of the

package that providesthe tools for
editing and saving the samples that
you record.The design of Stereo

The 44-page manual goes to some

lengthsto stipulate the importance of
correctly setting up Stereo Master.To
help you to set the correct volume
level for the input, two oscilloscopetype displays, one for each channel,
are available. These allow you to anal
yse the incoming signal strength.
When an input signal is being
received, these displays show an

undulating line which representsthe
volume level. If there is no input, the
line will be stationary and solid in the
centre of both displays.

As you increase the volume, the
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STE owners can set bass, treble

The Midi control menu options available for people with Midi keyboards

and volume via this function

The editing facilities
Exit program

Compress by half

Insert sample

\ ♦ t I \
Cut sample

Decrease volume

turn «•=

EXIT

m

mm

Copy to sample
Overlay sample

\

4

Save sample

t

♦

Fade in

Wipe sample

line will begin to jump away from the
centre. The more volume you apply,
the more the line will stray from the
centre. Too much volume will cause

the lines to appear hard against the
top and bottom of the displays indi
cating the signal is too loud, so you
should aim for a level midway
between middle and top.
Ideally, a test signal of a pure con
stant frequency rather than, say, Vic
Reeves shouting "I'm so dizzy!"
would be preferable. You can also lis
ten to the input entering the car
tridge by selecting the Listen To
Input icon. You will then be able to
hear the sound source directly

through the monitor speaker, giving

\ ♦ \ \ \
Copy to buffer

a tnjrd

4

Copy to lower channel
them back at, then compress them by
half or a third respectively.
This gives a sample which is
clearer than would have been the

case if you recorded the sample at the
same speed that you wished to replay
it at. There are samples provided on
the disk as examples of what you can
expect. Suffice to say that they are of
good quality.
Another feature useful in the quest
to save memory is the Auto function.
This allows the sampler to start
recording only when the signal
reaches a certain volume level thresh

old permitting, for example, the skip
ping of silent passages at the start of
tapes.

Once you have a sample, its wave

|,,T?P'

♦

t

| Copy to upper channel I
Zoom in

Fade out

not specifically need an STEto edit
and record stereo samples. There are
all the cut and copy functions found
in other packages and Stereo Master
utilises an edit buffer for these opera

Frequencies
Stereo Master allows you to alter
frequency settings from 3 to 28kHz in
ST mode and 6, 12 and 25kHz in STE

mode. High frequency settings give a
much clearer and sharper sound but
use up more memory, so you must

compromise.

There are two memory saving
functions available that allow you to
compress a large sample to either a
third or half of its size. However,

once compressed it must be played
back at a different frequency.
For instance, if you record a sam-,
pie at 16kHzand compress it by half,

a sample sounds, Stereo Master has
some innovative features. There are

selected from the effects menu. Once

You can increase the size of this

buffer via one of the (very few) key
board commands, in this case

Control+E. You will then be pre
sented with a display showing the
total memory available and the cur

Editing
With two channels to record to,
there are also a couple of editing fea

tures that allow you to manipulate
samples between them. You can copy
and swap a selected portion of a sam
ple from one to the other.
I haven't mentioned all of the edit

backwards, and hard or soft filter.

Effects
The most interesting features are

effectsto choose from, such as pitch
up or down, echo, and phase. You can
also change the parameters of each of
these effects to produce even more
variations.

Although these effects are available
in other packages, here they are avail
able in real time - as the signal is com
ing in. This means you can, for
example, plug a microphone into your

hi-fi, selectpitch up and proceed to
speak into the mike, thereby trans
forming your voice into an uncanny
rendition of Michael Jackson's.
Or, at the other extreme, select

pitch down, and hey presto - instant

Freddy Kreuger impressions. Theonly
problem with these features is that you

ing features available, but as you can

two line cursors. These two cursors

to another position.
You have the ability to overlay one
sample on to another, and another
useful and rather strangely entitled
function called Bounce. This enables

you to smoothly transfer a sample
from one channel to the other.

The effect is best appreciated while
wearing headphones, where the sam
ple will seem to pan from one ear to
the other. Obviously this is only evi
dent on the STEmachines, but users
of normal STs need not miss out -

8kHz or it will sound strange. One
trick when recording samples is to

Microdeal sell a stereo playback car
tridge which plugs into your hi-fi
and enables your STto replay samples
in stereo. Bearin mind that you do

record them at double or three times

comes to tinkering with the actual way

can be moved by picking them up
using the mouse and dragging them

the replay speed has to be altered to

the speed that you intend to play

see the range is quite extensive consid
ering Stereo Master's low cost. When it

selected, you have a choice of ten

you may increase its size - memory
permitting that is.

To help you accurately edit por

Reverse sample

fit in the buffer.

channel displays. You are then free to
edit the waveform to your heart's

tions of a sample, there is a Zoom
and Unzoom facility which is
extremely useful when editing very
small sections of the sample, such as
an unwelcome gap, which can cause
an annoying clicking sound.
All editing operations are restricted
to the portion of the sample between

4

Load sample

some standard effects available such as

is.

the sound source will be digitally
recorded into RAM. The length of a
sample is governed by the amount of
RAM you have in your ST and the fre
quency at which you are recording
the sample.

t

LOUD

reverse, which makes the sample play

rent size of the buffer, at which point

content.

♦

Filter sample

EIQ

When you select the Cut or Copy
to Buffer function, the sample data is
copied to this edit buffer. If the sam
ple is larger than the buffer size, the
dialogue will display truncated, indi
cating that the sample was too big to

form is shown in one of the two

Just click on the record button and

♦

tions.

an audible indication of how loud it

Once everything is set up, the
recording process is simplicity itself.

Program info

mte N/H I

-O •IS'
Zoom out

Bounce stereo

Compress by

[jjpji \m

HfiP
Swap channels

Increase volume

The utterly useless (but pretty) Fast Fourier Transform display

AATARI ST
520ST-E

DISCOVERY

XTRA

PACK

HARDWARE:

512K 520ST-E * MOUSE

£299.00

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE:
FINAL FIGHT - Arcade Game

£25.99

SIM CITY • Life Sim
9 LIVES - Arcade Game
ROBOT MONSTERS - Arcade

£29.95
£19.95
£20.42

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE:
CONTROL.ACC - Utility Software

FREE
EMULATOR.ACC - Utility Software ... FREE
FIRST BASIC - Programming
£49.99
NEOCHROME - Art Package
£29.99

ST TOUR - Tutorial

£4.99

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:
TENSTAR GAMES PACK
PRODUCTIVITY PACK

£219.78
£104.97

TOTAL VALUE:

)U SAVE:

i'LUS! FREE'

The Family Curriculum Pack
comes with a 1040ST-E com

puter and mouse plus 5 software
modules (3 titles in each), one for
every age range. The combina

ACCOMMODATION.

TOTAL VALUE: £1210.23
YOU SAVE: £811.23

plus the FREE entertainment and
productivity packs from Silica,
makes for a package the whole
family can enjoyl
PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOM

SILICA PRICE - INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY

£537.02

£299

£299

ATARI 520ST-FM
DISCOVERY PACK

5. CREATIVE COMPUTING .... £134.97
PLUSI FREE FROM SILICA
TENSTAR PACK
£219.78
PRODUCTIVITY PACK
£104.97

tion of education, creative and
business software from Atari,

'S^-jt

HOLIDAY

1Mb 1040ST-E + MOUSE
£399.99
1. PLAY & LEARN
£76.59
2. JUNIOR SCHOOL
£58.54
3. GCSE REVISION
£55.54
4. BUSINESS COMPUTING ... £159.85

SILICA:

£836.02

£259

INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY + FREE TENSTAR & PRODUCTIVITY PACKS

MI ST • MORE THAN JUST GREAT GAMES!
FROM SILICA
WITH EVERY

TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £219.78:

ff/±\S-a »§E
The

TenStar

Games

Pack

is

THE

AsteriX - By Coktel Vision
CheSS Player 2150 - By CP Software

software

compendium for Atari ST owners, featuring ten top
titles with a variety of different types of games for
you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in its own
plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full
instructions. The TenStar Games Pack is FREE!

TENSTAR GAMES PACK
~o

when you buy your ST from Silica Systems.

SILICA

SYSTEMS

ST1

PRODUCTIVITY PACK J

EveryAtariSTfromSilica comes witha FREESilica ST ProductivityPack,
worth over £100.This pack has been specially put together by Silica to help
you to get to grips with the productive side of
computing from day one. Each title has been tried
and tested bytens ofthousands ofAtari STowners,
who have begun word processing with 1st Word
and programming with Atari ST Basic.

1st WORD - from GST
SPELL IT! - for use with 1st WORD
ST BASIC - with tutorial

£59.99
£19.99
£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £104.97

y

&

LJitea

FREE!) _£219.78
[FRiM!

ATARI
ST
(TOTAL FREE PACKAGE)

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY")

FREE! HOTEL ACCOMMOPATIONJ
Every Atari ST from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full colour

Drivin' Force - By Digital Magic

£19.95

Live & Let Die - By Elite
Onslaught - By Hewson
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird
Rock 'n' Roll - By Rainbow Arts
Skweek - By us Gold
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark

£19.99
£19.99
£24.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.95

PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104.97:
1st Word - Word Processor
£59.99

Spell It! - Spell Checker
ST Basic - Programming Language

L PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

hotels in France are also featured.
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Order LinesOpen: Mon-Sat 9.Q0am-6.00pm
No Late NightOpening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
LONDON SHOP:
Mon-Sat9.30am-6.00pm
Lata Night: Thursday until8pm
Opening Hours:

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
• FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK.
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service.

LONDON (SELFRIDGES):

• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.

SIDCUP SHOP:

• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new AtariST computer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHEREyou buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your ST,when you may re
quire additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, willthe com
pany you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you
willhave nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers requirements with an understan
ding which is second to none. But don't just take our word tor it. Complete and return the coupon now
for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA

081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

®

£19.99
£24.99

TOTAL RRP: £324.75

brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 2

people to stay up to 16 nights in one hotel (or
any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights)
with accommodation FREE (you could take
up to six nights for four people, or other
options). Choose from the 250 hotels featured
in the catalogue. All you have to pay for are
your meals (prices are listed in the brochure).
Reduced rates in top London hotels and

£24.99
£24.95

Opening Hours:

Opening Hours:

4DX Tel: 081-309 1111"'

1st Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

LataNight: Thursday until 8pm

Fax No:

081-308 0608

Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737

Tel: 071-629 1234

Ask torextension 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm
Late Night: Friday until 7pm
Fax No: 081-309 0017
j

(To:silicaSysterns.TjeptATSTR-oS2-63Bri-4Tt7eMews. HattTerleyRd, Sidcup.Tent, DA14 4D^
I

PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE
Initials:

Surname:

I
I
| Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), ifany, do you own?
58?-

dvertised prices and specifications may change - please return the coupon (or the latest informatio
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along with the necessary
are unable to record them. This is due

solutions. Also, there is a

to the fact that to achieve these

hints and tips section to
help you to get the most
from your sampling sessions.
For the programmers
among you, there is a
description of the AVR file
format in the appendix and
some replay routines for

effects in real time, the software is
running flat out to keep up and is

unable to do any other processing,
such as storing the incoming data to
memory.

One utterly useless, but pretty,
function which seems to crop up in
quite a few sampling packages is the

STOS, HiSoft and GFA Basic.

Fast Fourier Transform. This effec

You will also find a list of

tively gives you a 3D representation
of the waveform of the sample in

third-party software suppli
ers from which you can
obtain disks of samples and
any other utilities that are
useful for such things sam
ple file format conversion

memory.

Boring
I find this pretty boring, but
maybe one day someone will include

and so on.

the ability to generate this display,
then allow you to fly through the
landscape-type peaks and valleys pro
duced by this function. Now that

I found Stereo Master easy
to use and good fun, espe
cially with its real time
effects. My only gripe is that
you cannot alter a sample
that is in memory using the

would be fun!

Once you are satisfied with any
samples you have recorded, you are

effects that are used for real

able to save them to disk in either

time distortion, but one

RAW or AVR format. The manual rec

can't expect everything at
this price level.

ommends using the AVRformat as
this saves information about samples

Using the sampler with Midi
For those of you with a Midi key

it. You can also select the K_PLAY

board, Microdeal have included lots

function if you do not have a Midi
keyboard. This allows the playing of
samples through the Atari's key
board, if you do not have a Midi key
board. You are also able to split a
Midi keyboard, which means you
can assign different samples to its
different keys. Stereo Master can
cope with up to ten different sam
ples split across the keyboard.
All samples, once located and
assigned, can be saved to and loaded

of features to tinker with. Upon
selecting the Midi function, the
lower control portion of the screen
display is replaced with the Midi
control page.
From here you can assign specific
preset samples to the function keys.
This allows you to instantly recall a
sound to be played through your

Midi keyboard without having to
isolate the specific sample using the
cursor lines and zoom function.

from disk as a .SET file. Microdeal

When assigning samples to these
function keys, two LEDs indicate
whether the sample is from the left
or the right channel. If both LEDs
are lit, then a stereo sample is
assigned to that particular function
key.
To program each function key,
you use the cursor lines to isolate the
specific start and end of a sample -

have also included two example .SET
files for you to use."
Stereo Master also provides some

this is where the useful zoom feature

Midi channel controls. You can

change the Midi channel from 1 to
16, and you can also select omni or
mono mode. Omni mode enables

Stereo Master to play samples under
the control of any Midi equipment.
Under mono mode, the Midi

equipment that is transmitting must

comes into its own, allowing accu

have the same Midi channel number,

Overall, this is another

rate location of the start and end of

The manual is quite well written
and very helpful. It has a help section

good quality, low cost sam
pling package from
Microdeal, and a good buy if

at the back which lists the most com

you are a newcomer to sam

a particular sound. You can play the
sample to judge when you have accu
rately located it, and to make sure
there are no clicks before you assign

otherwise Stereo Master will ignore
its commands. It is also possible to
change the octave of any samples
played, by selecting the -1, 0 or +1

mon problems you will encounter,

plers.

within their files.

buttons.

The real-time effects menu
Echo: A single echo that repeats only once.
Reverb: Adds depth to the sound, rather like being in a

Phaser: Mixes a sound with itself.

cathedral.

messages.

Multi echo: Repeated echo effect.
Pitch up: Increases the frequency of the sound.

down.

Pitch down: Decreases the frequency of the sound.

Pitch bend: Raises and lowers the pitch continuously.

Chorus: Creates a harmonious effect.

Reverse: A real-time reverse effect. Look for those hidden

Ramp: Rapidly changes the volume of the sound up and
Stereo Master

UicrodealLtd,FREEPOST,ST
AUSTELL PLS54BR
£34.95

AllSTs andSTEs,
double sided drive

FEATURES: A value-formoney package, offering
good quality hardwareand
software.Its range of
features make it attractive to

those with experience of
othersamplers.

EASE OF USE: VCR-type
interface makes it an ideal
choicefor first time buyers.

or

MAIL ORDER
available from MPI (UK)

Feeling Partner is...

ARRANGER

...a software program which combines a flexible arranger
incorporating a realtime harmony device with a 16-track MIDI

•

families) of models.

sequencer.

£175
including VAT
+ delivery
Although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow
28 days for delivery

SEQUENCER
•

16 tracks, 99 patterns.

•

Easy chaining of patterns in 'ARRANGE'
mode, chains reconfigured automatically
Copy, merge, transpose and normalize

•

tracks.
•

Manual and automatic "Quantize"

functions; quantize to within 1/192nd of a
semi-breve.

•

Events editor with resolution of 1/384th
of a semi-breve.

•

Built-in MIDI events editor.

•

Save and load patterns as MIDI files.

•
•

Save and load song and pattern files.
Automatic recognition of MIDI channels
(for predefined instruments).
Synchronisation function (offinternal and

•
•
•

external).
Continuous loop function.
On-screen recorder functions ('play',
'fast forward', 'rewind' etc).
Realtime 16-channel mixing board

Library includes 74 pattern styles
and up to 32 groups (musical

...one of the most popular programs on the dynamic French
music software market - now available in England! The program

appeals to an extraordinarily wide range of users. The program
is the brainchild of Jean-Claude Dubois, renowned for his

professional MIDI programming.

.

User can load and save selected

combinations of up to 16 percussion
instruments (drum configurations).
' Library of music 'styles' (pattern
styles),
two-bar
sequences

(models), methods for combining

...the perfect accompaniment tool: up to six predefined
instruments (drums, bass, strings, piano, guitar, brass) will play
in harmony with the melody or chords you are playing - in
realtime - thanks to the track driver concept.

...unique, because you can build up a complex song from your
own recorded tracks and a wide variety of preset but
programmable features, including 74 music styles, 6 predefined

instruments, any other instruments you like and a large library of
models. You select a style and model from the library, put them
together using a predefined algorithm or one of your own, and
press "PLAY".

...exceptionally flexible, because you can rearrange your music
in realtime - you can add to or edit your musical compositions
while they are playing by calling up ideas from the library or
taking advantage of the program's ability to recognise and
generate harmonies instantaneously - in realtime.

...so easy to use that it is an ideal tool for sketching out and
saving ideas, or enhancing experimental recordings.
...fast and user-friendly.

Minimum RAM required: 1 megabyte

two-bar sequences (algorithms).
2x16 preset, modifiable algorithms.
Up to 6 predefined instruments
(drums, bass, strings, guitar, piano,
brass).
~ Instruments can be combined freely
and you can add your own recorded
instruments on remaining tracks
(total of 16 tracks).
~ Create your own customized
instrumental models (up to 1000
models per library, depending on
available memory).
~ Built-in ultra-flexible harmony device
for recognising and generating 12
different kinds of harmony from
melodies or chords played, driving
predefined instruments in realtime
(track driver).
Track driver includes keyboard split
function, so harmony device will only
read or analyse a specified part ol
the keyboard.
Easy random modifications oi

patterns and/or tracks. The perfecl

controlling all MIDI functions ('VOLUME',
'PANORAMIC and 'PROGRAM').

solution for jingle-writers.

i Ideal for use as a 16-track sequencer for
newcomers to MIDI

AUTHORISED
DEALERS
Yamaha Music Pulse (Oxford Circus, London)

ARRANGE SONG

1

IHTROOtiCTIOH

17 C0DA1
25 C0DA2

071-7345184

33 Chorus Tho

Rose Morris (Tottenham Court Road. London)

41 C0DA2
57 Break

071-8360991

65 C0DA2
81 Chorus One
89 COOfll

Sound Control (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)
091-2324175

A1 Music (Manchester)
061-2360340

Brixton Exchange Mart (Brixton. London)

PATTERN STYLE

PATTERN:
DRUMS
BASS
STRINGS
GUITAR
PIAND
BRASS

1
10
02
04
06
03
05

185 Chorus Two
113 C0DA2

**

~ 9
AlB
11
12 Ginnick
13 Link

14 Organ
15 Add Conga
16 Crash

0372468114

m
1Z
13
14
10
10

anil many others...
Ask your favourite dealer for a demonstration
Exclusive distributor. MPI (UK)
Dealer enquiries welcome

Southfields

London, SW19 6NX
Tel: 081-789 8641
Fax: 081 780 9541

- Answering machine -

THE ULTIMATE

ABC Music Education Division (Tim)
0272466880

15 Gartmoor Gardens

07

107

Carlsbro Retail (Nottingham, ask for Paul or Owen)
0602580033

(UK)

**

071-7336821

ABC Music (Head Office)

MUSIC PRO
IMPORT

JSend cheque or postal order, ororder
|byphone using Mastercard, Eurocard,

MIDI ARRANGER

Access card or Visa card

for the ATARI ST series

Wl (UK) uses the TRANSAX cheque guarantee service

Q&GGB^ZKOQ 0SL7 ^fez^
[Send Cheques & P.O.s to:

0279 757 692

IPublic Dominator ST
Bishops Stortford

9am-5pm Monday-Saturday
Credit Card Orders/General Enquiries.

Herts CM23 3TP UK.

All orders dispatched same day by 1ST class post.

PO Box 801

GPSI - ARCADE CLASSICS:Space

BD3 - Ooh CrickeyWhat a Scorcher!by I

BP20 - Video Titling Master. Create
impressive titles for all your videos. £4.

4 disk pack - Pdrdbulum, Gold Rush,
Dr Boris, Zerphod, Puzzler dnd Birtthe
Squirt, £12,00,

A24S - Sales ContollerVL 11 a

The following 7 Clipltl packs are all
Black and White clip art spot illustrations
suitable for any program with graphic
capabilities. Each pack contains 5

Songs, Create Stories, Drawing, ABC, Mr
Potatoe Face, KidDTP, Graphs, Grids,

complete system for handling stocks,
invoicing and suppliers.

CIS/ - Sports, flags, animals. Borders,

GPSS - BOARD & CARD GAMES:

Music, Notes ond Piano. £8,50,

AStB - SAGROTAN V4.17 boot sector +

Halloween, hands, zodiac etc. £12,50.

D29I - Chaos Double Doozer.

MPI7 - Education Pack 2, Over B'Si

link virus detector + destroyer. Excellent!

C/S2 - Men, women, A to Z, arrows,

BPI - Mind Bomb TLB. £3.00.

explosions, cartoons, pointing

PI97 - Space Ace Amazing animalion.

hands.£12.50.

P207 - Snowman demo.

Dash and Defender. 4 disk pack.E12,
GPS4 - ARCADE PACK 3 PLATFORMS.

4

disk ppck - Othello. Safe As Houses,
Fire Game, September, Triple Yohtzee,

DrowPoker, Cribboge, Monopoly ond
Pdtience, Only £10.00.
GPS6 - ADVENTURE GAMES,

4 disk

pock - Don't Bonk on it. Awe Chasm,
Mystic Well, Ditch Day Drifer, Hack, Lam,
Star Trek, Colossal and Darkness Forever.
£10,00
GPSS - MONOCHROME GAMES PACK:

4 disk pack - require a monochrome
monitor. Pacman, Pool, Pong, Puzpuz,
Lucky One Arm Bandit, Didmonds,
Runner Revenge, Arka, Bailer, Space
War, MineField. Solitaire, Andruil Cavern.

Eliminator, Space Invaders, Squixx and
Runner. Only £10.00.
G26 - LlamaTron mega blast 'em up.

G86 - Tennis full graphics tennis.
G97 - 1MB NOTSTE1,62 Star Trek game
Gio7 - PATIENCE excellenl card game.
G108 - First Serve brill tennis.

GII7 G118 G60 G73 -

Flight Simulator.
England Tedm Manager.
Infiltration 3D graphic adventure
Revenge Mutant Camels

GI34 - PUZZLE CREATORS - crosswords,

spiral ana other word puzzles.
The following B' codes are Budgie
Licensewore. They cost £3.00 each no
reduction for multiple buys.
There is no more lo pay.
Bl - DAMONOID - Arcade.
03 - BLITZ III - Arcade,
B2 - FOOTBALL 88 - simulation,

B4 - OTHELLO - board game.
B5 - PRO DARTS - 501 down
07 - BALL ZONE - Arkonoid.

B6 - DR BORIS -

M

MasterCard.

MPI6 - Education Pack 1 ; Many
excellent programs full of colour and
music for under 8's covering the
following subjects: Shapes, Puzzles,

Invader, Pac Man, Galaxians, Boulder

m

Send a stamped S.A.E. for a FREE printed catalogue.

Understanding Algebra, Geometry,
Ratios, Trigonometry. Ship Wreck an
adventure scenario to teach maths.

World a quiz about countries and their
capitals. Chemical Structure Interpreter,
Chemistry Element Periodic Table, Maths
Test, Numerical Go Round. £8.50.

BP17 - Splash is an art package for
young users aged 3 to 10. £4.00.
BPiS - Fun Time 1+2 for 3 to 6 year

019 - TRI HELI - arcade,
015 - PERILS of PENFOLD - aaventure.

022 - BANDIT - slol machine.

026 - CARRIER ATTACK - Battleships
024 - SLIPPERY SID - platfrom,
B27 - PSICOTIC - arcade.

B23 - SPACE BLOB - platform.
B25 - SCARY - platform
B29 - DEATH CAMP - text adventure.
B30 - A QUEST FOR GALAXIA - arcaae
B32 - RUNAWAY - arcade.
B31 - INFERNO - boulderddsh

B37 - MR DIG - platform.
B34 - SAFEAS HOUSES - monopoly,
B35 -

HOSTILE RECEPTION -

arcade.

B39 - Onyx - arcade.
040 - Dizzy Lizzy - Pacman/Boulderdash
041 -

Exodus -arcade

044 - Extermindte - drcade.
045 -

Mission Deadzone - aavenlure,

046 - Overlord - fantasy adventure
047 -

PERPLEXIA -

maze adventure.

048 - XWPuzzle - compile crosswords
B50 - SPACE INVADERS.
B51 - SPACE DUEL - arcade.

B54 - AUTORAMA - car racing,
B56 - SUPER LEAGUE SOCCER

BS8 - BERT the SQUIRT - platfrom,
B60 - GUIDED MISSILE -

arcade,

B6I - A WINTER'S TALE - platfrom.
B62 - COLONY -

missile command.

064 - CASTLE FRANKENSTEIN - plallorm
B65 - DOUGLAS II - Boulder Dash.
B66 - MISSILE ALERTI - arcaae,

B67 - PACO B70 -

pacmanish.

PACMAN -

PacMan!

B7I - DARK WARS -

3D aaventure.

B72 - AVENA BLUE - arcade.

B74 - FIREGAME - Poard game
B76 - CLUNK - puzznik.
B77 - DENNIS and DENISE - pldtform,
078 - CLACKER -

Klox clone,

079 - SHARKS - hangman
080 - TRAVEL GAME - boord game.
B81
B82
083
B84
BS5
086

-

DEAD OR ALIVE? - lexl advenlure
CRUSH - arcade
CYBERSTORM - arcade.
HYLEILOS - Arcaae
BALLPARK - Puzzle,
QUARTIS - Tetris,

B87 - WHOOPSY - Kids platform
088 - ANNIHALATOR - Glaxians,
089 - HORSE RACING SIMULATOR,
090 - MATCH IT - Oriental tablet boara

game 'Shanghai' variant
091 -

FLIPPED -

Puzzle

B92 - BRIDE-IT & SNAKES - Board

games compendium.
093 -

BUG SPRAY - Arcade.

£12.50.

C/S4 - More Art Deco. Babies, Boys
and Girls, humorous, A to Z, scrolls,
calligraphic ornaments. £12.50.

MP/ Starter UtilityPack: this pack was

borders.£12.50.

BP2! - Classroom Maths II. £4.00.
551 -

the word processor. Data Handler the

Robot Attack. Maths. £3.00.

552 - Moon tetters. Spelling, £3,00.

database. Only £8.50!

553 554 555 A/92 A/93 maths,

MPT - Home Business Pack;

Pic Mix. Graphics. £3.00.
Robot Words. Spelling. £3.00.
All Blocked Up. Graphics. £3.
Colouring Book age 3 to 6.
Wiz Tek DK Computer Schoolspelling and memory.

MP9 (40 fonts). MP/0 (32 fonts).
MP/5 (34 fonts). MP/8 (35 fonts).
CfPC - A printed catalogue of ALL the
Calamus fonts only £2.50.
GDOS GEM Font Pack -

1 71

A25/A60 -

Font Master an excellenl

document processor with many fonts.
Requires Mono Monitor. £6.00.
A45 - Star LC/ML printer font designer.
463/464 - Font Kit V3.31 an Epson
printer. STscreen and Degas font editor.

(?BG[PCLllSS
MPS - Graphics Pack 2, Master
Painter the excellent fully featured paint
package that includes multipy screens,

Creatures and Monsters, i an excellent

pack of creatures from all over the

handler and First Base 2 databases,

STSheet and Sheet 2 excellent spread

borders.£8.50.

sheets, STWriter Elite the excellent word

processor and Double Sentry the
accounts package. £8.50!
4 disk

FastBase the database, STWriter Elite,

SPECIAL OFFER! on Cliplt Volumes
Vols 1 to 4

-

£45.00

Vols 5 to 7

-

£30.00

Vols 1 to 7

-

£70.00

CIP - A printed catalogue of all the
images in volumes 1 to 7 only £3.50.

SpellST, Cliplt DTP, STSheet spreadsheet
and Inventory Pro for inventory and stock
control system. £10.00.
MP/9 - Hard Disk Pack a 4 disk pack
containing every Hard Disk utility in our
catalogue! Only £10.001
A/96 - UghtMail name & address
database for printing address labels upto 500 on 1/2MB, 3500 on 1MB.
A239 - Master Duplication Disk; every
disk copier in our catalogue! 18 in all!
BP/ - E.B.S. personal accounts. £4.00.
A49 - STSheet a simple spreadsheet.
A96 - Sheet v2.0. Brilliant spreadsheet.
A/08 - 1MB. B/Stat, sophisticated
graph, stats analysis.
A/2/ - Expert pools predictor v3.02.
U/2 - STWriterElite v4.1 word processor.
A/25 - 1MB. Opus v2.10 spreadsheet.
A/38 - Double Sentry vO 01 small
1STWord prinfer driver files.

A4/ -

Mono Monitor Emulator v5.00.

Weira Sines and Automation Bonanfisk.
D298 -

Bomb The Bass 3D Stereo,

Reauires stereo connected
The Official Atari France !

D144

1MB AN COOL TCB

1MB The Jungle demo!

D229

D230

Movie stereo sound

D23I -

1MB. BOING.

1MB.

D233

3D Scroller

1MB Psychedelik House II,

P234
D25I -

The Black Cats STE demo Brill!

P252

The 2nd French STE demo Brill!

P254

Tomorrows World 3D stereo!

EDE03

M15
Accompanist V2.4 16 voice
MIDI sequencer by Henry Cosh.
M18/MI9/M20 - Soundtracker player

and Soundtracker modules. £9.00.

M22/M23 - Quartet samples £6.00,

M28 - Music Manuscript DTP for printed |
music. NOTSTE, mono only.
M29 - Digi Composer an extended
version of Noize Tracker.

LI - 68K Assembler, STLogo, Tiny basic,
12 - STBasic.

15 - PD C v2.0 C compiler.
16 - Toy Prolog
18 - Forth from Bradley Firmware.
LI3/L14 Modula-2 V1 0

£6,00,

L15A/0 - SozobonC compilerV2.0 £6.|
L2I - XLispV2.1 byDaveBetz.

122

business accounts.

A3/ -

SuSEHZDSQ

These demos reauire an Atari STE

D2S5 - YoSTE Center Desktop (1MB),

D228

CIS7 - Flower Power pictures of the
most popular flowers, arrangements,

MP24 - Home Business Plus a

Calamus Fonts - (our special 3 disk
packs only £8.50 each! Order codes:

to borbals, to Christmas trees and

C/S6 - Fantastic and Mythological

1MB. The Star Wars Walker

P240 - Star Trek The Enterprises leaves
dry dock and 2 excellent animations of
the Reliant flying through space.
P247 - The Lost Boys Life's a Bitch

C/SS - Christmas from both the 19th

world.£12.50.

Data

pack of more professional software:

and a PD version of GDOS plus full
details on using GDOS. £8.50.
MP/2 Signum Font Pack 1 - 73 x 24
pin printer/ screen fonts. £8.50!
MP/3 Signum Font Pack 1 - 68 x 24
pin printer/ screen fonts. £8.50!

017 - MAKE A BREAK - Triviaquizz.
015 - PARABELLUM - platform

ond breakfasts.

compiled with the new ST user in mind,
includes loads of utilites plus STWriter Elite

012 - ACE INVADERS - arcade
BI3 - ZENITH - arcade
011 - MAELSTROM - arcade.
1BM, WORD PUZZLE GENERATOR

P2IO/P2I3 -

l&ll animation, £6.00.

BPIO - Classroom Maths for students

money, seasons etc. £4.00

D288 - The Incredible Double Dutch

Crew Tea Party Demo.
D289 - The Avengers Gateway To
Hexenland demo. Fantastic graphics!

special occassions, vegetables, kitchen
utensils, cups and glasses, art deco

age 7 to 12. £4.00.

fonts, the GEM Font Master font editor

016 -

A223 - MakeDict V3.2 allows for

The Lost Boys THE BEST demo ever! £3.00, |

C/S3 - Fruit, herbs, meat, arrows,

and 20th century from father Christmas

Bio - MONEYSPINNER - slot machine,

014 - GOLDRUSH - platform.

A220 - CHAMELEON V1,19 load &

unload desktop accessories on the go,
A2/4 ~ Puncher V2.0 prints punched
cards/ mylar sheets knitting machines.
A2/S - FastbaseV1.1 by A.Brown the
powerful, flexible easy to use database.
A222 - Spell/STV3.2 60.000 word
spell checker that is very powerful.

disks. Pack 7 contains 3 disks,

manfaining the dictionary for Spell/ST.
A224 - ClipftV1.2 DTP page make up
uses GDOS fonts and Degas pictures

olds subjects - shapes, clock, pictures,

MPS -

pldtform.

BP23 - Video Master Fonts for BP20.E4.

Standard Lisp V2 07 byPWBirch, |

(3ECE1B

Infinity BBS. Setup your own
Bulletin Board System.

ASS - DCFormat V3.03 THE ST disk

ColourBurst I! the 800/3200 shades on

formatter includes MSDOS.

A48 - Uniterm v2.0c. Features:

screen at once paint package, Fine Line
the drawing program, Fractal Zoom the
most comprehensive fractal generator
on the ST, the Atari IMageProcessor

A90 - Supercool v7,0 THESTcustom
boof program.

Xmodem, Ymodem, Kermit, VT100,

A/95 - VirusKillervV3.84. LATEST.

4166 - Vanterm v3.71. Features:

STW 4/ -

Xmodem, Ymodem, CompuserveB,

(1MB), MegaBlit, Studio and VanGogo2
excellent paint packages. £8.50!
GR6 - Degas support disk - 155 fills,
10 brushes, 7 fonts, printer driver files.
GR/7 - Picture Convertors. Print Master,

Degas, Neo, Tiny, IFF. Spec512, IMG,
AIM, Postscript,

GR/9- Fractal Zoom v3.1 compre
hensive fractal generation program.
GR20 - Convert2IMGv0.9 converts any
Degas, Tiny, NEO, Macpoint. Spectrum
picture to mono .IMG format. Plus an
IMG slide show and viewer

Includes own fonts and editor.

FSelect V3/1989 excellent

1MB RAM.

GR42 - HPM Draw V3.0 excellent

monochrome only object oriented
drawing package. Outputs A4 to 9/24
pin printers. Requires 1MB.
Incredible value for money!
A

Auto Dial and much more.

alternative file selector.

A/// - Headstart autoboot any program
A/28 -

Recover lost data from disk.

A/34 -

Boot Drive Select select a drive

to boot on reset of your ST.
A/57 - Custom Formattor allows you
specify how much storage space you
require. Boot Sector Storage.
A/58 - The Complete Amateur
Astronomy Guide.
A/63 - Gemini qesktop replacement.
A/67

BIG Colour Emulator colour

screen emulator for mono monitors.

GR2/ - ANI STthe fully featured
animation package.
GR36 - Colour Space the light
synthesiser by Jeff Minters Llamasoft.
GR40 - STDesigner V1.1 a brilliant
monochrome only fully featured art
package! Supports 9/24 pin printers.

102 and VT200 and much more.

r - Music Cassette Label Printer.£4.

A/8/ - Interprmt2 the printer controller.
Printplus v1.1 prints 1STWord docs.
A/82 - Expander expands a single sided
disk to a double sided. MedRES STE a fix

to the medium res boot up bug on STEs.
A/9/ - Video Manager v4.0 allows you
to catalogue your videos.
- Type It!The touch typing tutor.
A236 - KAOSDeskV2.0 desktop
replacement in English. LikeNEODesk, J

A concise printed catalogue is supplied
with each order or is FREE if you send us
a stamped S.A.E. A disk based
catalogue with full details of all
products costs £1 or FREEif requested
with purchases of £10.00 plus!

YfrrTT7R7Tfll77ET7TTFfl
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Y2M- Having got your computer and
read the manual that came with it,

you are probably still in the dork
about the ins and out of using the ST.

The book YourSecond Manual goes
indepth in an easy to understand way
about every aspect of using your ST. If
you are a new ST user then this is the

book for you. £10.00.
Y2M6D - 6 double sided disks

containing PD software mentioned &
recommended in the book Y2M, £12.

. Special Offer! - Y2M+Y2M6D = £201

Computer Supplies - Blank Disks etc.
Datapulse Branded blank disks with labels:

JJHI 10-E6.00,

AII9 - Flying Start v1.04 1200/75
comms program for Prestel.
A237/23S - Amateur Radio Disks -

Pack Et Term, WOrli Mailbox, Morse tutor
etc £6.00. Plus lots more!

493 - Txt v2 0a teletext program,

[2DuBGfJi?dHi20GX2iD^|

Ifyou have an old ST rather than a newer|
STFM or STE Please note:

Most of the disks in this advert require a

colour screen whether TV or monitor they I
are also mainly double sided. If you
have NOT got a colour screen or a
double sibed disk drive please contact

us first before ordering.
This normally applies to Atari 'STs'
NOT •STEs' or 'STFMs'.

LyELi^d^!i3EB
The codes SS, B, BD and BP used in this

advert are Budgie UK and Shoestring

Licenseware there isno more to pay. No |
discount for multiple buys, the disks are
sold at the price indicated.

[IMsPtrfeas

Unless priced (seeticenseware section \
above) oil disk codes cosl

Disk boxes:10 cap. £1,00, 40/50 cap. £6,50, 80/100 cap. £9.00.

1-5 are £3.00 each
6-10 are £2.75 each

Disks and box: 10-E6.50, 50- £29.50 and 100-E53.

11-50 are £2.00 each.

25-E13.00, 50-E24.00, 100-E45.00, 200-E80.00.

Disk labels: 100-E3.00 Cleaning kit: £3.00. Mouse mat: £3.00.

All prices are lully inclusive.
All overseas orders MUST add £275..

Mhanqin
the

system
TOS, the ST's operating system, has undergone many refinements
over the years. Andrew Baker looks back at the history of
a piece ofsoftware none ofus can ignore
Deep, deep down, buried away

of TOS and the differences between

inside your ST, sits a chip.

the different versions.

Several of them in fact, sit

Looking back, there have been a
number of updates and releases for
new models since the original ST. The

ting there on the circuit board itch
ing to be used.
Believeit or not, you rely on them
every time you use your ST. Flick the

switch and they jump for joy, scream,
shout and throw a party as raw elec
tricity surges through them. In cur
rent models there are two such slices

of silicon.They hold roughly 512k of
software known as the operating sys
tem, or TOS.

But it hasn't always been 512k.
Originally it started off much smaller.

most noticeable, and the ones I'll be

looking at here, are the original, 1.09
for Mega STs, 1.04 for 1040s and
520s, and the Mega STE.

Revisions
Naturally, once the model-specific
versions had been released, cross-fer
tilisation occurred, with the advan

tages of specific editions spreading to
other models. In between these

Over the course of time TOS has

"main" revisions were several smaller

grown, evolved and improved. Now
with my anthropologist's hat on, I'm
taking a look through the generations

ones - the Rainbow TOS found on

Stacysystems, for example.
In general these took some or all of

PRINT FILE

Nane: RRZR1BLS.FNT
Print File dialogue box

(pressing Undo). It had a new file
selector and numerous new or

the features of the bigger revisions,

improved dialogue boxes. This is

making minor concessions to extra
hardware found in particular niche

of TOS.

STs.

The original TOS offered a compre
hensive range of features and full
support for the hardware built in to
the then available STs.

This included resolutions suitable

for monitors and televisions, and a
reasonable range of colours and

graphics facilities - although what we
classifyas a reasonable range of
colours today is considerably greater
than it was then. The original SThad

probably the most common version
The new file selector - used to

choose which file to open and so on
- now offers easy selection of which
disk drive to use, quicker path editing
facilitiesand a file operation title.
This allows you to tell easily which
function you are executing from a
title at the top of the dialogue box.
A better file selector was one of the

biggest wishes of pre-1.4 users.

Welcome

a palette of just 512 colours to choose
from compared to 4,096 in current

An awful lot of programmers spent
a lot of time before vl.04 writing

STs.

utilities to replace the normal file
selector, giving similar features.
Several people claim that all Atari
did with the 1.04 upgrade was take
programs already written and build
them into the operating system.
Either way, 1.04 was a welcome
upgrade.
With the update, Atari took the
opportunity to reword many dialogue

Later, with the release of Mega STs,
Atari added new hardware, most

noticeably the blitter or graphics pro
cessor. The version of TOS supplied
(1.09) came with support for this new
chip and hardware.

For instance, the "Options" menu
has a new function to turn the blitter

on or off. Later models had this sup
port built-in by default.
The next major revision of TOS
came with vl.04. This had a consider

able number of benefits, apart from
correcting a number of bugs or
Options menu on Mega ST - blitter

you to move files directly (without
having to copy and then delete
them), to stop a file copy and to
move or delete halfway through

"undocumented features". It allowed

boxes, making their meanings more
obvious. The Print File dialoguebox
(above), for instance, gives you the
name of the file being printed. The
FileMove, Copy and Delete dialogue

SELECT FILE FOR CONVERSION

boxes show the progress being made
displaying the name of the file being

FILE SELECTOR

worked on.

ITEM SELECTOR

Directory:

Other improvements included

D:\iSTyORDP.LUS\DOCS\*.*

more control over installing applica
tions and the ability to set File
Overwrites. More subtle changes were
a facility to rename folders, generally
quicker disk handling and the ability
to reset the computer from the key
board. This is done by pressing

recxory;

tplnr+inn- IIUTTTI CD nnpl

C: \WP\*.*

1

•J|

*.*
1025
1026

0

1027
1028
1029
103B
1831
1832
1833

Alternate+Delete+Control all at once
- otherwise known as the three-fin

gered salute.
The really big change to the
Desktop's look and feel however,
came about with the introduction of

the Mega STE. With this revision,

DRIVE:

>i< iipiiiiiiii #.* jiijijiiii Selection:

A
C
E
G
I

F
H
J

K

L
N

M
D

P
DK

1

1 MP
CONVERT
CONVERT
CONVERT
DESKTOP
HELP
JAMES
LEX
RE ADME

0

.DOC
.PRD
.MP_
.INF
.HP_
.ACC
.HP-

1 ok
1 Cancel
0

Cancel

|

It

Atari consolidated the various combi
nations of different ST and TT models

into a single system providing a very
powerful hardware base.
To complement this, the Desktop
has been radically revamped and
improved - although it has probably
lost some of its simplicity.
Another drastic improvement with
the Mega STE came not with the
machine, but with the manuals. After
many years, someone at Atari seems
to have finally woken up and realised
that decent user manuals - that actu

ally explain the system you've just
gone into debt for - do have a pur
pose in life!

Self-contained
TheMega STE manuals - unlike
those supplied with early STEs - are
not just normal ST manuals with a
couple of photocopied A4 pages as an

Old and new file selectors. A better file selector was asked for by many pre 1.4 users

Not only are there considerably more
choices, but keyboard short-cuts are
available for most options.
Users have much greater control
over the look and style of the
Desktop, with numerous new menu
choices under the Options menu
allowing you to define function keys
(applications can now be loaded by
pressing a function key), keyboard
short-cuts and icon types. Some of
the icons that can be placed on the
Desktop decorate the headline of this

a particular file - very useful for hard
drive users - set the type of files dis
played in windows and re-order and

greatly improved too. It now uses

close windows.

the mouse accelerator, for instance,

Drop down menu commands can
be accessed via the keyboard. Such
short-cuts allow quicker operation as
you don't need to take your hands
away from the keyboard to use the

has an icon of a mouse with a rocket

menus and windows.

Revealing

pack strapped to its back!
The Mega STEversion of TOS is a
radical upgrade in almost every
respect over previous versions, and
makes the ST a wonderfully easy sys
tem to use. Everything you could
want to do is now obvious and not

hidden - hopefully this version will

article - these are all built-in and

filter down to other models in the ST

cover most types you could require.

activate which menus. To assist users,

range.

The View menu has also been

the Help key on the keyboard is now
used to display a dialogue box reveal
ing which keys do what. The screen-

In other countries, upgrades for
existing users to other versions of
TOSare appearing, although they're
not always genuine Atari upgrades.
So even if Atari UK don't get
round to doing it, I don't think it
will be to long before some of the
bigger suppliers act to rectify the
situation. As the saying goes, watch
this space...

expanded, giving new facilities to set
the Desktop and Window Fill pattern
and colours. An interesting option,
and one which I haven't found any

shot below shows a Help dialogue,

tained guide to the machine - wow!

real use for, is No Sort, which when

cuts.

Almost everything has changed in
some way. Some changes are blindingly obvious and some very subtle,
but all are extremely useful. For

activated will display the contents of
the disk in the order that they are

With the Mega STEyou can also
place files and folders to the Desktop,
saving the need to open disks and
folders first. As mentioned briefly ear
lier, the icons can be any one of 12
supplied - alternatively there is a fea
ture to allow you use your own icons!
You can also specify what the icon

display, a little arrow next to a file
means that it is write-protected - sub
tle, simple but very useful!
The menus are radically different.

Mac and also has a sense of humour -

With the sheer number of options
it would be easy to forget which keys

addendum, but a complete self-con

instance, when the window is in text

several facilities borrowed from the

stored.

Perhaps the biggest change is to
the File menu. This once simple
menu has been completely changed.
It now has almost double the options
it previously had. You can ask the
Desktop to search for the location of

revealing several new keyboard short

simulates - a disk drive, trash can or

printer. The printer is a new tool,
which, like the trash can or drive, is

HELP MENU

- Move files
[CTRU+Drag Files
[CTRL] [fiLTIH Drag Files - Move and
renane files

[fiLT]+Drag Files - Copy and renane
files

[ALT][HELP] - Screen dunp to printer

[ALTH1..6] - Change resolution
[CR] - Deselect all itens
[>] - Prim: top window's contents

I OK

|

Desktop Help dialogue showing keyboard short-cuts

used by dragging a file to it. Doing so
will print out the file.
This ability to drag a file to a
printer has been carried still further.
You can now drag and drop a file to
an application on the Desktop -the
application will then be run with that
file automatically opened.
The ST's operating system has
always had this ability but the GEM
Desktop has not previously supported

Improved
So there you have it. Looking over
the various versions of TOS it's obvi

ous that as Atari have updated it
they've greatly improved it - not
always the case with software.
Admittedly this has sometimes
been at the expense of simplicity and
ease of use, but given time I'm sure
they will rectify this. At the end of

the day, the most important fact is
that Atari have, throughout the his
tory of the ST, listened to their cus
tomers/users and adapted the
Desktop accordingly.
As the single most common and
most frequently used STapplication,

tem.

the Desktop is an evolving and grow
ing program. What future versions
will bring is unknown - multitasking
perhaps?
The ST's three competitors (Amiga,
Mac and PC) all offer this ability in

The control panel - an extra piece
of software allowing you to set, read
and change parameters - has been

any other really major additions
remaining. So who knows?

it.

There are several other changes to
the various utilities supplied with STs,
all of which strengthen the image of

a more powerful, user friendly sys

one form or another, and there aren't
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When you are considering purchasing a sound sampler there are several to choose from. Why compromise? Your choice should
be the new full featured STEREO MASTER for the Atari ST range of computers. The package that gives you more extras than a
M series BMW. By purchasing this state of the art product, which combines a quality sampler with the expertise of over ten years
of software programming, you are purchasing a top quality product in the knowledge that it is not only compatible with existing
Microdeal products but will also be with future ones.

What is Stereo Master?
Stereo Master is a low cost, high quality sound sampler for the Atari range of computers. The sampler cartridge enclosed in the
package plugs into the ROM port at the side of the computer and allows you to analyze the sounds, coming in, change the way
they sound using realtime special effects or record them from devices such as personal cassette players. Compact disc players
etc. Once in the computer STEREO MASTERS unique editor will enable you to edit the sound in practically any way you can imagine.
Once you have the sound sample how you want it, you may incorporate it into other programs such as Quartet or play it using
routines supplied for many of the commonly available BASIC'S.
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me Sampling Software

Inrli ides many
mnnu features
fenti irp?s vm!
wm
Includes
you would
expect to find in a professional editing suite;
* Realtime playback ghost cursor marker
Bounce sample
* Cut or Delete selected sample area
Decrease Volume
* Mix sample with full or half volume
Increase volume
* Shrink by 33%/50% by drag or wipe
Trigger recording
* Fade in/out with selectable degree of fade
Loop sample
* Filter sample with hard/soft filter
STE Volume.Bass & Treble control
* Full editting and control facility for Left/right channels
Clear Left/Right samples
* Hifi Stereo playback option through PLAYBACK cartridge
Selectable trigger volumes
* Record Frequency from 3.0 to 27.9 Khz in ST. mode
Paste sample (using buffer)

THE MAIN EDITOR SCREEN* Record Frequency 6.25, 12.5 and 25K in STE mode

The Special Effects Software
For the first time ever you can emulate sound effects in real time, just like the sound labs
can for film studios, normally the hardware to produce these effects would cost many times

more than this package. Features on the FX menu include;

LENGTH

.JUEE23.JL.
Play |

* Built in realtime special effects including, Echo, Reverb, Ramp, Pitch up/down, Multi Echo

EKir

Chorus, Phaser, Reverse and Pitch Bend.

* Parameters of FX can be modified to provide 1000's of different effects.

REAL TIME SPECIAL
EFFECTS MENU

The Analytical Software
A whole host of pro-type analytical functions include;

* 3D display of sample frequencies (Fast fourier transform)

* 3D display also includes 2D envelope display plus sample information
* Built in realtime spectrum analyzer
* Stereo Oscilloscopes with trigger markers

36 BAR SPECTRUM ANALYZER

3D DISPLAY OF SAMPLE
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THE MIDI
CONTROL PANEL

The MIDI Software

Now you can trigger samples using external MIDI keyboard or the ST/E's keyboard. Just look
at these features;

* Selectable MIDI channel

* Up to 10 stereo or mono samples

* Omni/Poly operation
* MIDI keyboard splits

* Samples can be mapped across a MIDI note range
* Load/save sample set (with all MIDI settings/splits)

Other Innovative features;
We know this product is years ahead of its time and these additional features justify our boast;
New style stereo cartridge

microdeal
© 1991 MICRODEAL U.K.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

ATARI

um

t

Including walkman type cable

* Saves AVR and RAW samples * Full STE stereo support
* Playback routines for HISOFT, GFA, STOS and ATARI Basic

;

STE ADDITIONAL
CONTROLS

STEREO MASTER ORDER FORM

ATARI

STEREO MASTER IS £39.95 Post & Packing £1 (All prices inc. V.A.T.)
With cheque, Postal Order or Credit Cards.

BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARD

BY POST

(0726) 68020

Name

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date.

Number

SEND TO: Microdeal

Please allow 28 days for delivery
PO BOX 68 St Austell Cornwall

England

PL25 4YB

U n t i l now, if you wanted to
program 3D graphics you
had to write in assembler to

get the speed required. You also
needed to do an awful lot of work to

get even the most simple 3D shape
onscreen. Wouldn't it be nice,
though, if you could display 3D
shapes on the screen using simple
commands in Basic in the same way

that sprites may be displayed?
With the release of STOS 3D, this

is exactly what you can do! Created
by Voodoo Software, STOS 3D is an
extension to STOS which gives an
additional 30 commands dedicated to

the display and manipulation of 3D
objects.
As it comes as an upgrade to STOS,

once installed you can use the 3D
commands in any program you like,
and even compile them for extra
speed.

The control panel sits at the bottom of the screen and
contains all the icons you need to design your 3D objects

STOS 3D commands. In the same way
that you need a sprite editor to
design the sprites to be used in STOS,
you need a 3D Object Modeller to
design the 3D objects to be used in
STOS 3D.

This is provided as a standalone
program, and comes complete with a
number of examples for you to play
with to see just what can be achieved

cedures available.

with the software.

than halfway through the manual we're finally ready to start doing
some programming. This chapter
starts by describing the concept of 3D
space, using diagrams well to explain

The manual is an A5-sized booklet

together with a comprehensive man
ual covering the new commands and
utilities. Installation is a relatively
simple matter of booting from the
installation disk and following the

which manages to cover all of the
new commands, and the Object
Modeller, in just over 100 pages.
The first couple of chapters intro
duce the concept of 3D programming
in general. The next few chapters take
you through backing up your disks,
and upgrading your current version
of STOS, if necessary.
Now, at last, you are ready to jump

prompts.

into the world of 3D. The manual

STOS 3D comes on two disks,

As STOS 3D can only be added to
STOS v2.6 or higher, an upgrade is
supplied to update earlier versions. If
present, the compiler can also be

updated to allow compilation of the

describes the Object Modeller by
example, taking you through the
steps required to manipulate 3D
objects. The next chapter goes into
the Object Modeller in more detail,
describing the more complicated pro

Finally, by chapter eight - more

the x, y and z co-ordinate system
used by STOS 3D.
It then introduces the new com

mands using example programs sup

plied on the disk to help with the
tutorial. Overall, I was impressed by
the manual, and found that by work
ing my way through it, I had very few

Marc Young steps into the world of 3D
programming the easy way with STOS 3D

3Dm

problems when I was finally let loose
to create my masterpiece of virtual
reality!
A major headache encountered by
all programmers of 3D games is the
design of the objects to be used.
Whereas with sprites the sprite editor
is generally a fairly simple program,
with three dimensions to play with,
the Object Modeller can be some
what complex.
With the STOS 3D Object
Modeller program, however, a lot of
thought has obviously gone into the
user friendliness, making it almost
intuitive.

The workscreen of the Object
Modeller is very simple. The lower
third is filled with the control icons.

These give access to all of the func
tions while the objects you are work
ing on occupy the top two-thirds of

easy

Programming in STOS 3D
Once you manage to tear yourself away from the
Object Modeller you'll want to use the objects you
have created in your own programs. And it hon
estly couldn't be simpler. Take the following pro
gram:
10 td init 50000

20 td load "rocket''

30 td object 1,"rocket",0,0,1000,0,0,0
40 td redraw logic

Line 10 simply reserves 50k for the 3D system.
This actually isn't necessary unless you are going to
compile your program.
Line 20 loads the 3D object called ROCKET from
the currently selected 3D object folder. Although
this may actually involves loading more than one
file, this is transparent to the programmer as STOS
3D handles everything for you.
Line 30 defines object number 1 as being a
rocket - that is, using the 3D object we just loaded -

and places it at the centre of the screen with no

rotation. Finally, line 40 actually draws the screen.
The first thing to notice is that all the commands
begin with "td". This does make life easy when
you're debugging a large program - if nothing else
you know which manual to use to look up the com
mand syntax!
Next, notice that line 30 describes object 1 as

being the rocket. All objects - there can be a maxi
mum of 20 in play at one time - must be assigned a
number, but any number of copies of it can be
used without having to load multiple copies of the
same object, which saves a huge amount of
memory.

It is also worth noting that line 30 does not
actually draw the object, it merely defines its
current position. So many objects can be loaded
and defined before actually drawing any of them.
The figures used for defining the position of an
object in our 3D world are the x,y and z co-ordi
nates, and the A,Band C angles. Most of you will be
familiar with x,y and z co-ordinates, and the angles

merely define the object's rotation about each of
these axes. The origin of our world lies at 0,0,0, so
decreasing the x co-ordinate to -100, for example,
would move the object left by 100 units. Adding
100 to the z co-ordinate moves the object "into"
the screen by 100 units.
Although there is enough here to define a 3D
world and move things about within it, this is only
the beginning! A special object, object 0, is defined
as being your viewpoint. This means that while
things are going on in your 3D world, you can
move your point of view about like a camera,
zooming and panning to your heart's content.
In addition to the basic commands allowing us
to move an object (td move) or change its angle (td
angle) there are commands which allow relative
movement - defining speed - return its position,
point objects at one another, test whether an object
is visible, test for collisions between objects and
even animate both the 3D objects themselves and
the patterns superimposed on their surfaces!

stretched vertically into a column.
This is simply a matter of making our
cube a "group" by clicking on the
group icon, then selecting the
Vertical Stretch icon and dragging
until the shape looks OK.
Step 3 Copy our stretched cube
into the other work shelf using the
Copy tool. Now select the top face of
the first column - using the Face
Select tool - and the side face of the

second column, using the same tool.
Both faces are now highlighted.
Step 4 Select the Glue icon. This

takes the two columns and glues the
two selected faces together.
Step 5 Tidy the object up by select
ing the Priority icon, which ensures
the screen.

The top two-thirds are split into 12
"shelves". The first ten shelves are

arranged in two rows of five, the

lower row of which is initially empty
and, therefore, invisible. The top row
contains five standard shapes, includ
ing a cube and a pyramid.
The second row of five can be used

to store your own range of "standard"

objects. In this way, large 3D designs
can be quickly built using a small
number of basic building blocks.
The last two shelves are used for

editing 3D objects. Here we can

design building blocks or final objects
and manipulate them in a number of
ways.

Describing how a simple object is
created is probably more useful than
giving a step-by-step account of STOS
3D's features. In fact the manual

takes you through creating this in
some detail, so you will see how sim
ple it really is to create your own 3D
designs.
For the example, a simple T shape
is created. Obviously this comprises
two long, thin rectangular blocks.
Step 1 Copy the cube from the top
shelf into the work shelf. This is

achieved by clicking on the top shelf
required, clicking on the work shelf
required, then clicking on the Copy
icon.

that the objects are drawn in the cor
rect sequence. You don't have to tell
the program what the correct
sequence is - it works it out.
And that's it! you've just created a
3D object! It really can be that sim
ple. As you come to use more of the
features available, and get used to
them, you will find that it takes very
little effort to create some quite com
plex looking objects. One added extra
which really can make a big differ
ence to the final outcome is the

SurfaceDetail option. A small grid is
displayed, over which a shape can be
drawn. This shape can then be
applied to any face of any object. So,
for example, you could put a com
pany logo on a racing car, or the
national flag onto an plane or space
ship.
If you own STOS, then STOS 3D
could be the best thing that's hap
pened to your ST in a long while. If
you don't own STOS, then STOS 3D is
a damned good excuse to rush out
and buy a copy!

The new commands
td ADVANCED - allows access directly to the object structures in
memory

td ANIM - animate an object by moving points on it to an absolute
position
td ANIM REL - animate an object by moving points on it relative to
their previous position
td ANGLE - set an object's orientation by specifying angles A,B and
C

td ANGLE A - obeys a string of commands to change the objects
angle, in a similar way to the STOS sprites MOVE command
td ANGLE REL - set an object's orientation relative to its current
orientation

td BACKGROUND - display a picture in the background
td BEARING - returns the bearing of any object from any other
td CLEAR ALL - remove all loaded objects from memory
td CLS - clear the current 3D screen

td COLLIDE - determines whether objects have collided
td DELETE ZONE - remove a zone

td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td
td

DIR - specify the Directory containing 3D objects
FACE - rotates an object to face another, and returns its bearing
FORWARD - move the object in the direction it is pointing
INIT - reserve a number of bytes for 3D
KILL - remove an object
LOAD - load an object
MOVE - move an object to the specified x,y,z co-ordinates
MOVE REL - moves an object relative to its current position
MOVE X - obeys a movement string in a similar manner to STOS
sprites, td MOVE Y and td MOVE Z are also available
OBJECT - defines an object's initial position and attitude
POSITION - returns an object's current position
PRIORITY - define the order in which objects will be drawn
RANGE - returns the range of an object from another
REDRAW - draw all 3D objects defined
SCREEN - converts a 3D co-ordinate into a screen x,y co-ordinate
SCREEN HEIGHT - allows size of screen required to be defined
SET COLOUR - define an object's colour combinations
SET ZONE - define a sphere around an object for collision
detection

td SURFACE - copy a surface pattern for animation
td SURFACE POINTS - change the way a surface is copied
td VIEW - converts World co-ordinates to Local co-ordinates

td VISIBLE - returns whether an object is visible or not
td WORLD - converts Local co-ordinates to World co-ordinates
td ZONE - return information about a zone

STOS 3D

Europress Software,
Europa House, Adlington Park,
MACCLESFIELD SK104NP
0625859444
£34.95

Configurat

All STs (except Mesas),
otour monitor

Step 2 The block needs to be

r>
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Once you've created a few
objects - or borrowed some
of the examples supplied - it
only takes a few minutes to
have them shooting around

FEATURES: Everything you
wanted to know about 3D

graphics, even if you were
afraid to ask

EASE OF USE: Easy for
even the novice to produce
sparkling graphics programs

the screen
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What a drag! I'm puffed out
after designing this 3D
extravaganza. This
screenshot shows the

development of the fag, with
individual elements being
designed and held in the top
shelves before being
combined to form the final

object
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Please Read: Terms of Sale.
Ladbroke Computing are Ihe longest established Atari dealer in the UK. We have developed
an extensive customer service policy which means that we test all Hardware prior to
despatch to ensure that goods arrive in working order. Although our prices are not always
the cheapest we do endeavour lo oiler consistently good service and backup. This isn't just
our opinion, we were voted 'Best Dealer 1989' by the readers of ST World magazine, not lor
'the number of boxes shifted', but lor quality service.

.adbroke

Omputing

All prices are correct at copy date 24/02/92 (while stocks last), and are subject to change
without prior notice. Please phone for up to date prices. All prices include VAT & delivery/in
mainland UK), there are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Next day courier delivery is available

International

for an extra £7 (Mainland UK). All pricesavailable on Mail Order. Shoppricesmaydiffer.
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Atari SC1435
Stereo.

PC Speed.(XT) £ 99.99

£249.99

Colour monitor includes

green screen feature, cable, and

STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack

Please state which version you

swivel stand.

Includes: 9 lives, Escape from the planet of the robot C^^Qf^i

Visto Colour Mon £219.99

package & 1stBasb, mouse

monsters, Final fight, Sim City, ST Tutorial, Neochrome art JC^OLs

Includes free cable and 12 months

on site replacement warranty.
Atari SM144
£139.99
High resolution 640 x 400 14'
Monochrome monitor.

As above with 1Mb (1024K) memory.

?Z:.!T?..JZ...Z!Z.....

As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory.

~.>r?..V?..^7.

4Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack QAQR

Philips Cube TV £269.99

As above with 4Mb (4096K) memory.

Includes: FST. remote control. Scart

1040STE Curriculum Pack

timer and
cable.

Fastext.

Comes

with

Golden
Mouse,

Image
250 Dpi

™f. *..^Z..}mf...

80C287 Co-Processor. Norton

STE

wordprocessor. spreadsheet

and

£

Our service department can fit
the above emulators for £20

including return delivery.

database,

and

1

software.

£354

2Mb STE Curriculum Pack
As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory.

p 'Z&A 10 bulk disks
hr..}rf.S?..ZT...... 40_Bulk disks

4Mb STE Curriculum Pack

£464

0PS£34.99 As above with 4Mb (4096K) memory.

24.99

Adaptor board to fit AT Speed to
Mega
E
24.99

Includes 3 packs of Educational software catering for
5yrs to GCSE, 1 Business pack consisting of
creativity pack consisting of Hyperpaint and Music maker

Jin Tech Mouse, HighOAO QQ
quarry replacement mouse. *- I^ >v O

L 1bu

2Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack p O O Q Adaptor
lactor ol board
82 to fit AT speed to

Medium resolution. Stereo. Colour
Monitor includes cable

input (giving near monitor quality

Al ^Peea

Includes DR DOS

1Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack QOQO SS^Se^aSff

Philips 8833Mkll £229.99

display). 60 tuner presets, sleep

at G^Off* S™pf?In

f?..ZT..?Z..TT..

£4.94
£18.80
£41.13

100 Bulk disks

10 Sony Branded disks £7.80

mouse mat

jJE@ry
Star LC24-2QO

S f r LC24- 2QO Colour

mm

S2fifiJ»

24 Pin printer
222 cps

24 Pin printer
222 cps

5 Resident LQ fonts

5 Resident LQ fonts

Accepts font cartridges

Accepts font cartridges

Stari.t SJ-48

(%&

"Power of the Mac, without the price
Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

£399.99

^"48 nozzle Bubblejet printer
Fully portable
166 cps
Epson & BM compatible

Bottom feed

Bottom feed

2 Resident LQ fonts

Push or pUI tractor feed
Paper parking

Push or pull tractor feed
Paper parking

Near laser quality output
Rechargeable pack available

9 Supports Hard drive and second floppy.

Spectre GCR V3

Q Compatible with STFM, STE, Stacy.
d 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

including 128K

Qi Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

£409.99

ROMs

We are the consistently longest serving supplier

Sheet feeder available

Star LC-20

139.99

Star LC24/10
Star LC-200 Colour
Cannon BJ10EX

189.99
199.99
259.99

All Star printers come complete with 1?
months on site warranty (Mainland UK)and a
tree ST/Amiga/PC compatible Centronics
cable. Printer stands paper and replacement
ribbons/cartridges are available Irom stock.

Please phone for more details.
Due to space restrictions we can onty 1st a
small amount of products normally earned in

back issues, and much more.

Phone for quotes on Atari
TT's, Desktop Publishing

£79.99
£11.99
£14.99

Lynx 2 Power supply £9.99
Lynx Comlynx cables £7.99
Lynx Car adaptor
£9.50

Lynx 2 sunvisor

£6.99

Chequered Flag

£25.49

Warbirds

£25.49

Awesome Golf

£25.49

How to Pay

64

£53.49

Wtt Wfe mmmm^

Many more games in stock, Please phone for details.

Compatibles.

2

ST Internal drive upgrade.

Lynx 2 (Console only)
Lynx Pouch
Lynx Kit Case

Packs. IBM PC

.

£64.99

Includes Through port and track counter

/Am

stock. Phone for further details on Monitor

stands, Dustcovers, High density dsks.
Mouse mats from £2.99, A wide range of
cables. Josty switch boxes £19.99. Forget Me
clock II E17.99,Printer paper, Printer ribbons,
Laser toner/Ink jet cartridges. A wide range
of joysticks from £6.99, Books, Magazine

Golden Image Drive.

You can phono your Access or Visa card
totalis or send a cheque/postal
orders made payable to Ladbroke
Computing International. Please
allow sufficient clearance time for cheques.

lift <rtrH t? f^Mri&fM

UKwm

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop S Mai order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lancashire. PRI 2QP Open Monday to Saturday
930am to 6.00pm Phones answered from 9:00am. Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing
International Is a trading name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd. All trade marks recognised.
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Quantum Mechanics

Data Pulse Hard Drives

B
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The cached Quantum Mechanisms used in the Data-

The Data Pulse range of drives come in a variety of
capacities and include the following.
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Pulse range of Hard Drives are made to very high
American Military standard and are covered by a 2
year manufacturers warranty (from date of
manufacture). They are aU 3.5" mechanisms with a
height of just 1 inch and integrated SCSI controllers

Full Metal case providing good shielding

W

and can be used as a monitor stand.
3

They have an average access time of 11ms utiising a

a

On/Off switch and DMA device selector

™

mounted on front.

NenQssk leans

£; Integral PSU.
£) DMA Out for Daisy chaining.
Qj) Bi colour LED for power/busy.

64K look ahead disk cache.

All Mechanisms used are AutoparWng reducing the
risk of damage during transit. They are also very tow
power which means they can operate without the
need for a fan, thus reducing noise.
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NEQ Desk 3 Special Offer
TM

Due to the popularity of our hard drives i
and bulk purchasing power. We can now NEO

Choice of controller boards (prices differ):
GE-Soft board or ICD boardtwith clock).

Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess of

1Mb per second. Both come with formatting and
partitioning software.

a

AH drives come with a range of PD utilities

w

and Turtle Backup software, plus demo's of

offer NEO Desk 3, the replacement
desktop which was voted "Software utility
of the year" for 1990 by ST Format
readers, to buyers of our hard drives for

just an extra £24.99. We can also offer '
this perfect hard drive companion to aH existing
Ladbroke Computing Hard Drive owners (Phone for
details).

Midistudio and Midistudio Master

"Neodesk 3 is truly invaluable for the ST owner"

New Prices
52Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)
105Mb 11ms (GE-Soft)

Q
Quantum

£
£

369.99
479.99

-ST Format-

52Mb 11ms (ICD+clock) £389.99
105Mb 11ms (ICD+clock) £499.99

All prices include VAT & Delivery. Dealer enquiries welcome.
\.

A ries Upgrades
Ladbroke Computing have been active in the field of
ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutions for the entire
range of ST's. In that time our engineers have gained
experience in the field and have used that
experience to research and develop our own range
of upgrade boards

The board now comes in three configurations, .5rvfo,

2Mb and 4Mb. By using high density ZPP RAM chips

€m vwibumriidB fry?
•*ffisnsnF"
Aries Upgrades (Any ST(F)(M))

The boards require some soldering, due to the
instability of some plug in devices, but are very easy
to fit and come complete with full instructions to fit

512K Upgrade Board £39.99
2/2.5Mb Upgrade Board£99.99
4Mb Upgrade Board £169.99

board which measures just 52mm x 62mm, smaller

ANY ST including Mega'slexcept STE's which use
SIMM boards). If your shifter chip is not socketed, you

than

will have to desolder it and install a socket which is

Our skilled technicians can install the above upgade
boards for £20 including VAT and return delivery.

We have developed our own .5/2/4Mb upgrade

board using an in house designed, Multi layer circuit
a

credit

card.

We

have

achieved

this

miniturisation by utiising 4 Megabit memory chip
technology. The result of this reduction in size is a
reduction in cost and more reiable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the ST's

shielding protecting it from interference and reducing
Electromagnetic emissions.

of different capacities it is possible to start with a

5Mb board and to upgrade it to 2Mb and then 4Mb
at a later date.

suppled.

To check your board has been installed correctly we
supply you with a dsk which has a memory check
program. If for any reason your upgrade should
refuse to work we have skilled technicians on hand

to offer technical support.

The board is manufactured in the U.K and hand

The boards are then thoroughly tested before

IMG Scanner for ST Still available. Requires 9 pin
Epson compatible printer to operate. Best results

despatch.

obtained from Photocopies. Now Only E29.99

assembled in our workshops by skilled technicians.

Now £99.99

4 or 16 chip STF(M) only £29.99
Aries Upgrades STE

5I2K SIMM's upgrade
2Mb SIMM's upgrade
4Mb Simm's upgrade

£19.99
£74.99
£149.99

Al Ire above prices nclude VAT & Delivery Pease check ccnfiguralion
of your machine with our stall betcre ordering chp or SIMMs upgrades

ST Secure is a hardware protection system for the Atari ST ST Secure can stop
unauthorised use of the ST computer and any hardawre connected to it using a combination
of password software contained on a 'key disk' and a hardware unit which installs inside the
ST's case.

GJ'IOO tracks storage, 20 tracks playing simultaneously.
13^240 ppq resolution.
H^Midi Standard File format option.
H'Realtime scrolling arrange window.
H^11 levels of quantise, including humanise.
E'Pipeline/Modulesystem.
H/Loop record.
EfMidi soft keys.
L^Works on 1040STF(M)(E)
Midistudio Junior Now £29.99

The hardware unit measures just 1 inch square and can be instated very easily in about 30
minutes and does not require any soldering
Once installed the hardware unit will albw approximately 45 seconds of computer use
before resetting the computer If dunng this time the password is entered correct^ then the
unit is disabled until the next power up.
i --:- s-. ITS 1TH 1 £j

Mi
The Golden Image Hand Scanner is a high qualty
100.200.300,400 Dpi scanner with a 105mm
scanning width. Software included as standard,
the excellent Touch Up and Dekuxe Paint
software.

£149.99

MT SOFTWARE, Dept STU,^

MT SOFTWAR
PUBLIC DOMAIN,

The Broadway,
Totland. I.O.W.

P039OBX

LICENCEWARE,

u*\V

4« 0983
- 756056
9gm _
Mon.
h

Greens Ward House,

RING OR WRITE FOROUR FREE CATALOGUE

E

.'•

gg JE

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY,YOU MAY CHOOSE

#2i

WIN AN AMAZING YAMAHA
PSS 795 MIDI KEYBOARD

ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

+ Protar 20Mb Hard Disk Drive

PSS-795
An All-in-one Musical Powerhouse - Eight-track

Introducing the MTS monthly prize draw. Every month we
shall be giving away great prizes and all you have to do is

Sequencer. Drum Pads, MIDI - Plus Vast
Expressive Potential With Vector Synthesis
,•61 keys • Vector Synthesis • Stereo Sound System

spend £6 or more to enter.

i 100 AVM Voices • 50 AWM Accompaniment Styles

3-track Sequencer • Drum Pads • Auto Harmony

Aprils prize is a suberb Protar 20Mb Hard Disk Drive worth

i MIDI • Reverb • Demonstration Feature • 28-note

Polyphonic |maxj • 776mm [WJ x 302mm (D) x

£285

141mm |H|» 4.5kg

^ffr1

YAMAHA KEYBOARD: TO ENTER SIMPLY SPEND £6 OR MORE DURING MARCH
PROTAR HARD DISK: TO ENTER SIMPLY SPEND £6 OR MORE DURING APRIL
Prizes willbe drawn on last day of each month. Winners willbe notified in writing and published.

GAMES
G228

Temon

G227
G226

Battlescape
Haris Went Skiing

G225

G224

G223

Centurian

G220

Puzzle Generator

G217
G216
G215

Mutant Wipeout
Colourspace <SH)
Drop It On'em

G214

Rescue

G213

Mystics

G222
G157
G199
G204

G212

Number Guesser

G211
G209
G207

Pool, Roulette, Craps
Bellum, Bubble Maggee,
Blockade, Boggier
Zog

G202

Zedonoid

G201
G200
G198

Pop Music Challenge
Hunt the Wumpus
Boing

G196
G195

Llamatron
Corewars

G151
G153

Daniels Dungeon
Froggy

G191
G192

Droid
Wizard

G193

Caverns of Nerak

G194
G147

Haunted Monastery
Jitterbug

G146
G143

Bonk the Gonk
Glob

G141

Boxing Champ

G123
G122
G121

Tracker
Overlander
Chance

Franglais 3, Solar
System, Geography 2
Learn to Read, Learn
to Count, Trains,

P55

Gem Classics

P54

Turbo Assembler

P53

STOS Speak Text

Flashcards

P52

TADS

Franglais 1

P51

C Information

Noah
GCSE Maths

P45

STOS Programs (OS)
STOS Shoot-em-up
Builder kit CDS)

Franglais 2, World at
Risk

G142

Dot 2 Dot, Kidcolour,
kidshape

P47

STOS Soundtracker

P48

MODPAS Pascal

G139
G138

Mix 'n Match

P49

Database

The Body Shop,

G137
G135
G134

Solar System

Geography
Geography Tutor

G133

The Search
Zoo Maker

G098
G094

Shipwreck
Colouring Book

'

EDUCATION PACK 1
s disks ONLY £10.99
Lots of educational programs
for the younger STer. Includes
Kidpotato, KidsABC, Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring
.Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman,

Escape from RA

G118

Mutant

G117

Key to Atlantis

G136
G127
G126

Grand Prix
Battle Command
Wheel of Fortune

G125

Hedgehog

G124
G119
G106

The Name Game
Chess
Don't Bank On it

G158
G159

Pyramid of Mune
Battle of Philips Against the

•

Forces of Creation

G160

Underground Adventure

G162
G164

Tamoret
Sir Ramie Hobbs and the

High Level Gorilla

•

Gemdos Users Guide

P39

GFA Basic Programs

P38

GFA Basic Tutorial

U030
U078

M48 Make Music

XLisp
Toy Prolog

P34

STOS Tutorial

M34 Quartet Samples

Home Accounts

M33 Quartet Music
M31 The Midi Guide

P31

Small Talk

P29

P27

Fast Basic Programs
Modulo 2 (2 disks)

P26

Pascal Information

M21 Music Writer (Mono)

and DX patches
M13
M10
M09
M08

How to Make Money

ONLY C19.99

A62 KDraw (mono)

Pascal Programs
C Tutorial

\^

P22

S

NOW STE COMPATIBLE •

ST Basic

P07

Forth

M03 Casio C2101 Progs

EASYTEXT PLUS ^\
A64 KDoodier
A63 Colourburst II

P23

P11

RING FOR DETAILS

y>

A57 Alt Help Disk
A58 Fractal Chaos (DS)

CLIP ART PACK

"\

A59 Mandlebrot Adventure

6 DISKS FOR ONLY C16.99

5 Double Sided Disks full of Clip Art
+ 1 disk full of format converters.

Ideal for ALL DTP packages
• Animals • Office • Sport • Flags
• Maps • Fonts • Food • Christmas

A61 Electric Image (not STE)
A44 Sprite Studio + Sprite ST
A43 Low Cost Cad (OS) (SH)

\© Trademarks • and lots,lots more/

C PROGRAMMERS PACK

We stock the

6 DISKS ONUT £16.99

Son of Stagefright

G168

House of the O's

7 Great games for 3-7 year
olds - Gone Fishing, Play Time,
Sum Spinner, Kid Grid, Find
the Picture, Find the Word,
What's Missing
y

a disks ONLY £9.99

Complete package for
anybody learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series
in ST Format

U019

U079

Mono Emulator - run
mono programs on a
colour TV/monitor
Colour Emulator - run

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! only £19.99
(over 400 pages)

JThe comprehensive book introduces thereader via many assembly language
examples how to program the ST. No knowledge of assembler is assumed. All
examples in the book are held on disk and can be assembled using the
supplied text editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete resource
construction kit for producing dialog boxes, drop down menus etc.
Learn to program like the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS,,

.

LDROP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS andmuch, much more

every 3
CODES - DS = Double Sided. SS =

Shareware. 1 Meg = 1 Meg
memory required. Mono = High
Not STE

compatible
OVERSEAS - Europe add 10% to
ttotal. World add 25% to total.

Immediate despatch by 1st Class
lmr
Post. Mail Order Only.

See our catalogue
for full details.

mono emulator

BLANK DISKS & ACCESSORIES

PRICES - £3 each + 1 FREE with

Resolution. Not STE =

entire range.

colour programs on a

MT SOFTWARE

| Acomplete assembly language programming environment for thebeginner and
| intermediate ST Programmer. Learn assembler theeasy way, step-by-step!

Yamaha PSS Editor
FB01 Voice Ed
TX812VoiceEd
MT32 Voice Ed

A fully featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.

P25

GTM Information

M23 Stacatto

M17 Roland DSO Librarian

With Your Micro

/'

M28 Quartet Samples
M24 Sampling
M22 Piano

STSheet
SheetV2

U041 Typing Tutor
U040 Inventory Pro

U111

M38 Roland Juno Editor

Word Count

U070 Address Book
U090 Filofact

P36

M53 TBS Tracker (OS)

M39 Yamaha 4 up Editor

U034 Double Entry Accounts
(DS)
U110 Gemcalc - Spreadsheet
U042 Opus 2000-

P40

P17

' EDUCATION PACK 3 ^

Fast Lane

U017

M07 Accompany ST
M30 Noisetracker ST
M42 Kawai K1 Editor
M29 Kawai K1 Librarian

M52 Midi Music Maker
M51 Yamaha DX/TX Voices

Spreadsheet

P14

Quest for the Holy Grail
Dragon Slayer

Crusade Adventure
Adventures of Alice

TCOS Graphical

WP02 Spell Check, Mailmerge,

Bios

P37

1 st Base - Database
DB Master - Database
Data Handler - Database
Card ST - Database
UG Data - Database

Database
WP01 ST Writer Elite
WP10 First Word

HitchHikers Guide to

EDUCATION PACK 2 >
10 disks ONLY £19.99

G165
G166
G167

G170
G171

P43

STOS STE Upgrade
C Programs

A bumper education pack
that includes G9, G16, G22,
yG23, G41, G36, G94, G9By

U013
U036
U039
U072

Programmer

Perfect Match

G120

G169

P46

U009
U012

disksonly diskst ioocapbox

i:""'

COLOURED DISK LABELS

25 Disks

£12.99

£5"

C12"

50 coloured labels

£1.50

50 Disks

£22.99

£29.99

100 .,coloured labels

£2.50

100 Disks

£42.99

£47.99

1000colouredlabels...£13.50

Mouse/Joystick Ext Lead
ST/STE DustCover

Deluxe Mouse Mat

vistoColourMonitor
(Upgraded Philips 8833)

£19.99

£5.99
£4.99

£3.99
only £219.99

TRACTORFED LABELS
i nn rrartnr fori lahf>k f \ fin

„„„ ,

OT , ,° ,

200tractor fed labels

™™

£5.00

1000tractorfed labels..£17.00

OUR FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY, MANY MORE
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Reviewed this month: Paragliding • Knights of the Sky
wolfchild • heimdall • realms • mega twins
Plus: HMV Talking Shop •Biffa's Cheat Mode

The Source goes to the movies • HakPak

w

INNER VISION

I ii11 in iV

Wolf in space?
mane some noise tor...

Knights of the Sky.

^»......

The blue skies, and about 500 German fighter pilots
Paraguding
The long-awaited sim of everyone's fave sport. And it's crap!

I

Ocean certainly aren't going to be slacking after their
highly successful Christmas run, with WWF, RoboCop 3
and The Simpsons holding the top three places in the
charts over the merryyule-tideperiod.
They're already limbering up to spring Space Gun on
you, the ever-ador
ing software buying
public. It's a conver
sion of Taito's hit

coin-op, and
those

to miss it, it's best

described as Opera
tion Wolf with an Aliens scenario. And rather good it is

10

A cute, colourful, full-frontal review of the sexiest twins around

WOLFCHILD
Aaawooooooooo-awwoooo and so on and so forth

Another World

for
were

unfortunate enough

HEIMDALL
...***....
Horny helmets and Viking hordes from Core Design

Mega Twins

who

16

too.

It's being converted by the same team who cruelly
inflicted Beast Busters on us last year. Luckily, Space Gun
playsa lot better than Beast Busters, at least if early demo
versions are anything to go by. It's faster and smoother,
and the whole thing looks a lot more slick.
There are plenty of gruesome exploding aliens, and
some quite nifty extra weapons to boot. It all looks quite
nice and it should be coming to earth within a month or
two, at the usual £25.99.

Pan-dimensional chortles with our wacky quantum physicist

-W.

i

3D strategy and not a single Powermonger reference. Honest.

The startling Gamer
shortbread incident
Shortly after Darren arrived we were all subjected to a
very traumatic experience. It's still very hard to talk about
without bringing back all the nightmares and the funny
voices, but suffice to say it involved a shortbread finger,
some luncheon vouchers and the ghost of James Dean.
Much shaking and wailing followed and a large quan
tity of custard powder was spoiled. That's all we can bear
to tell you at the moment, but witness the photographic
proof yonder. This haunting snapshot was taken at the
precise moment that the shortbread ignited its cosmic
powers, by our
roving reporter
and

haddock

salesman Andrew

Southam.

However, one

good thing did
come from the

On Word

whole sordid j ^ M

,

affair. This horrific

More rumours than you could shake the Daily Mirror at

picture has provided us with the perfect excuse for a crap
caption competition. So, er, make up a caption. And send

Talking Shop

it to us.

The best one will win a couple of games, some short
bread from our local supermarket and probably a badge.
And we might chuck in some sweets as well. And a poster

The HMV Chart saga continues with the Biffster

The source

I

The worst film licence ever, and why Gremlin are so happy with it

Cheat Mode
Hphquer those last few tricky levels in Magic Pockets

21

ofTheJetsons, with the gorgeousJudyJetson
on it.

All the usual boring rules apply, ie Biffa can't enter and
anyone who uses the word "flange" will be disqualified.
Bribes must be over £10 or we'll ignore them. Send your
scribblings to Shortbread Shocker, Atari ST User, Europa
House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

1 h NE First Division Manager

Code Masters £7,99

2»

Ocean

£25,99

£34,99

4 it 5 Bubble Bobble

Microprose
Hit Squad

5 h NE Ghouls and Ghosts

Kixx

£7,99

6 ff 2 New Zealand Story

Hit Squad

£7,99

1 a

GBHGold

£9,99

8 it NE Colossus Chess X

CDS

£7,99

9 H 10 James Pond 2- Robocod

Millenium

£25,99

10 H NE World Cricket

Zeppelin

£7,99

11 tt NE Paperboy
12 H 14 Robocop
13 ff 1 Dragon Ninja

Encore

£7,99

Hit Squad
Hit Squad
Hit Squad

£7,99

1 WWF Wrestlemania

3 H 6 Microprose Golf

Palace in gratuitous
sexism shocker
Has Prince Andrew been rumbled at long last? 'Fraid not, for 'tis

only a cheap and titillating way to plug Palace Software's upcom
ing motorbike game, Hot Rubber.
Yes, yes, OK so it's a title that just begs for hundreds of fnarrs
and ooooers and other such childish gibberings, but I'd like to
think that we're above that sort of humour.

So, Hot Rubber (fnaaaaaarr, ooooooeer, blimey missus!) is a
motorbike racing game. We can't tell you what it plays like, even
though Palacedid try and influence us with that rather fruity pub
licity picture, but it
looks

a

bit

of

alright. The game

NE Ultimate Golf

14 ff 8 Chase HQ

that is. Pervs.

It'll feature a two-player mode, 12 international cir
cuits and all the usual gubbins that you'd associate
with a motorbike racing game. Should be worth a
look.

Hot Rubber (fnaaaaar, ooooooer, kyak kyak,

waheeey!) will cost £25.99 and should be out, ooh,
round about March time Ishould imagine.

Crumbly moves into Gamer shocker

15
16
17
18
19

tt
ff
H
ff
h

£7,99

£7,99
£7,99

N Scooby Doo and Scrappy Doo Hitec Software £7,99
Gremlin
£25,99
3 Lotus Turbo Challenge 2
NE Operation Thunderbolt
Hit Squad £7,99
9 Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker Virgin
£29,99
Hitec Software £7,99
NE Wacky Races

20 ff 4 The Simpsons

Ocean

£25,99

Ladies and gentlemen, boysand girls, pleasewelcomea new addition to the Gamer "posse".
Name: Darren Evans

Aliases: Daz E, Dr Creamcheese and his

Yodelling Eggplant
Age: Ayouthful28
Speciality: Solving games, flight Sims, balanc
ing insects, finger painting
Distinguishing marks: Pony-tail, Zimmer
frame, pension book
Motto: Many ring binders do not make a
stout meal for three

Nine new entries this month, four climbers,

So let's welcome him to the fold. Sucker.

seven games drop. Oh no, shock, horror, it's
a new number one and it's by those budget

kings. Code Masters. It's called First Division

The heat is on
Cast your minds back. Way, way back. Doyou remember an arcade machine called Super Sprint?
More to the point, do you remember the homecomputer version byActivision? Crap, wasn'tit?
Now come forward a bit, to onlya wee whileago. Do you remember an arcade machine called
Ivan "Iron Man" Stewart's Super Off-Road Racer? Let's face it, with a name like that you'd be hard
pushedto forget it. Anddo you remember the homecomputer version? Thatwas a bit crap as well,
wasn't it?

Well, let's hope it's third time lucky for Storm, who've managed to get hold of Indy Heat, the

sequel to Ivan "Iron Man" Stewart's Super Off-Road Racer. I think you'll agree that Indy Heat is a
muchsnappiertitle than Ivan "Iron Man" Stewart's SuperOff-Road Racer 2.
Like its two predecessors, it's a driving game where you

control a really tiny car which zips around a track smashing
into other cars at the prod of a joystick. Hopefully, it should be
a lot better than those that went before it, as well. Biffs play

ing the demo even as I write, and his verdict is that it's
"alright".

Indy Heat's three-player action, sponsored by some bloke
called Danny Sullivan, comes out at the end of February and
should cost a paltry£19.99.

Manager and it's top of the league leaving all
the other games feeling sicker than parrots.
Budgets totally dominate the charts this
month with fourteen games out of twenty.
Come on you ST owners, get some of that
hard-earned cash spent on some decent full
price games. Ocean are still at the top with
WWF Wrestlemania, but The Simpsons too a
mighty drop and fell sixteen places.
My tip for the top next month is the Gamer
Gold-Rated Another World, but Dan disagrees
and has gone for Microprose Golf. Who will
get it right? What's going to be number one?
You'll find out next month in another excit

iH>«

'#»;

'm ^

ing episode of Talking Shop, as sponsored by
top shop HMV.
April 1992
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Here, you can choose between
flight training (for wimps) or
World War I (for the real men)

Oh, so that's why
the throttle doesn't
seem to work. How

embarrassing

Wot! No head up display?

in/
MICROPROSE • £34.99 • 1 meg • Mouse/joystick • Out now
IM •• Mf ould you like to review
•Hi a Microprose flight sim,
r

Daz?" said the editor.

"Gimme! Gimme! Gimme!" was my
reply.

Flight sims are one of my main rea
sons for living - apart from working on

dials?" At this point, I was made aware
that KOTS was a World War Iflightsim.
You know, biplanes and all that.
"What? You mean there aren't any
long range AMRAAMS to kill the enemy
with? I have to actually get close to
them to shoot 'em? Er, isn't that a tad

Gamer, of course! And when the Ed

dangerous?" So, with cowardly reluc

slapped the familiarly large Microprose
packaging on my desk, it was open
before it hit the wood (none of your

tance, I took to the air.

So, let's climb in to the cockpitand
see just how good Knights of the Sky -

Once up, you find that flying a
biplane is pretty damn tricky but with a
little practice, you get used to it. The
first thing you realise is just how well
the 20 |yes, 20) planes to choose from

KOTS from now on - is, shall we?

are drawn. Jackie Ross, the artist, has

"Ere! just a minute, somebody's
pinched the radar. Hey! The bloody
head up display's gone too, and where
are all the pretty digital displays and

done a spiffing job in making the
planes and scenery look so good.

Formica rubbish here at Gamer).

However, no matter how slick the

graphics are in a sim, it will fall flat on

its face if the speed of movement is too
slow. Fortunately, there are no prob
lems here, as the frame speed is pretty

starts when you choose the World War

fast.

sion types that you may be offered,

Too many flight sims on the market
seem to be just a string of non-con
nected flights, which I find extremely
boring after about five missions-,
but KOTS has something different for

such as Escort, where you must protect
a bomber or reconnaissance plane
while it performs its mission, and - my
favourite - Balloon busting, where you
have to locate and shoot down enemy
sausage and observation balloons.

you. Instead of just flying against the
enemy, you are also embroiled in what
the designers have termed the "Ace
Hunt".

During the game, you get the odd
news report of enemy pilots who excel
in dogfights, where they were last
seen, what colour their planes are
and so on. You record this data via

the portfolio option and, using this
information, you should eventu
ally be able to track down their
home bases, at which point you
can issue a challenge and do
battle with 'em.

This provides the necessary
impetus to keep going back to
the game. There is also the
"Ego Hunt", where you com
pete with fellow airman to
notch up kills and become well
known.

V.
Oh good, there's my airbase. I've had enough of bullets
whizzing past my head. I'm going in to land

iQAMER April 1992

There is a flight trainer for you
to get used to the controls, with the
added options of having enemy
planes during the training and
whether they are to be armed or not
no prizes for guessing which options
chose. However, the real excitement

I scenario. Here you are given various
missions to complete. There are six mis

When you hit one of these, the

Yippee! I'm in the
air at last

: u...

.

:.;-.CJ-..

After receiving a few hits myself - note the bullet holes in the instrument panel -1
perform a loop and get the culprit in my sights. "Down you go, Fritzee baby!"
The mission description and your route. "Now was
it left at Dunkirk, or right?"

rn

whole thing bursts into flame and
plummets to the ground, a burnt out
skeletal wreck. There are also bombing

If only I was in
myF-18,1

fi avast whb rias t w r your, hs m

wouldn't have

any of this

missions available.

long-range

target is not at all easy. You have to
contend with AA (anti-aircraft) fire and

AMRAAM

other enemy planes intent on blasting

kisser and it's

missile in the
home in time

you out of the sky (bloody interfering
Huns. Can't they see I'mtrying to enjoy
myself?).
One of the nice things about Micro
prose is that the majority of their prod

for tea

ucts can be installed onto hard disk,

and KOTS is no exception. They are
also are aware of the largely ignored
popularity of a multi-user option,

where players can link up and play
against each other.

This facility totally transforms a
game, making it infinitely moreappeal-

PLA.VA.BI LITY

trouble. One

Of course, making your way to your

ing. One of my favourite pastimes is
popping round to a mate's house, ST
under arm, hooking mine up to his,
and blastinghim out of the sky.
So once again, Microprose have pro
vided all us sim freaks with yet another

high quality, highly entertaining prod
uct, and for £34.99, it's a damn good

fly (Or should that be buy? Never
mind). All flight sim freaks should take a
look at it.

Darren

"I say, there's
another rather dull

coloured plane
below me!...just a
minute, it's my
shadow on the

ground.
Aaaarrrggghhh!
Pull up! PULL UP!"

oooo
Thoroughly, spiffingly,
enjoyable. What ho old chap.

Oh blimey, the French are at it again...

PARAGLIDING
LORICIEL • £24.99 • 512k • Joystick • Out now
W h a t on earth pos

like that, but the crux of the

sessed Loriciel to

game is floating about from left
to right doing very little.
So, as you've probably
guessed, Paragliding is crap. In
fact it's ker-rap in a major league
way. Although there a loads of

choose paraglid
ing as the subject for their next
game? Apart, that is, from the
fact that they're French, and
therefore completely mad. I
mean, of all the sports that have
yet to be converted to home
computers, why not pick the

brilliant cartoon piccies, the ingame graphics would make a
Spectrumshiver.
The tune at the beginning is

most obscure and off-the-wall of
them all?

excellent with loads of rockin'

Jumping out of a plane with a
parachute is one thing, but run
ning along the ground until the
parachute drags you into the air
is a completelynew ball game.
It's probably very exciting
when you're doing it for real.
Wind in your face, the ground
sailing by miles below, all the lit
tle birdies watching you float
past and muttering "what the
bloody hell does he think he looks like?".
Yes, real paragliding is a macho, exciting
sort of pastime.
Paragliding on the computer is
another matter entirely. How can some
sprites and pixels recreate mother nature
at her most exhilarating?Answer - they
can't, so you turn it into a horizontal
scrolling dodge-'em-up. Three cheers for
the Froggies, eh?
So, a riveting dodging game is the

geetars and such like, but the ingame sounds are far from
impressive. In truth, all the effort
seems to have gone into the pre
sentation, with the game

bunged in as an afterthought.
"Hey, Pierre, we have a tres
groovy tune here, and some reet
nifty cartoon graphics..."
"Mais oui, Jean-Claude, but
Wafting around over the desert, looking for something better to do...

order of the day. Are you excited yet?
You can choose to practice for a bit, or
take part in a competition.
Either way, you start off on a nice
flat bit of land with a parachute stapled
to your jumpsuit, and a prod to the
right sets you off running. As you run,
your chute billows out and you can
take off with an upwards prod. So,

you're airborne. And now what do you
do? Weeeeell, not a lot by the looks of
things. You can float around, using updraughts to maintain a safe height, and
lookfor a flat bit to land on again.
And that seems to be the overall aim

of the game. Obviously one from the
minimalist school of gameplay. Oh,
there are some flags to pickup and stuff

there is no game."
"Oh bugger and zut. Just stick zee
crappy PD game in there, nobody will
notice..."But I did notice! And so will you

if you ever have the misfortune to play
this rather dismaland turgid pile of ante
lope dung.
I'd rather smear Marmite on my but
tocks and sit on a pirahna-infested toilet
than pay full whack for garbage like this.
Gubbins.
Daniel

Pierre

displays his
uncanny soil
regurgitation
trick

PLAyyvBi

Lixy

The tension

mounts as you
head into the wild

blue yonder.
Ahem

*

Even flying over
the Grand

Canyon is boring
in this game
April 1992

^V^ ^ ^ ^HP ^ F ^ F

Quitea fun idea, but thoughtless
implementationlets it down.

THE COMPUTER GAMES
OLYMPIAD 1992
VENUES
Aberdeen

games and the chance to win the coveted Computer (

Bath

Champion Award for your category.

Birmingham
WHAT ELSE CAN YOU WIN? Prizes will be awardec

Bournemouth

style, gameplay and high scores as well as for positioning within
each category. Prizes will be given both at regional and final

Brighton
Bristol

levels and will include International Holidays including trips tc

Disneyworld, £10,000 Cash Prizes, Computers and

Cambridge

^Computer Games. Each entrant will also be given a

Cardiff

"certificate of attendance stating their position gained and

Dover

the overall rating given by the adjudicators. Due to our unique system at

Edinburgh

least 2,500 people will be winners!

Exeter

WHERE IS IT? As much as possible we have tried to keep travel dow

Glasgow

minimum. On the right is a list of 40 towns which will all have regional hi
Any other towns or areas that have a large registration
—count will also be included in the regional heats. The fn

Gloucester

Guildford

held in

London at Wembley on the 25th September 1992.

Hereford
Hull

WHEN IS IT? Regional Heats and Finals will be held
between May and August in the evenings and on weekends.

Ipswich

The Finals will be held in September. Final Venue dates will

Leeds

be furnished on May 4th, 3 days after the final registration

Leicester

date.

Lincoln

HOW DO YOU ENTER? Easy, just fill in your registration card below and send it with your

Liverpool

registration fee to the Olympiad Committee at the address below before the final registration date

ondon N/S/EA

May 1st. On receipt of your application all your details will be placed into our,

,

Luton

competition database and your entrance number and ticket will be despatched to t"
you as well as a complimentary spectator ticket for a friend. On May 4th you will |
be sent confirmation of the date of your local regional heat and the

Maidstone
Manchester

»f

Middlesbrough
Northampton

WHICH CATEGORY WILL YOU BE IN? Categories will be by
computer type, age, gender and game type.
HOW WILL THE COMPETITION WORK? Prior to the competition startin

Norwich

Nottingham
GQKKflMfcMBOGuD j

Oxford

each venue, time will be allotted to each entrant to practice. For maxim

Perth

enjoyment, each round will include competing both against other competitors as well as the

computer itself. All entrants are guaranteed at least 20 mins gameplay. Adjudicators will be giving

points for combat style and sportsmanship. Each region will produce 20-25 winners to go on
to the finals.

Plymouth
Preston

Salisbury
Sheffield

iW ARE THERE ANY LIMITATIONS TO ENTRANCE? Yes. There will be a

"maximum of 10,000 competitors, and as we expect a good demand, we advise that
players send in their registrations as quickly as possible. The minimum age

Shrewsbury
Southampton
Stoke-on-Trent

for entrants is 13.

Taunton

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION? Call either ofthe

York

^P registration hotlines for more details.
(081)568-1429 (0707)665980
The Olympiad Committee

Spike Island - 7 Essenden

Computer make & model (delete

OLYMPIAD 1992 REGISTRATION FORM

those not applicable): Acorn / PC
/ Atari / Nintendo / Amiga / Sega

Herts. AL9 6JF

Top 3 Favoured Games

Title : Mr/Miss/Mrs

Hi-score/Level

Address:

.Postcode:

Daytime Tel No.:
Evening Tel No.:

Age:

Occupation:

Left or Right Handed:

(This form can be photocopied)

Preferred times to Play: Evenings / Weekends* (Leave blank
if either time slot is acceptable)

Please find enclosed my cheque/Postal Order for the sum of
£10 made payable to Barclay Computer Services Ltd. in
respect of the registration fee with the Olympiad Committee
for the Computer Games Olympiad 1992.
Signature

Date......

Dept. STU04

Mayhem in Midgard

CORE • £34.99 • Joystick/mouse • Out now
id you know that, according
to Viking legend, the Earth

isa flat disc surrounded bya
vast ocean, with the land on the outer

shores of the ocean, called Utgard,
inhabited by giants, while at the centre
of the disc is Midgard, where mankind
lived?

Also, the gods, who had to live
somewhere too, built their own land,

down to the Earth. Not surprisingly,
they got really miffed at this because
they cannot walk upon the Earth dur
ing the age of Ragnarok in case they
become mortal, so they are unable to
recover the weapons themselves. Yes,
thishas made them veryangry indeed.
Luckily some dude called Frey, who
was always a bit of a smarty-pants to
begin with, has provided them with
the solution. They would need a volun

Asgard, rightsmack bang in the middle
of Midgard. However, although the

teer from the Earth to do their dirty

world was perceived as a disc, it actu

work for them.

ally consisted of three levels - confus
ing huh? Asgard was the highest level,
Midgard was the middle level and surprisingly enough - Utgard was the
lowest. Pretty stupid really, weren't
they?

god Thor said he would find one. So

Quick as a flash, the

off he went and raised a magical storm
to provide them with a volunteer.

Now at this point in time, on Earth,

Anyway, the good Viking gods of
this era are in a bit of a jam. You see,
there's this reallymean god called Loki,

a young girl called Ingrid was safely
tucked up in bed oblivious to the rag
ing storm outside. Now Ingrid wasn't
married and had not dated a guy for
guite some time. So you can imagine

a real bad seed. In fact he's so mean

her utter surprise when she awoke the

he used to play with a My Little Pony

next morning to find herself extremely

abattoir set when he was a child.

pregnant!
Hence, Heimdall was born, the vol

Now he's gone and pinched the
good gods' weapons and cast them

unteer that the gods needed to get

One of the many puzzles you will encounter - closingthose pits in front of the exit

back their weapons. This is where the

has loaded, you are given the chance

game starts. You must control Heimdall

to start play, skipping the attribute sec

in his mission to recover the weapons.
However, you must first assemble a

tion of the game - in which case you
will be given fairly low default
attributes - or you can attempt the
attribute scoring section before begin
ning play.

crew to help you before you can set off
on your search.

Before you do this, you must deter
mine your attributes. When the game

The attributes section consists of

An abundance

of archipelagos
to explore here

The RPG-likedisplay
complete with available

actions and party display
"You can have a

Lionel Blair cut,
% like mine."

|QJIIWC|| April 1992

Yet another puzzle. Time to search
through my scroll collection methinks.
Ah, here it is. A reveal spell (lucky you're
not wearing a mac, eh?

OOO
Too much disk swappingbut a
good game!

three parts. Firstly, axe throwing, in
which you have to cut off as many
pony-tails as you can from an
extremely worried looking barmaid,
then pig chasing and boat fighting,
which, contrary to what the title may
suggest, does not involve getting
beaten up by ocean-going vessels.
This forms the first part of the game
when Heimdall is a boy. How quickly
and successfully you complete these
tests determines HeimdaH's personal
abilities such as strength and agility.
The second part involves Heimdall,
as a man, where he must choose his

ship on the map screen. During your
explorations, you will come across all
manner of traps and obstacles such as
pit traps, which open beneath you, and
booby-trapped chests containing items
such as more powerful weapons for
your party and other objects necessary
to aid you in your quest.
You will also come across some nasty

monsters to beat up. It is advisable to

crew. A high attribute score will allow

have at least one Druid or Wizard in

you to recruit more powerful crew
members, who range from warriors to
druids and navigators, to name a few.

your party so that he can decipher and
use any magical scrolls that you'll
undoubtedly find during your meanderings.
These scrolls will contain spells such

You then control Heimdall's ship

sailing the ocean and exploring the
three levels of the world, visiting
islands and encountering puzzles and

dangers in an attempt to find the
weapons of the gods. Incidentally, the
weapons ingestion are
Thor's hammer, Frey's spear
and Odin's sword.
The

controls

during this part of
the

game are

much like those

found in RPGs,
with such commands

as Examine and Use

Spell among others.
You control a party of three
characters, selected from the
available crew while on board the

"Now listen shorty. I want that scroll,
so just keep your distance or I'll stick
this ere sword up your (bleep]."

as disarm traps and detect traps - useful
for avoiding the previously mentioned
obstacles and combat spells for annihi
lating opponents you will encounter.

The control system is very effective.
You can call up all the vital statistics of
each character to check up on their
health and strength and whether they

need feeding or not. The view of your
surroundings is isometric, as in the

on, there is an inordinate amount of

game Cadaver from the Bitmaps, and

disk swapping to be done. Ifyou have

the animation of the characters and

a second disk drive, it will be less of a

creatures is very well done, which is
why the game comes on five disks and
requiresat least one meg of memory.
Taking into consideration the num
ber of islands to explore for each of the

hassle while playing the game, but if
you only have your internal disk drive
to relyon, I'm afraid the disk swapping

three levels, there is certainly enough to
keep the most hardened of players

happy for quite a while.
As already mentioned, the graphics
are well animated, and generally the
visuals are lavely-jabbly indeed. Sound
is not inspirational but is adequate, as is
the case with the majority of ST soft
ware.

come the gripes. With the large
number of disks that Heimdall comes

will interfere quit a bit with the game
play. It would have been a good move
on Core Design's part if they could
have provided the option of installing
Heimdall onto hard disk.

I must say that I enjoyed Heimdall
quite a bit - once I grew immunity

glands to counteractthe disk swapping
- and I recommend that if you have
similar glands, or are not bothered by
disk swapping in the least, you should
take a look at it.
Darren

Twins, eh? Mega Twins. What's
so mega about those annoying
twins off Neighbours, then?
They can't act for toffee and they even
tried to make a hit record, except it
wasn't a hit, in fact it was quite crap.

Surely not another cutesy platform game?

typhoon smart-bomb which kills every
thing in one go.
Basedaround collecting bits of stone,

What other twins are there? Arnie

putting them together, saving the world
etc, Mega Twins is quite good. As plat

once made a film called Twins and that

was crap too. So there you have it conclusive proof that anything to do

form games go, it has all the usual gubbins like cash, smart-bombs, end-of-level

with twins reallyis crap.

baddies, platforms and, errr that's all I
can think of. Once you've found all the
parts of the stone, you progress to even

So things aren't looking good for US
Gold's Mega Twins, but I might as well
review it anyway - you never know, it
could be a wolf in sheep's clothing and
be original and exciting. Then again it

for!

Platform games are rather like bums everyone's got one and they smell a bit.
What did happen to the decent platform
game? While some of your mates are
playing Super Mario on their Nintendos
and the rest of your friends are playing

more levels.

Overall it's not a bad little game, but
it doesn't add any new ideas to the plat

form genre. The graphics are all really

US GOLD • £25.99 • 512k • Joystick • Out now
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adise land of Aluera

many
a

years

terrible

ago,

monster

descended to create
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were the twin baby sons of the king they were probably in a T.M.S. (Terrible
MonsterShelter] at the time.
Fifteen years later, and getting fed up
with watching TV and getting plastered
on booze (no big dad to look after
them, you understand), the twins
decided to avenge the massacre of their
people and save the world.

You get to name your twin whatever
you want as long as his name is three
letters long. Some of the names we
came up with were Vic, Fop, Git, Bob
and so on. A prize might go to whoever

havoc - as they so
often do. Everything

writes

was decimated and

decent three letter

the only survivors

name. You fight in

in

with

a
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Mega Twins get a bit
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wet, under the sea,
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Nicecutesy graphics
graphics with
some pretty backgrounds
backgrounds.

lollylittletune with very
averagesound effects.
P

LA.YA.B I LI TV

GXgXgXG]
Two-playermode and easy control
system makes it fun to play.

One of those that'll you come
back to, but not that often.

70

7b

cute and they even make Macaulay
Culkin look ugly. On the sound front
there is a jolly little tune and suitable
sound effects.

Sonic the Hedgehog on the Sega
Megadrive, you are sat at home crying
into your Mother's arms wishing there
were such games for your ST.
OK, you've got your decent graphics
and sound, but Where's the playability?
Oh well, I feel a lot happier now I've
got that off my chest.
Anyway, in the par

l!Ml.i^cH-~<"lf

£

using your sword and your mega smartbombs. The smart-bombs range from

the rather weedy to the magnificent

Schwarzenegger and Danny Devito

might not.
I suppose all you readers out there
are screaming "please, not another
cutesy platform game". It seems as
though every other game released is a
platform. Mario has got a lot to answer

the skies, in the sea and on the land

*. NA

BOB ...

POO RRG1 Be
tSt&A

Aaarrggghh, it's a flump, except he's lost his bobble hat

As in the case of most such games,
it's much better to play with a friend
than on your own. The real problem is
that it's a bit too easy - after a few goes

the Gamer team could easily get to the
last level.

Even though it's easy, however, it's
one of those that you come back to. If
you like every single platform game then
Mega Twins is definitely for you, but for
those of us with a little more brainpower
it's a no-no. Average.
Jonathan

CALL US ON: 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

0902

25304

FAX: 0902 712751

16-BIT COMPILATIONS

TARI ST SELLERS
1st DIVISION MANAGER
3-D CONSTRUCTION KIT
3-D POOL

7.99
27.99
9.99

ADVANCED PRUIT MACHINE

7.99

KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
KNIGHTMARE

LAZER SQUAD

7.99
7.99
21.50

BRIANCLOUCH'S FOOTBALLFORTUNES
BUBBLE BOBBIE

9.99
7.99

CJ.'S ELEPHANT ANTICS

6.99

MIDWINTER 2 (FLAMES OF FREEDOM). ..24,99

CALIFORNIA GAMES

7,99

CENTREFOLD SQUARES

9.99

MOONWALKER
MULTI PLAYER SOCCER MANAGER
NEW ZEALAND STORY

17.50
17.50
7.99

BABY |0 GO HOME

17.50

BARBARIAN 2
BATMAN THE MOVIE
BATTLECHESS
BEACH VOLLEY
BLOOD MONEV
BLUES BROS

7.99
7.99
17.50
7.99
7.99
17.50

BOMB|ACK

SPECIAL OFFER 5.50

CHAOS STRIKESBACK

17.50

CHASEHQ

7 99

CHESS CHAMPION 21 75
CHUCKIEECC 1 OR 2
COLOSSUS CHESS 10
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
CRICKET CAPTAIN
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DEGAS ELITE
DELUXE PAINT
DELUXE SCRABBLE
DELUXE STRIP POKER
DEUTEROS
DEVIOUS DESIGNS

21.50
9.99
17.50
9.99
17.50
19.99
9.99
9.99
17.50
41.99
13.99
9.99
21.50
17.50

DOUBLE DRAGON

9.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 3

17.50

DRAGON NIN|A

7 99

DUCK TALES
DUNGEON MASTER

17.50
17.50

ELF

17.50

ELITE
EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER
SPECIAL OFFER
EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE
SPECIAL OFFER
F15 STRIKEEAGLE2
F-19 STEALTHFIGHTER
F29 RETALIATOR
FANTASYWORLD DIZZY

17.50
9.99

9.99
24.99
21.50
17.50
7.99

FASTFOOD

6.99

FINAL BLOW BOXING

NEW 17.99

FLIMBO'S QUEST

NINJA RABBITS

QUESTION OF SPORT

6.99

R-TYPE

7.99

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)

24,99

REALMS
RENEGADE
ROBINSMITHS INTERNATIONAL CRICKET
ROBOCOD
ROBOCOP
RODLAND
RUGBY COACH
RUGBY WORLD CUP

21.50
7.99
17.50
17.50
7.99
17.S0
17.50
17.50

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND (I MEG)

21.50

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHADOW OF THE BEAST2

7.99
17.50

SHINOBI
SHOE PEOPLE
SILENT SERVICE2
SILKWORM

9.99
17.50
24.99
9.99

SIM CITYAND POPULOUS

21.50

SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR
SOCCER MATCH

10.99
7.99

24.99
9.99

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

SPEEDBALL2

17.50

SPORTING TRIANGLES
STEVEDAVISSNOOKER

13.99
9.99
17.S0
17.50

7.99

FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2

(NEWVERSION)

17.50

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 * FXP KIT

9 99

FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2

7.99

STRIKEFLEET
STRIKERMANAGER

FORMULA ONE GRANDPRIX

5.99

STUNT CAR RACER

FUN SCHOOL
FUNSCHOOL
FUNSCHOOL
FUNSCHOOL
FUNSCHOOL
FUN SCHOOL

3 (UNDER 5)
3 (5-7)
3 (7»)
4 (UNDER 5)
4 (5-7)
4 (7*)

GAUNTLET3
GODS
HARD DRIVIN'

17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
17,50
17.50

SUPERCARS
SUPER HANG ON
SUPER SPACE INVADERS

7.99
7.99
17.50

SUSPICIOUS CARGO

17.50

TETRIS

13.99

17.50
17.50

THEIR FINEST HOUR
THEIR FINEST MISSIONS
THUNDERHAWK

21.50
10.99
21.50

SPECIAL OFFER 6,99

HEAD OVERHEELS

7.99

HERO QUEST * DATA DISC
HERO QUEST DATA DISC

21.50
10.99

HEROES OF THE LANCE
HUDSON HAWK
HUNTER

7.99
17.50
21.50

IKARI WARRIORS
IMMORTAL
IMPOSSAMOLE

SPECIALOFFER 5,50
9.99
7.99

TERMINATOR 2

17.50

TREASURE ISLANDDIZZY

ULTIMATE GOLF
UTOPIA
WAR HEAD
WATERLOO

WINNING TACTICS

7.99
7.99

WOLF CHILD
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING

IVANHOE

7.99

MANAGER
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

KICK OFF + EXTRATIME
KICK OFF 2

7.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

KICKOFF 2 FINALWHISTLE

warn •«

17.50
21.50
8.99

WORLD CLASS RUGBY
WORLD CRICKET
WWF WRESTLEMANIA

XENON 2

mm mm ••

YOGI'S GREAT ESCAPE, HONG KONG
PHOOEY, RUFF AND READY & BEVERLEY
£13.99

WINNING FIVE

IRON LORD, NIGHT HUNTER, TWIN
WORLD, PUFFY'S SAGA &SIRFRED
SPECIAL OFFER £9.99

THE TOP LEAGUE

SPEEDBALL 2, RICK DANGEROUS 2 FALCON,
MIDWINTER & IV, SPORTS FOOTBALL
£21.50

£21.50

FOOTBALL CRAZY
FIST OF FURY

KICK 0FF2, FINAL WHISTLE
& PLAYER MANAGER
VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 1

DOUBLE DRAGON 2, NINJA WARRIORS,
SHINOBI & DYNAMITE DUX

£17.50

MIDWINTER, CARRIER COMMAND, STUNT
CAR RACER, STARGLIDER 2,

£21.50

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CHALLENGE

MAX PACK COMPILATION

£21.50

TURRICAN 2, ST DRAGON, SWIV&

CAPCOM COLLECTION

NIGHTSHIFT

STRIDER 1 & 2, GHOULS &GHOSTS,
FORGOTTEN WORLDS, U.N. SQUADRON,

£21.50

SPORTING WINNERS
DAILY DOUBLE HORSERACING,
STEVEDAVIS SNOOKER &
BRIAN CLOUGH'SFOOTBALL FORTUNES
£17.50

DYNASTY WARS,LED STORM
& LAST DUEL

£21.50

POWER UP

RAINBOW ISLANDS, TURR CAN. CHASE H.Q.
X-OUT& ALTERED BEAST
£21.50

MAGNETIC SCROLLS

FISH, CORRUPTION &
GUILDOF THIEVES
£21.50

SOCCER MANIA

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICROPROSE
SOCCER, FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD
CUP EDITION & GAZZA' SUPERSOCCER
£17.50

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

ROBOCOP, GH0STBUSTERS 2.
BATMAN THE MOVIE &
INDIANA JONES LASTCRUSADE

FINALE

PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS.
OVERLANDER, SPACE HARRIER

£21.50

£17.50

HINT BOOKS
BARDSTALEI OR 2 OR 3

£5.00

BUCKROGERS
CHAMPIONSOF KRYNN

£7.99
£7.99

COLONELS BEQUEST
CONQUEST OFCAMELOI

£8.99
£8 99

CURSEOF AZURE BONDS
DEATH KNIGHTS OF KRYNN
DRAGONS OF FLAME
DUNGEON MASTER
ELVIRA
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
HEROES OF THELANCE

£7 99
£7.99
£4-00
£9.99
£4.99
£799
JM.OO

HEROES QUEST

£8 99

HILLSFAR
IMMORTAL

17.99
NEW£7.50

INDIANA |ONES THE ADVENTURE
KINGS QUEST 1 OR2 OR3 OR4 OR5

£4,99
£8.99

SOCCER COMPILATION
KICK OFF2, GAZZA 2,
MICROPROSE SOCCER,
EMLYN HUGHES INTERNATIONAL SOCCER,
£17.50

CENTIPEDE
£7.99

ADDICTED TO FUN

CHART ATTACK

BUBBLE BOBBLE. RAINBOW ISLAND
& NEWZEALAND STORY
£13.99

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE,
JAMESPOND, VENUS FLYTRAP
& GHOULS ANDGHOSTS

POOLOF RADIANCE
POWERMONGER

£7.99
£7.50

SCRABBLE DELUXE. RISK &CLUEDO

7.99

QUEST FOR GLORY 2

£7.99

£21.50

RISE OF THE DRAGON

£7.99

SPACE QUEST 1 OR2 OR 3

£8.99

STARFLIGHT 1 OR 2
ULTIMA 5 OR 6

£5.00
£5.99

£21.50

INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXI0N &

9.99

£5.99
£7.99
NEW£7.99

GRANDSTAND

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD,
PROTENNIS TOUR, CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
& GAZZA'SSUPER SOCCER

£8.99

SAVAGE EMPIRE
SECRET OF THESILVER BLADES
SHADOWSORCEROR

Double Sided drives only

I CLASSIC 4 (RENAISSANCE)

POLICE QUEST 2

9.99

£21.50

CASTLE MASTER

£8.99
£5.99
£5.99

17.50
7.99
17.50

& BL00DWYCH

VIRTUAL WORLDS

£5.00

13.99
7.99

QUEST AND GLORY

MIDWINTER, CADAVER, IRON LORD

DRILLER, TOTAL ECLIPSE, THE CRYPT &

£8.99

NEW 17.99

£21.50

HILLS CAT

MANHUNTER IN SAN FRANCISCO
MIGHT AND MAGIC 2
MONKEYISLAND

NEW PRICE9.99
21.50
SPECIAL OFFER5.50

P47, THUNDERBOLT SF15STRIKE EAGLE

DIZZY COLLECTION
MAGICLAND DIZZY. TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY,
FAST FOOD 4 FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
£17.50

LEISURE SUITLARRY 1 OR 2 OR 3

7.99
13.99
7.99

INDIANA |ONESLAST CRUSADE
INTERNATIONAL NIN|ARABBITS
|ACK NICKLAUS GOLF
|IMMY WHITE'S WHIRLWIND SNOOKER

COLLECTION

LOOM

4.99

TREBLECHAMPIONS
TRIVIALPURSUIT
TURRICAN

AIR AND SEA SUPREMACY
SILENT SERVICE, GUNSHIP, CARRIER COMMAND,

£21.50

HANNA BARBERA CARTOON

6.99

OPERATION WOLF
7.99
PIT FIGHTER
17.50
PLAYER MANAGER
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
POPULOUS
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
POPULOUS PROMISED
LAND
SPECIAL OFFER 5.99
POPULOUS AND SIM CITY
21.50
POWERDRIFT
7.99
POWERMONGER
21.50
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
17.50
PROFLICHT
27.99
PUB TRIVIA
4.99

SPACEACE 2
SPEEDBALL

17.50

FINAL WHISTLE
FIRST SAMURAI
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER

SHADOW WARRIOR
E13.99

7.99
17.50
7.99

8.99
NEW 17.99
24.99

FINALFIGHT

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE, TEAM
SUZUKI. TOYOTA CELICA &COMBO RACER

SPECIAL OFFER9.99

LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
9.99
LEMMINGS
17.50
LEMMINGS DATA DISC
13.99
LIFE AND DEATH
17.50
LOMBARD R.A.C. RALLY
7.99
LORDS OF CHAOS
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99
LOTUS ESPRIT 2
17.50
MAGIC POCKETS
17.50
MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE
17,50
MEGA-LO-MANIA
17.50
MEGA TRAVELLER1
21,50
MEGA TWINS
17.50
MICROPROSE GOLF
24.99

ADVANTAGE IENN1S
ALIEN STORM
ALTERED BEAST

NINJA COLLECTION

DOUBLE DRAGON, DRAGON NINJA i

DISKS: 3.5 INCH DOUBLESIDED,
DOUBLE DENSITY WITH LABELS

£21.50

BOARD GENIUS

1

0.59

10
25

5.50
12.50

MASTER DETECTIVE
3.5 INCH 40 PIECE DISK BOX

6.99

3.5 INCH 80 PIECE DISK BOX

7.99

3.5 INCH 120 PIECE DISK BOX

9.99

SUPER SEGA

GOLDEN AXE, E.S.W.A.T., SHINOBI, SUPER
MONACO G.P. & CRACKDOWN
£21.50
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ORDER FORM (block capitals please)

MOUSE MATS

2.99

ST AND AG EXTENSION LEADS

5.99
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All orders send first class subject lo availability. Just lill in the coupon and send it to:
! Software City, Unit 4 BDC, Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN.
name

address

...postcode
card no...

j signature.

phone.
eXD date

rjnte

Postage rates: please add 50p tor post and packaging on all orders

underf.5. EEC countries add fl.00per item, non EEC countries add; /Jjafl/Jf postage;
....{.

£2 00 per item Paying by Cttegue: cheques payable to Software

City. European orders: Master card. Eurocard accepted
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dare you to try and read the plot
for Wolfchild without laughing.

Watch out for those silver bullets, its.

It's reallya guite stunning piece of
literature, ho ho ho hee hee ha ha.

Well, the story goes a little bit likethis.
You are Saul Morrow, the youngest

son of Karl Morrow, and it just so hap
pens that Karl is one of the world's lead
ing scientists who's recently been push

ing back the barriers of biogenetic

WOLFCHILD
CORE DESIGN • £25.99 • 512k • Joystick • Out now

research.

One of his early successful experi
ments was to increase human longevity
by over 40 years. For the past five years,
Karl has worked for the government per
fecting advanced gene-splicing technigues.
In particular he's been developing
physic powers such as telekinesis and
levitation and has been using the combi
nation of human and animal life (which
is where the wolf comes in] to create a

By the power of
Greyskull...Thundercats
Hoooooo. Wolfie gets
mean and chucks his

A wonderful story, I'll
think you'll agree, and it's
also a damn good idea for a
five level platform romp

of such warriors would be unstoppable.
Everything sounds as though it's all

the fanatical Karl Draxx, a confirmed

sociopath. Chimera have perpetrated
many acts of terrorism throughout the
world - they're the sort of guys who put
cheese and onion crisps in a bag of
ready salted,just for laughs.
Thirty six hours ago, Chimera made
an attack on the Keppler Observatory
where Karl was working and promptly
kidnapped him. The attack was swift
and totallyoverwhelmed Morrow's secu
rity force. There were no survivors and
no Britons were involved |hurrah! - Ed).
Karl's wife and eldest don were brutally

would have a fighting

Wonderfulgraphics and a
beautifulintra givethe gamea
polished feel.

murdered before his eyes.
At the time of the attack, Saul was at

sea conducting oceanographic research
for his father. When he finally returned
home, he saw the observatory in ruins

and desperatelysearched for his family.
When he saw their bodies he swore

vengeance on the perpetrators of this
terrible act.

Saul made his way to his father's lab
oratory concealed deep below the
island. He was going to rescue his
father and at the same time kick some

Chimera butt. Although he was a con
siderable athlete, he was no match for
Chimera, unless he made himself so.

Accessing his dad's computer files he
uncovered Project Wolfchild - a
program designed to create a
warrior with the ability to trans
form into a man-wolf with awe

some psychic powers. With such
strength and powers, Saul
Arrggh my face, it's
changing, there's
hair all over my
face... I'm turning

G

G

the transmutation booth...

made the perfect war machine. Totally
adaptable to their environment, a force

going to plan, so just to spoil things

G

chance against Draxx and
his cronies. Activating the
program, he stepped into

new breed of lifeforrn. In short, he's

along comes Chimera. Chimera are a
international terrorist organisation led by

psychic weight around

G

G

G

G

G

Awful in-game sound FX. The
STsound chip is to be
blamed again.
p
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around. You take on the role of Saul, as

you might guess from the story. After
the amazing intra seguence it's down to

Smooth and slick gameplay. Which
is what every platformgame should
have as standard.

business.

The first level is set on a giant battle
cruiser on its way to Chimera's base,
with Saul having to deal with airborne
assault sguads and deadly bird muta
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Difficulty
levelwill frustrate yoi
but it is a gameworth
comingback to.

tions.

Hisenergy bar plays a very important
part in the game. Dotted around the lev

els are several are energy bonuses
which when collected will replenish
energy, but when his energy reaches
a certain level he changes into a
wolf just like Michael J Fox did in
Teen Wolf.

When Saul is in human form all he

can do is unleash a couple of punches,
but when he changes into the wolf he is
able to use his psychic powers. There
are eight different psychic weapons

defeating the end-of-level big beastie
which can only be described as a big

which are also dotted around the levels.

beastie.

Saul being the kind of guy/wolf he is
also possess a few smart bombs which
really are guite smart.
Level two is set in the jungle where

into Pete Beale...

Saul has to battle against hostile plant
life and bizarre lizard mutants, as well as

On to level three, to the insect-

infested temples and more platform
romps and battles. Level four pitches
Saul against Draxx's evil guards while in
a giant cargo elevator on the way to
Draxx's base. Then it's the last level,

where it's a fight to the death with
Draxx himself, the outcome of which

onlyyou can decide...
On the whole, Wolfchild isa cracking

Meet Mr Big Beastie, he's a right big
beastie, errr, umm, and he's got stickie-out
eyes, 360 degrees vision and is quite smart

Oh lordy me, if it isn't one of
those flying bird thingies. "Excuse
me, haven't I seen you in Flash
Gordon?"

GameR
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little platform romp. Wolfchild displays
some of the best graphics ever seen on
the ST. The intro itself is a sight to
behold. The sound is a little disappoint
ing with the ST sound chip to blame yet
again - a few sampled howls when Saul
changes from man to wolf wouldn't
have gone amiss.
Wolfchild shows a little bit of original
ity, but not enough to get itself a Gamer
Gold. Itcan be a little frustrating at times
and isa bit difficult, but you still manage
to progressa little everytimeyou play it.
Core Design have a good reputation
and have produced a platform game
that's a little beauty.I used to be a were
wolf, but I'm alright noowwwww
(you'resacked-Ed).
Jonathan

Plan 9 from Outer Space
UkTtX'i itliilt I•/Jlkl.v.VJL'IJi!;!**; »I«:JolilJul*)i
one of those films that

time - official! And Gremlin haved actually paid to

you won't forget in a

get the rights to it. Nutters

hurry. It could be described as a
potent mix of horror, science fic

Plan 9. In an uncontrolled spurt of
strategic mastery he decides to
walk into the spaceship and beat

tion and mind-blowing special

everyone up. Wow.
Needless to say, the aliens get

effects. But that'd be a fib of vol

wind of this awesome tactical

canic proportions.
No, Plan 9 from Outer Space is

manoeuvre and unleash every

PLAN 9

one hell of a crap film. It's cob
blers. It's drivel. It's a cringefest to
end all cringefests. It's widely
recognised as the biggest turkey
ever to crawl out of Hollywood
and Gremlin are planning to bring

gizmo and gimmick that the spe
cial effects budget would allow at

the gallant duo. Will the aliens
succeed with Plan 9? Will Jeff save

the world? Will anyone notice that
the spaceships are just paper
plates on bits of string?
So, how do Gremlin plan to con
vert this masterpiece of modern

it to the home computer. Three
cheers for Gremlin, eh?

Plan 9 from Outer Space was
released in

game will take the form of a
graphic adventure, not entirely

1959 to critical

acclaim. Except it wasn't. "Inept",

dissimilar to that other great Bmovie tribute. It Came from the

"miserable", "awful", and "the
worst horror film ever made" are

just some of the comments that

Desert.

heralded this celluloid milestone.

The usual point and click mouse
interface will allow you to explore

It was produced, written and

the environment of the movie and

directed by Edward D Wood,

reputedly the "worst director who
ever lived". On top of this pedi

3m&. ft

gree. Plan 9 boasted such drive-in
luminaries as ex-wrestler Tor

ing saucers as a decoy for the
army they set their plan into

all the major characters will be
incorporated into the plot. So

motion.

that's that sorted out.

However, there is a spanner in
the works in the shape of one Jeff
Trent. An airline pilot by trade, he
also lives next to the graveyard
from which the zombies are rising.

Johnson, Vampira fa dead ringer
for Lily Munster), and Bela Lugosi,
who should've known better.

The story - such as it is - starts
with two aliens, Eros and Tanna,

For reasons best known to them

plotting to take over the Earth.

selves, the zombies have nicked
off with Jeff's wife and are hold

Unfortunately, the bumbling two
some aren't much cop at this "tak
already failed in eight previous

around with their arms waving
around. Obviously, this unprece

ing her prisoner on board the
spaceship.
Not being the type of B-movie

attempts.

dented horror will bring the

hero to take this sort of intrusion

planet to its knees in no time at
all, and so using some wobbly fly

lightly, Jeff joins up with his
buddy Colonel Edwards and

are resurrected and made to walk

ing over the Earth" lark, having

Thus they hit upon, yep. Plan 9,
in which the bodies of the dead

Your quest at the start of the

game is to locate six reels of the
movie, splice them into a finished

product and return them to the
producer. However, your objective
may well become waylaid as you
uncover new sub-plots.
Also, during play you'll be able
to visit cinemas to view the reels

you've found. When this happens.
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you'll be rewarded (?) with actual

footage from the movie in all its
digitised glory. Gremlin actually1
plan to include several full min
utes of film footage in the final
game. Heartless beasts.
The whole thing sounds suit

ably impressive, containing over
70 lush graphic locations with
taxis and aeroplanes expanding

BL

the game to take in most of the
world. Plenty of exploring is guar

looks like it might be something

anteed, with loads of in-jokes for
keen film buffs to keep their eyes

worth getting excited about. Can't
be any worse than the film, that's

peeled for.

for sure.

And Gremlin have promised
that for those who finish the

game there'll be "a

reward

crap, but the game sounds and

Plan 9 from Outer Space is cur
rently planned for an April
release, although the price hasn't

sequence designed to impress and
amaze". Sounds interesting, eh?
They kindly gave us a copy of

yet been decided. Until then,
you'll just have to hope that Chan

the film, and by jingo it really is

movies late on Saturday night.

nel 4 does another series of B-
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...who enjoys spotting all the cock-ups in crap B-movies, then Plan 9
I lute heaven! Here are just some of the more infamous blunders
all-time turkey,

orror actor supreme, Bela Lugosi sadly died while making Plan
ver, not wanting to remove the star's name from the credits, t

or decided to bring back the character as one of the undea

si's placewas taken by Woods' wife's chiropractor, who obvious
tothing better to do.

ifortunately, the stand in looked nothing like Lugosi and was
: taller than him. So he spent the rest of the film with his cloak i
front of his face. Nobody noticed. Honest.

s part of what we can only assume was a post-modernist stat
on the futility of existence, the same set is used for an aer

i cockpit, the flying saucer, and a graveyard. Plus, most of th
s seem to contain the same furniture. Uncanny...

uring the making of the film, a strange time warp caused som
s to change from being at night to being in daylight and bac
-.j. And several cars changed colour during journeys. Was this ev
_ence of alien interference, or just shoddy continuity?
•

Director Ed Woods made sure that even the smallest character wa

blessed with sharp and intellectual lines, befitting a movie of this cal
bre. This following extract is spoken by a police officer when he dii
covers his inspector's dismembered corpse:
; thing's sure. Inspector Clay's dead. Murdered!
jnsible."

•using stuff, I'm sure you'll agree.

<DGamer
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Getyour spirit levels at the ready, here's Les in.

US GOLD • £25.99 • 512k • Joystick • Out now
emember the days when
you owned a Speccyand all
you had to play was Jet Set

Willy and Hungry Horace? Ahhh, way

he stopped what he was doing and
went home to watch Home and Away.
The next night Les decided to finish
work on his antimatter project using
his brand new particleaccelerator from
Toys 'R' Us. Unfortunately, disaster
struck. What Les had forgotten to do

back then the games had simple
graphics and simple sound and it all
added up to great gameplay and more importantly- was a lot of fun.
Nowadays you don't get these sim
ple games (apart from Lemmings etc).
No, nowadays you get a whole
bloomin' interactive movie spectacular,
and Another World by US Gold is no

because to quote Bernard Davy, "Most
of Britain can expect thunderstorms
tonight with severe lightning in parts,
but tomorrow will be sunny with sud
den outbursts of rain, especially in the

exception.

north."

You take on the roleof Lester Knight
Chaykin, the resident ginger-hairdo

Yikes, thunderbolts and lightning,
very, very frightening, Galileo, Galileo

hero. Les is a scientist and was in his

Figaro-o-o-o (I couldn't resist a tribute

laboratory late one night, working on
an anti-chive formula, when suddenly

everyone is doing one these days). So

was watch the weather forecast,

to the late Freddie Mercury, seeing as

Appearing in alphabetical order were:

as I was saying, thunderstorms were on

theirway. While Les was busily messing
about with his particle accelerator, he
didn't notice that a big bolt of lightning

must've got on the wrong side of the
other aliens, because he's been impris
oned. Les quickly befriends him and
together they try to escape. It seems

had struck the building and by some

that the aliens on this world don't actu

sort of conductor (science at school
wasn't a waste of time after all) had
entered the particleaccelerator.
The consequence of this immense
surge of power was that the unex
pected energy interacted with the anti

ally speak English, so communicating is

matter and sent Les to Another World hence the title.

When Les arrives in this other world,

very hard indeed.

In fact the only word that Dave
knows is "Matoombah", which probably

means "Sod offyou arrogant little bug
ger and stop following me". So the
unlikely duo of alien and cheesy scien
tist get along quite well, and run off to
have lots of adventures.

he finds himself in a big lake, so your

To help Les in his quest for escape,

first task is to find a way out. This is

he finds a gun. Now this gun isn't your

Our hero's best friend who likes

dead easy, but up on the surface there

saying "Matoombah" a lot. Dave is
also madly in love with Leslie

are all manner of evil beasties. One of

ordinary everyday kind of gun. No, this
gun has three different ways of firing.
The first isjust your normal straight

Judd, the ex-Blue Peter presenter

these isa decidedly dodgy lion/wolf/pit
bull type of creature which will do
untold damage to Les.

is not a laser blast, but creates a shield

meets up with some aliens who rule this

of energy.Thethird isa massive, pulsat

strange world. Poor Les gets captured
by these nastyaliens put in a cage. Also
in the cage is another alien who is

sort of power you can get from firing

nameless, but I will call him Dave. Dave

Before I waffle on a bit more, I must

Les, our brave, daring hero,
built like a lamp-post only not
so tall. Les doesn't like chives,

but is partial to the odd spirit
level now and again.

Ah ha, that'll do

nicely! Now to find
some poor, hapless
around looking for poor
hapless dudes like our hero

alien scum to blast

Les. Quite fearsome I think

you'll agree.
Tarzan's got
nothing on
our Les!

April 1995

blasts you see in Star Wars. The second

After beating the vicious creature, Les

These arrogant chappies, not known
for their sense of humour, actually like
watching comedy programmes starring
Les Dennis. This particular guard was
actually an extra in Star Trek 3.

Yikes, these beasties roam

forward kind of laser blast, a bit like the

ing, throbbing laser blast - it's more the
an anti-tank weapon.

Iwas working in the lab one night, when..

1 ' 1
,

He then

1 .-fl'i ,Hr>,l JlLi^B

tampers with

his rather
swish Ferrari

What a nice view. A bit rocky, but a nice view

Cor blimey, you could almost be there, but you're not, so there!

tell you about the graphics. Delphine
Software, who also created the graph
ics for Cruise for a Corpse, have bet
tered that game here, which is saying
something.
The animation is top notch and if
you watched someone else playing the
game you'd probably feel as though
you were watching a cartoon.
It has an obligatory intra which is
really quite smart - in fact it's one of
the best I've ever seen on a ST. Yes,

Another World - which is best summed

zles might take you hours to work out,

up as Prince of Persia with a shoot-'emup element in it - has left me pretty
speechless, vl don't really want to tell
you any more about what goes on in
the game because this would most defi
nitely spoil it for anyone who is going
to buy it, so I'll shut up.
What I can say though is that after
Les and Dave escape from the cage
there are lots more things to do, see
and play around with. Some of the puz

while others will only take a couple of
minutes. Is that the time? Blimey! This is
a definite "must have". As I've already
mentioned the graphics are superb, I
mean just check out the screenshots,
corrrrr lumme.

No music maybe, but there are loads
and loads of great sound FX including

sometimes the control system seems to
have a mind of its own, especially at
critical points in the game. But addic
tion-wise, you'll be coming back again
and again, just to see a bit more or to
find out what happens to Dave - or
whether Bernard Davy was actually
right about the weather.
Jonathan

the classic "Matoombah" line from Dave

the alien.

The only possible criticism is that

Beautiful animation. Excellent

graphics which givethe game
atmosphere.

Yikes, Les

desperately tries
not to get wet.
Wet patches can
be very hard to

explain to

Brill sound effects. Somegreat
bone-crunching samples, but
sadly there is no music.

mum...
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Easycontrol system, but it
does tend to have a mind of
its own.

Puzzles will giveyou tense,
nervous headache, but you'll
still be addicted to it.

1 wouldn't
do that if 1

were you...
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you could compare Realms to Power-

Consider the sit-

%__

monger. You know, moving little armies
around the landscape causing all man

uation. Your father
has been killed and his

ner of mischief. But Realms has more

entire kingdom and all its wealth are
now in your hands. Seems pretty
enticing, doesn't it? All that money

responsibilities foryou to attend to.
You must impose taxes to generate
enough money to equip your armies
with varying weapons and armour, so
they can attack any enemy towns
(therebyweakening your enemy or ene
mies). You must buy grain to feed the
populace, develop your towns to make

and property.

I

So with emotions swelling in your soul
and rage filling your mind, you cast

Well there's just one teeny problem
- the condition of the kingdom upon

your eyes to the heavens and demand
justice.
The clouds part, the sky booms and

the old man's demise is somewhat less

the Gods give you... a belt buckle!

than perfect. In fact it's safe to say it's
completely buggered!
Famine is flourishing, poverty is rife
and other realms are vying for domi
nance of the land. And you have to
sort it allout, whileensuringthat your
realm comes out on top. Flipping
inconsiderate of dad to get killed like
that, leaving all this mess to clear up.
Anyway, someone has to do it so you
might as well get on with it.

Well, it looks like a belt buckle - the

pletelyspoil the game. Realms is graph
ically excellent, and the overall game

The aim of Realms is to ensure that

system is pleasing to use. You view
your surroundings via the common iso
metric representation, and there is also
an overhead map giving you the entire
land to survey. The animation of the
armies as they trundle about the land
on their merry way to mayhem is quite
nice too. At the start of the game you
are placed in a fairly sim
ple default scenario but
there are eight more
increasingly difficult sce

your kingdom reigns supreme among
the others. To achieve this, you have

via the disk icon. The

kind you might find on a Iron Maiden

groupie - but it is, in fact, the Symbol
of the Serpent, giving the bearer pow
ers beyond belief.
"Oooh, this will come in handy!"
you say to yourself and promptly set
off to restore your Kingdom. I suppose

them larger and more resistant to attack
and generally ensure the survival of
your people.
In fact, the number of duties to

attend to are just right. Some games go
over the top, requiring you to control
innumerable activities, which can com

narios to choose from

to fortify your cities and recruit and
train armies and cavalry. Oh, you also
have to look after the welfare of the

citizens of your newly-acquired land
(bloody civvies, nothing but a nui
sance if you ask me. Can't they see
you've enough on your plate as it is?).
So, it's off to the nearest clearing to
appeal forjustice from the Gods.
Now these Nordic Gods are pretty
accommodating. Just raise your fist to
the skies, scream, and Bob's your
uncle - divine assistance to take away.

Keep a look out for the enemy men

This is where you can view the entire land and set the tax rate
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Right lads, left, right, left, right. Keep that line straight men.

Er, sarge? I'm sure they're eating Weetabix

Don your helm and rule the Realm.
differing orders requires some manic
mouse manipulation, I can tell you.
Also, the required position of the
mouse when selecting a unit is a little
too precise for comfort. You need to
have the pointer directly on the unit
flagpole, for instance, for it to be
selected.

VIRGIN GAMES • £29.99 • 512k • Mouse • Out now
battle sequences are my fave part. Your

tion in which the unit attacks and also

individual units are displayed on a bat
tlefield along with the enemy's units,
and you can select the type of for
mation you assume from wedge,

select whether to fire any missile

phalanx, line, and square, each
having its own merits. You can
change the direc

weapons such as bows. These enable
you to diminish the opposition before
you closefor hand-to-hand combat.
Last but not least, you have the
attack or retreat icon, which lets you
start your attack, or, if things go dis
mally downhill (as was frequently the

Sound effects are average ST sound
chip efforts, I'm afraid. Some digitised

case with me), lets you scarper! The
entire battle sequence runs in real time,
which leads me on to a couple of
gripes.

effects would have been nice.

Overall then, Realms is a competent
addition to the increasing god/war
game domain and is worth taking a

With numerous units to control and

look at.

the large number of controls at your

Darren

disposal during a battle, it can become

too hectic to deal with at times. Having
to switch quickly between units to give

G

G

G
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Good atmospheric music.
PLy^VABI LITY
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Good playability.
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AMIGA BUDGET
TITLE

AMIGA

3 Stooges
3-D Pool
A* Fruit Machine
Afterburner

TITLE

AMIGA

7.99 DogsofWar
7.99
Double Dragon
6.99
Dragon Ninja

TITLE

ATARI ST BUDGET

6.99 TreasureIslandDizzy ..4.99
6.99 Operation Wolf
6.99
6.99 Outrun
6.99

6.99

Fast Food

6.99

Pacland

7.99

7.99

Flood

8.99

Pacmania

7.99

Altered Beast

6.99

Arkanoid

5.00

Football Manager
Football Manager2
Forgotten Worlds

6.99 PhantasyWorld D.zzy. 6.99
7.99 Predator,.
6.99
6.99 R.A.C. Lombard .Rally ..6.99

Airbourne Ranger

Arkanoidll

6,99

Axel Magic Hammer

6.99

Baal

5.99

Formula 1 Grand Prix,..6.99
Gauntlet II
6.99

Barbarian II(Palace)....6.99 Ghost Busters 2
6.99
Batman CapedCrus 6.99 Ghouls 8 Ghosts
6.99
Gravity
6.99
Batman the Movie
6,99
Battleships
7.99 Hard Drivin
6.99
6.99
BeachVolley
6.99 Head Over Heels
Bubble Bobble
6.99
Hitch Hikers Guide Galaxy8.99
California Games

6.99

Carrier Command

7.99
Int. IceHockey
6.99 JamesPond
8.99 JockeyWilson Darts
8.99 Kid Gloves
7.99
Last Ninja II

Centrefold Squares
Chuckie Egg1
Chuckie Egg2
Colossus Chess
Continental Circus

6.99

IK+

Del ol the Earth
6.99
Defender of the Crown .7.99

Deluxe StripPoker

Norths South

ST
16.99
29.99
23.99
26.99
N/A
N/A
16.99
16.99
18.99
16.99
17,99
16.99
21.99
36.99
N/A
N/A
16.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

A.D.S

6.99
6.99

Shinobi

7.99

Shuffle Puck
SilkWorm

6.99
6.99

Sluntcar Racer

7.99
6.99
6.99

6.99 TVSports(US) Football .7.99
5.99
Treasure Island Dizzy ..4.99
6.99
6.99 Two-Bin
Untouchables

6.99

Vigilante

6.99

6.99

WC Leaderboard

6.99

5.99

Wizball
Warhead
Xenon
Xenon2

699
7.99
7.99
7.99

6.99
6.99

19.99 19.99

16.99
16.99
16.99
14.99
21.99

Title

TOP TITLES
ST

Amiga

ST

16 99

CHALLENGE GOLF
CHAOS ENGINE
CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHASE HO

1699
1699
16.99
1599

16.99
16 99
16.99
16.99
15.99

GODS
GOLDEN AXE
GOLDEN SHOT
GRAHAMGOOCH
GRAND PRIX

15.99
16.99
16.99
21.99
23.99

15.99
16.99
16 99
21.99
23.99

CHASE HO 2

15 99

14.99

GREMLINS 2

16.99 16.99

CHINTO'S REVENGE
CHIPS CHALLENGE
CHUCK YEAGERS AFT
CISCO HEAT

1699 16.99
16 99 16.99
16.99 16.99
16 99 16.99

16.99

INDIANAPOLIS 500

16.99 16.99

20.99

INTERCEPTOR

16.99

19.99
17.99

KILLING CAME SHOW
KICK OFF 2
KNIGHTMARE
KNIGHT OF THE SKY
LAST NINJA 3
LEANDER

16.99
13.50
16.99
23.99
16.99
16.99

16.99
13.50
16.99
23.99
16.99
16.99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3

25.99 15.99
26.99 26.99

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5
LEMMINGS
LEMMINGS DATA DISK

26.99 26.99
16.99 16.99
9.99
9.99

LEMMINGS STAND ALONE
LIFE

16.99 16.99
?0.99 20.99

21.99

LINE OF FIRE

16.99 16.99

16.99
23.99

LOGICAL
LOST PATROL

16.99 16.99
14.99 14.99

16.99
19.99

LOTUS ESPRIT
LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS

15.99 15.99
16.99 16.99

DR DOOMS RrVENGE
DOUBLE DRAGON III

9.99
9.99
16.99 16.99
14 99 14.99
16.99 16.99

16 99 16.99

BATTLE CHESS 2
BATTLE HAWK 1942

16 99 16.99
N/A 12.99

DRAGON NINJA

BATTLE ISLES

19.99 19.99

DRAGON WARS

BATTLE STORM
BEAST BUSTER
BIG RUN

15.99 15.99
17,99 17.99
1699 16.99

BRAIN BLA3IEH
C.Y'sAIRCOMBAT

1699 16.99
21 99 21.99

CADAVER

16 99 16.99

ELF [Ocean)

ELVIRA MISIHbSS OF DARK

19.99

19.99
21.99
25.99
21.99
22.99
22.99
15.99
15.99
16.99

16.99 16.99
16.99 16.99
119.99

PIT FIGHTER

16.

P.P. HAMMER

16.

PREDATOR2

14.

PREHISTORIC
PUZNIC

16.
15.

PRO FLIGHT
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

32.
16.

RAILROAD TYCOON
RAINBOW ISLANDS

23.
14.

REACH TOR THE SKIES

19.

13.99
14.99

ROBO ZONE
ROBIN HCOD

16.
16.

16.
15.
25.

MERCHANT COLONY

21.99 21.99

R-TYPE 2

16.

MERCS
MEGA TRAVELLER 1
MEGATWINS
MAGIC POCKFTS
MASTER GOLF
MAN UTD EUROPE

15.99
20.99
17.99
15.99
23.99
16.99

RUGBY THFWOR..DCJP
SAVAGE EMPIRE

16.
19.

SECRET OF SILVER BLUES

21.

MEGALOMANIA

19.99 19.99

METAL MASTER

15.99 15.99

SEARCH FOR THE KING
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOW SORCERER
SHUTTLE THE SIM
SIEGE MASTER

19.
15.
18.
29.
16.

GEISHA (X-CERT)
GENGHIS KHAN
G-LOC R360

32.99
16.99
23.96
14.99
19.99
19.99
15.99
20.99

13.

9.99
9.99
16.99 16.99
16.99 16.99
19.99 19.99
21 99 21.99
16.99 16.99
16.99 16.99
16 99 16.99
21.99 21.99
16.99 16.99

FUTURE BASEBALL
GAUNTLET 3

• 16.99
• 16.99
' 15.99

14.
16.

21.99 21.99
16.99 16.99

17 99 17.99

N/A

ROBOCOP 2
ROBOCOP 3

MAD DOG WILLIAMS
MAUPITI ISLAND

CARDIAXX

I

ROBOCOP

1699 16.99

15.99
20.99
17.99
15.99
23.99
16.99

16.99

15.95
• 21.99
• 20.99
• 21.99
18.95

16.99

FINAL BLOW

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
FLOOR 13

14.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.95
16.99
16.99
16.99

16.
24.

ROD LAND
ROLLIN'RONNY
RED BARON

15.99
16 99

15.99
16.99

RICKDANCFHOUS?
RISE OF THE DRAGON

19.99 19.99

10.99

22.99
15.99

19.

M1 TANK PLATOON

10 99

22.99

15.
20.

15.99 15.99

M. DITKA ULTIMATE FOOTBALL18.99 18.99

21.99

REALMS

FACE OFF (ICE HOCKEY)

14.99

19.99
21.99
25.99

RETRO
R.B.I. 2 BASEBALL

2199
1899
23 99
16.99
19.99
14.99

15 99
16 99

17.99

MIDWINTER

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2
F14 TOM CAT
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 COMBAT PILOT
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
F29 RETAI :ATOR

CAPTIVE
CAPTAIN PLANET

15 99 15.99
15 99 15.99
2199 21.99

15.99

2199 21.99

EYEOF THE BEHOLDER(1meg)19.9

CADAVER-THE PAY OFF

CARDINAL OF THE KREMLIN . .17 99

15.99

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK II 24 99 24.99
ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIP
EPIC

FINAL WHISTLE
FINAL CONFLICT
FINAL FLIGHT

CHAMPION OF THE RAJ
CELICA GT4 RALLY
CELTIC LEGEND

15.99

20.
21.
18.
20.

6.99
699
7.99
7.99

TOP TITLES

Amiga

METAL MUTANT

21.

BATTLE COMMAND

19.99
17.99
16.99
16.99

Title

POPULASII
POPULAS • SIM CITY
POWERMONGER
PGA GOLF TOUR

'9.99
'7.99

WC Leaderboard
Wizball
Xenon
Xenon2

6.99
6.99

POOLS OF DARKNESS

17.99 17.99
'-6.99 16.99

6.99

6.99
5.99

14.99 14.99

JIMMY WH IE WHIRLWIND
JUPITERS MASTERDRIVE

Thunderblade

Moonwalker
North 8 South

19.99 19.99

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF
JAHANGIR KHANS SCUASH

6.99

6.99

26.99 26.99

1699

6.99
7.99
6.99
6.99
7.99
6.99

6.99 New Zealand Story
5.99 Ninja Rabbits

IVANHOE

1699 16.99

1999
17 99
1699
16.99

Def of the Earth

Delender of the Crown .7.99

Deluxe SthpPoker
DejaVu

ISHIDO

15 99 15.99
1999 19.99

6.99

JamesPond

1699

DAYS OF THUNDER
DEMONIAK

6.99
6.99

6.99

Run The Gauntlet

7.99

21.99 21,99

DEUTEROS

Rambo3
Red Heal

R-Type

TV Spcr-s (US) Football7 99
Continental Circus
6.99
John Lowes Darts
6.99
Treasure Island Dizzy .499
Corporation+Missicn Disk.9.99 Kid Gloves
5.99
Two-Bin
6.99
Crazy Cars
6.99 LastNinja II
6.99
699
Daily Double Horse Radng.6.99 Leather Goddess Phobos..8.99 Untouchables
Vigilante
699
DalyThomson Olympic Chal6.99 Michael Jackson

DARKMAN

BATTLE BOUND

BLUE MAX
BOMBER BOB
BONANZABROS
BOSTON BOUR CLUB

Colossus Chess

PhantasyWorld Dizzy.6.99

Sherman M4
Shinobi
Shuffle Puck
SilkWorm
Stuntca-Racer
Switcoolade

Centrefold Squares 6.99 Head Over Heels
6.99
Championship Baseball7.99 Hilch Hikers Guide Galaxy .8.99
Chuckie Egg1
8.99 IK+
6.99
Chuckie Egg 2
8.99 InterIceHockey
6.99

DAS BOOT

15.99 15.99

16.99

6.99

6.99
6.99
7.99

14.99
16.99•
16.
16.
16.
16. •
16.
16. •
16.
15.

15.99 15.99
16.99 1699

1699

Hard Drivin

Bubble Bobble
California Games
Carrier Command

Gauntlet II

19.50 19.50

19.99
16.99
N/A
16.99
22.00

HUDSON HAWK

16.99 16.99
16 99 16.99

Gremlin II
Gold ol Aztecs

6.99

7.99 Ghost Busters 2
6.99 Ghouls S Ghosts

.ST

TITLE

6.99 Phoenix
6.99
7.99 Predator
6.99
6.99 R.A.C Lombard Rally 6 99
6.99
6.99
6 99
6 99
7.99
6.99

Batman the Movie

Battleships
BeachVolley

NAM 1965-1975

14.99 14.99

IMMORTALS
IMPERIUM

18 99

1699 16.99

6.99 Football Manager
Football Manager 2
Baal
5.99
Barbarian II(Palace)....6.99 Forgotten Wonds
Batman Caped Crus 6.99 Formula 1 Grand Prix..

'6.99 1699

HARDDRIVING 2

16.99
16.99

DUCK TALES
DICKTRACEY

BLUES BR01KERS

6.99

19.99
16.99
'6.99
16.99
22.00

19.99 19 99

21.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 3

16 99 16.99
1599 15.99
2699
N/A

Arkanoidll

6 99
8 99

NAVY SEALS
NEIGHBOURS
NEVERENDING STORY 2
NIGHTSHIFT
OPERATION STEALTH
OUT RUN EUROPA
PANG
PAPERBOY II
PEGASUS
PLOTTING

DISCIPLES OF STEEL

BILLIARD SIMULATOR II
BILLYTHEKID
BIRDSOFPREY

6 99

Fast Food
Flood

21.99 21.99

HARPOON (1 meg)

15.99

16.99 16.99

16.99

7.99
7.99

Elf

HEIMDALL
.
HILL STREET BLUES
HOME ALONE
HORROR ZOMBIES
HUNTER

21.99 21.99

21.99
19.99
21.99
12.99
23.99

16.99 16.99

16 99

6.99

Pacland
Pacmania

6.99

7.99

HARDNOVA

21,99 21.99

20.99
1999
21.99
12 99
23 99
2199
16.99
16.99
16.99
20 99

2299 22.99

16.99 16.99

Outrur

Altered Beast

Airbourne Ranger

HEROSQUESTI1 meg)

GUNBOAT
GUNSHIP2O00

COHORT
COLDITZ
CONAN THE CIMMERIAN
CORPORATION
COVERT ACTION
CRAZY CARS III .
CRIME WAVE
CRUISE FOR THE CORPSE
CYBERCON 3
C.Y'SAIRCOMBAT

B.A.T

BILLIARD SIMULATOR

Paperboy
6.99
Treasure:slard Dizzy .4.99
Operation Woil
6.99

MIDWINTER 2
MIG 29 FULCRUM
MIG 29M SUPER FULCRUM
MIGHT & MAGIC III
MOON BASE
MOON STONE
MYTH
MONKEY ISLAND
MONKEY ISLAND 2

CODENAME ICE MAN (1meg) j>6 99

BARDS TALE 3

BILL AND TED'S ADVENTURE

ST

6 99
6 99
6.99
6 99

TOP TITLES

Amiga

CENTURION

CODENAME WHITE SHADOW 23 99 23.99

TITLE

7.99 DejaVu2
Dogs olWar
7.99
Double Dragon
6.99
Dragon Ninja
6.99

Axel Magic Hammer

081-368 2701
10am to 5pm - 5 days a week

1699
18.99

BARBARIAN 2

3-D Pool
Adv Fruit Machine
Afterburner

Enquiries please phone

Title

ST

3 Stooges

3 WOODLAND HOUSE
WOODLAND ROAD
NEW SOUTHGATE
LONDON Nil 1PN

TOP TITLES

Amiga

4D BOXING
1699
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
29 99
3D MASTER GOLF
23.99
A320 AIR BUS
26 99
HALF MEG UPGRADE • CLOCK .29.99
1 MEG CRICKET
19 99
688 SUB ATTACK
16.99
AFRIKAKORPS
16 99
AGONY
18 99
ALCATRAZ
16.99
ALIEN STORM
17,99
ALPHA WAVES
16,99
ALTERED DESTINY
21,99
AMOS THE CREATOR
36.99
AMOS 3D
24.99
AMOS COMPILER
19 99
AMNIOS
16 99
AMAZING SPIDERMAN
15.99
ANOTHER WORLD
16.99
ARACHNAPHOBIA
16.99
ATOMIC ROBO KID
1699
A.T.F. II
16.99
A.W.E.S.O.M.E
16.99
BABY JO
16.99
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3
14.99
BANDIT KING OF ANC. CHINA..21.99

6.99

Run The Gauntlet
Sherman M4

Switchblade
Thunderblade

6.99

TOP TITLES
Title

R-Type

6.99

6.99

New Zealand Story
6.99 Paperboy

6.99
6.99

6.99

Leather GoddessPhobos..8.99

Crazy Cars
6.99 Michael Jackson
Daily Double Horse Racing .6.99 Moonwalker
Daly Thomson Olympic Chal 6.99 Ninja Rabbits

Rambo3..
Red Heal

TITLE

SATURN
S

AMIGA

N/A

16.99

16.99
16.99
16 99
15.99
25.99
16.99
16.96
19.99
21.99
19.99
19.99
18.99
29.99

16.99

Title

Amiga

ST

SILENT SERVICE 2
SIM EARTH
SMASH T.V
SPACE 1889
SPACE CRUSADE
SPACE GUN

23.99
16.99
. 15.99
20.99
15.99
15.99

23.99
16.99
15.99
20.99
15.99
15.99

SPACE QUEST IV
SPEEDBALL 2
SIMPSC'tS
SPIRIT OF EXCAUBUR

26.99
15.99
15.99
21.99

26.99
15.99
15.99
20.99

SPACE QUEST IV

26.99 26.99

STAR FIGHTER II

16.99

N/A

STARTi'EKV

16.99 16.99

STRIKE FLEE1
SUPER CARS 2
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
SUPAPLEX
SWAP
SWITCH B.ADE 2
TEAMSUZUK'
TERMINATOR 2
TEST DRIVE 3
THE GODFATHER
THEIR FINEST HOUR

16.99
16.99
20.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
15.99
14.99
15.99
21.99
19.99

16.99
16.99
20.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
15.99
14.99
15.99
21.99
19.99

THEIR FINEST MISSION

19.99 19.99

THUNDERJAWS

16.99 16.99

TIP OFF
TOKI

15.99 15.99
15.99 15.99

TOTAL RECALL

15.99 15.99

THUNDHHHAWK
TV SPORTS BOXING
TURRICAN 2
TURTLES ARCADE
UN SQUADRON
ULTIMATE V

21.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

ULTIMATE RIDE
ULTIMA VI
ULTIMA MAR-IAN DREAMS

10.99 10.99
20.99 20.99
21.99 21.99

UTOPIA
USS JOHN YOUNG

20.99 20.99
16.99 16.99

UN SQUADRON
UNREAL
VENDETTA

14.99 14.99
16.99 16.99
16.99 16.99

VENGEANCE OF EXCAJBUR

21.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

19.99 19.99

VIDEOKID

15.99 15.99

VOLFIED
VROOM

21.99 21.99
16.99 16.99

WARLOHDS (1 meg)

20.99 20.99

WAR ZONE

15.99 15.99

WHITEUFA'H II -eg)

19.99 19.99

WILD WHEELS
WING COMVA.NDEH 2

16.99 16.99
19.99 19.99

WIZ KID

14.99 14.99

WONDFRIAND
WOLFCHILD

19.99 19,99
16.99 16.99

WOLFPACK
WORLD::. .'.ES': i'JKH

19.99 19.99
19.99 19,99

WORLD CI ASS HUGISY
WRATH OF THE DEMON

16.99 16.99
19.99 19.99

W.W.F
ZILTRAX
ZONE WARRIOR

15.99 15.99
16.99 16.99
15.99 15.99

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL - £22.99

SUPER SEGA-£21.99
Super Monaco GP, Golden Axe, Crackdown, ESWAT, Shinobi

MAX EXTRA-£17.99
Turrican 2, ST Dragon, SWIV & Nightshift

TVSports Football, Lordsofthe Rising Sun, TVSports Basketball, Wings

SUPER HEROES - £17.99
Robocop, Indiana Jones, Last Ninja II, Spy Who Loved Me

NINJA COLLECTION - £13.99
D. Dragon, Shadow Warrior, D. Ninja

FA18 Interceptor, 688 Attack Sub, Indy 500

PRECIOUS METAL - £15.99
Xenon, Captain Blood, Crazy Cars and Arkanoid

MIND GAMES - £14.99
Austerlitz, Waterloo and Conflict In Europe

Virus, Sentinel, Weird Dreams, Resolution 101 and Thunderstrike

EDITION ONE - £16.99
Double Dragon. Xenon, Gemini Wing, Silkworm

FLIGHT COMMAND - £13.99
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier, Lancaster, Sky Fox,SkyChase

FULL BLAST - £18.99
Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous, Highway Patrol 2,P47, Carrier Command, Ferrari Formula One

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION - £21.99
Muscle Cars, California Challenge, European Challenge, Duel, SuperCars

AIR, LAND, SEA - £23.99
VIRTUAL REALITY 2 - £17.99

BIG BOX - £15.99
Captain Blood, Tin Tin on the Moon, Safari Guns, Teenage
Queen, Bubble Plus, Purple Saturn Days, Krypton Egg,
Jumping Jackson, BoBo, Hostages

MAGNUM 4 - £17.99

HEROES - £16.99 (STonly)

New Zealand Story, Bubble Bobbie, Rainbow Islands

Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation Wolf, BatmanCaped Crusader

Barbarian 2, Running Man, Star Wars, Licence to Kill

SOCCER MANIA - £16.99
Football Manager 2,Microprose Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition &Gazza's Super Soccer

QUEST AND GLORY - £21.50
Midwinter, Cadaver, B.A.T., IronLord& Bloodwych

T.N.T.-£15.99
Hard Drivin,Toobin, Xybots, A.P.B. & Dragon Spirit

ADDICTED TO FUN RAINBOW COLLECTION - £14.99

Please make cheques and P.O's payable to SATURN SOFTWARE. P&P is included in the UK. Orders under £10 please add 100p P&P per item.
Europe please add £3.50 per item. Elsewhere please add £4.50 per item. MAILORDER ONLY

Computer
Title

Date..

Name

Price.

Signed ...

Price.

Address .

Price

Total

Card No

Expiry date

Postcode

Tel

E3 S

CodeSTU4

Access •

Visa LI Cheque •

Access and Visa may incur small surcharge

P.O's. •

Biffa and Sean Griffiths of the Bitmap Brothers
continue the official guide to the hardest
sections of Magic Pockets

The Lakes -

section 3

This section is tough. Go forward first and kill the crabs and the
vultures. Drop through the gap and use the drill to turn all the
nasties into power-ups! Now drop down again and pick them up.
Keep dropping down to get to the bubble gum. Drift up to the
very top again and move right - here there are some coins, a gold
star and a secret passage.
Ensure that you get a mega power-up of some sort. This will
give you the edge - you'll need it! Travel left and clear the nasties
by the top of the water. Now roll down the "stairs" towards the
bottom of the pit and move right to pick up your helmet. Go into
the water, but move slowly - there are a lot of nasties in this
small cavern. The secret rooms are full of 'em - sneaky eh?

•**

This isa verybig pit. You can travel down the leftgap or the right gap difference bar some bonus fruit to the

right.
The best technique here is to jump off
ledges and spin into nasties. The helmet is
in a cavern directly under the TV. If you
pick it up now you may have some trou
ble - you cannot spin with it. Take the
right-hand pit, and follow the arrow to the
If, however, you feel adventurous,
leave the helmet and drop left to find a pit
with power-ups, fireballs and a bubble
gum machine. This way you can clear
loads of nasties and drift back up to the
helmet - much more fun!

And now,
the end is
here...this is

the last

HakPalc, as
next month
Cheat Mode

goes even

deeper into
the hottest

games

HAKPAK

,< ,<

The Lakes - section 4

exit.
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Millenium

Robocod

these in the order mentioned above

Before you enter any of the lev
els, you will see a Cake, Hammer,'
Earth, Apple and a Tap. Ifyou take
the first letter of each of these objects,
you will notice they spell CHEAT. Collect

and you will be granted invulnerability
for a short period of time. Also, if you
\
go into the first world you will notice another five
objects which spell LIVES. Collectthe LIPS, ICE CREAM, VIOLIN,
EARTH and SNOWMAN in that order and you will be granted

infinite lives.

Darkman

Ocean

MEACULTA and the cheat will be activated.

Another bobbins film game, but for anyone out there who bought
it here's a little cheat anyway. At any point in the game type in

Rodland

Storm

Ifyou arehaving trouble helping Tam and Rit savetheir mom, then
I will be your Fairy Godmother. Simply pause the game, then press
HELP five times - infinite lives will be yours. You can also press
Space to skip levels.

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10

Eagle
Software
118a Palmers Road

New Southgate
LONDON N111SL

H* MYSTERY*^
GAME

(10am- 6pm 6 days)

•»WITH ORDERS^

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730
k (2733 Faxline after 6pm)
4g£k

TOP TITLES

ST

HalfMeg Upgrade + Clock

N/A £29.99

World Series Cricket

N/A

£16.99

AMIGA

N/A

£7.99

TOP TITLES

ST

Code Name White Shad.
Cohort
Conan the Cimmerian

AMIGA

£23.99 £23.99
£20.99 £20.99
£21.99 £21.99

3 Stooges

£6.99

3D Pool

£6.99

Afterburner
Altered Beast

£6.99
£6.99

Arkanoid (Amigaonly)

£4.50

Arkanoidll

£6 99

Baal

£5.99

Barbarian(STonly)

£5.99

Barbarian II

£6.99

Batman Caped Crusader
Beach Volley
Blood Money

£6.99
£6.99

Cabal
California Games
Carrier Command

£6.99
£6.99
£8.99

Centrefold Squares
Cloud Kingdom

£6.99
£6.99

Colossus Chess

£6.99

£24.99 £24.99
£23.99 £23.99

ST

AMIGA

N/A £23.99
£15.99 £15.99
£20.99 £20.99

Addams Family
Advantage Tennis

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

I. Bothams Cricket
Immortals

£19.99 £19.99
£15.99 £15.99

Indianapolis 500
Indy Heat
Interceptor

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£26.99 £26.99

Amazing Spiderman
Amnios

£16.99 £16.99

ELF......

£15 99 £15 99

Amos 3D

N/A

£23.99

£6.99

£10.99
£16.99
£19.99
£15.99

KickOffWinning Tactics... £9.99

£9.99

Kick Off II (.5 Meg)

N/A £13.99

N/A £19.99

Elvira Mistress of'Dark ••••£21

Amos The Creator

N/A

Elvira II Jaws of Cerberus .£23.99 £23.99

Kid Gloves II

£16.99 £16.99

Epic
Eyeof the Beholder
Eyeof the Beholder II

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £19.99
N/A £20.99

FUTomCat

£18.99 £18.99

£11.99
£15.99
N/A
£14.99
£26.99
£16.99
£23.99
£16.99

£16.99 £16.99

Armourgeddon

£15.99 £15.99

Back to the Future III

£10.99 £10.99

^99 £21 ^99

£6.99

Jack UnlimitedClipart
N/A
Jahangir Khan's Squash....£16.99
Jimmy White's Whirlwind .£19.99
Kick OffII (1 Meg)
£15.99

AmosCompiler

£36.99

BAT. II
Battle Chess

£22.99 £22.99
£15.99 £15.99

F15 Strike Eagle II
F117AStealth Fighter
F19Stealth Fighter

£23.99 £23.99
£21.99 £21.99
£19.99 £19.99

Battle Chess II

£16 99 £16.99

F29 Retaliator

£15.99 £15.99

Killing Cloud
Killing Game Show
Kings Bounty
Kings Quest IV
Kings Quest V
Knight Mare
Knightof the Sky
Last Ninja III

Battle Command

£15.99 £15.99

Face Off- Ice Hockey

£15.99 £15.99

Leander

Falcon III

£23.99 £23.99

Fantastic Voyage

£23.99 £23.99

Leisure Suit Larry II
£14.99
Leisure Suit Larry III
£25.99
Leisure Suit Larry V
£26.99
Lemmings
£16.99
Lemmings- Data Disk £13.99
Lemmings- Stand Alone.£16.99

Back to the Golden Age £16.99 £16.99
Barbarian II (Psygnosis) ...£16.99 £16.99
Bard's Tale III

N/A £16.99

Battle Hawks 1942

£8.99

Battle Isle
Battle Master

£19.99 £19.99
£19.99 £19.99

N/A

Battle Squadron
Betrayal
Big Run

N/A £7.99
N/A £8.99
£16 99 £16.99

Billiard Simulator II

£16 99 £16.99

Feudal Lords
Final Blow

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Birdsol Prey

£23 99 £23.99

FinalFight

£16.99 £16.99

Blue Max
Blues Brothers
Boston Bomb Club
Brain Blaster

£19 99
£16.99
£16.99
£16 99

Final Whistle
First Samurai

£9.99 £9.99
£16.99 £16.99

Flightof the Intruder

£16.99 £22.99

Floor 13

£19.99 £19.99

Buck Rogers

£19.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

Fateof Atlantis (Adv'ture). N/A £17.99
Fate of Atlantis (Arcade).... N/A £17.99
Federation of Free Traders £6.99

£6.99

Thunderstrike

£6.99

Toobln'

£6.99

Michael Jackson Moonwalker£6

£11.99
£15.99
£11.99
N/A
£26.99
£16.99
£23.99
£16.99
£25.99
£25.99
£26.99
£16.99
£13.99
£16.99

£6
£5

£21.99 £21.99

£15.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99

ST

AMIGA

£15.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99

Narc

£15.99 £15.99

NavySeals

£15.99 £15.99

Nebulus II

£15.99 £15.99

Neighbours
Neverending Story II
Nightshirt

£16 99 £16.99
£15.99 £13.99
£10 99 £16.99

Orbitus

£16.99 £12.99

Operation Thunderbolt
Outrun Europe
Pang

£6.99
£16.99
£16 99
£16.99
£16.99
£16 99

Panza Kickboxing

Paperboy II
Pegasus
PGA Golf Tour-

£6.99
£16.99
£15.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99

N/A

£20.99

Pitfighter
Plotting
Populast Sim City
Populous II

£16 99
£15.99
£21.99
£20 99

£16.99
£15.99
£21.99
£20.99

Predator II
P.P. Hammer

£9.99 £9.99
£16 99 £16.99

Prehistorik

£1699 £16.99

Prince of Persia
Puzznic

£15 99 £15.99
£15 99 £15.99

Quest and Glory
Railroad Tycoon

£20.99 £20.99
£24.99 £24.99

Rainbow Is'ands

£6 99

R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Realms
Red Baron

£20 99 £20.99
£20.99 £20.99
£23.99 £23.99

£6.99

Life & Death

£20.99 £20.99

Logical
Lord of the Rings

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £20.99

Robin Hood

£16.99 £16.99

Robocod

£15.99 £15.99

Lost Patrol

£15.99 £15.99

Robocop
Robocopll
Robocop III

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99 £14.99
£15 99 £15.99

£19.99 £19.99

Football Crazy

£16.99 £16.99

M1 Tank Platoon

£19.99 £19.99

Rod Land

£16 99 £16.99

Cadaver

£16.99 £16.99

Cadaver - the pay off

£10.99 £10.99

Future Baseball
Fuzzball

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £13.99

£16 99 £15.99
£16 99 £16.99

£1599 £15.99

G-Loc R360

£16.99 £16.99

Rugby World Cup

£15.99 £15.99

Cardiaxx

£17.99 £17.99

Gauntlet III

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99
£15.99
£19.99
£15.99

Rollin'Ronny
R-Type II

Captive

Magic Garden
Magic Pockets
Magnetic Scroll
Man Utd. Europe

R.V.F. Honda

£7.99

Geisha (X-cert)

£16.99 £16.99

M.Ditka Ultimate Football ..£18.99 £18.99

Genghis Khan

£21.99 £21.99

Gettysburg

£18.99 £18.99

Ghouls n Ghosts
Godfather
Gods

£6.99 £6.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Mega-Lo-Mania
Megatraveller II
Megatwins
Mercenary III
Merchant Colony

Carthage

£1699 £16.99

CarveUp

£15 99 £15.99

CelicaGT4 Rally

£699

£6.99

Centurion
Chaos Strike Back

£16 99 £15.99
£16 99 £16.99

Champion ol the Raj

£19 99 £19.99

Chase HO

£6.99

£6.99

£20.99
£20.99
£16.99
£20.99
£20.99

£16.99
£15.99
£19.99
£15.99
£20.99
£20.99
£16.99
£20.99
£20.99

Golden Shot

£16.99 £16.99

Mercs

£16.99 £16.99

Chase HO. II

£14,99 £14.99

Graham Gooch Cricket

£21.99 £21.99

Chinto's Revenge

£16 99 £16.99

GrandPrix(Formula 1)

£23.99 E23.99

Microprose Golf
Midnight Resistance

£23.99 £23.99
£16.99 £16.99

Chrono Quest II
Chuck Rock

N/A
£7.99
£16.99 £16.99

Gunship 2000

£21.99 £21.99

Midwinter II

Hard Drivin II

£15.99 £15.99

Mig 29 Fulcrum

Cisco Heat

£15.99 £14.99

Hard Nova

£16.99 £16.99

C.Y's Air Combat

£20 99 £20.99

Harlequin II
Harpoon (1 Meg)

£16.99 £16.99
£19.99 £19.99

Mig29M Super Fulcrum...£25.99 £25.99
Might of Magic 111
N/A £19.99
Moonshine Racers

Code Name Ice Man 1 Meg£14.99 £26.99

£6.99
£6.99

£6
£7

Wings of Fury

£6.99

Wizball

£4.99

£5

WC Leaderboard
Xenon II

£6.99
£7.99

£6

Renegade (Coin-op Hits)... £6.99 £6.99
Rise of the Drago
N/A £24.99

Lotus Esprit
£15.99 £15.99
Lotus Turbo Challenge II...£16.99 £16.99

£7.99
£6.99

Operation Wolf
Passing Shot

Monkey Island
Monkey Island II
Mystical
Myth

£7.99

Sarakon
£13.99 £13.99
Secret of the Silver Blues ..£21.99 £21.99

Secret Weapon Luftwaffe..£19.99 £19.99
Shadow of the Beast II
Shadow Sorceror

£15.99 £12.99
£19.99 £19.99

Shadow Warrior

£15.99 £15.99

Shuttle the Sim
Silent Service II

....£23.99 £23.99

£29.99 £29.99

Topshots(Kick Off +Extra Time) £5.99
War Zone
Waterloo

£7.
£6
£6

TOP TITLES
Moonstone

£6.99

TV Sports Football
Vigilante

Nitro
North & South
Out Run

£6.99
£6.99 Platoon
£6.99 Predator

Heimdall

Ivanhoe

Teenage Mutant Turtles

Deluxe Strip Poker
Double Dragon I or II
Dragon Ninja

£17.99 £17.99
£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99
£17.99 £17.99
£16.99 £16.99
£9.99
N/A

SwitchBlade

£5

£6

£6.99

Cruise for a Corpse
CyberCon III

Devious Designs
Disciples of Steel
Double Dragon III
Dr Dooms Revenge

£6

Licence to Kill

£7.99

TOP TITLES
Heart of China

£6.99

Lombard RAC Rally

Def of the Earth

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99
£21.99
£17.99
£15.99

£6.99

Last NinjaH

Defender of the Crown

£16.99 £10.99

£16.99
N/A
£17.99
£15.99

£6.99

£6.99

£6.99

Crime Wave

Alpha Waves
AlteredDestrny
Another World

Strike Force Harrier

Stunt Car Racer

Super Hang On

£6.99

£26.99 £26.99
N/A £17.99

£8.99

£6
£6
£5

Continental Circus

A320 Airbus
Action Stations

£19.99 £19.99
£20.99 £20.99

Impossible Mission II

Crazy Cars

£16.99 £16.99

£15.99

£6.99

James Pond
Kid Gloves

Conflictin Europe

Hill Street Blues

Demoniak
Deuteros

£6

NewZealandStory
£7.99 NinjaRabbits

Home Alone
Hudson Hawk
Hunter....

Days of Thunder

£6.99

Shinobi

£6.99
£6.99

Hero's Quest (Gremlin)

£16.99 £16.99

Sherman M4

£7.99

£23.99 £23.99

£16.99 £16.99

£6.99

Shadow of the Beast (Amiga)£6.99

Speedball

£21.99 £21.99

Alien Storm

£8 99
£6.99

Run The Gauntlet

IK+

Covert Action

AirSupport

Rocket Ranger
R-Type

£6.99

CrazyCars III

£15.99 £15.99
£21.99 £21.99

£6
£6
.£6.

Batman The Movie

£16.99 £16.99

Darkman
Das Boot

£7

£6.

£6.99
£699
£6 99
£6 99

£6.99

£29.99 £36.99

£16.99 £16.99

F16 Combat Pilot

Gauntlet II
Ghostbusters II
Hard DriuitT
Head over Heels

Rambolll
Red Heat
Resolution 101
Road Blaster

Shuffle Puck Cafe
Silkworm

3D Construction Kit

Agony...'.

£5.
..£5.

Hitch Hiker's Guide to Galaxy£7
Hong Kong Pttoey
£6
Hostages
....£6

4D Sports Boxing

1 Meg Cricket

Dragon Spirit
Fantasy World Dizzy

TOP TITLES

Space Ace II
Space Gun
Space Crusade
Space Quest IV
Special Forces
Speedball II
Spirit of Excalibur

ST

AMIGA

N/A
£15.99
£17.99
£26.99
£23.99
£15.99
£20.99

£33.99
£15.99
£17.99
£26.99
£23.99
£15.99
£20.99

N/A

£17.99

Star Control

Stargliderll

£6.99

£6.99

Star Trek V

£16.99 £16.99

Starfighter II
Stratego

N/A £16.99
£17.99 £17.99

Striderll
Strike Fleet

£15.99 £15.99
£17.99 £17.99

Supaplex
Super Cars II
Super Space Invaders
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo
Swap

£16.99
£15.99
£20.99
£20.99
£16.99
£16.99

Switch Blade II
Terminator II
Test Drive III
Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Mission
Thunderhawk AH-73M
Thunder Jaws

£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99
£10.99 £10.99

Tip Off

£16.99 £16.99

Toki
Torvak the Warrior

£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99

Total Recall

£16.99
£15.99
£20.99
£18.99
£16.99
£16.99

£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

£21.99 £21.99
£16.99 £16.99

£15.99 £15.99

Turricanll

£9.99

£9.99

Twilight2000

£23.99 £23.99

Ultima Martian Dreams

£20.99 £20.99

Ultima V
Ultima VI
Ultimate Ride
UMS II
Underpressure
UnReal

£19.99
£20.99
£10.99
£23.99
£17.99
£16.99

UNSquadron

£15.99 £15.99

Untouchables

£19.99
£20.99
£10.99
£23.99
£17.99
£16.99

£6.99

£6.99

Utopia

£20.99 £20.99

Vendetta

£16.99 £16.99

Vengence of Excalibur

N/A £19.99

Video Kid

£17.99 £17.99

Voided

£20.99 £20.99

Vroom
War Head

£16.99 £16.99
£7.99 £7.99

White Death (1 Meg)

£19.99 £19.99

Wild Wheels

£14.99 £14.99

Wing Commander II

£19.99 £19.99

£23.99 £23.99

Sim Ant
Sim Earth

£15.99 £15.99
£20.99 £20.99

Wiz Kid
Wolf Child

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

£21.99 £21.99

Simpsons

£15.99 £15.99

Woltpack

£14.99 £14.99

Ski or Die
Smash TV

£16.99 £9.99
£15.99 £15.99

Wonderland

£19.99 £19.99

W.W.F

£15.99 £15.99

Space 1889

£20.99 £20.99

Ziltrax

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99

MAX EXTRAonly £17.99

EDITION ONEonly £15.99

TurricanII. ST Dragon,SWIVand Wight Shift

DoubleDragon,Xenon,GeminiWingand Silkworm

D. Dragon,Shadow Warrior, D. Ninja

VIRTUAL WORLDS only £20.99
Driller, TotalEclipse, CastleMaster,TheCr/pt

TNT 2 only £20.99
Hydra,Skull+ Crossbones, Hard Drivin II,

DUESTFORADVENTURE only £23.99

AIR COMBATACES only £18.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £16.99

BOARD GENIUS AMIGAonly £17.99

Operation Stealth, Indiana's Last Crusade and

Falcon, Gunship and Fightbomber

RoboCop, Ghostbusters 2, Indiana Jones,

Deluxe Monopoly. DeluxeScrabble, Cleudo,

Badlands and Stun Runner

Mean Streets

SOCCER MANIA only £11.99

FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION

SUPER HEROESonly £17.99

GRANDSTAND only £17.99

2 HOT2 HANDLE only £18.99

FootballManager II, Gazza'sSoccer, Football
Manager- W.C. Edition, Microprose Soccer

only £16.99

Strider II, Indiana Jones, Last Ninja II
and Spy who loved me

GazzaSuper Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour,

Golden Axe,Total Recall, Shadow Warrior.

Falcon, Mission One and Mission Two

World Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

Super OffRoad Racing

FLIGHT COMMAND only £13.99

4 WHEEL DRIVE only £20.99

POWER PACK only £14,99
Xenon2, TVSports Football,Bloodwych and

SUPER SIM PACK only £21.99
Int. 3DTennis CrazyCars II,
Italy 90 and Airbourne Ranger

HEROESST only £9.99
Barbarian2, RunningMan,Star Wars

NINJACOLLECTION only £13.99

MIND GAMESonly £14.99
Austerlta, Waterlooand Conflict in Europe

MasterDetective and Risk

. Batman the Movie

Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier,
Lancaster,Sky Foxand Sky Chase

LotusEsprit,Celica GT4Rally. TeamSuzukiand

and Licence to Kill

SUPER SEGA

BIG BOXonly £15.99

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

ACTIONPACKonly £15.99

only £21.99

Captain Blood, TinTinon the Moon,SafariGuns,
Teenage Queen, BubblePlus, Purple Saturn Days,
KryptonEgg,Jumping Jackson, BOSo, Hostages

AMIGAonly £20.99

AMIGA only £22.99
TVSports Football,Lords of the RisingSun,

Cosmic Pirates, Rotor, Maya, On Safari. Eliminator.

MuscleCars, California Challenge,
EuropeanChallenge,Duel,Super Cars

WINNING FIVE Amiga only £11.99

MAGNUM 4 only £16.99

RAINBOWCOLLECTION only £13.99

POWERUP only £16.99

AIR, LAND,SEA only £23.99

Ircn Lord, NightHunter,TwinWorlds,
Putty's Saga and Sir Fred

Afterburner,DoubleDragon,OperationWolf,
and Batman CapedCrusader

NewZealandStory, BubbleBubble,

Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X Out,

FA18Interceptor,688 AttackSub, Indy500

Super MonacoGP, GoldenAxe,Crackdown,
ESWATandShinobi

Rainbow Islands •

Please make cheques and P.O.'s payable to Eagle Software. P&P is £1.00 per order in the UK. Orders
under £10 please add 50p per item. Europe: add £3.50 per item. Elsewhere add £4.50 per item. Ifthe title
you want is not listed please phoneforprices. Freecatalogue now available - please phone or tick box.
Member No:
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. Combo Racer

TV Sports Basketball, Wings
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Chase HQ,Turrican
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In conjunction with
HiSoft we are giving
away a COMPLETE,
fully working,
commercial version of the
ultimate utilities package,
Harlekin.

Worth over £45, Harlekin

gives you complete control of
your ST with a range of handy
utilities and indispensable tools and it's completely free on next

um.

month's ST User cover disk

Hrosontint j

HcjrleJrin
ttm

L_$rp> (ISffi

.

.

.

.

.

giveaway of mm,

the decade!
ALL of the ST's most

popular utilities in one handy package

rKhL on next month's JXMN$$ coverdisk
Reserve your May issue of Atari ST User NOW and make sure you don't miss out!

File awayi

T h i s month we peer through
the windows of the Desktop

i

and then move on to the real

stuff. Yes, we'll leave the comfy arm
chair of the land of ease and slide

into the realm of file manipulation.
It's nasty out there but with ST User

at your side, you'll make it through.
So let's briefly flit through the
words of previous Beginners' Guides
and recap on windows. These are

miniature screens within the larger

Andrew Baker finishes looking at the Desktop
and moves on to manipulating files

area of the monitor or television.

They can be manipulated, allowing
you to configure your screen to your
own preference. Pretty easy so far,

down and moving the mouse) to Be
used. With the "mover" tool, drag

huh?

Modify

ging the mouse over the grey (green
on colour monitors or TVs) will move
the window - Figure II shows what
the window looks like after changing

To allow you to move and modify
them, each window has several inte

gral tools. These are shown in Figure
I. Most GEM applications use win
dows to some extent and most of
these controls are used in a consistent

manner throughout these applica
tions.

Some, like the "closer" tool need

dragged (ie holding the mouse button

a disk's content in a window at one

size, and then resized in Figure IV.
The horizontal and vertical grey
bars, known as "scroll bars", indicate

space in the window and avoiding

the presence of hidden information

using scroll bars if possible.

tion inside the window when it's

and how much exists in the vertical
and horizontal directions. If these

scroll bar

tion. Remember that a window is like

empty

a view of a piece of paper - you can
have information both across and

between these two.

down the page. This is the case in
Figure IV - there is further informa

The "title bar" at the top of the
window gives the identity of the disk

tion both across and down.

and where on the disk the window is

window with
all tools
marked.
Horizontal

"scroll bars" are white - like the hori

zontal bar in Figure I - the window
has no further information in that

If the bar contains a smaller grey
area, you've got a window that is not
big enough to display all the informa

The extra information is viewed by

click on the small arrows at either

currently looking - in other words,
which folder on which disk you are
looking at. In applications, the "title
bar" is often employed to display the
filename of the document being

end of the scroll bars - these will

worked on.

dragging the grey area inside the
View Options

"scroll bar" down or across into the

Window

white areas. Alternatively, you could

being
resized
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Enlarge the window
If you only have one window open
- you can have up to seven open on
the desktop at once - you may want
to have the window as big as possible.
On the desktop this can be done by
clicking on the "fuller" tool. This will
enlarge the window to its maximum
size and if clicked on again, back to
its previous size. Further clicks toggle

Figure I: GEM

Desk File "Jem Options

File

In cases like this, icons will be

The "sizer" icon allows you to
change the size of the window,
increasing or decreasing the viewing
area. What happens to the informa

I"

Desk

plus space horizontally.

it.

plane.

Figure II:

window is so wide that there is sur

sucked up from the next row down
on the left-hand side to pad out the
space on the right-hand side. This is
also the case vertically - basically the
Desktop is maximising the available

resized or moved? This depends upon
very much upon individual applica
tions - in general the manuals will
explain any differences. Technically,

just one mouse click, which will
"close" the window. Others, like
"mover" and "sizer", need to be

according to official Atari developer
guides, the contents of a window
should be redisplayed showing as
much as possible in the new size at
the new position. This can be seeen
in Figures III and IV. Figure III shows

move the window contents up, down,
left or right.
Another facility available in the
Desktop's handling of windows but
not in other applications is a facility
called "wrap around". This is where a

wL

*

k| :

The "information bar" below the

title bar is peculiar to the GEM
Desktop, in that it's not often found
in other applications. However, sev
eral applications - including the GEM
Desktop - do have one, providing
additional information about the

Desk

File

tliew

Options

contents of the window, which in

this case is the amount of space avail
able and used on the disk.
©1

m\
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Figures III & IV:
Samples of
windows resized.

In Figure IV, the
window is
smaller in both
~1

—

1*

directions, with

grey bars in x & y

The "Save Desktop" option under
the "Options" menu - covered last

month - saves the positions of any
windows open. So next time you boot
(turn on or restart the ST) these win-

timmmSBB
Desk

File

tfieH

Figure V:

Options

Three

drag them to the destination. With
copying and moving, this could be

them to the COPIES folder.The files

will now be copied into this folder.

windows,
showing
overlapping
and greying of

another disk, another folder or

To see this, double click on the folder.

another window - but more of this

The window will be replaced showing

windows

later.

its contents.

To delete them, drag them to the
icon in the corner of the Desktop the waste-basket. In the metaphoric
lingo of the Desktop, you "throw
them away".
Drag the icon of the new folder

If all went according to plan, this
window should show the files you
selected. Double click on the drive A

icon to redisplay the original files and
then click on the other window.

Copy files

from the window to the wastebasket
DISKCDPV

Please insert disk B
into drive A;,

dows are automatically opened for

SOI

you.

DE!

In Figure V there are three win
dows open. Notice the difference
between the two in the background

OK

Figure VI: Insert disk B into drive A
on the copy disk operation

and the main one that is enabled.

You can bring a window that's hid
den in the background to the front ie show all of it - by clicking once on
any visible part of the hidden win

Language disk to your spare disk. If
you don't have two disk drives, you
will be prompted with the message in
Figure VI. This is asking you to insert

dow.

Hopefully you should now have a
good idea of exactly what the various
components of the GEM Desktop are

the new disk into drive A.

we'll work on what these tools can be

used for, starting with file control.

The primary function of the GEM
Desktop is the maintenance of files
(documents) created by other applica
tions. Asthe operations we'll be
doing can easily erase files - that is,
after all, part of their intended job in

the wastebasket.

You can delete multiple files (or
Copy/Move) in two ways. Firstly, if
next to each

Desk

File

View

Move the
mouse to the

first file and

click on its icon.

then - still

holding the
button down -

with, and so it won't matter if we

and move files to. Select "Make

adjacent files
are selected. Next, drag the selected

erase it.

Folder" and create a folder called

files to the wastebasket.

To do this you'll need a spare
blank disk. If you haven't already
done so, format it. Having done this,

COPIES. Now press Esc on the key

move it around
until all the

files is to click on the first one, hold

the Shift key down and click on addi

STLanguage disk in (supplied with
your ST). Once in, drag the disk icon

updated to show the new folder. The
first activity we'll cover is removing
files or deleting them. This is the pro
cess used when you no longer want a

folders and then when finished, sim

for drive A to drive B.

file or folder.

ply delete them.

Copying, deleting and moving all
work in the same way. You select the
file(s) you wish to work on and then

Desk

File

tional files. Using this procedure you
can select whole groups of files or

Deleted
Once a file is deleted it cannot be
recovered - at least not without addi

UieN Options

tional software - and even then

fl "
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Figure VII: Language disk window open with new
folder (COPIES) this dragged to the bin

•

recovery is uncertain. If a folder con
taining files is thrown away or
"trashed", all the files inside it are
also deleted.

ELJ3L
To r.\

Figure VIII: Language disk, and the
new folder with copied files in it

Another way to select multiple

board. The window contents will be

another disk - in this case, the

eral files I copied into it. Delete the
files from the folder and experiment
with dragging files to the folders icon
in the original window and into the
actual window. The two operations
have the same effect, but it's impor
tant you understand how they work
compared with each other. There's a

around them.

life - we'll create a disk we can play

This will copy the entire contents

Figure VII shows the Language disk
and the new folder window with sev

Options

A window will appear showing the
contents of the disk. The first thing
we'll do is create somewhere to copy

of the disk now in the drive to

icon.

other you can
drag a box

new disk in the drive and double

Updated

take it out of the drive and chuck the

As the window you've just opened
is the actual folder, you can copy files
from the original window to here
instead of dragging them to the folder

the files are

Once you've done this, select
"OK". You will now be prompted to
swap between the original disk and
the destination disk until the copy is
finished. Once the copy operation is
completed, make sure you've got the

for and how they work. You've
learned how to use the tools, so now

- see Figure VII. Providing you
haven't changed the settings in
Options, you should now be
prompted with a dialogue box warn
ing you that you are about to delete
the folder. Confirm this operation.
Pressing Esc again will update the
contents of the window, revealing
that our recently created "folder" is
no longer there. This procedure is
used to delete folders, files, programs
- anything, in fact. Just drag them to

To Copy or Move files you follow a
similar procedure, except that the
files/folders are dragged to where you
wish to copy them to. Re-create the

subtle difference between Copy and
Move. With copy, the original is left
untouched. With move the file is

physically transferred to the new
location, and the original deleted.
Earlier STs - before the STE - didn't

have a Move operation built in.
Instead, the user had to delete the

original after copying it! On STEs,
hold down the Ctrl key while copying
- this will now Move the file instead

of Copying it.
I hope this month's guide hasn't
have been to difficult - it's marked a
hallmark in the series. We're now

COPIES folder, select one or more of

starting to do things rather than
learning how to use the tools needed
to do them. So pat yourself on the
back and start saving for the next

the files in the window and drag

issue!
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HOME BASED BUSINESS

EXPLOIT YOUR COMPUTER

Due to massive bulk buying and low costadvertising we
can offer you The Best Disks at most Competitive Prices

The ART of making your computer earn.
For your FREE details send 1st class stamp to:COTTAGE INDUSTRIES

w#*# FROM wJJ#

4 Oddfellow Court
Oddfellow Street

INC VAT
+ LABELS

For Qry's
of 100+

Ystradgynlais
Qry's below 100 @38p each; 250+@34p each;500+@33p each.

Swansea SA9 1LH

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

SONY 3.5" 38p

ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)
512K-E30

2 Meg-£100

TOO Capacity Disk Box

4.25

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.50

Mouse Pockets
Printer Stand

1.75
4.25

Mouse Mat

2.25

Posso Box

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K-P.O.A.

2 Meg - P.O.A.
•

3.5" DSHD ,.65p
5.25" DSDD.24p
5.25" DSHD 36p

Amiga/Atari Dust cover....2.50
3.5"/5.25" Cleaning Kit... 1.95

15.95

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock

24.95

Amiga/Atari External Drive

54.95

lU THIS MONTHS SPECIAL OFFER

REPAIRS - Phone for details

Wl 200 3.5"DSDD Disks
™ +2 x lOO Cap Boxes

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment with order.
All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective parts or workmanship

Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs lo PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Depl. AMC)
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, Newcastle,

49 Parish Lane, Pence, London SE20 7LJ

<E» 081-659 2851

TELESALES HOTLINE
0782 212970 "Tg*i

Staffs. ST5 4EY.

••••

Please make cheques payable to "BREVCO" Thankyou.

PLEASE NOTE WE ARE MOVING PREMISES DURING EARLY MARCH, OUR NEW ADDRESS IS SHOWN BELOW

Atari 520 STE with Double Sided Disc Drive,
Mouse. Owners Manual, First Basic,

Neochrome, ST Tour, Escape from the Planet of
the Robot Monsters, Final Fight,
Sim City,9 Lives
ONLY £279.95

INCLUDES

ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUAL
BUSINESS MODULE:- ST WORD,
ST CALC, ST BASE
CREATIVE MODULE:- HYPERPAINT2,
MUSIC MAKER 2, FIRST BASIC
PLAY AND LEARN MODULE:-

Plus FREEI Our NEW software starter

PROF PLAYSA NEW GAME,
PROF LOOKS ATWORDS,

packcomprising:

PROF MAKES SENTENCES

HOME OFFICE MODULE:

StarLC20(UK)
Star LC200Colour (UK)
StarLC24/200(UK)

E139.95
£199.95
£239.95

Star LC24/200 Colour

£279.95

Star SJ48 Bubble Jet
Citizen 1200+
Citizen 124D

£239.95
£119.95
£189.95

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

£219.95
£239.95
£189.95
£199.95
£279.95
£289.95

224D
224D Colour
Swilt 9
Swilt 9 Colour
Switt 24E
Swift 24E Colour

MARCH/APRIL SPECIAL OFFER

Mono Emulator.

JUNIOR SCHOOL MODULE:ANSWER BACKJUNIOR QUIZ,
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ, SPELLING,
PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Allprinter prices include:
Connecting Lead, VinylDust Cover and
200 sheets paper (except STAR SJ48)

EDUCATION MODULE:

GCSE REVISION MODULE:

MONO MONITORS

Database, Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor,
Spell Checker, Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor,

KidiStory, GCSE Maths, Spell, Alphabet,

MICROMATHEMATICS, FRENCH MISTRESS,
GEOGRAPHY QUIZ

Number Go Round.

Virus Killer, Colouring Book, Label Printer,
Mail Merge.

PLUS FREE! A SUPERB DISK CONTAINING
ELEVEN GREAT GAMES

ALLITEMSIN FAMILY CURRICULUM PACKABOVE, PLUS:

DISCOVERY EXTRA PLUS PACK

VINYL DUSTCOVER,MOUSEMAT
TWO MICROSWITCHEDJOYSTICKS,

ONLY £379.95

10 Blank Disks, Joystick
ONLY £299.95

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
PROTAR HARD DRIVES

Progate 20Mb
£269.95
Progate 30Mb
£309.95
Progate 40Mb
£329.95
Progate 80Mb
£419.95
All prices include FREE12 mouths
replacement guarantee

Atari 520ST/1040ST
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1123/1124

£8.95

£12.95

AlphaRay
Sigma Ray
Gamma Ray

E9.95
£11.95
£18.95

£7.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE

Timeworks 2 Desktop Publisher

£89.95

Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

£22.95
£39.95

DegasElite

£18.95

Deluxe Paint
Neo Desk 3

£44.95
£29.95

£34.95

Quartet

£39.95

STOS

C21.95

£14.95
£10.95

£139.95

STOSCompiler
STOSSprites

Atari SC1435
Protar VistoA14

£219.95
£199.95

Fun School 2 Under 6 Years

£13.95

PhilipsCM8833/2(UK)

£239.95

Commodore 1084D

£169.95

Fun
Fun
Fun
Fun

6-8 Years
Over 8 Years
Under 5 Years
5-7 Years

£13.95
£13.95
£16.95
£16.95

Fun School 3 Over I Years
Fun School 4 Under 5 Years
Fun School 4 5-7 Years

£16.95
E16.95
£16.95

CumanaCSA3541Mb

£69.95

Zydec Drive1Mb

£59.95

AtariOriginal

INYL DUST COVERS

Plus Our free software pack as listed above

Cruiser

Quickshol Maverick 1M
Quickshot Apache

Atari SM144

REPLACEMENT MICE

10 BLANK DISKS IN A BOX

Twin Joystick Extension Lead,

£12.95
£8.95

Data Manager Professional

Disc Drives

FAMILY CURRICULUM BONUS PACK

ENTERTAINMENT MODULE:
Ten Great Action Games

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl Computer Cover, Mouse Mat,

£12.95
£7.45

KonixNavigator
Konix Speedking

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

ONLY £359.95

CREATIVITY MODULE:

Professional Autofire
Cheetah 125*

£5.95
£4.95
£4.95

StarLC10/20

£4.95

Star LC24/200
Star LC200
Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

Citizen 224D

£4.95

Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24/24e

£4.95
£4.95

Atari SM125/SM124

£6.95

PhilipsCM8833/2

£6.95

School
School
School
School

2
2
3
3

Fun School 4 Over 7 Years

£24.95

Naksha Mouse

£24.95

Golden Image
Squik Mouse

£19.95
£14.95

£16.95

MagicMaths 4-8 Years

£17.95

Maths Mania 8-12 Years

£17.95

Three Bears 5-10 Years

£17.95

BetterSpelling (8-14)
Better Maths(12-16)
Lets Spell at Home
Lets Spell at the Shops
Lets Spell Out and About
MagicStory Book(5-14)
Pepe's Garden(Ages3-7)

£17.95
£17.95

MARCH/APRIL SPECIAL OFFER
Ten blank disks, mouse mat. mouse bracket Only £9.95
Mouse Mat
£4.95

Shoe People (Ages 4-6)
Cave Maze (Ages8-13)

£16.95
£11.95

TwinJoystick Ext Lead

£5.95

Disk Head Cleaner

£2.95

Would all our customers please note that we are moving
to a much larger premises during early March. Our new
address is shown below and we should be in there by

Naksha Scanner

£104.95

Mathtalk

FORGET MECLOCK 2 WITH THROUGHPORT
LOW LOW PRICE £13.95

.'

Reasoning with Troll (5-12)

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95
£20.95
£16.95

£13.95
£11.95

thetime thismagazine comesout.Ifyouareplanning
to visitus. pleaseringfirstto confirm this

MAIL-CENTA

38 Castlefields, The Main Centre, Derby DEI 2PE. Tel: 0773 826830
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00 please add 50p. Order value
£10.00 to £99.99 delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over please add £5.00.
Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges.

1

Don't abuy aHigh Res Monitor!
until you've checked out The Monulator, an incredible
piece of software which allows you to run virtually any
mono program on your existing TV or monitor with
genuine 640 x 400 high resolution quality!

Double the resolution of your TV or monitor
With its special screen modes, the Monulator can
display all 256000 pixels of the ST's high res screen,
giving a crisp, clear, precise display - essential for
Desktop Publishing, CAD, Graphic Design, MIDI etc.

NEWSAGENTS ORDER
Please reserve a copy of ST User magazine
every month until further notice

Attention users of the PD mono emulator
Do your programs run slower than a soporific
snail? Are you fed up with deciding everything at
boot-up? Do the fuzzy icons and the blurry,
unreadable text get you down

J I will collect

J I would like it delivered to my home
Name

Moriarty Software has the answer: The Monulator!

Address

And the price? Just £20, including software,
documentation, delivery and free Technical Support.
In this advert we cannot possibly list the Monulator's
many features, so we've produced an information pack,
containing screen shots, review quotes and lots more!
Just send a stamped addressed envelope for your copy.

Postcode

Note to Newsagent: Atari ST User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not contact David Wren

MORIARTY SOFTWARE • Dept US • 1 Cedar Close
Langley Green • Crawley • W. Sussex • RH11 7SB

on 0625 878888.

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE

80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN

Tel: 0773 761944/605010
BUDGIE U.K. LICENCEWARE

• P.D. Disks CI to £1.50 •

• Budgie Licenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95 •
• Commercial Games Software from only £2.99 •
• Same day service, quality virus free disks •
• P&P FREE on orders over £5.00 (50p otherwise) •
Here are just a few disks from our comprehensive catalogue (E1.50 each):

D.301
D.302
G.146
S.70
A.36
P.33
G.147

0.291
D.262
G.131
G.140
M.13
M.B8
G.142
G.124
G.11Q

PUNISHYOUR MACHINE: The latest stunning mega-demo from Delta Force. (2 D/S disks £3.00).
STUPENDOUS DEMO: Very good mulli-screen demo from trie Pixel Twins. D/S.
JUNGLE TREK: Arcade adventure/beat 'em up in the jungle - good graphics.
MAD MAX MUSIC:35 pieces of chip-music from Mad Max and others. D/S.
KQZMIC 2: Unbelievablepsychedelic pattern generator. (1Mb D/S).
ZXSPECTRUM EMULATOR: German emulator of the Speccy. (1Mb D/S}.
THEMANAGER: Super new football management game. D/S.

LIGHTNING DEMO: Super mega-demo from the Pendragons. D/S.
THUNDERBIRDS: 5-4-3-2-1.. .Thunderbirds are go! Digisound and pics.
STARTREK-THE GAME: Digi-pics and digi-sound. (1Mb, Not TOS 1.62).
A NIGHT ONTHETOWN: Find the girl of your dreams, take her to dinner and then...well, the rest is up to you!
OPUS2.2: Superb spreadsheet program, commercial quality. (1Mb D/S).
ST-VOCAB: Working demo of foreign language tutor (French).

INFILTRATION: 3D graphicadventure game aboard an alien spacecraft.
SPECTRAL SORCERY: The game of battlingwizards (two player or v. Computer).
LLAMATRON: Superb Jeff Minter Shoot 'em up. The very best. D/S.

G.115 MYSTICWELL: 'Dungeonmaster' style game from the States.

G.148 OZONE: Excellent quality platform game with many puzzles to solve. S/S.
M.B5 PUZZLE CREATORS: Create your own word searches, word spirals, etc.
P.24 MENU-MAKER: Make your own menus with music, sprite and scroll (D/S).

PRO.20
DEM.3
BU.89
BU.86
BU.50
BU.8
BU.83

We also stock the FULL range of Budgie U.K. titles including the fallowing:
VIDEO MASTER: Comprehensive video titling program. (£3.95).
DOHCRIKEY, WHAT A SCORCHER: Incredible Lost Boys Mega-demo. (£2.95).
HORSERACING SIMULATOR: From sale ring to winners enclosure. (£2.95).
DUATRIS: "Tetris" variant with coloured rotating cubes. (£2.95).
SPACEINVADERS by Robert Leong. Classic arcade action. (£2.95).
SPECULATOR: True to life simulation based on futures markets. (£2.95).
CYBERSTORM: Defender clone by KathySteinbeck. (£2.95).

BU.53

FROM LITTLE ACORNS: Point and clickadventure by Simon Brown.(£2.95).

BU.86
BU.75
BU.70
BU.71
BU.81
BU.90

QUATRIS: Addictive'Tetris" type game using rotating cubes. (£2.95).
THEBLAGG: Police adventure written by real policemen!! (£2.95).
PACMAN ST:The definitiveversion by Robert Leong. (£2.95)
DARK WARS:Role playingadventure with a 3D view. (£2.95).
DEAD OR ALIVE...?:Vast and humorous text adventure. (£2.95).
MATCH IT:Fantastically addictive tile game (£2.95).

MAG.12 MAGGIE 7: Issue No. 7 of the Lost Boys disk magazine. (£2.95).

MAG.15 THELEDGERS: Volume3 of the Untouchables disk magazine. (£2.95).
PR0.1 ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT: Idealfor the home or club. (£3.95).
PRO.16 ST-68KREFERENCE: Reference system for the serious programmer. (£3.95).
PRO.18 FUNTIMEI & II: Educational offering for children aged 3 to 6. (£3.95).
COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE

Numerous titles in stock, others immediately obtainable, all at budget prices! Choose a FREEPD game from the
column on the left or from our catalogue wilh each of the titles below!!

D.287 HAROCORE DANCEFLOOR: Awesomehouse music from the WildBoys(NowSTE!}. D/S.
M.79

COLOURSPACE: Incredible Jeff Minter light synthesiser. 'Your ears won't believe your eyes!"

Knighimare
Utopia

£1999
£20.99

GaryLinekersHcTshoi £7.99

1943

£7.99

Altered Beast

£7.99

Batman
Shadow Sorceror

Thunderblade

£7.99

Switcnbiade

£7.99

Dragon Spirit
SlUflepuck

£7.99
£7.99

£7.99
£19.99

D.271 GATEWAY TO HEXENLAND: Amazing mega-demo from the Avengers. (D/S).
M.21 VIDEO MANAGER: Handy database to keep track of your videos.
D.286 VODKA DEMO: Multiscreen mega-demo by Equinox. D/S.

Gauntlet

£7,99

Blasteroids

£7.99

M.81

NEWSDISK(SANDP): Now it's easy to Create your own magazine disks.

£7.99

SPECTRUM EXTENDED DISPLAYER: Fantasy pics (mostly semi-clad females} so large you have to scroll them on
the screen! (D/S}.

Drille.'
£7.99
Pro-Tenms Simulator.. £7.99

Shadow of'.he Beast.

A.34

Captainhu

£7.99

Barbar.an (Palace) ... £7 99
NewZealandStory
£7.99

Operation Wolf
Spellfire

£7.99
£6.99

D.272 THINGS NOT TODO:Humorousdemo by ElectronicImages. (D/S).
HITCH-HIKERS PD UTILITY DISK:Disk full of excellent utilities by Stuart Coates. D/S.
ALPHABET MIX:Challenging puzzle game for young children. (£2.95).

U.14
L.6

A FEWOFTHEDISKSFROMOURBUDGET COLLECTION (Only £1.00 each!)
B.30 SHERLOCK: Master detective game.
8 BALL: Pool Simulation.
ROBOTZ: Classy shoot'em up.
B.20 HACMAN: Pac Man action.
FROGGY: Classic arcade action.
B.31 VIDEO POKER: Casino game.
FULL BUDGIE LICENCEWARE RANGE INSTOCK (Those listed below £2.95)
DEM.4 SPECTRUM SHOW:(Over 16's only).
DEM.3 OHCRIKEY: BrilliantLost Boys.
BU.86 QUATRIS: Tetris variant.
BU.90 MATCH IT:Fantasticallyaddictive.
BU.88

ANNIHILATOR: Galaxian clone.

BU.83

CYBERSTORM: Defender Clone.

BU.81 DEAD OR ALIVE...:Huge adventure.

BU.65 DOUGLAS 2: Boulderdash variant

BU.89 HORSE RACING:In depth sim.

PR0.1 ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT. £3.95

BU.20 VIDEO MASTER: Superb tiller £3.95.

For a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly, catalogue disk just send a blank disk and s.s.a.e. to the address above and
we'll send you one by return complete with a selection of FREEPD including an excellent 'Match it' game. Alternatively

send us £1.00 and we'll send you the same catalogue and free programs on one of our disks. (Please quote STU3).

£9.99

Hitchh'kers/Galaxy
R-Type II

£9.99
£18.50

Wres^e Mania

£19.99

Speecball

£9.99

California Games

£7,99

Vigilante
Tieas.Isle Dizzy

£7.99
£4.99

Crackdown

£4.99

Full price games also available at discount prices. Ring for details
ZZSOFT: INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE. Book and disk for beginners...£19.95

ZZSOFT: EASY TEXTPLUS. The definitive budget DTP...£19.95

B.36
B.14
B.27

BU.71 DARK WARS:3D fantasy adventure.

Fed/Free Traders

PERIPHERALS

SQUIK MOUSE:
DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANER:

£16.99.
E1.99.

ZYDEC ATARI MOUSE:
SUPER PRO ZIP STICK:

80 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX:
ZYDECZY-FI STEREO SPEAKERS:

£7,99.
£38.95.

POSSOST0RAGEB0X(150capacity)

MOUSE HOUSE:

£2.95.

£19.95.
£12.99.

£17.99

MOUSE MAT: 8mm thick

£3.50.

OUST COVER: (Atari520 or 1040)

£3.99.

PROTECT YOUR OISK COLLECTION

Ifa virus gets tree in your disk collection it can do irreparable damage in a very short time. Don't let it happen to you.
Protect yourself with MikeMee's ProfessionalVirus Killer for just £6.95. The program identifies529 differenttypes of virus
and boot sectors and could save you a lot of heartache if it traps that virus before it breaks free.

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE kzgH

W h e n writing assembler pro
grams, as with other lan
guages, there is a particular

I

format in which the source code

must be written, so that the assem

J

\_,-i_i-JJj\l£

I.

bler can recognise the statements,
and translate them into machine

Assembler^

code.

in assembler, each line of the

source program may contain only
one programming instruction. This
instruction may be preceded by a
label, and may be followed by a com
ment. The general format of a source

Marc Young covers

Programming

code line is:
label

instruction

some more basics

connent

the 68000

of assembler

Some assemblers insist that the label

is followed by a colon (:) and some
that the comment is preceded by a

programming

semicolon (;) or asterisk (*).

case. For the examples used in this

For compatibility, we will use a
colon following labels, and a semi
colon preceding comments. Where a

series, all labels will be in lower case,
all instructions in upper case.

The instructions understood by

line is empty except for a comment,
this comment will be preceded by an

the 68000 processor allow it to read
from and write to the ST's memory,
ln addition, the processor has access
to 16 "registers". These can be

asterisk. There are no standards as to
whether the labels or instructions

should be in either upper or lower

thought of as 16 long words (remem
ber, a long word is four bytes) which

The 16 registers are split into two
groups - the Address registers and the

are available for the processor to use.
As the processor can access regis
ters faster than memory, and can per
form some functions only on
registers, they are very important,
and you will see them used often.

Data registers.

The Data registers are named DO
to D7, and can be accessed simply by
naming them. For example, the

Everything you wanted to know about hex
It's a drag, but it is all but impossible to write in assembler without having a
grasp of hexadecimal and binary. If you're not mathematically inclined this
may be a little daunting, but bear with me and you'll soon wonder what all the

reasonably simple calculation (at least for small numbers). To convert decimal
into binary, first write down a table as follows:
2048 1024 512 256 128

fuss was about!

When we count we use the decimal system. There are ten digits (0 to 9)
which are used to make up a number. The number 1234 represents one thou

64

32

16

4

which is simply a list of numbers, starting at the right from one, doubling as
you go left. Keepgoing left until the number is greater than the number you

sand plus two hundred plus three tens plus four. The reason we multiply each
of the digits by 1000, 100 and 10 is simply that this is the decimal, or base 10
system, and 100 is 10 x 10, and 1000 is 10 x 10 x 10. Easyso far?

wish to convert.

senting them, so convention has it that we use the ten digits 0 to 9 and the let

Take the number you wish to convert and write it to the far right of the
table. Divide this number by the leftmost number on the table. The first answer
will always be zero, as the leftmost number is larger than the number to be con

ters A, B, C, D, E and F. Converted to their decimal equivalents, the numbers

verted.

If we use hexadecimal, then we use 16 digits. We need some way of repre

Now divide by the next number in the table. If the answer is one, write a one

are as follows:
Decimal

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Hex

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

under that position in the table, subtract the
table number from the original number and
write the new answer to the right of the table,
otherwise write a zero under the table. Now

To avoid confusion, we prefix hexadecimal numbers with a $ sign. This is
merely used as an indicator to show us - or the computer - that we are talking
about a hexadecimal number and not a decimal one.

In hexadecimal, the number $1234 is one "four thousand and ninety sixes"
plus two "two hundred and fifty sixes" plus three "sixteens" plus four. The rea
son we multiply by these numbers (4096, 256 and 16) is simply that this is the
hexadecimal, or base 16 system, and 256 is 16 x 16, and 4,096 is 16 x 16 x 16.
So, if we convert $1234 to decimal, we get the answer 4660. OK, it may
not be easy-peasy any more, but if you are confused, read it again and
persevere.

Now, to see if you're really with it, see if you can work out why SAO is 160 in
decimal, and 255 is $FF. Still with me? Good.
A digital computer can only work in binary. Each bit of RAM can either be
on or off, and this is represented using a 1 (for on) and a 0 (for off).

repeat the process with the next number in the table.
Converting binary to decimal can be performed by simply writing down the
above table, but writing in the binary digits beneath their corresponding num
bers, then adding all the numbers where the binary digit is one.
To convert hex to binary, simply take each hex digit, convert it to
decimal - only A to F are a problem, and you can work them out on your
fingers - then convert this number to binary using the method described
above.

Add leading zeros to the binary number to ensure it is four binary digits long
- for example the number one would be %0001. Once each hex digit is con
verted, simply string the resultant binary numbers together.
As an example, take $A2F:
$A = 10
$2 = 2
$F = 15

To avoid confusion, we prefix binary numbers with a % sign. This is merely
used as an indicator to show us - or the computer - that we are talking about a
binary number, and not a decimal one.

In binary, the number %1010 is one "eights" plus zero "fours" plus one
"two" plus zero. The reason we multiply by these numbers (8, 4 and 2) is simply
that this is the binary, or base 2 system, and four is 2 x 2, and eight is 2 x 2 x 2.
So, if we convert %1010 to decimal, we get the answer 10.
If you need to convert from binary, hex or decimal to any of the others, is a

21010
X0010

21111

Using these methods, it is possible to convert from any of the three bases to any
of the others.

contents of the word at address 5432

into data register 5, we could use the
instruction:

bytes) to the address held in AO.
Next, the plus sign (+) following
the bracket tells the processor to add

AS = S1000

instruction:

and:

NOVE.L

8100,03

nOVE.U

5432,D5

four to AO. The reason four is added

;Hove contents of

word at 5432 into D5

is that this is a long word instruction
- as shown by the ".L" - so the

00 = $20

will move the value 100 into register

Unfortunately, we will rarely know

D3.

the exact memory location we wish
to access. Therefore it may be more

The Address registers are named

AO to A7. Again they can be accessed
directly in the same way as the data
registers. A7 is sometimes called SP -

convenient to hold the Address in an

which stands for Stack Pointer - and

example would be:

to clear.

will move the long word contents of
the address $10D0 to D7. ($10D0 =
$1000 + $20 + $B0).
It is also possible to increment or

»5432,A3 ;Nove the
number 5432 into A3
NOVE.U
(A3),D5
;Hove the
contents of the word at
the address

HOVE.L

with the stack, which will be covered

You can see that, by placing brackets
around the address register, we tell

decrease the address register after or
before the operation. Again, an
example may make things clear.
Let's suppose we wish to clear an
area of memory by moving zeros to a
number of consecutive bytes. The
following piece of code would suf

the 68000 to use the number held in

fice:

later.

The reason for the split between
Address and Data registers is simply

;held in A3 into 05

that there are some instructions

which can only use one or other type
of register.
If a program needs to refer to a
particular area of memory, there are a

to

the next address which we want

NOVE.L $B0(A0,DQ),07

address register. A rather contrived

is a "special" register reserved for use

address register will now be pointing

then

that register as an address with which
to perform the operation.

number of methods it can use. The

simplest would be to refer to the
actual "address" of the memory. The
address is simply the number of the
byte - or word, or long word - to
which we are referring.
The first byte of RAM is byte zero,
followed by one, two and so on up to
the end of RAM in your ST. The first

will end up with the hex value $1234

In fact we can also add an offset

tracted from $80024 (two because
this is a Word instruction, as shown

by the ".W") before performing the
move.

Just to confuse the novice, each of

HOVE.U $24(A1),00

the types of memory addressing we
After putting the address of the start
of the chunk of memory to be

would take the value in Al, add $24

word is at address zero, the second

to it, get the word at this address and
put it into DO. To complicate matters

cleared into AO, the instruction:

In case you come across

NOVE.L »0,(AO)+

of another register to the equation.
An example may help! If:

the names elsewhere, they are as
moves a long word of zero (four zero

Homework

Address
Address
Address
Address
Address

(AD

A lot of theory this month, so try
not to get too bogged down. Take

convert between bases, so there's

(AD +

no need to learn the methods by

-(AD

your time, and make sure you

heart - but you should try to
understand the concepts ifpossi

understand the concepts involved.
In most cases it is not necessary to

have talked about have names which

are about as easy to remember as
something which completely escapes
me for the moment!

further, we can also add the contents

thereafter. If we wanted to move the

decrement the contents of AO before

carrying out the instruction. For
example:

at address $80022, as two is sub

to this address by preceding the
bracketed register with a number. For
example:

word at address two, followed by
four, six and so on . Long words are
at 0, 4, 8, 12 and multiples of four

In a similar way, we can precede
the (AO) by a minus (-) sign.
This will force the processor to

$12(AD

$12(A1,A2)

follows:

Register Indirect

Register Indirect with Postincreient
Register Indirect with Predecrement

Register Indirect with Displacement
register Indirect with Index

ble.

Converting decimal to binary
Decim si No.
2048

1024

512

256

128

64

32

16

8

4

2

Glossary

1

Binary - a form of counting using only the

0

digits O and 1.
Decimal - the normal form of counting.

1

Uses digits from O to 9.
Hex - short for hexadecimal. Counting to
base 16 (using 16 digits, O to F,

0
1

rather than the more normal O to 9).
Register - a piece of memory available to

0
1

the 68000 processor. The ST's
processor has 16 registers

0

comprising eight data registers and

0

eight address registers.
Stack - an area of memory reserved for

0

use mainly for storing information
temporarily, such as when passing

0
1

Maki ngup thent mber 1347. In bina ry

it is %1010100C Oil

information between routines.

Stack pointer - actually Address register
7 (A7), this register is used to point
to an area of memory known as the
Stack.

WARPZONEPDL
53Ropewalk, RiverSt, St Judes
Bristol BS29EG

Telephone: 0272553758
*

Partners: Steve Delaney & Irene Lamb

THE BEST VALUE PD IN THE WEST!!
SAMEDAY SERVICE...QUALITY, ANTI-VIRUS DISKS...PRICES INC.P&P
Not less than 250k per SS disk or 500k per DS disk

v

SS-£1.25 perdiskoDS- £1.75 perdisk<>2xSS ononeDS-£2.00

^

^Listed below are just a few titles from our extensive library. A*=DS disk^
DEM-43
DEM-X*
GEN-6

PUNISH YOUR MACHINE: latest mega-demo from Delta Force (2 DS disks only £2.75)
MENU-MAKER: Make your own menus with music piccy's and scrolling messages
ARCHIVE SUITE: Everything you need to store and compress/de-compress your progs

GEN-12

FORMFINDER: Pick your winning horses (maybe?) with your ST's help

GEN-9

ZX-81 EMULATOR: Back to the good old speccy days, complete with loads of progs

MIDI-1 * PSS SPECIAL: ADS disk chock full of progs for the Yamaha PSS series keyboards

MIDI-14* NAME THAT TUNE: Arather inane game with the bonus of 101 Midi files on the disk

MIOI-12

THE HENRY COSH SEQUENCER: The now famous, second tonone PD Midi Sequencer

DEM-44

SKID ROW: Find your way round an alley maze to enter demo's (2 xDS disks only £2.75)

PQ Box 273, Aberdeen AB9 8SJ
OVER 3.000 DISKS OF PUBLIC DOMAIN. SHAREWARE AND LICENSEWARE
After many years supporting the Atari ST. Floppyshop are now the largest stockist ofhigh quality,
low cost software in Britain. Our nearest rivals are several hundred disks behind us!Our full

catalogue is disk based and uses a customised version of the popular Hitchhiker's Document
Displayer. Itreceived ahighly favourable review in the January 1992 issue ofShareware Shopper.
For a free copy, send usa blank disk with a note of your name and address. Alternatively you can
send a Cheque or PO for 80p and we'll supply the disk. We can guarantee you will not be
disappointed. No-one beats us for service. All orders received by 2pm are despatched the same
day We also accept payment byVISA orMastercard, either by post ortelephone.
BUDGIE UK AND SHOESTRING LICENSEWARE STOCKED

YOUR 2nd ST MANUAL: This is the one you should have gotten with your ST!

Floppyshop were one of the first distributors for the Budgie UK and Shoestring Licenseware
ranges. Budgie produce games, demos, disk magazines and utility software. Shoestring specialise

DEM-45* YO DEMO: From the Black Cats. Shoot the aliens before you can see ademolll
DEM-46 THE EUROPEAN DEMO'S: Atwo disk setof some really good demo's (only £275 the set)

comparable tofull price software but ata fraction ofthe cost. With utility software at£3.95 and
everything else at £2.95, you're getting a bargain! Only approved distributors like ourselves are

GEN-4

DEM-47* WARNING SIGN: French art show with some unusually good artwork

GEN-15*

BUS-2

BUS-3

BUS-6*

MXB-1

MXB-5

TRK-30

ENTREPRENEURS DISK: Full of text file on how tomake money in various clever ways

ST WRITER ELITE: Abrilliant Word Processor, asgood asany commercial program

EZ-TEXT V12: Ademo version (but fully usable) of avery cheap (but good) DTP prog

allowed to sell these titles.

MORE NEW TITLES THAN OUR COMPETITORS

With numerous top contacts throughout theworld and a good working relationship with software

OPUS: Spreadsheet that isdefinitely ofcommercial quality

authors, we add more new titlesto our catalogue than any of our competitors. The catalogue is

MIXED BAG 5: Fourteen progs on this one inc. Emulators, Virus guardian &more

actually added 184 onone occasion! This iseven more surprising considering that we accept only
the best titles and typically reject about 20c/<?-30'7o of allsubmissions. If you have written a top

MIXED BAG 1: Ten, yes ten mixed programs on this disk inc. packer.disk expander etc.

EMPIRE NOISE TRACKER: Complete with 3good modules. Every bit as good as TCB

TRK-1 toTRK-29: All these disks are chock full ofTracker Modules
TRK-31* TCB TRACKER: This demo version comes complete with modules
TRK-32 toTRK-36: All disks full ofTCB Modules

GRA-14 ANI-ST: Aonce commercial (£89.95) art and animation package now PD
GRA-20* PAD: Excellent, too many features to mention. German Hi-Res art package
GAM-34* RAINY DAY DISK: Crosswords, arcade games, word game &puzzle panes

GAM-25

in educational software for young children. Both organisations produce programs which are

ANIGHT ON THE TOWN: Home grown graphic adventure from David Watts

GAWI-27* STOS GAMES 1:8 great games for Stos users inc. Snake race &Saga

Pn ADDED VALUE PACKS ONLY £8.50 EACH
Each packcontainssevendoublesideddisks crammedwith programs
Pack 1...MUSIC/MIDI

Pack 2...UTILITIES Pack 3...BUSINESS

(as anexample. Pack 1contains over 5000k ofprograms)
CATALOGUES:

updated every two months and during 1991 the lowest number ofnew disks added was 150, we

quality program and would like us toinclude itin our collection, send it in for evaluation. Ifwe
accept your work, we will swap between 2and 4disks ofours for each one ofyours. Please don't
split your programs over more disks than necessary. We will be fair with you and expect the
samein return! If we don'taccept yourprograms, they willbe returned to you.

PROTECTION AGAINST THE GROWING MENACE OF COMPUTER VIRUSES
Ifyou've tried the demo version onthe July 1991 cover disk ofAtari ST User, you will nodoubt
have found at least oneVirus inyour collection. It is more than likely that you found several. For
a mere £6.95 you can have the full version of this invaluable program and check every new disk
you receive BEFORE you risk infecting the rest of your collection. Low cost updates will be
made available to all registered users. Remember, prevention is better than cure! At £6.95 it's
simply not worth taking the chance. Buy PVK now, before Viruses destroy your valuable data!

Please make Cheque or PO (UK currency only) payable to Floppyshop. Major Credit Cards
welcome. UK Postage FREE, Overseas Postage to: Europe £1.00 per order. Rest of World 10%
of order value.

Disk blank + sae or 50p + sae/Paper25p + sae. (Diskor Paper free with order)

Intro-Disk: Catalogue + over 700k of software only £1.00 + sae

AVHHTKLH
OF LEEDS
Unlike the majority of Advertisers in this magazine,
we are dedicated to serving the needs of our local
people.

They know we offer great advice, service and deals
on all things Atari. Our City Centre showroom is
packed with the latest software and hardware covering
DTP, GRAPHICS, VIDEO, MIDI & BUSINESS

applications plus those hard to find items like PC
emulators, scanners, digitisers, genlocks,
replacement drives &memory upgrades.
Our local Price Match means you won't have to
sacrifice service to save a few pounds and we often
have special offersavailable only to personal callers.
So even if you normally shop elsewhere, or prefer
mail order, come in to see us. We think you'll be
surprised at what we can offer.
STOP PRESS: ATARI STACEY now available. Ring
for details

54A (THE BALCONY)
THE MERRION CENTRE
LEEDS LS2 8NG
TEL: 0532 446520

MasterCard

(0224)312756

PLATINUM DISKS
At PLATINUM, we only supply double sided disks, guaranteed to be virus free
with each disk containing an absolute minimum of 400k on each. (5-600k on

average). We will also GUARANTEE to despatch yourorder by return of post,
which by the way, we pay tor, even if sent by courier. Phone tor our latest
catalogue, or send an S.A.E. and receive a 2 diskvoucher to use with your first
order. All disks are supplied withtitledlabels and not just numbers!!

£1.20 per D/S DISK
ATG 100 Blaster, Duck Rodgers, etc.

ATA 100 Quest for the Holy Grail, adv

ATG 105 Die Alien Blob', Tetris.

ATA 101 Wizard, Assassin, Hero, adv

ATG 106 Robotz, Star Trek, Nova 1.

ATU 100 Concept Menu Maker, etc.

ATG 110 Llamatron, 520 +1 meg.

ATU 104 Planetarium (mono only).

ATG 115 Cards, Vegas, Rubiks, etc.

ATU 105 Label printing accessories.

ATG 116 Megaroids, Explode, etc.

ATU 107 Typing tutor, H-typist.

ATG119 Cribbage, Checkers, Yahtze.

ATU 108 Home Accounts'.

ATG 125 Escape from RA's Tomb.

ATU 109Sheet V2.0 (spreadsheet)

ATG 126 Keyto Atlantis.

ATU 113 Second Atari Manual.

ATG127 1944 shoot em up.

ATU 116 Entrepreneurs Disk!

The above are just a small selection of our most popular disks. A full list is
available by ordering a FREE catalogue, either by phone or by sending an
S.A.E. for which we will give you a 2 disk voucher to be used in conjunction

with your first order. See our catalogue for details of more FREE offers when
ordering Public Domain software. 'Denotes not STE. Telephone 0925820693
Unlike other PD libraries, we actually have humans on the end of the phone
and do not use an answer machine, but please, no calls after 10 pm.

Make Cheques/P.O.s Payable to PLATINUM DISKS and send to PLATINUM
DISKS, deptSTU, 181 ANSON CLOSE, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE, WA2 OHJ

and seasons which stop the clock
temporarily. You can also call for help
twice on the opening level but each
time you use the option, it is reflected
in your score.
This is one of the best produced
games I have seen for some time, with
a very professional feel. The board
background changes every time and
the tiles are beautifully drawn. The
score and time remaining are both
displayed on the screen in an oriental
typeface, adding to the atmosphere of
the game.
For such a simple game, it is sur
prisingly frustrating - I couldn't get
past the first level no matter how
hard I tried, but that didn't stop me
playing just one more time....

ftiritck'lr
Budgie Licenceware have just
released disk BU 90 - a very profes
sional looking variant of Shanghai
called Match-It. The game was pro
grammed by Steffen Fischer of Delta
Force and includes a listing of the
68000 source code so budding pro
grammers can see how it was done.
The review version was supplied by
LAPD, one of the authorised Budgie
distributors.

Loading the game leads to an
opening screen offering you the
chance to read the instructions, view

the high score table, quit or play the
game. It is accompanied by some
pleasant music.
Match-It is very similar to
Shanghai, for those of you who have

o e cio

f*cy>vac>L

played it. The object is to remove all

on the board to start with, arranged

Kozmic 2 is a highly unusual program
which requires f Mb or more of mem
ory and prefers a colour monitor. It is

in f6 rows of six. You select a tile

written in STOS and is shareware, but

using the mouse, and then select a
matching tile to remove.
Only tiles on the outside can be
removed and then only if there is
open space between the two. There
are some special tiles such as flowers

the full source code is available when

the tiles from the gameboard within
a certain time limit. There are 96 tiles

registering. In the first instance it is
available from all good PD libraries
including LAPD (Disk A36).
Kozmic 2 has one purpose in life to create psychedelic patterns on the

Andrew Wright takes you through
another selection of the latest and the

best from the public domain
screen and save them to disk in a

usable format. If you ever wanted
something to gaze at while listening
to the rubbish that passes for music
these days, this is what you've been
waiting for. Even if the thought leaves
you cold or you're getting old like me,
it's still a fascinating program.

After the interesting introductory
screens with some nice sampled
sounds, you are presented with a
slightly untidy looking menu screen.
The menu consists of seemingly ran
dom boxes, each with a clue to its
function.

For example, the first two columns
are patterns, with several indescrib
able effects from multi-coloured stars

to spirals, boxes, moire patterns and
pie slices. There are so many special
effects that it's impossible to list them
all here.

Most of them strain my limited
Match-It is a variation of the Chinese game
of Shanghai - and just as challenging

'Whete to oetTttT.

tation file (not recommended!) which

should get you on your way to your
first masterpiece.
The program works by letting you
select a feature from the menu with

the mouse and then watching the
program draw it on the screen. Speed
can be controlled by using slow mode
or by toggling the + and - keys.
New patterns are drawn over old

ones, building up some quite hyp
notic pictures, but you can also

restrict the area in which the patterns
are drawn, thus protecting existing
work. The drawing can be stopped by
clicking either the spacebar or the
right mouse button.
Many of the patterns have SET
menus, which enable you to alter the
parameters such as start and end
points, widths, sizes, colours and

Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton, INVERNESS

Page 6, PO Box 54, STAFFORD ST16 1DR

IV2 4PT

Public Dominator, PO Box 801, BISHOPS STORTFORD

East Midlands PD Library, 54 Watnall Road, Hucknall,

CM23 3TZ

NOTTINGHAM NG15 7LE

Softville, Unit 5, Elettra Avenue, Stratfield Pk,

directions. There are several preset
colour palettes or you can create your
own.

Elmsoft, PO Box 17, LOUGHTON IG10 2EE

WATERLOOVILLE P07 7XN

Floppyshop, 45 Provost Graham Av, Hazlehead,

STClub, 2 Broadway, NOTTINGHAM NG1 IPS
SW Software Library, PO Box 562, Wimbourne, DORSET

ABERDEEN AB1 8HB

powers of description to the limit but,
basically, if you can think of a weird
special effect that should have been
possible in Degas but wasn't, it's
probably in Kozmic 2.
There are several help screens in
case you forgot to read the documen

Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick Avenue, SLOUGH

BH21 2YD

SL2 1DX

Sphinx Software, ErwFynydd, Carmel, LLANELLI

Goodman International, 16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay

SA14 7SG

Estate, Longton, STOKEST3 1SW
LAPD, 80, Lee Lane, Langley, HEANOR DE7 7HN

Trust PD, 18, The Park, Southowram, HALIFAX HX3 9QY
Freaks, 29 Leap Valley Crescent, Downend, BRISTOL

MT Software, Greensward House, The Broadway, Totland,

BS16 6TQ

ISLE OF WIGHT P039 OBX

New Age PDL, 30, Anderson Estate, Lower Road,

B-SOFT, 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, READING RG3 5XN
PD&S Supply Co, 5 Walnut Close, BARKINGSIDE

HOCKLEY SS5 5NG

IG6 1HE

The best part about the program is
its ability to save in Degas or NEO

format, letting you use the pictures as
backgrounds on the desktop or in

GOTO
DISK
MENU

Highly user friendly this one - ideal for the kids on a wet afternoon

is selected, a smiling face is superim

posed on the panel.
Along the bottom of the screen are
a number of well-drawn, simple
icons, easily suited to children
between three and ten, which is the

age group addressed by the package.
There are ten icons to start with,

your own programs. Each clickof the
mouse results in a different sampled
sound, some of which were not quite

to my taste, but this was my only real
criticism of an excellent program
which is capable of some unique

results. If you are into art and graph
ics, it's a must.

t^tmum^ Vpiewv
Splash is another Budgie licenceware
package and it is well up to the usual
standard. It's one of the nicest junior
art programs that I have seen and it is

while clicking the right mouse but
ton changes the four left-hand icons,
for a grand total of fourteen. I sus
pect this is about right for very
young children - too many and the
range can be a little bewildering.
Icons include thin and thick

paintbrushes, flood fill in any chosen
colour, a special rainbow icon which
changes the paint colour to multi
coloured and a mirror option for
drawing patterns. The palette can be
constantly cycled for psychedelic
effects and there are also line, box
and circle commands for putting

together basic shapes.
For the inevitable mistakes there is
an undo icon in the form of a red

now available from distributors such

cross and a rub out icon for erasing
the entire screen. These provide a
wide enough range of options to

as Goodmans Enterprises.

enable most children to create attrac

Programming is by Philip Bishop.
Byway of a bonus another Budgie
art package, called Art, is included on

tive pictures.

the disk. This is similar in style to

Degas Elite and quite useful too.
The program is loaded by double
clicking on the PRG file, which takes
you through the opening creditsto
the actual work screen. Along the top
of the screen are ten colour panels -

clicking with the left mouse button
on any of these will select that
colour. To remind you which colour

The lower screen icons are ani

mated when the mouse pointer is
placed over the bottom panel - a

pleasant effect which both attracts
the child into selecting them and
adds to the feeling that the program
is alive and friendly.
The mouse pointer turns into a
feathered arrow when it is over an

icon bar - otherwise it is a paint
brush, the tip of which changes

colour to reflect the paint colour

Brush up your art skills with Budgie's latest package, Splash

chosen. The Help button can be

pressed for additional onscreen help
- handy for adults! - and the pictures
can also be saved to disk or printed
on a standard Epson-compatible
printer. The colour palette can also
be easily edited.
My own six- and nine-year-old
play-testers found the package very

LMto<!fe)K
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COLOUR
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The untidy menu takes some getting used to..

animated strategy game

easy to use and it provideda lot of

but all one colour. Since each square

enjoyment. The combination of
bright colours, simple icons and
friendly feel make this an excellent
educational art package for the threeto ten-year-olds it is aimed at.
Parents will enjoy it all the more
because it is easy enough to allow
unsupervised play!

can be any one of five different

jjpectfcdMtoeAM
In Spectral Sorcery you control a wiz
ard with special powers. The object
of the game is to convert a square
board containing 25 squares of vary

ing colours into the same sized board
riivtvms
FHLETTEJ

Spectral Sorcery is a well

colours - red, blue, green, violet or

yellow- the task can be difficultto
say the least. Addan opponent doing
his or her best to do the same and the

game can be trying indeed.
The board starts with the five

colours evenly distributed. Using the
various different spells and actions
available, you have to convert as
many as possible of your own colour
on each turn.

Your actions include move, cast a

spell, stomp, passor resign. "Move"
allows you to move to an adjacent
square and change its colour. Once

Three, two,
one... blast

off! A superb
animation of

a trip to the
moon -

an

ideal educa
tional tool

or just plain
fun

Understand how and why the moon looks different

every night with this fascinating shareware program

-.*"

If you lived on the moon you'd probably watch the earth rise every morning

ble action, which is great when learn
ing the game, and two players can
play simultaneously, sharing the
same joystick if necessary. The game
is very well produced and highly

moon and their inter-relationship.
If it sounds a bit highbrow, don't
worry - it's an excellent introduction
to basic astronomy which is well
worth looking at just for the experi

for example, "teleport" transports

playable - get a copy from LAPD

ence.

you to another (you choose) square
on the board while "lock" permits

quoting disk G124.

you land on your destination the

colour will change one step closer to
your own colour. "Cast" enables you
to select a spell from a list of seven -

The first of five animated screens

shows a view of the moon's surface,

certain squares to be locked thereby

and clicking on the up and down

/W*- toth& moorv

preventing colour change until
unlocked by you or your opponent.

Each spell or action costs you
power points, so there is a strong
strategic element to the game as well
as skill in determining which squares
to change and when.
There is online help for each possi

An educational disk sent in by
Floppyshop has thrown up quite a
few surprises. The disk, EDU 45, con
tains a stunning program called KVGEO_2, an animated introduction to

the behaviour of the sun, earth and

month.

makes it set below thfihorizon again.

date from your system clock and
checks to see if any significant events
are scheduled for the day. If so, it dis
plays an alert box that shows you the

The graphics are nidjfc dfcwn and

likely to generate a lot of interest,
particularly among older children.
Clicking on parts of the screen geVbrates text help lor each part of the

The second screen represents the

News of some cracking good demos comes from the STClub and Caledonia
PD Library. The ST Club has the Calamus SLdemo on disks WPR97 and WPR

Cal v6.0 is the latest version of one of

the best time management utilities
around. It is Calendar program that
lets you attach your own events to
any day of the year, either by date or
according to a day's position in the

icons with the mouse button gradu
ally brings the earth into view or

screen.

(A0WWf d&trV0...
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When it loads, it reads the current

day's events. When Cal loads as an
accessory, it rings the system bell if a
significant event is scheduled. It can
also communicate with CodeHead's

earth and moon circl^J tjjf sun. It

HotWire to set up the day's alarms

shows the various seasons and phases

automatically!

of the moon by simple animation
controlled by a rotate button. The

Also included is CalShow, a pro
gram that reports on the events

98. Yes, it's the long awaited successor to Calamus 1.09n, the crowned king

third screen shows the rotation of

you've stored in Cal. It can function

of desktop publishing on the ST.

the earth and the orbiting moon
combining to form the tidal system.
Using the modelit is easy to work

as an AUTO program, a full GEM-

out the whys and wherefores of the
daily and spring tides - not the easi

the events from Cal and display

1.09n demo - you must rename it with the new extender - or a PD one, but

est concept to get across to school

don't expect to be able to use this one like the last one, as each printout fea
tures the word Calamus SL right across the page.
From Caledonia comes the demo version of PageStream 2.1, the latest DTP
packageto hit the STscene.This one features five fonts, though not the
Compugraphic ones, a full set of import modules, 65 printer drivers and the
spell checker. It is a fully workingdemo with the Save facility disabled.
Both need 1Mb or more of memory to run and Calamus requires a mono

children.

pause so you can easily see what's on
tap for the next couple weeks. This
should give you plenty of time to
plan for upcoming events.

It features eight of the new external modules which make up CalamusSL
and is fullyworking apart from the Save facility. It doesn't include any fonts
or printer driversbut many of the PDones work perfectlywell.To print out
from the demo you willneed the appropriate printer driver from the earlier

monitor.
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Layout
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Text

Object

Global

Untitled

Screen number four attempts to
show the nature ©Ledipses of file,

based program or a desk accessory. As
an AUTO program, CalShow will read
upcoming events onscreen, then

sunand moon, somethjng;,at which

Version 6.0 of Cal has been com

il doesn't entirely succeed. The final

pletely rewritten by Bill Aycock and

screen is my favourite ^tsnows an

must be one of the most regularly
updated programs! All the dialogues
have been redesigned to be largerand

animated Saturn Vspacecraft taking
off, breaking up into stages as fuel is
exhausted and heading for the

easier to read and the normal GEM

moon.

Layout

It then displays a nicely animated
sequence in which the command
module separates and docks with the
lunar module which fires retro rock

IcmHud

D

O
hud

PageStream DTP demo fonts
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ets and lands on the moon. The cycle
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continues with take off from the
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moon and re-entry into the earth's
atmosphere.

This excellent shareware program
taught me severalthings I had only a
vague idea about - it's well worth a
look. As a bonus, there are several
other programs on the disk, includ
ing an anagram program and an
accessory to display the periodic
table.
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With CalShow in your AUTO folder you've no excuse
for missing that dentist's appointment!

dialogue handler has been replaced
by a custom routine to make things
even easier. Most of the buttons can

now be operated using keyboard
short-cuts as well as with the mouse.

The new version supports cyclic
events that occur every so many

simple. They comes ready to go, preconfigured with over a hundred com
monplace and obscure events. To use
Cal, either install it as a desk accessory
in the normal fashion, or just run it as
a program. Cal uses around 75k of
memory and runs on any ST or 'IT in

days, instead of just those occurring
on a set date or position in the

all resolutions.

month. The European date format is
now supported, which should please
many UK users of the previous ver

mal program from the desktop or as a
desk accessory. However it can also be

sions.

you of forthcoming events every time
you boot up.

Perhaps the most useful improve
ment in terms of information man

agement is that up to three lines of
text can be entered for each event -

a big leap forward, as it is very diffi
cult to remind oneself of some

events in just one short line.
Installing Cal and CalShow is

Likewise, CalShow can run as a nor

run from an AUTO folder to remind

Cal v6.0 is available from the

ttaK:m@7ih emercv':5b ft e ? b *B22 level: a o
Owls of derision - I can't get past the first
screen of this fast-paced shoot-em-up

bly useful), a benchmark program to
gauge your ST's performance, a file
sort utility that sorts the lines in a
text file and several other utilities

from the prolific Double Click soft
ware bunch.

jtww& (Jwum!
Not strictly PD, but available at a bud
get price, is Nick Fleming's fast and
It is on offer from Goodman

Enterprises under the new, high qual
ity but low cost Micro Magic label

tells you how far you've rolled your

The object is to protect the nice little

mouse since you switched on (incredi-

Owlings from the horrible, nasty
aliens. If you've heard this before,
you've probably seen it before too but I'll bet you haven't see the action
move quite so fast!

defunct magazine waspublished by ANTIC Publishing in the USA, but Mike
Goodman now has permissionto distribute the complete disksalong with
printed instructions from the magazine pages.
Once the Stoke-on-Trent based PD library has put together the documenta
tion, there will be more than 20 issues available dating back to 1990. Retail

pricehas yet to be decided but it is likelyto be under £4 a disk- excellent
value considering the disks once sold for considerably more in the US. Watch
out for some excellent programs - and reviewsin Public Sector as soon as
they are released!
• South West SoftwareLibraryhave just released their new catalogue, version
7.0, with thousands of utilities, demos and games inside. The print quality is

extremely high and, as Martin Dryden, the proprietorpoints out, it offers far
better value than a disk-basedcatalogue. Afterall, you can't read a disk based

catalogue on the train (not yet, but just wait until the ST Book startsbecom
ing available!) or in the, err, small enclosed room.

§H@PfQE

colourful shoot-'em-up, The Owling.

It is a platform style shoot-'em-up
with some very high speed graphics.

• Goodmans Enterprises have a treat in store for anyone who has lusted after
the superb quality coverdisks from the US STmagazine, START. The now

cannot do better than
to delve into

South West Software Library on Disk
1898. It comes on a disk packed with
utilities ranging from the DC MouseOmeter, a CPX type accessory that

rui&> iecftyl newt

For complete cover
age of the shareware
and PD scene you

and costs £3.95.

You control an eagle - it looks
more like a sparrow to me - which

can fire bullets at an alarmingly high
rate. The object is to protect the owl
things by blasting the green alien
things. If I sound a bit vague it's
because there are no help files on disk
and the only help you can get is a sin
gle screen telling you to go and get
the aliens.

That said, the game is highly
playable without any instructions.
The joystick controls movement up,
down, left and right, and the Fire but
ton allows you to fire left or right.
You can't fire up and down but with
the rate of fire available it's quite easy
to put up a "wall of fire"!
Once you have cleared the first

our sister magazine
specialising in this
ever-expanding mar
ket. As well as con

taining the world's
biggest shareware
directory - it expands
at the rate of 300 or

more reviews every
month - Shareware

Shopper reports on
all the latest business

and leisure software
released

screen of green aliens, a large alien

happens along. He takes some killing
-1 couldn't do it - before you get to
the next level but from there on in it

just gets faster and even more hectic.
This is a game for hardened games
players with lightning fast reactions if you consider yourself one of that
special breed then give Goodmans
a call.

k

SPECIAL OFFER
10 Bulk DSDD Disks for £2.99 if

purchased with 20 PD Disks

809 AIM 3.21, An image processing package, plenty of

WHY BUY FROM US?
1)

docs. * DX *

810 AIM v3.21 disk 2. This has colour images &
macros.*DX*

FIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ST P.D.

812 AIM v3.21 disk 3. Three macro demos, PCB analysis,

2) FAST AND EFFICIENT ORDER PROCESSING
3)
4)
5)

shading correction &Abingdon Cross Benchmark.* DX

ALL DISKS ROUTINELY CHECKED FOR VIRUSES
HUNDREDS OF DISKS TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL DISKS ARE SCANNED FOR ERRORS AFTER COPYING

6) ONLY TOP QUALITY DISKS USED
7)

PRICE - AS FAR AS WE KNOW WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN LOWEST!

but not bard to master. * M *

820 SNOOPY, 25cartoons with displayer *C
571 GRAPHS disk. Full ofutilities forprinting graphs. TOP
CHART.
336 ST FONT EDITORS. GEM fonts are used. Includes a

font loader that works as a Desk.ACC. Also a mouse

designer.
577 PALART. Excellent art program withfulldocsondisk.

1) YOU DON'T LIKE ANY OF THE ABOVE
2) YOU DO LIKE SPENDING MORE MONEY THAN YOU NEED TO!

556 VAN GOUGH( Dutch)& STUDI02( lmeg ram), 2
colour artpackages.

Excellent features. *C*

401 LOW COST CAD 6.20. PD demo version.

442 STCAD v2.1, a medium or High res CADpackage.
Characters between asterix's show special requirements:
"M" = Mono Res

"C" = Colour Res

"D" = Double Sided Disk

"X" • 1 Meg Ram

UTILITIES

302 DAs inc. clock, calculator with Hex/Dec convn, free

Ram checker, 2games. Watch DA.
328 Formatter, calendar, clock, dir printer, Disk Manager format, copy file, diskfree &rename folder options. +
printer utility.
303 Reverse mono display. Fast copier. German Copier II
sectors and 83 tracks. Hex dump prog. Deg-Nco,
Koala-Deg & Neo-Deg. Filecompressor utils.Tiny
Basic language 68K.
337 Hard Disk Drive Utilities. Boot from drive C, Dir

folder. +

729 RECOVER,copy specified sectors ona disktoa named
fileon anotherdisk. BOOTI1NFO put any text on
screenat boot up. FSCK vl.l FileSystem Checker&
Repairer.
730 GEMINI Desktop replacement. AllEnglish version ofa
replacement Desktop simular to NEODesk.
384 On this disk is a prog calledLABEL EXPERT good
label maker. Preset formats forfloppy disks, video, &
cassette tapes.

checking, back up utilities, Auto folders, &overcome

857 DISKMECH powerful diskanalyser/archiver/ editor

the 40 folder limit.

with full docs.

881 100% IBM compatible formatter- 3.5" &5.25"for
DOS/TOS. Manual pager, a way for Unix techies to
produce documentation. MEGA formatter. + lots

884 AMC CDOS, Atari's replacement forGDOS, used the
same. ARC SHELL vl.98. DISK TOOLBOX v2.03.
HYPERFORMATv2.56

584 MOUSE TRICKS, a .ACC thatgives the userextensive

more.

379 GULAM CLI Command Line interpreter, 60
commands. Comprehensive instructions.
383 DR FLOPPY,disk sector editor, SCODE makes ASCII

for easydata transfer. FORMAT plus. SORT, string
sorting.* more
745 STAR LC-10 PRINTER configuration utilities for 1st
WORD & 1st WORD PLUS. +

746 SUPER V KILLER is a utilitythat detects5 different
viruses, 7anti-viruses &133 other types ofboot asctor.
+

751 SUPERBOOT V6.0 THE latestversion ofthisutility for
controlling your ST. Plus a goodselection of other

control over mouse movement & menu. QuickST

Speeds screen output.
843 AUTOGEM autoboots any Gem program when
booting. XFORMAT2 extended formatter & VC
Spreadsheet.
883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking & user environment,
allowing up to 7 concurrent taskssuch as compiling,
printing, etc.*D*
842 DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01 Do almost
anything toa diskviaGEM
GRAPHIC, FONT AND ART/DRAWING DISKS

323 Digitised pictures. 5 from Raiders oftheLost Arc &12

utilities.

438 REALTIMEMULTI-TASKING OPERATING SYSTEM,

from Ghostbusters.

a complete multitasking environment for the
experienced user.*D*

375 FONTEDIT v3.0, Editor & loaders for Ram &
downloaded fonts. Inc.are a number of fonts, font data

439 GEMDOSUSERS GUIDE, a disk full of information

disassembler +

397 DOODLE, Thisdisk has the original Mono & Colour

about GEMDOS. Excellent value

572 GEM PLUS. Thisis a greatvariant of Neodesk. Alter
desktop icons, design yourown,anddo thesamewith

versions. NEOCHROME v0.6.

578 STGRAPH. A comprehensive graph, handles Bar,
Horizontal/Stacked Bar,Line & Dot Charts.

progs.

381 dbMAN tutorial. Visicalc stylespreadsheet. Disk

376 FONTS2, Screen & desktop fonts. Columbia, Devoll,
Hudson, Saturn,Spokane,. Thames & Universal

formatter. Multi-purpose file print util. Mramdisk.acc.

Roman.

882 CHK 2.3- Disk checker. Desktop Manager vll. IBM

876 DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0 Printa large choice of
original fonts on an Epson/IBM/NEC compatible
printer. *MD*
388 A Pics disk includes Mona Lisa, Moon, STkeyboard,

MODIFIER alters DS Atari disks so that an IBM can
read them.+

885 PROMOUSE self-adjusting mouse accelerator.

Planet, Yoohoo,Saturn.+

RATTRAP locks out menus. TURBODOS. MAXIDISK

resetproofRamdisk.
333 Printerdrivers for use in progssuch as 1ST Word,
Degas &Gemfont.
385 68000 assembler, an Address/Mailing list,an Autodial
Utility. Label printer +more.
824 PICSWITCH 7 change resolution. Hi-Res& Colour
emus. BBOOT boot Bdrive. SWITCHER - 2 progs in
memory. FSEL 5.5.
517 STE BOOTUP, boot up utility forSTE's, gostraight into
medium res.

886 DIY DEMO, Make demos, features titlescreen &

scrolling message.
836 B1CLOCK to set time/date. Coder Setprinterfrom
desktop. MONOEMU v5.0.
324 ADDRESSLOG, On this disk there's a limited address

book& labelprinter, a diskcatalogger that autodisk
directories etc.
GENERAL
588 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO NO.2 •

STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK

569 SLATATANIC CULT,Demo1& II *D*
358 GFABASIC1, A run-time version of GFA

701 PLANETARIUM, lookat planet4 get

Basic isincluded withplenty ofsamples.
549 POOLS predictor, thatincludes a data

357 FASTBASIC2, A selection of Fast Basic

statistics on them.

progs. FILECOST.ACC, use with

KIDCOLOUR, for young children.

tutorial form.
833

letters. SPKr,\liSli!:i:"l, vis-ailc clone,
587 STEVE'S COMPACTED DEMO DISK

594 SOUNDCON^XiUXsnfMO'D*

::Fu)sBonk,,,D" :
889 Virus killer, a mono res' emulator, Art

utilities, 01DS demo&a Spaa'Invaders

YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL-A text
file of the book. A must for all ST users.

593 TRANSYLVANIA DEMO bv TLB * D *
595 THE NEW YEAR DFMi >.bv TCB. 'D*

567 DE1.ER10USDEMOI1/D'
568 THE DEHN1ITVK DEMO,bv TLB'D*

KIDSHAPE.

MASTER, demosampled music sound.
371 Digitised music Secret Separation *DX*
550 Digital sound demo, Degas & Neo graphics. Quartet
demo, 4channel sequencer.*C*
373 Digitised Wind HimUpbySAGA. *DX*
870 SINGING CAL1FORNIAN RAISONS 4 piece groupof
singingraisons
720 - MUSICWRITER, create music on screen, Also Sound

ChipController.
721A-B

SOUNDTRACKER

PLAYER

&

MODULES. ZOWEE, TIMDEMO, AUSIFOOT,
GRILLEDMUSIC1,more *2 Disks!!

536 CASIOCZ SOUNDS& EDITOR, 2 Casio CZ series

synthesizer editors/librarian programs.
871 CHANNEL SCOPE, an early version ofMidi Monitor.
HIGH-TECH TRIVIA vl.2 +

535 ACCOMPANIST 2.3, midi sequencer program. 16voice
96bpm resolution. Loads offeatures.* C*
760 KYLIE MINOGUE, digitised sound demo with a slide
showof Kylie.* D*
753 XBIOS Music Construction Kit, a powerful songeditor.
754 PERCUSSAMAN is a 4 track, 16instrument, digitally
synthesised sequencer.
750 SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER & MODULES. D-

427 SOLAR SYSTEM CEOCRAPHY, foads of
dataonihesolar system.

428 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR, a great shareware

825 Spelling madeeasy
341 BARNYARD pairanimals from memory.
Smoothtaik demo. * C *

564 CHUNNEL, A French to English &viceversa tutorial game,*C*
538 TYPINGTUTOR(1).

K1DMUSIC, KIDPIANO

744 PERFECT MATCH, Tryandmatch cards2
539 TYPING TUTOR (2) A very good full

game,
KIDPOTATOhir children from 2-5 years'C
documentation.
POV6, Spaceacedemo,Starwars Rap, 559 KIDPUBLISHER, Kidsong. Numeric go 557 SPELLiNG MADE EASY, Thecomputer
"Bouncing ball+others. *DS*
round, Braille.
speaks theword, you then type in the
807 SKY MAP, willdisplay over1500 of the 424 DOT2DOT, jointhedotsto make pics.
correct spelling. Words included

APPLICATIONS - SPREADSHEETS, DATABASESETC

826 DATABASE I, GEM drivendatabase. Easyto use &
learn. Online helpscreens.
827 STSHEET. This is a verygood qualityspreadsheet.
Canbeusedasa Desk Accessory. *C*.
830 HOME ACCOUNTS vl.O Pullin. 43 different

statements in memory. 100 entriesper statement *C*
NOT STE.

873 B/STAT v 2.01 Thisis a sophisticated graphing &
statistical analysis program *D*.
874 OPUS v2.2. This program isa GEM based spreadsheet
&charting program "DX*.
543 WG DATA, database, custom screenlayoutfor data
input.Comprehensive docs.
537 DOUBLE SENTRY, Accounting prog. A fully working
accounts package thatcovers allaspects except VAT.
755 PERSONAL DTB isa database forstoring yournames
&addresses &creating labels or personalise mailshots.
541 INVENTORY PRO v2.0 isa fully featured stockcontrol
system. Very powerful.
432 TCOS database that allows data to be structured in a

tree arrangement.

433 ZAPCARD, easy to use card type database. Allows
upto 1024 cards. BANKER Simular to Lotus 123.
Comprehensive docs.
WORDPROCESSING & DESKTOP PUBLISHING

727ATEX, 6 DISK PACK, Includes TEX the document

processor & typesetting system.Comes with it's own

programming language, handles graphics &equations
with ease. Comes with 114 fonts in 28 styles.
Full documentation ***** 6 DISKS!!! ***** *DM*
310 On this disk there are three versions of Includes

template &quick reference files.
835 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Fully GEM based
professional wordprocessor.
831 (SS)841(DS) EASY TEXT vl.2-Fully working DTP
demo program. Fully Gem orientated using the
WYSIWYG presentation. 21 pagemanual on disk.The
onlydifference between thisand the fully working
version is thatthiswillonlyprint1/4 ofa pageat a
time.

363 ST WRITER ELITE,v3 the latest releaseof ST WRITER. It's

asuperb PD Wordprocessor with text files, docs, etc.
877 ST FOLDING EDITOR v0.9A Shareware 'folding' text
editor which allows sections, sub-sections &

DREADI, D-DREAD2, PAT-MIX, RVB_DEMO,

paragraphs tobemadeinvisible sothestructure ofthe
document can be clear.

767 MICHAEL JACKSON - BAD, digitised sampled sound
&greatgraphics.
466 GHETTOBLASTER, a simple but enjoyabledemo
designer. LOW RES.
477 MFP, music design package from Yugoslavia.
Comprehensive package inEnglish *DX*

GAMES

343 SHERLOCK, A cluedo game Sherlock. El Bozo City,
Sci-Fi textadventure. Around TheWorld In80Days,
collect 17 souvenirs in order to succeed.* M *
340 ARKANOID CONSTRUCTION Kit.'DX*

544 AYATOLLA, Your border is under attack from
PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS
574 6800 ASSEMBLER. Assembler. This disk is full of the
assembler and it's associated files.

868 ROBOTZ, Very playable game withexcellent graphics
&animation. There are40levels forvou tocomplete.

702 STOSSOUND FXCREATOR, Create sound effectsfor

847 FRUIT MACHINE simulator.

STOS games in theformat ofSTOS banks.
325 XLISP vl.7,Experimental object orientated language.

352 Eamon isan Adventure game writing write yourown
games. Comes with5 games.
856 CHESSNUT, is a 3Dchess game. SPOOKS is a great

Includes masses of docs.

360 A Pascal diskwitha large selection ofprograms and
their source codes.

828 STOS RUN, is a utilitythatenables you to run STOS
programs withoutSTOS.
312, 313 & 314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1, 2 & 3 of

361 A68000 Assembler, selection ofprogsin FORTH-83, ST
Logo, STBasic &OSS Pascal.
305 CPM EMULATOR, CPM-8 version 2.0, runs at 2

megahertz.
306 CPM UTILITIES, to utilise disk 305.

334 C COMPILER, boot up utility, ramdisk, andcommand
lineinterpreter.

anyagegroup,locatebonesand organs.

364 PACK-ET-TERM v3.3A, a greatradiopackage. YARP
splitscreen RTTY terminal.
316 XMODEM, MODEM 7,a multiple file transfer utility,
transfer a whole diskinonego.Plenty ofdocs.
366 UNITERM v2.0a, docsinc. Superbcomms package.
Tektogem transformer prog
752 VANTERM 3.71 & 3.8 is just about the best PD
Communications package around
463 LOFT COMMS DISK. Ideal for the beginner, some
conns progs andverylargehelpfile.

SPREAD.

308 GEM CLASSES, 1 to 17taken from Antic magazine.

at a time.Questions & answers.

EDUCATIONAL

872 K1DGRAPH,

570 CZ SOUNDS, xfer data from CZ101 to ST midi.

426 THE BODY SHOP, a great prog ideal for

around the World.

435 NEWGEN V4: verygoodGenealogy prog.
Can:printfamily treesetc.
437 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100business style
NO.l - Bat Demo, Mieromix II,

program.

370 Digidrum demofrom Microdeal

425 MIX'N MATCH, an excellent gamewhere
youmust pick twomatching cards.

package, fullofallsortsofinfo.
highly useable, covers the south of 802 THE PLANETS,A slide show around the 429 ZOO MAKER, a game with a difference,
England.
planets with plenty of pics, facts &
youareasked questions andthecomputer
465 POOLW1SE V3.5,Sophisticatedpools
figures.*!)*
triestoguesstheanimal.
predictor. MED RES.
832 STTOUR, Guidedtour of yourST in 7114 WORLD MAP GAME Locate places
SS6 LIFE'SA BITCH,demo "D'

875 COMPOSER, music creation, usesST's soundchip or
midi interface, withdrum kitetc. There isalso a player

PAINTER

394 PICWORKS, This isa utility forenlarging, reformatting
&manipulating pics up to3times normal size. *M*

*M*.

Fastcomm,& more

liabyteth, Barnum, Carolina, Casual, Celtic, Chancery
Bold, Chancery +others*D*
MUSIC

source code.

There'san addressdatabase,&others.

462 AUTOKOUTE DEMO,Demo version is

features (2D)Add-ons available. *XD*

471 FONTS, Calamus PD fonts from USA. Advert,

Elementary C,a setof3disks ofprogram toillustrate
to thebeginner theuseof 'C. Each prog includes C

575 CONSTE1.UTIONS. an Astronomers disk

NO,3 -Miaomix, Stingray &Baliit.' D*

Full docs. CALCPLOT, scientific calculator and

function plotter.
393 THE ARTIST, A greatdrawing package withall the
normal options. *M*
464 NEOCHROME MASTER, Thisis a recent upgrade of
Neochrome. Inc. Extra cut&paste, etc. LOW RES only.
469 JILCAD, a goodshareware CAD package. Lotsof

excellent features & it works in Mon & Col. LITTLE

brightest stars.
356 FAST BASIC 1, A selection of FBprogs.

Megabang, Robornix, &Magiceys. *D*
W

392 A version of Neochrome& Neofun. A great art
package.
803 Amiga & Macpaint pic files plus PICSWITCH which
canreadNeo, Degas, etc.
808 FRACKTAL is a fractal drawing program from
Germany. Fractal landscape prog.
850 FONTKIT 3.31 Anexcellent fontprogram. *D*
880 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.2, This program allows you
to add different colours to pictures from other
packages. *CX*
888 ANI-5T, animation system. You drawtheinitial &final
shapes &theSTdrawstheonesinbetween. Full docs.
396 MASTERPAINT, A greatdrawing package withsome

475 MKRSC GEM resource construction util.

476 MODPAS, Pascal Compiler, docs. *D*
COMMUNICATIONS DISKS

540 PUBLIC PAINTER Anexcellent art package. German

WHY NOT?

747 TURTLE, A HARD disk backup utility.PROTECT,
write protect Hard disk drives. HDUTiL. DSBMARK
testharddiskspeeds.
728 HEADSTART VI.1, excellent program thatallows you
to autoboot programs, inc. GEM from an Auto

440 C TUTORIAL, superb disk manual that provides an
excellent introtoC programming.
474 GNUGDB, source level debugger.SZ ADB, M/C
debugger forSOZOBONC.*D*

Good tutorial.

813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors, CONTEXT v2,
PRO-EDandP-EDIT.Docs.

359 On this disk there are a large number of Pascal
documents, programs &source codes.
839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0 gives a popup
guidetoAssembly language,
887 SOZOBON C,Probably thebest PDCcompiler.
851 TheSTOS products demo.Coversthe language,
compiler, Maestro &Sprites 600.
759 SPRITE EDITOR. Create& saveyour own sprites.
Excellent Sprite design program thathasseveral fast &
flexible routines.

terrorists.

PACMAN clone. BELLUM INTERNEC1NUM,
Galaxian clone.

531 COMPUTER P1NBALL, as it sounds. DEVASTATOR, a
3Dgame,&a DARTS game.
576 TALESPIN. The wolf and the 7 kids. This was intended

asa first adventure forchildren aged 5-9.
518 Cribbage, Othello, Yahtzee.
519 WIZZARD-S LAIR complete text&graphic adventure.

780 UNDER BERKWOOD Amassive graphic adventure.
781 MAKE ABREAK, Agreat Trivia game leaning heavily
towards Snooker rules.

403 FLYOVER, a bombing raidgame, reasonably difficulty.
405 BOXING CHAMP, fight theworlds top10champs.
409 ESCAPE FORM THE TOMB OFRA, collect jewels to
prolong your life, find thesecret passsages, andifyou
can,getoutalive.
410 MUTANT, Areactor ina nuclear powered mine goes
outofcontrol. You must gettotheendcavern and
destroy it.
413 MARS MAZE, good platform game. Work your way
upthrough thelevels, getthefuel podbefore yourtime
runs out.

419 CHESS, a very good implementation.
421 COMPANY, businesssimulation.

422 MOTORBIKE, driveyourbikearound and
BLACKJACK.

423 TARK, great text adventure. You areTark, priestess of
theFirst Church, in herbattleagainst theDemon ofthe
Dark Desire. D&Dtype.

200 GULF TORNADO, awesome scrolling shoot 'em up. Blast those Tanks, Missile
Launchers &Migs, Not Public Domain. EXCLUSIVE TOUS.
£2.50

710 VIRUS SavetheCPUfrom a vimsout todestroyit.

467 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a roleplaying adv.
418 THE NAME CAME, based upontheSunpuzzle.
CLIP ART

521 Various human figures, different cartoons, Titles +
522 Sports figures ofhigh quality, July 4thlogos.
523 Children's whimsical k elaborate fonts & Christmas

cardimages.
524 Food images, Atari ST & Fuji logo etc. Disks,
Computers, Robots k otherSci-Fi.
525 Faces & Eyes, concentrating upon expressions,
Horses, Building plan symbols & somedifferent
Christmas images.

732
733
735
738
736

their defence system and destroy the mothership.

very atmospheric images.
Various borders, tints etc. High arty k cartoonsPicasso tosmall fluffy animals.
IMGSHOW, 1MGVIEW show progs, fruit, over 20
arrows &Access symbol.
Occasional Clips, Various Characters etc,
Herbs &Kitchen parts.
Humorous clips +individual letters A-Z.
More Arrows, Artdeco, Breakfast, cups/glasses k

more kitchen parts,

317 Thegames on thisdiskare Battleships, Checkers,
547
329
345
863

Maze(ACC), Megaroids(Mono) Pool.
ADDICTION, a great version of the card game
patience, great graphics (not STE),
Checkers, TheOriginal Adventure, Pool &a funChess
game, *M*
PUZZLE PUZZLE, jigsaw puzzle games from
Germany,*M*
SLEUTH, A CLUEDO style whodunnit. LOCATION

CR1SSLEFRIDGE, You're Denby k you must dispose of
radiation canisters.

891 SUPERBREAKOUT, There are over40bricktypesall
withspecial features.*M*
554 NAPOLEON,conquereurope.*M*

737 Babies, Boys &girls.
739 More Girls, Scrolls k Occasional clips.
GAMES

761 EMPIRE BUILDER property development simulation.

764 YAHTZY, Anextremely popular game.
799 BOMB OUTBROTHERS, Compilationdisk No.l.
MAD MOLE, great version oftheBoulderdash, LASER
RACE, defeat enemy laser carsin thearena.. ALIEN
BLOCKADE, based upon thearcade game QIX.

762 RUSH, rusharound moving bricks in orderto create a

548 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER. Football team

management. M1LEGAME isacardgame.
563 DARKNESS ISFOREVER, adventure fullgraphics in
Mono ortext only inColour.
565 SKIDPAN, Amotor racing game.
529 STOCKMARKET, Wheeling k dealing. GALACTIC
WARRIORS, a goodshoot'em-up.
532 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS 1 - Solutions to over 25

advs. CrowleyManor, Amazon, Zork 3A, 2B&

LOST TREASURE, you have to recover the lost
treasure.

wayout for the ball.Game where you headbutt
attacking rats.
566 DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great shoot 'emup,
742 TREASURESEARCH,find the hidden treasure.'D*

582 STUMPED play international cricket. Control ofteam

354 Diamond Miner is a multi-screen game withn builtin
games editor. Snafu &acard game called Skat.* M*
855 EXPLODE isa fairly original game where youhaveto
outwitthecomputer. BALLZONE isan Arcanoid clone
controlled by the mouse. JITTERBUG, You rescue
aliensfroma 'dying'spaceship.
528 FLOYD THE DROID, an ultra fast shoot'em-up.
Sampled sound isa real blast.
531) AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, witha choice of
warplanes, accurate details, fly 'solo'. Full

selection *D*

344 BALLER, arcadecastle&cannonsgame. *M*
309 ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

553 1STSERVETENNIS, tennis simulation

766 TUNNEL VISION, Agreatmazegame
552 BERMUDA RACE 2, The challenge is to sail to
562 INVASION, adv set on a hugespaceship. Over100
locations to beexplored &puzzles tosolve. CRICKET,

705 HARRIS WENT SKIING, You havetogetHarris across

abusy road tobuy Skis.

349 SOLITAIRE with3Dgraphics, MACPAN is a Pacman
clone. Galaxy k Sprengmeister arestrategy games *M*
508 ATOMS isa mentally challenging game for2-4plavers.
KILLERCHESS. AMMOTRACK's a race & blast'em

most print ers. Screen dumps pictures. Some features
disabled but still useable.

448 CYPHER: Encodes pics sothatthey cannot beloaded
intonormal art packages(& copied or modified)
LITTLE GREEN SELECTOR: great file sel. replacement
with many features lacking in theAtari version. Full
docs. WPTOOLS: A.ACC thatgives extra facil ities to
1STWord and 1STWord Plus.

449 LLAMATRON: Agreat Shareware game by Geoff

348 PACMAN, TRIVIA QUIZ,YAHTZEE

511 SCANNER a checkers game, SPACEWAR, 2 space
shipsbattleitout
515 SHIPWRECK, educational maths with graphics.
514 A DUDLEY DILEMMA, ADV. game. You guide a
studentatHarvard University.
782 NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships
707 CENTAUR!, a Horizontal scrolling shoot'em up.
783 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON
412 GRAND PRIX, goodfastracing game

416 WHEEL OFFORTUNE, quiz based upon the TV
programme.

417 HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone.
411 KEY TO ATLANTIS, Go around collecting various
treasures toprolong yourlife.

Minter. Beware of the mutant Llamas in this shoot'em

up.III k Imeg versions included. *D*
450 REVENGE V2.01: Super intelligent document

displayer, which makes file reading adream. Full docs.
451 VIDEO POKER: A faithful rendition of a Las Vegas

poker playing machine. Docs included, Shareware.
HAPPYWORM:Guide the worm around the maze.

452 DERRICK THE DROID: A great mix of platform,
Shoot'cm up k puzzle game. Select from 6 levels to
play. Collect the red &blue tokens.F7;F7
453 CHORDEX: Simple buteffective musicians tool, learn

major &minor chord shapes, it can connect toa Midi
keyboard &play chords automatically.
454 MEMFILE 2.0: Memory and disk editor with powerful
features, runsasa ACCand youcanactually examine

ST P.D NEW ADDITIONS

theprogram you are running inmemory. DLII: Check

785 MOVIE CONSTRUCTOR: animateobjects k text to

disks,retrieve deleted files & edit data directly on a

create stunning effects. Examples inc. FACE
ANIMATOR: design a face then letyour ST animate it.

floppy or hard disk. REORG: Companion prog for
DLII. Examine data on a disc related to one file and

*M*

786 SIMPLE DRAW V3.4: Agreat artpackage thatworks in
medium &high Res. Degas compatible samples
included. (Docs foreign)
787 HYPERTEXT: Shareware prog suitable for the
production ofvery professional documents. Simular to
a DTP but more flexible, pics & text easily mixed on

rewrite it forbetterdiscmanagement, docs.
455 NAMENETAn excellent database that runs in Med &

High res. Large amount ofdocs, and includes an01 to
07] /081 telephone number converter.
456 VANTERM COFIG: Preset configuration file for
Vanterm v3.8 with most of the best bulletin boards & E
mail services included. CODE FINDER: Decode

screen *MD*

telephone coded byentering thedialing code and it
will give you thetown. STARNET: is a fully featured

POOLFIX.PRG & TOS14F1X.PRG for fixing O/s bugs.
CACHE.TTP forspeeding updiskaccess. Full docs.
444 XCONTROL: ATARI'S latest TTcontrol panel accessory
for all STs. CPXs included; Color Setup, Configure

Bulletin Board System withcomprehensive docs.
457 IIDSCAN 1.6: Comprehensive shareware hard drive
manager with full docs. ST TYPE: Nifty little program

that gives you the TOS, GEM k AES version numbers
of yourcomputer. DCMAX TRACK: A great little
utility totest how much data your disk drive can safely
cope with over k above thenorma! 9sectors 80tracks.
DCDISK INFO: Shows howmuch space is lefton a
diskbya graphi cal representation.

CPX's, General Setup, Modem Setup, Printer Setup,
Sound Setup(STE only), Window Colours(TT only)
andAccelerator. Plenty ofdocs ondisk.
445 ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER V5.0: Detects 60 viruses.

This cut down version kills only 1 virus per session

text simulation.

580 LEAGUE SOCCER, Play the full league
programme weekby week. Fullcontrol over player
selection.

351 HACK 1, a Dungeons & Dragons text adventure with
graphic maps.
581 TOP OF THE POP, Climb up theTop 50
350 MINEFIELD &MISSILE twoarcade games *M*
507 SKULDUGGERY, Mono/Colour, Guide a cave mite

documentation.

Thraxx

443 ATARI TOS 1.4 FIXERS(STFMs with Rainbow TOS):

Bermuda.

3,Enchant,+ others.

347 SPACEWAR isa good arcade game. FiRESTORM, uses
themouse. AZARIAN shoot 'emup,beattheinvading

game.

414 STEEL, a good scrolling shoot 'emup where you can
blast everything insight.
326 Arcade games including Warzone, Daleks, Haunted
House & Mousemess.

526 American trademarks from the 192Cs & 1930's. Some

527

402 JITTERBUG,The ship contains rare alienlifeforms
which youhave tocatch.
406 TRACKER, destroy theenemy tracker base.
407 OVERLANDER - shoot 'em up where youflyin and
destroy theenemy base.
408 CHANCE, Defeat theArchons. You havetoflythrough

around caverns collecting diamonds. 100 levels.

and some features are not fully functioning.
CALSHOW: is a superb calender prog with great

458 TETRlS:Classic 2Dtumbling blocks game that'shighly

features and has loads of American historical data

addic tive(MONO). PUZZLEMANIA: Multi level

already programmed. Comprehensive docs.

mayhem, highly addictive puzzle game wher you have
to plan your way around the maze, turn on the

446 SNOW FLAKE FRACTAL GENERATOR; Generates

curves based on the Von Koch snowflake principal,
with docs. DIARY: A great diary and addressbook
utility, a must forkeeping track ofevents and people,

generator andtrapthedroids.(COL)
459 STINGRAY DEMO:"Anything canhappen in thenext
half hour!"

with docs.

447 FLEXIDUMP PLUS: Working demo version, Okwith

BLASTER defender clone.

OTHER ITEMS;
..£18.50

EASY TEXT PLUS commercial version

PD DISKCATALOG
ONLY60PORME
WITH ALL

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE book with disk
£20.00

(+ 2 free PD disks)

BULK DISKS - DS/DD 135tpi fully certified

10- £4.99

25 - £10.99

50 - £19.99

ORDERS OVER£5

SMEG PACKS ARE ONLY £7.99 FOR 10 DISKS!!!
SMEG pack disks are available separately at the individual prices
detailed below (just quote the disk numbers as normal)
SMEG PACK 1

SMEG PACK 2

SMEG PACK 3

SMEG PACK 4

SMEG PACK 5

(games)

(games)

(games)

(games)

(demos)

R0B0TZ (868) 40 level arcade
AYATOLLA (544) combat terrorists
FRUIT MACHINE (847) simulator
COMPUTER PINBALL (531)
TALESPIN (576) adventure
WIZZARD'S LAIR (519) adv.
MAKE ABREAK (781) trivia game
FLYOVER (403) bombing game
ESCAPE FROM THE TOMB OF RA (40!
CHESS (419)

UNDER BERKW00D (780) massive adv.

DARKNESS IS FOREVER (563) adv
STOCKMARKET {529) wheaiing &
dealing
EXPLODE (855) arcade

DERRICK THE DRI0D (452) blast'em
STEEL (414) scrolling shoot'em up

MEGABANG, R0B0MIX,

MUTANT (410) vert scrolloing arc.
MARS MAZE (413) platform
COMPANY (421) business simulation
MOTORBIKE (422) bike sim.
TARK (423) D8, Dadventure
BATTLE FOR THE THRONE (467) adv.
THE NAME GAME (418) as in The Sun
YAHTZY (764)
ENGLAND TEAM

MANAGER (548) football

FLOYD THE DROID (528) shoot'em up
AIR WARRIOR (530) flight sim.
VIRUS (710) save the CPU
JITTERBUG (402) catch the aliens
TRACKER (406) destroy the enemy
OVERLANDER (407) shoot'em up
CHANCE (408) defeat the archons

7-13disks £1.30 each,

14 disks and over 90p each.

Payment by Access/Visa/Mastercard/cheques/POs.
Prices inclusive of post, packing and VAT. International orders welcome +
10%of total,

Air Mail 50p per disk upto 10 disks then plus 20p per disk 11 &over.
All orders plus 50p P&P

INVASION (562) adv on aspaceship
EMPIRE BUILDER (761) property developer
DIE ALIEN BLOB (566) great shoot'em up
ATOMS, KILLERCHESS, AMM0TRACK (508)
SCANNER (511) checkers type.
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (416) based

on TV prog

BATDEMO. MICR0MIXII.

FUJIB0NK'D'(587)

TRANSYLVANIA DEMO by TLB 'D' (593)
SOUND CONNEXIONS DEMO 'D' (594)

THE NEW YEAR DEMO by TCB TJ' (595)
THE DELERIOUS DEMO D'(567)

NO GIMMICKS!! JUST HONEST PRICES

PRICING
1-6disks £1.60each,

LLAMATRON (449) shoot'em up
SKULLDUGGERY (507) collect gems 100 levs

MAGICEYES'DM588)
MICR0MIX, STINGRAY, BALLIT *D* (589)
SLAYATANIC CULT I&II *D* (569)
DEFINATIVE DEMO by TLB *D* (568)
LIFE'S ABITCH 'D' (586)

Telephone your order NOW or any time, order line open 24 hours a day, seven days aweek to

03548 590
;usf quote Ikfollowing; credit card Name, initials and address, and the numbers of the disks that you require.
or post to:
COMPUTER CONNECTIONS, DEPT STU, ASHLAW HOUSE EUXIMOOR DROVE,
CHRISTCHURCH, WISBECH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. PE14 9LS

B-SOFT

The ST Club

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
FOR THE ATARI STFM/STE

FONTKTT PLUS 3

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable

printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, which re-configures the keyboard and changes screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price: £19.95.

H01

ST WRITER ELITE. The fastest competent
P.D.word processor for the ST. with full

H02

35,000 WORD SPELL CHECKER, word
counter, virus killer, and other programs to
aid word processing. D/S

H03

DBASE1, fully gemmed database with report
generator and in-built calculator on reports.

AT6

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III
incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename

files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder
how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

H06

SHEET V2, the best of all PD spreadsheets.

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and all of our products and services: PD disks, Books,
Budgie UK Licenseware and Laser Printing. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM

S0FT to work on 520's D/S

1ST WORD WORD PROCESSOR. Fully
gemmed, very capable. Includes tutorial and
printed help sheet. D/S
H010 GRAPHS. Two programs on disk to generate
bar, pie, line and dot graphs of up to 32

The ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham
NG1 IPS (0602) 410241
Please send me:

• Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)
• Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

S/S

FLOYD THE DROID, great arcade action in
this shoot-em-sideways classic. Also
BLASTER, arcade classic. S/S
GG17 TETRIC0L. By far and away the best Tetris
clone. Simultaneous one or two player action.
AR6 LLAMATRON. Latest title from Jeff (Yak)
Minter. All action arcade classic.

BG1

CHESS,

BG2

CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO,YAHTZEE, WHEEL OF

text

handler/displayer. Use mouse to scroll
through text, backwards and forwards. Mark
blocks, index sections, print blocks, on-line
help, automatically adjusts text from any res.
to any res. D/S
DESKPACK. All in one accessory that in
cludes diary, telephone book, programmable

AC1

calculator and much more. S/S

AC3

FOUR DISK COPIERS, including F-C0PY 3,
ace and prg versions. Also virus killer,speech
synthesiser and others. S/S
AC14 CHAMELEON. This amazing program will load
any desktop accessory from within any gem
program, withouthavingto power down. S/S
AD2

FORTUNE.

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
AT P.D. PRICES
AH at £2.80 per disk. These are not PD, these are
full commercial games at silly prices.

COLOSSAL CAVE. The text adventure

Name:

Address:

classic of its kind. S/S

AD7

BACKGAMMON,

KI16 D00GIE H0WSER STYLE DIARY. Day by day
diary with security access code and in-built
Yellow Pages style telephone directory. Also
ACC & PRGspell checker.

everyone must have. This is massive, a

• Freecopy of the 46-page ST Club catalogue

MONOPOLY,

LASERCHESS.

numerical inputs. Includes other utilities to
aid insertion in DTP,print etc.
UT36 DISPLAYER,
the
incredible

and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current
catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

ACCOMPANIST, the latest available PD
version of this very capabfe midi sequencer.

GG6

Full manual on disk. D/S

H023 GEM-CALC, excellent fully gemmed
spreadsheet with full graphs ability. This
version has been especially adjusted for BH08

THE CATALOGUE

ANI ST, previously sold as Aegis Animator for
£80. An art animating package. Now £2.00
only. S/S
ART-ST. Possibly the most comprehensive art
package I have seen on the ST. Accepts
Degas & Neochrome files. Works in all
resolutions.

SM3

Full documentation. D/S

UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR m

Postcode:

AT4

documentation. D/S

Football Manager
Karting G.P.

Hot Shot

Artificial Dreams
Seconds Out

Plutos
War Zone

Fire Blaster

Space Station

Frostbyte

Protector

Las Vegas

ALL AT £2.80 INC P&P

NETHACK. The classic Dungeons and Dragons
style adventure/role playinggame. Get it!

All P.D. disks £1.75including P&P
Europe add £1.50P&P, outside Europe add £5.00.
SEND PAYMENT TO: B-SOFT,

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham NG1 IPS

2 OLIVER DRIVE, CALCOT, READING, BERKSHIRE RG3 5XN
Telephoneorders &enquiries: (0734) 419981
Send SAE(6" x 8" at least, 28p stamp) for FREE catalogue

GOODMANS
PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE SERVICE
Incorporating The Official STOS Shareware Service

WHO ELSE OFFERS ALL THIS
Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.
Subjects include...

Magazine Disk

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic
Available for most popular

Selected Disks
From The
START
Collection

Specially
Imported From

S

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational

including

The New

MicroMagic
Budget Software
Range

STWriter Ver 4.5

Shoestring

Superboot Ver 7.2

Educational
Software

DosAcc Ver 2.9a

America

Exclusive titles

home & business computers

The Latest Public
Domain &
Shareware Titles

STDCat Ver 5

from top

Turtle Ver 3.2

programmers

Arcshell Ver 3.1

Budgie UK &
Zenobi Software
Licensed
Distributor

Find out what you are missing and discover why we

Software designed to help you enjoylearning from your

were voted ST Shareware Service of the Year

computer. Ourprograms even allow you to add your
own lesson material.

Further information on all the above, including the new
START supplement, Zenobi Adventures, Shoestring

Write or phone for a FREE 16-page colour brochure

software, can be found in our latest Public domain &

of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

Shareware Guide. Available for only £1.95 inclusive.

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406
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Goodman Enterprises (DEPT STU)
16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW.

TEL: 0782 335650

FAX: 0782 316132

TEAC torment
I have an Atari STFM with a single
sided internal floppy drive. Recently I
bought a double sided double density
drive made by TEAC, model FD235HF,
at a car boot sale.

The single drive in the STconnects
to a flat ribbon cable via a printed cir
cuit board. 1 disconnected this board

and connected the flat cable and power
straight to the TEAC drive. This
appeared to work OKand I can format
disks.

However, on some programs I get
error messagessuch as "Data may be
damaged. You must use the right kind
of floppy disk. You must connect the
hard disk properly." It occurs when try
ing to load Ikari by Elite, for example.
Please would you tell me the possible

Got a problem?
Is your printer playing up?
Floppies behaving strangely?
Having problems loading ZX81
games on your Spectrum emula
tor? Maybe ST User can help. Jot
down your gripe, along with as
much information about your set
up as possible, and send it to:
Andrew Wright, Advice Seivice,
Atari ST User, Europa House,
Adlington Park,
MACCLESFIELD,

differences in this drive and a normal

SK10 4NP

one are?

V T Pearson, Thatcham, Berks

It would appear that, as the driveis
formattingdisksand readingsome of
them, the problem is to do with the
number of tracks that the disk drive
will read.

The ST's "native"floppy disk for
mat consists of80 trackseach with
nine sectors (the same as an IBM PC).

This is simply a way ofdividing up the
floppy disk.
Because of this, most disk drive
manufacturers only test their drivesto
80 tracks, particularlyif theyare

manufacturing predominantly for
PCs. Unfortunately,many software
houses format the disks to 81 or even
82 tracks - often as a formof copypro

elsewherefor an upgrade. With prices
as low as £35 for a double sided drive
it certainly makes sense, especiallyas
many applications and games will no
longerwork with single sided drives
(nor will our latest CoverDisk).

Dirty disking

tection, but also to obtain more room

Myguess is that Ikari comes on a
disk with over80 tracksand that your
driveis havingproblems reading it.
The way to test this is to contact a
PD library, get hold ofa good disk for
matter such FCOPY3 or DFORMAT,
and tryformatting a disk to 81 or
more tracks.

If it won't do it, you'llneed to look

We've had quite a few letters from beginners this month,
most of whom have just bought an ST for Christmas and
are struggling to get to grips with it. Several of the letters
were from users having trouble with the CoverDisk, sim
ply by being unfamiliar with how to copy a file to
another disk. For their benefit, here we go. I'll base this
on a single floppy drive setup as new users are unlikely to
have added another drive just yet.
First, boot up your ST with the CoverDisk in the drive.
File

Uiew
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Asa 67-year-old I rely heavily upon the
advice gained from the monthlies, so
I'd like to ask a question if I may.
Recently I have had three of my disks
throw a wobbly and suddenly inform
me that "material on the disk may be
damaged". I have then found them to
be unusable. Fortunately all were copies
of masters, so no real damage was done,

in

M1STW ORD
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DISK

The troublewith long distance fault
diagnosis is that you can't actually see
what is going on in the problem
machine.

In this case, however, you supplied
a damaged disk. The trouble is that I
couldn't read it either! It was too

matter on the read/write heads which

button and

is damagingdisks(and, of course, the

this dialogue

heads themselves). Get hold of a disk
drive cleaning kit - available from
most mail ordersuppliers or computer
shops - or have the driveservicedby

box will
appear.
Press Return

two another
appears.

MQ.UIZ ICAL

KDawson, Woking, Surrey

black. Now

dialogue box

HBANG
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DESK TOP

wrong.

release the

holding down the button, drag the file by moving the
mouse itself across to the drive B icon until it too turns

moment or

ft: s
used

None of the disks were write-protected and when I try to reformat them
my STE sulks and tells me that the disk
is damaged. Go on, tell me it's all my
fault, but at least tell me what is going

badly damaged and couldn't even be
reformatted.
Theonly conclusion is that, unless
you are astronomically unlucky with
your disks, your STE's disk driveis
faulty.
Theremay well be dirt or other

and after a

Options

bytes

disks?

on the disk.

CoverDisk use for the beginner

Desk

but 1 would like to know if this is a

common hazard - is it due to faulty

Put the

yourlocal dealer.
Ask for a quote first, though it
might be better to buy a replacement
disk drivefrom a mail ordercompany
(tryPower Computing) and fit it your
self.

blank for

INF

matted disk

into the disk

PageStream Power

drive and

2L

J2

press Return
again. After
the disk drive

The GEM desktop with CoverDisk folders on display

You will see the desktop appear as shown above.
Double click on the folder containing the program that
you want to de-archive. You will then see the contents of
the folder and, hopefully, the self-extracting archive pro

has whirred and grumbled a little, it will ask you to insert
disk A into drive A again. Disk A is your original disk, the
CoverDisk in this case, while disk B is the one you have
just copied the file to.
However, we want to get at disk B to de-archive the
program so we'll fool the ST into thinking that disk B is

gram that you want to de-archive. It will have an X as its

disk A. Simplypress Return and you will see a singlefile

first letter and end with the letters TOS after the full stop.

in the window, the self-extracting archive. This is disk A
now and you can start the self-extraction process by dou
ble clicking on the file.

Now click on it to select it, but hold down the mouse

button until you see a dotted line appear around it. Still

I am contemplating buying Protext
and PageStream 2.1. Would an acceler
ator board solve the problem of
PageStream'sslow screen redraws?
What are the pros and cons of these boards?

In the same speedy vein, I've seen
something called Turbo STfor £30. Is it
a go-faster device and would it solve
my problem?
ft Pluck, Guisboroitgh, Cleveland

Youcertainly don't need an accelera
tor board for Protext - it's one of the

>\

fastest wordprocessors on the mar
ket! On the other hand, one of
PageStream's major drawbacks is its
slow screen redrawing routines, par
ticularlywith PostScript fonts which
take around 10 to 15 times longer to
redraw than Compugraphicor stan
dard PageStream ones.
TurboST is a software accelerator
- sometimes called a software blitter
- which replaces the built-in TOS
screen handling routines with faster,
more compact code.
Othersimilar programs include
Quick ST (available from the ST Club
on 0602 410241) and the new NVDI

from SystemSolutions (0753
832212). Any of these will speed up
screen redrawsfor non-PostScript
fonts by about 50 per cent but make
little difference to the PostScript

drive, some software from a computer
club and my best buy, a Citizen 9-pin
printer. Unfortunately my printer will
only produce what my utilities (ST
Organiser, First Word and ST Writer
Elite) will allow. I am on a tight bud
get so can you suggest some PD pro
grams which allow me to print small
and large text styles?
S Christy, Welwyn Garden City, Herts
You could spend a small amount of
money on a program such as
Hyperdraw orEasyDraw. Theseoffer
good drawing facilities without being
too complex.
For
morefacilities still, considerGFA
Draft Plus or Megapaint II
Professional. Both have a number of
verypowerfid features such as Bezier
curves. The latter can even combine

Theprograms you are using drive
yourprinter in text mode which
essentially restricts you to draft or
NLQprint in one or two fairly unex
citing fonts such as Elite or Pica.
To improve the output you can do
one of two things - download more
exciting soft fonts into the printer's
memory orget hold ofa program
which drives the printer in graphics

vectorand bitmap images.
At the top of the scale is Didot

mode.

lines need to be calculated "on the

LineArt which also includes

fly"and it seems to be rawprocessing
power that is needed.A hardware

PostScriptfont editing facilities - a

you are using - does not have suffi
cient memoryto be able to download
a full set ofcharacters so you will
need the veryreasonablypriced
Fontswitch from the ST Club, which
is the best utility of its kind.

ones.

This is because the PostScript out

accelerator such as the Turbo 20/25

from SystemSolutions will providea
70 per cent or more improvement in
CPUperformance, significantly
speedingup the screen redraws.

nice bonus for PageStream users and auto-tracing facilities. Auto-trac
ing, which is also available in pro
grams such as Avant Vector, allows
you to convertcertain imagesfrom
bitmap to vectorformat.

As a bonus, it even comes bundled

with Turbo ST. There areplenty of
pros and veryfew cons. Somesoft

Crossed wires

ware will undoubtedly prove incom

patible but veryfew problemshave
yet been reported. Contact System
Solutions for more advice.

Can you please help me? I have
bought an Atari STE and would like to
connect it to my Hitachi TV/monitor.
I have the monitor lead from the com

Vector versus bitmap

puter and the seven-pin plug for the
monitor but I am not sure of the pin
connections.

A while ago I invested in a 2.5Mb
upgrade and hard disk for my ST. I've
also bought a Canon BJlOe printer
and PageStream 2.1.
So far, I'm very happy with the
results achieved but I've got one
grumble - graphics. Afterall the effort

put into excellent text output, the
bitmapped graphics seem a big let
down.

Thus my query. Will vector graph
ics produce better output than normal
bitmapped pictures? What kind of
drawing programs are available that
will allow good quality output capable
of being resized?
£ YM Cheng, Huddersfield, Yorks
You've got an excellent system there
so a little help in the graphics area

might well ensure youget the most
out ofyour work.
Vectorgraphics should indeed
increase the quality of the outputthey can be resizedin any ratio with
out affecting ultimate output qual

The monitor pins connections are

listed as: 1 Red input, 2 Green input,
3 Blue input, 4 Sync input (negative),
5 Earth, 6 Audio input, 7 Not con
nected,
A Pearson, Earlsheaton, Dewsbury

YourST's manual contains details of
the 13 pins from the monitor port.
Thegreen, red, blue and earth pins
are fairly obvious (Pins 6,7,10 and 13
respectively). Connect the ST's audio
out (Pin 1) to the monitor's audio
input.
The complicated bit is joining the
ST's two sync pins (9 and 12) to form
a composite signal.
Basically you need to add a 4,7000.
in-line resistor to each of the ST's
sync output pins and then join them
together. This should then be con
nected to the monitor's sync input
pin.

:!:MI,).mi.11TTT1

ity.
On the other hand, only certain

1recently bought an STFM which has
opened my eyes to a whole new world.

typesof graphic are suited to vector
format - images with shading and
patterned fills cannot easily be cre
ated by vector drawingprograms, for
example. Thereare several options.

I am now an avid reader of ST User and

have started discovering a lot about
the capabilities and uses of my
machine.

I have bought an external disk

no easy-to-use DTP programs in the
public domain, there are a good
number ofPD art and drawing pro
grams which will print out to 9-pin
printers. Get hold ofa good PD cata
logue with plenty of descriptivehelp
(ST Club, South West Software

Library or Goodmans,for example)
and try your luck.

Laptops in?
Over the last year I have invested in a
2Mb STE running a hard drive, exter
nal floppy drive and a Deskjet 500

printer. I use it mainly for catching up
on work in the evenings.
As most of the applications I use
need so much keyboard input, I
would feel much more comfortable if I

could sit the keyboard on my lap or
skew it across the table.

The Citizen 120 - which I assume

Is there a way of plugging in an
external keyboard into my SEEto
make it more mobile without going to
the expense of buying a tower kit?
Please help before I emigrate to a Mac
or one of those PC clones.

A Cottrell, Moulton, Northampton

It comes with several suitable

printerfonts and will let you print
high quality text from First Word or
any otherprogram, storingthe fonts
in the ST's memory instead.
Alternatively you can go for a pro
gram which uses graphics mode.
Many commercial programs use
GDOSto print out text in graphics

mode and your Citizen will workfine
with any GDOSprogram with the
EpsonFX driver. Examples include
Hyperdrawand Hyperpaint or even a
low-cost DTP programsuch as Easy
Text Plus or Timeworks.

In terms of the PD offerings, the
demo version of Calamus will really

let you see the capabilities of the ST.
Although you cannot save, you can
print away to your heart's content
and the quality is astounding, even
on a dot matrix. Although there are

There'sno accounting for taste. I
can't think why anyone would want
to put a keyboard on their lap any
more than I'd want to sit on the

printer. However, we try to be help
ful.
System Solutions, those cleverpeo
ple with the erotic rangeof add-ons,
have an answer, as usual. Trythe ST
keyboardcase which looks much like
a Mega keyboard.
You'll need to removeyour existing
keyboardfrom inside the STE'scase
and fit it into the new one.
All that remains is to insert some

plastic card or similar into the gap
left in the case.
At £42,1 wouldn't say no if one
droppedon my lap, except that Td
put it back on the desk whereit
belongs.

What the doctor ordered
Thank you all for writing in with
help and advice concerning Dr
Vivian's Tandy DMP107 and Mr
Caten's Olivetti DM 100-S. I have

forwarded the letters and they
should help sort out the problems.
Mr C Wood of Northumberland is
also a DM 100-S owner and he has

kindly supplied the name and
address of the person who wrote a
custom printer driver for him.
Dr Vivian's Tandy is definitely
not Epson-compatible - it will only
work in IBM mode or Tandy charac
ter mode.

The consensus of opinion although it differs! - is that Dr

First Word Plus and the right driver,
Mr Gordon of Cheshire can even

print out the test file, complete with
graphics and different text styles.
For further help and assistance,
Dr Vivian could also try Tandy tech
nical support on 021-556 6101, who
were very helpful to Mr Simpson of
South Devon.

Please remember to include a tele

phone number where possible if you
write in. We can't answer queries on
the telephone but occasionally,
where someone has a sticky problem
with a ready solution, we can often
sort it out with a quick telephone
call before any damage is done to

Vivian should select IBM mode (via

hardware. It also enables us to check

the dipswitches) and use a suitable
printer driver for that mode. Using

any details you may have inadver
tently left out.

MAKE YOUR

EARN!
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Yes making money with your ATARI becomes incidental when you know how!
Your ATARI is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is
irrelevent. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own HOME BASED
BUSINESS

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than
playing games. The benefits are many and varied. Full or part time.
FOR FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. To:

Win the pools with Eurostar's

POOLSBUSTER &POOLSPLANNER
Eurostar has acquired the rights for Poolsbuster & Poolsplanner and
they are practically giving it away.
Poolsbuster was the best for £40 back in 1988-89 season. It's still the best,

it can still be easily configured for any country. Predicts

Homes/Draws/Aways/Fixed odds. Creates your own divisions. Updates and
fine tunes itself. It costs £1 7.63 including VAT

Poolsplanner still the only capable program to create the best possible
permutations to your heart's desire. Comes with popular paper plans &
home made plans. Poolsplanner also costs £1 7.63 including VAT.
With both at £23.50 it is the smallest investment towards your jackpot

lomeWasedWusiness.
Dept (ASTU34), 31, Pilton Place. King &
Queen Street, Walworth, London SE17 1DR

Send cheques/PO's to:
Eurostar C.C. Ltd (DPT ST5) Unit 7, 10-18 Manor Gardens, London N7 6JY.
Deliveries by return post.

Astrology

ATARI REPAIRS
Atari Approved Service Centre

from

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,
Monitors, Disk Drives etc
Atari trained engineers

Magic Space

All work fully guaranteed

®

Free estimates

Full range of ST's repaired

First time ever on your ATARI
Charts Interpretations Calculations and Research
Learn and understand the mysteries of Astrology

Let us take the effort out of your repairs.
Collection and delivery arranged

AVON MICRO CENTRE

Phone - 0252 703 886

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 OAH

Write - MAGIC SPACE PROMOTIONS

Telephone: 0789 292269

PO Box 53, Godalming, Surrey GU8 6LT

Don't be a dummy - Send for a Seven Disk catalogue and save yourself some money

No Catches - Every disk is 75p (no minimum order) - Disk - Postage - Everything is included
And for every 10 disks you can choose another for no extra (equivalent to 68p a disk!)
Yet more bargains - Buy 50+ PD disks and get a 50 capacity lockable disk storage box or buy 75

*D disks and get a100 capacity lockable box for no extra charge^^ M ^^

?e catalogue of P.D./Shareware disks available - send a Self Addressed Envelope (6.5" x
"5^5" or bigger if possible) with 28p or 36p in stamps to the address below (State - ST PD
catalogue request) or just send 30p with your address

Sulk packed blank DSDD disks +

supplies

3.5" DSDD 100% Guaranteed

Disk Cleaning Kits (3.5") - £2.00

10 Disks + 10 Capacity Storage Box - £5.50

45p a disk

Boxes (3.5") - 10 Capacity Flip Top - £1.20

25 Disks + 50 Capacity Lockable Box - £16.25

42p a disk

Lockable - 50 Capacity - £6.50

10+
50+
Includes

50 Disks + 50 Capacity Lockable Box - £25.50
100 Disks + 100 Capacity Lockable Box - £45.00

39p a disk

Lockable - 100 Capacity - £7.50

250+

37p a disk

520/1040 ST/STE Dust Cover - £3.00

500+

35p a disk

3.5" Disk Labels per Hundred - £1.00

this does not apply to 10 disks with box

loood

33p a disk

"Banx" Lockable & Stackable Box - £12.00

All disks DSDD with labels and lifetime guarantee

100+

labels and

postage

200 Disks + two 100 Capacity Lockable Boxes - £80.00
For a "Banx" Lock & Stackable Box instead add £7 each box

Jostal Orders payable to Seven Disk. Or send Access/Visa card number, expiry date and signature
age included for U.K. only. Overseas orders accepted by CREDIT CARD ONLY and exact postage will be
added to above prices (approximately 15% extra for European and 50-80% for outside Europe)
Credit Card orders over £100 must add 3.75% extra. All prices include VAT at 17.5%
?11 Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, AL
Lodge,
Seven Disl
hgswe
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nly a couple of years ago, Midi song

o

files were a new arrival on the com

puter music scene. Since then,
entire companies have sprung up to produce
songs in Midi file format for a thirsty public.
We've mentioned several in these pages over
the years.

But how would you like to get some of
these files for free? Yes, I thought so. Well, if
you have a modem and some comms soft
ware you can, as music files are available on
many bulletin boards.
One of the largest is The Music Studio UK
(0926 403904) in Warwick, run by Paul
Urmston. Paul has joined forces with two
other BBSs - Sounds Digital (0842 762136) in
Norfolk run by Wally Beben, and Compass
(0695 571117/8) in Liverpool run by Barry
Phillips.
The three BBSs are known as the MFN -

Midi/Music Files Network - and exchange

flLFTHEME.ZMD fc
DLLINEED.ZMD
ftMER.PIE.ZMD
ANTIDUE3.ZMD
ARTHURS .ZMD
BftCH«14 .ZMD

(Midi/Music Distribution Network) in
America, and files are swapped on a weekly
basis.

Plenty of files
The BBSs currently have over 300 files in
standard Midi file format and over 70 ST

music, utility and general song files. There are
also more than 1,000 other files for PCs and
Amigas.

LHARC060.PRG from the BBSs - you may

.DRIVE:
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and US Midi/music conferences and the MDN

already have these if you're a regular PD user,
and they should be readily available from all
good PD libraries.
These are required for the ST-specific pro
grams and to un-compress the zipper STZIP09.LZH - which you'll need for the gen
eral Midi files. The BBSs have given these a
ZMD extension to indicate a zipped Midi file.
Incidentally, these files can be unzipped on a

C:\fl\DISK2\*.*

250R624 .ZMD
4EURGIRL.ZMD

Paul also has direct links with Australian

You can download LH1130PT.PRG and

Nane of Zipfile to process
Directory:

.ZMD

data between each other on a nightly basis.
This gives users in the Midlands, the North
and EastAnglialocal accessto free files!

Here's how to get them. Most of the files
have been compressed with Zip or Lharc and
you'll need Unzip and Lharc programs to un
compress them.

STZIP.PRG

Selection: 5THSYM

Music online
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SEPThe first stage in
unzipping a file is
selecting a file to unzip!

PC or Amiga too. STZip is a super program and
even includes a disk formatter. It's GEM-based

and although it's of French origin, the strings
and resources are in English, and there are
some English notes with it. However, a few
words of explanation may help newcomers.
On booting, you get the file selector which
expects you to select a file with a ZIP exten
sion. Changing the extension to ZMD or *.* is
probably easier than renaming all the ZMD
files you've downloaded to ZIP!
The main window is fairly self-explanatory.
The name of the compressed file is shown on
the left in a file selector window with the files

it contains listed below. You can select any or
all of these for extraction by clicking on them.
Use the window on the right to select the des
tination disk drive/directory.
After extraction, click on the button on the

top left of the left window and the file selector
pops up again for you to select another file.
Once you can do that, you should be able
Desk

File

Functions

Quantize

MIDI

•jeldli

Path : C:\HRC_UILSSSI.JIP\MI1SIC\*.*,
Extract files,

EH)
lEonpreiE changed file:

The main STZip screen.
5THSYM.ZMD is the

| Quit 11 Conflg |

zipped file which contains
one file only called
5THSYM.MID. It is about

to be unzipped into the
Music directory on Drive C

QflMI rite files
_ {XJRetturse subdirs
'•

Free :\.lUm

What is Midi file format?
As there is so much material available in Midi file
format, let's see what it's all about.
The Midi file format was developed to allow users
to transfer music data between different music

files would appear to be limited to specialist
applications in any event).

In true computing style, however, the Midi file
standard is not quite as standard as it should be. It

packages - a great idea! That means someone can

seems to have evolved via several software

produce a single music file which can be loaded into

developers rather than being carefully planned and

Notator, Cubase, KCS, MasterTrax, Sequencer,

designed.

or any other of the other dozen or so sequencer
arranger/composer programs on the market.
There are three types of format - types O, 1 and 2.

Consequently, not all sequencers handle the files
in the same way. Some recognise events such as
text and tempo while others ignore them. Some may
even refuse to load a file if it contains unknown data.

contain data recorded on all 16 Midi channels. Type

Some sequencers will load a type O file and split

1 saves the data as a number of parallel tracks, each
with its own Midi channel. Type 2 is similar to type 1
but allows each track to have its own tempo setting,

each channel onto a different track.

effectively enabling you to save tracks which are

If your sequencer is old or if the software hasn't
been updated for a year or so and you experience
problems with Midi files, do check with the supplier

supports type 1 files as it insists that each Midi

to see if a more up to date version is available.
However, in spite of potential problems, Midi files
work fine in the vast majority of cases. They make
music files available to a wide range of users and let
you transfer pieces between different software

channel has its own track. Very few programs

programs.

totally independent of each other.

Virtually every sequencer which supports Midi files
supports type O files. Most support type 1, too. One
of the oddballs is Roland's Tentrax which only

support type 2 (the practical advantages of type 2

Fla

Music update

activity has necessitated a move into larger premises, too - Hands

• Gajits' Sequencer One has been updated to Sequencer One Plus
(£129.95). Graphic note editing has been enhanced, it includes a jukebox
facilityfor chaining songsplus other features such as tempo maps, Sys Ex
support and extra quantise options.
It also supports four-channel sample playback through the ST with
audio output capability through Microdeal's Replay and Playback. For a
limited period, Sequencer One owners can upgrade for £49.95. More from
Gajits on 061-236 2515.

• Midi software producers Hybrid Arts are releasing a sample playback
unit calledthe SP32. It is rack-mounted, 1U high, with 16 outs and, as its
name suggests, it can playback 32 voices at once. It can access samples
from a harddisk, read AkaiS1000 samples and be controlled by a 520ST.
The price is expected to be around £1,000. More from Atlantic Audio on

On, 3 Bell Road, Cosham, Portsmouth P06 3NX. Tel: 0705 221162.

071-272 8944.

• Aren't you glad you bought an ST? You may have heard that the
Beatle's Apple Corp was suing Apple Computers for allowing the
Apple logo (on computers) to be used with music equipment,

• Hands On Midi Software, purveyors of songs in Midi file format,
have completed the mammoth task of converting all their files to

breaching a 1981 agreement.

The dispute went to court in October 1990 and has cost Apple
Computers an estimated $12 million in lawyers' fees. The Mac mak
ers finally paid an unconfirmed $29 million in an out-of-court set
tlement. Who says the smart money's on the Mac?

Roland's GS format making them suitable for the Sound Canvas and
GS instruments such as the new E series of keyboard.

They have also launched an audio tape service for backing and
karaoke tapes with recording available on cassette and DAT. All this

to work out how to compress files for upload
ing to a BBS. It's well worth downloading a
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Symphony,

all

list of the files on the BBS to see what's avail

movements

of

able. Un-compressed, this is more than 100k
long! I can recommend Rhapsody in Blue - a
superb feat of programming.
Also, check out the complete set of pieces
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tunes.

The piano pieces will
play fine on any instru
ment with a piano sound.

(c) 1391 Lenaeling/fldan

T?
m

Most of the orchestral ones will too, but for

the best results you should assign suitable
sounds on your synth(s) to the relevant parts
of the music. It's your chance to play
arranger/conductor. Many of the files have
been set up to work with Roland's MT-32.

High speed
The clarinet

intro to
Gershwin's

Rhapsody in
Blue, a
shareware
file available
on MFN BBSs.

Play it and
believe it!

Atari ST User brings you

five special pages devoted to

your very own favourite ST
subjects, starting here with
Midi and music

T

w

No 5 and all three move

Moonlight Sonata. There
are also lots of arrange
ments of pop and rock

uuantize

All the BBSs run at speeds of up to 9,600
baud and are in operation 24 hours a day.
BBSs only survive and prosper if users con
tribute so while you're loggin' on and down
loading, why not upload some music files
you've created yourself? One suggestion to
uploaders - because of the nature of Midi

Jamming along with Heavenly Music's Funk
Jam file displayed in Notator. Note the
"demo" organ line at the bottom - an
example of what you could be playing

Ian Waugh
files, they generally don't carry details of what
they are or who the programmer is within
them. A read-me file containing such info
would be helpful and ensure your name goes
down for posterity. Zip 'em up together!
If you know of any other good music BBSs
or have any other info to impart on the sub
ject of music files, drop me a line.
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looks at how
bulletin boar

can help
Atari-using
musicians

see form on Page 116

ART TUTOR

Paint like the
pros!
Sit back and let the fully
interactive ART TUTOR

take you through every
aspect

of

computer

JOYSTICK offer
/Get Well

|Connected!

illustration.

Simply

choose

the

subject that interests you and watch on

screen demonstrations of pictures being drawn. Learn

at your own pace by following stage-by-stage

explanations of all the most important artistic

| *Ejasy to install

techniques.

Art Tutor comes complete with a comprehensive fully
illustrated manual and an innovative paint program

which allows you to practice your new talent.
CODE
9480

PRICE
£22.95

CODE
9475

PR,PC
£gg

MINI OFFICE
PRODUCTS

DG BASE

Get organised!

The Home Office
Spreadsheet 2

Jdatabase management to every blow

Now you can keep your bank
account in order with

Now you can keep ^^^^

SPREADSHEET 2. Powerful facilities

make entering regular transactions simple while t

the friendly user-interface allows easy entry of
cheques and bills.

Spreadsheet 2 keeps you fully abreast of finances -

database program.

helping you stayoutofthe red.
Communications

With an inexpensive modem and Mini Office Communications the

electronic world isyour oyster.

Idatabase fields.
I• Create customised reports

Thousands of ST shareware and PD programs are out there buzzing

through the telephone lines. Tapping into this wealth of information with

• Written specifically for the ST

It Supports full maths functions
CODE
9483

PRICE
£44.95

your ST couldn't beeasier thanks to Mini Office Communications
CODE PRODUCT
price
9488
Spreadsheet 2
£22.95

9134

9136

Communications Package £22i95
Both products

£39.95

Worldly Windows
figuration menu. The mouse is also pretty

ish" icons of the ST and Mac, and

tion. No problem, of course, at least in princi
ple - Windows 3 will run on just about any
PC-compatible with enough memory, even a

insist that straightforward, character-based

plain XT, and hence on all of the DOS emula

provide a suitable driver. Run SETUP.EXE from

command lines were so much faster and more

tors available for the ST, too.

your first Windows master disk and offyou go

Remember when your PC-owning
friends used to frown on the "wimp

How much practical use it is on anything

flexible?

Well, now they are more likely to boast
how much superior their graphical user inter
face Windows is in comparison with GEM

less than a 386 is another matter, of course -

as the Olympic motto says, it's not winning

but taking part that's the important thing!

and the Mac Finder.

Not pretty

Bethat as it may, the truth is that the enor

essential, so don't forget to select whatever
mouse emulation is available - Windows will

- the installation routine is fairly straightfor

ward apart from the frequent disk swaps but
there are some points to watch out for.
SETUP will not always interpret your hard
ware configuration correctly, so don't meekly
accept the given settings, and make sure you
have the right display, language, mousedriver,

mous success of Windows 3 has taken the PC

Windows in CGA is not a pretty sight, so

world by storm and naturally ST users with
PC emulators want to be part of the revolu

you should first of all chooseHercules, EGA or

keyboard and so on selected.

VGA video mode from your emulator's con-

If you cannot make up your mind about
printer drivers, leave that for later as SETUP
can be re-run at any time to modify such

File Edit View

Font Style

Paintbrush - CHESS.BMP

details. But don't be afraid to let Windows

Size

alter your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS

Pick Options

Help

files - it knows what it is doing!

Three modes
Depending on your hardware, you'll end up
in one of three Windows modes - real mode

for XT emulators, standard mode for 286 ATs,
and enhanced mode for 386s with more than

two megabytes of RAM.
Real mode is dead slow and cannot use

more than 640k memory, Standard mode takes
advantage of any extended memory (above
1Mb) available but cannot perform true multi
tasking, whereas Enhanced mode gives you
the all-singing, all-dancing, multitasking
Windows.

As to the finer points of making the most of
All PC emulators for the ST can run Windows 3 - this screenshot was taken with Compo's

AT-Speed C16, which is fast enough to make Windows usable in standard mode

Windows - optimised disk caches, installing
applications and so on - watch out for some

handy hints and tips on this page in the

Giinter

Minnerup she
you how to
install Windc
3 without tea

on your
chameleon-lil
ST this montl
and continue

his search for
freebie softwc
into the worh
MS-DOS

months to come!

Get your CiX, Part 2:
MS-DOS utilities
I've had some very appreciative responses to the recent list of selected
Mac PD and shareware files available on the CiX conferencing system

published in this column- it seems that many ST owners with emulators
and modems are just not aware of what the "alien" areas on CiX have to
offer.

Quite understandable, really, since many of the goings-on there are of
limited interest to us and probably an unnecessaryload on the phone bill
for most, but the downloadable files are a different matter.

As I wrote before, the advantage of downloading PD from a conferenc

ing system such as CiX, or a bulletin board, over disk-based PD and share
ware libraries is that the files are available when you need them - in my

case, that always seems to be at two in the morning and instantly!
Free PCsoftware is much easierto get hold of than Mac stuff,of course,
and there is so much more of it, too. For that reason, this month's list can

only be a tiny tasterof the much richer fare available out there. It is also
highly selective, concentrating on some basic utilities which I reckon
should be of interest to almost everybody with a PC emulator, whatever
they use it for.
Windows utilities will be covered next month, and larger applications

attr.com

Set/remove file attributes

cformat.arc

Fast formatting utility for PC/MS-DOS

cnfmt106.zip

Background Floppy Formatter - 360k to 1.44Mb

killdir.arc

Delete subdir even if it contains files

xmsdisk.zip

De-installable RAM disk - works with qemm/himem

4dos22.zip

The latest version of 4DOS. A command.com

replacement
recorder.arc

Record progs run and files accessed, & log to file

vcp.arc

Allows interactive selection of files to copy led)

xdos304.zip
sillydos.zip

DOS utilities - complement to Norton

calc.exe

Amusing replacement for command.com
A memory resident calculator - hex, FP, binary

codes.exe

Convert London 01 telephone codes to the new
numbers

jdaily.zip
pc-lock.zip
popalarm.zip
ttype.zip

Place in autoexec to run progs once a day or week
Locks your PC against unauthorised use
Pop-up time/alarm/timed execute facility
A typing tutor - learn to touch type

ced.arc

Command line editor with parameter recall

chop.zip
fsp 152.zip

Copy big files across multiple floppy disks

ssev2.com

System speed evaluator - better than Norton's SI
Laserjet utility to print formatted listings

4pr.zip

The latest version of Flushot+ virus detector

programs - of which there are so manyin the PC world that it is almost
unnecessary to buy commercial software - will be featured occasionally in

book234.zip

Print on both sides of A4 to make A5 booklets

imcap.arc

the future.

search2.zip

Capture screen images to a file
Search a disk/path/file for a text string

To log on to CiX, dial 081-399 5252, and have a credit card ready.
Online charges are quite low, and the registration procedure is selfexplanatory and interactive once you're connected.

ss20.zip

A shareware standalone spelling checker

websters.lzh

234,000 English words in Ascii format

iWi
To order see form on Page 116

PRO PUNTER
Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that
gives you a much higher than average chance of
winning on the horses.

ifce

Officially proven to the racing press and other
magazines by sending time and date franked

m <

letters by Post
Office mail, ProPunter has
shown that it can

predict winners
with remarkable

accuracy.

[^-"Skspray
^Sarrnet^

*Hnk, the

Pnnter ribbons. SKKniF to "fe exhausted,

And it is also

cautious with

your money. If it thinks there is any doubt about the
outcome of a race it will advise you not
to bet. And for a limited period there is £25 off RRP.
CODE
9484

nbbon throwaways eachtt fwthe 128 milli™

PRICE
£24.95

environmental waste

V and put an end to

9C1°79E

now available in one

^3
I

,PR,CE
£12.95

PJCODE

PRICE

9408

£24.95

Package.

DfTSX* T

your *eams in SdR,SM7he Ci^ of

^uses, airports Al?U'd facto"es,
managed inTraaTZ,9 an'mated a"d

affects you?Cte'™-:fevefy decision

Populous lets vo.
fo^you to come"
POPULOUS

provp tnho

,lfe: wi" you
P^e to be agoodnsMayor?
V

MA£l l=* ^AD
How would you like to produce 3D designs on your
ST? Nowwith Master CAD you can enter the world of
professional CAD which will allowyou to project two-dimensional
figures into three dimensional images.

Wrlds wait^gpIE
SIM CITY kST

Master CAD is simple to use and within a short space of time
you will be able to create astounding effects easily without spending
endless hours building data matrices, or learning to manipulate a
primitive and confusing user interface.
Master CAD outputs to Hewlett Packard Plotters, HP Colour Pro,
HP 7550, HP Draft Pro, Epson FX80or Atari SLM804 Laser.
Master CAD requires 1 Meg or more of memory for you to use it.

PRICE
£17.95

Conferencing with CiX
tists, or maybe just talk about your favourite
type of computer - the Atari ST, naturally!

a long-distance call. Ask in the cix/pss confer
ence for details. Joining CiX couldn't be sim
pler. Just load up your comms software, get
your modem to dial 081-390 1244 (up to
2,400 baud) or 081-390 1255 (for high-speed
modems) and enter your name and address at
the prompts.
You will now be asked for your credit card
details, to which your initial registration fee
of £15 and your monthly bill will be charged.
Don't automatically accept the username
which CiX then generates
for you. You will be known
by this nickname from
now on, so you may prefer
available on CiX:
choose something short,
simple and easy to remem

T H E CiX electronic mail and conferenc

ing system started life as a simple bul
letin board run by the Compulink
User Group, very much like any of the
plethora of home-brew systems operating
today.
As time passed the system grew and grew,
and it wasn't long before it became a com
mercial concern, although still run by
enthusiastic and helpful staff.
Two large new UNIX machines, and five

However, more about Usenet and interna
tional electronic mail in a future issue of ST
User.

With all of these new messages to read
while the BT profits meter ticks relentlessly
away, CiX could easily become a rather expen
sive pastime.

Perversely, unless you can read and type
faster than the computer can send data down
the phone line - and who can? - CiX spends
most of this expensive online time waiting for
you to catch up. Fortunately for your bank

Know conferring...
Some of the Atari-related conferences

atari.st

Conference for the Atari ST and

atari.st.prog

Atari ST and TT programming

stgames

Atari ST games software

TT computer

stuser

st.mags

balance, there is a cheap and elegant solution.
CiX provides the facility to automatically

scan through the conferences and topics of
your choice, storing any new messages in one
big file known as a scratchpad. You can then
download this entire text file as fast as your

ber.
Since CiX is so vast it is

Discussion about Atari ST User

split up into hundreds of
special interest areas called

modem can manage and finish the phone call.

conferences, which you

magazine
Atari international online magazines ZNet and ST Report

Then you can peruse all the messages at
your leisure, making your replies via another
text file called a script. Next time you log on
you send all your scripted replies to CiX in
one go, and download some more messages to

tors" who try their best to
keep the discussions in var

Offline CiX reader/replier/comms

prosupport

Atari Software Developers' Support
Program (run by Atari UK)
Support for all GFA products on ST,

ious topics on course.

responsible for managing

read.

Amiga, and PC

the thousands of diverse

Hisoft support conference

files which are always

gfa
hisoft

gst qa

GST Software Products - Q.A.

available for downloading

-

tion.

Atari Lynx - the portable games console
Antic CYBER software users look here

atari.st.desk

Alternative Atari ST desktops and similar
utilities

from PD games to

Discussion of the MINT extension for the
Atari ST

Concerning Atari problems and solutions

The Atari community on
CiX are a voluminous and
The

daily message count varies
but, looking at the past few
days' statistics, the traffic
in the "atari.st" conference

atariuk.atw

Atari UK Transputer Workstation

atariuk.cd

Atari UK CD ROM

was running at about 80
messages per day.
When you consider

portfolio

Atari Portfolio users

there are more than a

in Greece

- from a manual dial 300 baud modem to the

latest V32/V42bis turbo-charged beast strain

would be like to receive such

ing to be let off its leash.

messages from all over the

These lines are split over several phone
numbers and will cope with just about any
type and speed of modem you could envisage

Fairly cheap

XX
XX

growth.

ically - running scripts, uploading and
downloading files, fetching new messages - all
without you having to lift a finger.
The combination of both programs should
easily keep your online time down to around
five minutes a day, even if you are a member

conferences - covering such diverse subjects
as the CyberStudio suite of graphic packages,
alternative desktops, programming and prod
of dozens of conferences.
uct support from various compa
nies - it can sometimes be a little |
Welconc to - The Conpulink
difficult keeping up with it all.
xxxxx
xxxxxx xx
xx
If you think 80 messages a day
XXXXXXX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX XX
♦
is a lot, just imagine what it

phone lines.

charts its

est, will then handle the comms side automat

dozen other ST-related

gigabytes of disk storage later, CiX reached
the stage it is at now - a large multi-user sys
tem taking around 4,000 calls a day on its 68

One ofEurop
largest comp
conferencing
systems start
as a hobby.
Andre Willey

A rather clever program called Cixread which can be freely downloaded from the
"atari.st.olr" conference - takes your scratch
pad file and mimics the operation of CiX,
allowing you to browse from message to mes
sage making replies at will.
Another PD program called CixComm, to
which I must admit to having a vested inter

Calamus outline fonts!

vociferous bunch.

Discussion of GNU tools for the Atari
ST/TT

atari.gr

also

conference

lynx

mint

are

To aid you in this task, most computers
have their own special software called an
offline reader, and the Atari ST is no excep

atari.st.cyber

atari.gnu

Moderators

£?

At leisure

may join at will. These are
supervised by "modera

atari.st.olr

software for the ST & TT

&

XX

XX
XX

XXXXXXX
XX
XXXXX
XXXXXX

XXX
XX XX

XX
XX

XX
XX

Infornation exchange
Provided by:
CIX

I Europe's Host I Suite 2, The Sanctuary
I
Advanced
Oakhill Grove, Surbiton
Conferencing j
Surrey KT6 6DU
Systen

voice:

B81 390-8446

world! One of CiX's most useful
B81 39B-1244 Tricon Hodens with "21 1)22 "23 V22bis Level 5 MNP 26 lines
B81 399-5252 Tricon Hodens with V21 1)22 V23 V22bis Level 5 HNP 14 lines
B81 39B-9499 Dataflex Hexacon nodens 1)32 128B6
Level 5 HNP 4 Lines

features is access to UseNet, a

Compared to other similar conferencing
systems, mainly from the USA, CiX is fairly
cheap to use - although it doesn't offer the
range of additional value-added services that
some services provide. Off-peak connections
(after 6pm) cost £2 per hour, with a mini
mum monthly charge of £6.25.
If you live outside London you can still

ent "newsgroups" - rather like
global conferences.

dial in to CiX with a local call via the PSS

discover the intricacies of the

network, which is considerably cheaper than

Space Shuttle from NASA scien

network of thousands of sites all

over the world, all of which read

B81 390-9800 ftaber Logic Histral U32 12BBB V42bis Level 5 HNP 4 lines
B81 39B-9787 Hayes Ultras with V32 9600 and V42bis Level 5 HNP 4 Lines

and contribute to various differ

B81 39B-1255 Courier HST DS 1)32 HST-144BB V42bis
Level 5 HNP 16 lines
find now, PSS access using our NUB of 2342 133B B31B

You can discuss the latest Star

l

If you type "qix" instead of "cix", this screen will not be displayed

I Use 8 databits, 1 stop bit and no parity otherwise CIX will not talk to you
CIX

Version 1.387

12/12/91

Trek: TheNext Generation episode

You are on line: ttyqK

with its American audience, or

Nicknane? (Enter 'new' for new user) andre
Password: I

The CiX logon screen, showing the
vast range of modems supported

1

STOSTHE GAME

Sprites 600

H^S"lO

Compiler

CREATOR AND
THE GAME
MAKER'S
MANUAL

Hkvf

*&

fW**ft^
fUvrwrUV"
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STOS - The Game Creator is the number one
best selling package which has enabled thousands of ST
owners to create stunning games quickly and easily

Commercial releases like Fun School 2,3 &4 and Prehistoric

|____jj«?

Of all 4 STOS-T^!5 bun«H«

were all written using STOS!

The package comprises three discs containing STOS

Basic, sprite editor, room designer, character set editor icon

editor, music editor, screen compacter and three superb

games, plus a 280 page manual packed with examples and
a quick reference card.

STOS is the best environment for creating your own great

games, and The Game Makers Manual is the definitive

guide to STOS covering all aspects of game creation
including tested working illustrations.

CODE

PRODUCT

9182
9476

STOS The Game Creator £19.95
Game Makers Manual £11.95

PRICE

9188 fTOs Maestro

£l*-95

^ U t s sss

St6f00 MASTER

iJhstereo
MASTER

Jr4f»r
I Stereo Master is the
KB latest full feature
STEREO sound

sampler for the Amiga.

• This completely new

THE ATARI ST
EXPLORED
This is probablythe most
comprehensiveguide availableto

Atari GEM operating system and
main ST/STE languages. It is
designed for:-

sample quality.

.

lity stereo

* Anyone considering purchasing an

Atari ST or STE and wishing to know something of the

capabilitiesof the system.

* The intelligent user who wishes to explore the remarkable GEM
operating system and to appreciate its power and versatility.

powerful editing and
• j^~
special effects software
availab|e
which allows samples to be stereo
loaded in 8, 12 or even 16- Rep)ay /

(£*ll

bit resolutions.

pRlcE

CODE
9124

PRICE
£34.95

9196

The text is liberally illustrated with diagrams and examples

£69.95

making iteasy to follow and understand.

This book is essential reading for anyone using or considering
using and Atari ST/STE.
CODE
9187

PRICE
£9.95

ne of the most obvious' marks of a

o

desktop published flier or poster is
the number of fonts used on it.

Although it may have been good design prac
tice to run each line of type in a different face
in the 1890s, it certainly isn't in the 1990s.
With the exception of a poster mimicking

Spare the font

an old auction notice or broadsheet, most

modern designers recommend a couple
of fonts at most for the

greatest visual
impact.
This doesn't

mean you have
to restrict your
self to Times and
Helvetica

in

everything you do,
of course.

There's still a lot

to be said for build

ing up a library of
fonts to make your

pages unusual. If you
need variety in design
on a single page

though, try using style
of the same basic faces.
As well as the obvious

effects produced by italic
and bold variants of exist

ing fonts, you can also use
expanded or compressed
characters with PageStream
Fleet Street Publisher o
Calamus.

Contrast
Compare the two pages reproduced here,
which were taken from Timeworks Publisher

ST. The one on the left uses five different

typefaces, in a number of weights and sizes, to

measurable time to interpret changes in font,

get its message across.

Admittedly the typefaces available in

while the eye adjusts to the difference in the
shapes of the letters. Although you won't

Timeworks aren't the most attractive, but

notice it as a delay, the overall effect is to

even so you should agree that the poster on
the right is clearer and packs more punch.
There are only two faces used here, Swiss

make the text harder to read.

and Dutch, in the same sizes as the ones on
the left. Here, though, emphasis and variety is

If you stick to the same faces, this effect is
drastically reduced. While different styles, like
italics, have differently shaped letters, they're
visually less taxing as they share elements

introduced by the use of bold, italics and out
line versions of the fonts. It takes the brain a

Drastic

Charles Mic)
with the other styles in the same font family.
As an aside, can anyone explain why GEM
italic faces are so over-sloped? Most italic fonts
lean between five and ten degrees. The GEM
fonts, though, lean by more than 20 degrees,

New source for Calamus
The news that Halco has taken over the
distribution of Calamus comes as a pleasant
surprise.

While Signa did sterling service for their
many users, relations with the press, myself
included, were often confined to a resolute
"no comment". Typical of this were any
enquiries about Calamus SL.

a TT - yeah, me too.
The essential features for

more. Plus ti
latest news

ST packages hit the streets.

inclusion

hard

more and more important as
new versions of favourite

will be providing a PostScript driver for the
program and are discussing other
improvements with the program's German

the colour version of the program should be

Happy days, it's the fonts

moment. Recognising the growing use of
bureaux for phototypesetter output, Halco

of a

drive, which is becoming

authors, DMC.

will continue to sell at Signa prices for the

It remains to be seen if

the page layout enthusiast

Talking to Halco's Technical Manager, John
Bondswell, indicates that limited quantities of
out by the time you read this.
Bondswell says Halco will also be looking
at the price structure of the program, though

to DTP, less

Compare Swiss or Dutch italic with a
Compugraphic or PostScript equivalent.

are the speed increase twice that of the ST, and
the

when it com

which makes them look very odd.

Mega STE ideal for DTP
The spec of the Mega STE,
just beginning to crawl into
the shops, makes it look
ideally suited to DTP especially if you can't afford

shows that,

In case you didn't see it last month, we're
searching for additional fonts for use with
any of the ST DTPs.

If you know of sources of unusual fonts, or

any ST DTPs will take
advantage of the maths co
processor included in the
machine, but the kind of
graphic
manipulation
needed for DTP is just the
kind best handled by a
hardware maths processor.

have designed a couple yourself, let me
know about them, preferably with samples
that could be reproduced on this page.
News of conversion utilities, like Compo's
E9.99 C-Font (0480 891819) which takes
Calamus fonts and converts them to GEM

bitmaps, is also of great interest. By sharing
your own sources, you can improve the lot
for all those creating pages on your favourite
machine. Write to: Charles Michael, Atari ST

User,

Europa House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

READE

OFFERS
ST User Magazine Binder

ST User Mouse

Using a system of strengthened steel rods, this handsome binder, embossed with the

We are able to offer to ST Userreaders an elegant high qualitymouse fromGasteiner.
Designed for your ST to use with any mouse driven application, the mouse is available

STUserlogo, will hold 12 issues of yourfavourite magazine securely in place.

for a limited period at a very special price.
£5.95

9478

ST User Mouse Mats
Ourmouse mat with the STUserlogo, is the perfectdesktopenvironment foryour
mouse, with its specially designed perfect grip surface. Itensures smooth movement,
gives super positive control while protecting your tabletop from scratches.

£17.95

915?

Phazer Gun
Bored with playing those repetitive joystick based games? The
advanced light Phazer Gun fromTrojanopens up a whole new phase of
computer entertainment, presenting the challenge of skilland accuracy
for gameplayers of all ages. Pack includes two free games and other
games are available.

£4.95

9126

ST User Dust Covers
Made from rugged PVC, bound withstrong cotton and sporting the STUserlogo,
perfect for protecting your computer.

£39.95

Prevent accidental damage to your discs, while keeping the area around your
3.5" Disc box (50 disc capacity)
3.5" Disc box {100 disc capacity)

Spell!
With the mounting alarm about the appalling standards of spellingamong
schoolchildren, Spell!has been designed to encourage childrento enjoyspelling by

3613

A complete drawing board in one, this innovative product allows you to draw vertical
and horizontal parallel lines, any angle from 1° to 359° and circles and arcs with ease.

Available in two sizes 22cm (8")and 30cm (12°),this great offer gets you both rulers

£7.95

9409

£9.95

9410

for only £6.50 (RRP E9.99).
£6.50

9109

ProFUght

The ST User Back Issues
January 1992 + 3.5in disc
February 1992 + 3.5in disc

£3.50
£3.50

9258

March 1992 + 3.5in disc

£3.50

9259

9757

ProFlight, the most realistic flightsimulator produced for the ST, doesn't forget it's
primary role as a simulator and its secondary job of being a "shoot-em-up."Achieving
accurate simulation by using exact mathematical models of flight equations, you are
tested at everything Tornado pilots face everyday.

Back issues from other months are available - phone lor details

Add £2 Europe/Eire, £3.50 Overseas forpostage per issue

£34.95

ST User Back issue Bundle

9177

Real Time 3D Graphics
£18.00

9474

£7.50

9442

£20.00

9443

SPARE DISCS

The definitiveguide to producing vivid3D solid graphics for everything in your graphics
project. Includes assembler programming, screen mapping, and all the transformations
you will need to produce superb colour graphics.

Add £6 Europe/Eire, £ 12 Overseas towards postage

£12.95

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

9146

PRODUCT REF.

PRICE

AXtARMS
ORDER
FORM
Allprices include postage, packing and VAT

Valid to April 30,1992

Please add postage as detailed below

POSTAGE: Add £4 for Eire/Europe, E6 for Overseas unless specified above

TOTAL

• PleasetickIfyoudo not wishto receivepromotional materialfromother companies

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port, L65 3EB (No stampneeded if posted in UK)
Products are normallydespatched within 48 hours of receipt
but delivery of certain items could take up to 28 days

Order at any

I wish to pay by:
Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Europress Direct
Expiry

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

By phone: 051 -357 1275
Name .

time of the

day or night

By fax: 051 -357 2813

address andcredit card number |

^

_Signed

Address.
.Post Code.

g Don't forget to give your name. 1 Qenera\ Enquiries: 051-357 2961

|

E9.9S 9W1

Rolling Rulers

computer tidy with our high quality lockable disc boxes.

Offers subject to availability,
Overseas orders despatched by Airmail.

Assault £22.95 W2

Enforcer £9.95 mm

making practising lots of fun. Designed for children from under 5 to adult level, the
computer lets the user learn at his or her own pace.

Lockable Disc Boxes

5 Assorted ST User cover discs
25 Assorted ST User cover discs

Cyber

Firestar

9171

£8.95

October 1991- March 1992 + 3.5in disc

Phazer Gun
Games

Daytime telephone number incase ofqueries

W e looked last month at how forms

On top form

can greatly increase the flexibility
of working with a database. But
how are they produced? For our example let's
look at a simple bookselling business.
The first things we need are two separate
files, one each for supplier details and stock.
Since suppliers will handle many different
items of stock, it will save time on data entry
to hold supplier details only once on the sys

accessed. I've called this field "link" for clarity
and it contains a code - in this case the sup
plier's name in shortened form - which is
entered in both the supplier and stock files.
Setting up such a form is initially a matter of
trial and error, but once the basic principles

tem, and make a link to the relevant stock

item as required.
This is done by setting an identical field on
each file so that the supplier details are auto
matically called up when a book title is

possible to avoid obscuring the demonstration
with unnecessary detail. Different functions
within a business require different forms. It
isn't necessary to show all the fields of a par
ticular file on every form. Only the relevant
details need be displayed for a particular pur
pose. For example, forms dealing with accoun
tancy don't need any details of the subject of

are understood it is a few minutes' work to

arrange things to suit.

I've deliberately kept things as simple as

a book or its author's taste in music.

Setting up a simple form system
hdi trtJKt

tetn-j Process Set Sjsttn

tny»

i

for Book

Beginning
with an

Unlimited,
showing the link
field. In practice
you would
probably have
many more fields

Forms

empty form,
both the files

can tailor

are called up.
Here the fields
from the "stock"

than this such as

amcnoaaEaaiaoLiixicDtia

a contact name,
type of material

handled by the publisher and perhaps a list of titles which
you don't yet stock. Fields containing accounting details
for the supplier would also go in this file. Do the same for

file have already
been placed in
temporary

h

positions on the form. The next step is to do
the same with the "suppliers" fields

databases fc
the particul
needs of the
varied users
Pat Winsta

the book itself

shows how
FE Project Page Edi

•;«,Ttna,"

set them

n3

oik

Now the
fields

Add

mii'smi

Price

some

have been

captions so that
the operator will
know what goes

rearranged into
a more logical

order. Drawing

where - the field

boxes around

names won't be

the fields in
different colours

visible during
normal use. This
is also the

helps to code

the fields for trouble-shooting, identifying

reason for placing boxes around the field
names and avoids having the cursor
apparently in free-float on the screen

which file they belong to. It also makes the
form more attractive!

Desk Project Record Process Set S^sten Progran
"t Supffbase:

ft:SSTOCK indexed on Title = =
Suaalier

IM

Now it's
time to

I5H.5IW

Books Unliflited

Eh22£

1214 5S78SS

Back into
the main

toum Siiifitits.STf!

tell Superbase

Superbase

which fields to
use as links

program. Use

"open form" to

between the

two files. If you
try to save a
form containing

load both the
form and its
associated files.
All the relevant

"nrnsnrra-

GO S3 03 GDQEaQIBlirJEIIZim

fields from

fields are now

different files you will receive a warning if
no link has been set up. This requester box
allows you to flip between all the loaded
files simply by clicking on the "up" arrow

displayed. See how the link fields in the
bottom left of the form are identical. Now

let's see what happens if we enter a new
title from the same supplier...
Desk Project Record Process Set Systew Projrin

Oi----

7

•-•••

Sunerbast: A:\SIKI indexed on LIKC >• V

lilii

0 In look

1M

)867 13123

Feed in

tot*

the

fcattu -^

Smaller

«.»

&Ocii£

Books Unlinited

-1 V

25 Any Stmt
•JtM

stm MB mass rm

back to
the forms editor

ntl.

m

Tmbises For Fun

m hi ti>5

Smolier

Ehw

Books Unlinited

mi 567398

to tidy up
presentation

new book

together with
the supplier's

boclcsun

code name.

kMkSM

and....voila! The

mmmmw

Finally,

details of the

Save the record

:- Soporbaso: ft:\StOCI initut on till! 5

F

4

\

and make the

whole thing
L-,

-_

, ,

•• • •

If •

HQrjDDDrziEarzjEiQDmizica

; Smmlier link booksun

St*ck linj 5355

more informa

tive, now that

QaQDanDQEDQEicamEiEai

next time the

we know it

new book is accessed, its supplier details
appear on the form as if by magic, with no
duplicated typing!

works. In the future we may want to change
things around, add or delete fields. The
forms editor allows this at any time - no
need for a complete new form from scratch

DATAPLEX
COMPUTERS LTD.
dataplex

129 Bath Road,

19 High Street,

Slough,

Swindon,

E3

SHOWROOM

Open:
Mon-Fri
9.30-5.30

Saturday
9.30-4.30
MAIL ORDER
Consumables
£2.50
Hardware
£9.00

Berkshire

SL13UW

w,lts

Tel: 0753 535557

Tel: 0793 488448

Prices excluding VAT
HARDWARE
Atari 520 STE Extra Pack
£240
which includes free box of disks and mouse mat.

Atari 1040 STE FamiiyCurriculum

£299

and free box of disks and mouse mat.

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 Mark II colour
monitor + leads

SC1244 (AtariColour)
SM 144 (Atari Mono)

£175

UPGRADES and REPAIRS
ST(FM) All upgrades INCLUDE fitting.

520 to 1Mb Only

anda 3 Month warranty against
defective parts and labour.
Return postage only£5.00

520/1040to 2.5Mb
£115.00
520/1040to 4Mb
PHONE
Double upgrade !4Mb RAM +1Mb Drive ONLY 495.00

£44.00

STE All Kits come complete with full

520 to 1Mb

£24.50

instructions and Ram test software. P&P *520 to 2Mb

^ZS-52

£132.50

included. 'Existing *or 1Mb traded in. *jft°J%ZZ=±J& 0

Citizen 124D

£155

Citizen Swift 24

£239

Eree fitting upon request

Citizen Swift 9 colour

£169

QUALITY REPAIRS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.

Citizen Swift24e (Colour)
Panasonic KXP 1124i (24 pin)

£249
£199

DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

Panasonic KXP 1123

£155

Panasonic KXP1624i (136 colour)

£299

Canon BJ10 ex

£199

HP DeskJet 500 (Black)

£299

HP DeskJet 500 colour

£499

£235
£119

All above come complete with leads

'1040to4Mb

THE UPGRADE SHOP

8.30am to 6.00pm Mon to Sat

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFI ELD

SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to Fri

CHESHIRE SK116QF. TEL 0625 503448

Same [

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE WHAT YOU PAY. PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TOTHE
UPGRADE SHOP. ALL PARTS ARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFORE DISPATCH

LASER PRINTERS

RAM UPGRADES
STE 0.5 Mb

£39.00

Hewlett Packard HIP

STE 1 Mb (each)

£39.00

HP III

£49.00
£60.00

Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand

£13

Star LC24 200 Sheet Feeder

£69

Limits:-ST-IC will only control Infrared devices andthese must beinthesame room as your computer.
System requirements:- ATARI STall models ST, STFM, STE minimum 1/2 meg RAM and minimum 1/2 meg disk

Star LC 200 Sheet Feeder

£69

drive. Colouror Mono.

Star LC2010 Sheet Feeder

£58

DISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Internal
1 Meg 3.5" External

PRINTERS/MONITORS/ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
Mouse Mat

£3.00

Unbranded 3.5" disks, box of 10

£8.00

ST Printer Lead

£5.00

Atari Mouse

£19.00

Naksha Mouse + Software

£24.00

Keyboard Dust Cover

Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder

£115
£160

£68

20 Mb Ext

£235

Description:- To control the devicesthat use an Infra-Red remotecontrol unit.Once
ST-IC has learnt the codes of all your IR remote control units you can controlyour
equipment usingjust yourST and mouse. Just like a programmable calculator youcan
set up a sequenceof commands and execute these with a press of the mousebutton. Screen has been setup for
Television, Video, CDplayer. TapeDeck, Amplifier and lighting butthesecan be changed tosuityour equipment setup.

ST-IC

Connections:- Plugs into printer port with through connection forprinter anda switch to select between ST-IC and
printer. A 1 metre cable then connects to the ST-IC control unit.

Only £39.95 incl P+P
ATARI ST mouse repairs, Atarioriginal or Contriver 820 &
830, Kempston ( not Naksha types ) and Genius. All
repairs by return of post,
nside and outside of mouse thoroughlycleaned, includingthe rollers,

JWOUSE REPAIRS
Standard Service: Button switches replaced
and any internal faulty components replaced.

Full Service: Asthe standardservicebutalso includes the replacement ofthe mouselead.

£5.00

PRINTERS
Star LC20 Mono
Star LC200 Colour

£699

£1089

*: -.;._ ';

Uses a 2 digit LCDdisplay to show the disk drive track number, 0-85, for drive

HARD DRIVES

TRACK-IT

30Mb Ext

POA

40Mb Ext

POA

40Mb Ext

POA

Star LC24-200 (24 pin mono)

£180

60Mb Ext

POA

StarLC24-200 (24 pin colour)

£220

80Mb Ext

POA

Citizen 120D+

£105

160Mb Ext

POA

2, selectable by frontpanel switch. Alsoshows whichside is being accessed and
the disk is write protected. Measures 28 x 65 x 120mm. Works with ANY model ot

ATARI STandANY make ofdisk drive internal orexternal. Only£29.95IncL P+?

Contains an upto date list of all the FILMS that are currently available on
VHS video tape. Menu selections allow you to Search, Print, Mark
(allowing you to build up a list of films that you have seen) etc. Contains
Film Title, Stars, Certificate, Year, Director, Writer and Producer. Containsover5000 titles.
Onfy £5.95 incl. P+P

VIDEO-BASE

Send either SAE for more information or Cheque/PO to:

Romulus Data Systems
2 Downs Grove, Southview Park, BASILDON, ESSEX SS16 4QL
( MAIL ORDERONLY )

THE BEST IN EDUCATION
HOW TO ORDER

1. Post your order.
2. Fax your order.
3. Ring credit card number.
4. Ring for advice.
5. Ask your dealer to order.
Prices:

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.

School Software Ltd., Tait Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-415399.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

Fax Orders: 010 353-61-419755.

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.): 010 353-61-415399.

Highly rated primary maths programs.
Selection of games. Add and Subtract.

"The best primary programs I have yet

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)
IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,
BBC, CBM(D).
Highly acclaimed tutor. Received
excellent reviews. Challenging.

8

£16.95

ORDER DIRECT TO:

tion.

seen." Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

£22.95

FREE CATALOGUE

Superbly reviewed educational adven
ture. Develops reading and imagina

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

IBM 51/4 or 31/2, ST & STE, AMIGA

CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)

Others Tel: 010 353-61-415399.

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC,
CBM(D).
Very comprehensive coverage of all the
major aspects of maths for this age
group. Excellent.

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa No.

LULU UUJU LULU IJULJU

Expiry Date
Titles

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)

Name

IBM, ST, AMIGA.

Address..

Keyboard trainer which helps spelling.

Cheque/PO I I

My machine
:.

'THE ATARI ST DEMO SPECIALIST'
D.W. Stables, Unit 1, Johnson's Shopping Centre, 29/31 Bond Street,
Blackpool FY41BQ Tel. 0253 404550 Fax. 0253 405063
ONE OF BRITAIN'S BIGGEST AND BRIGHTEST ATARI ST DEMO LIBRARIES!

I stock the FULL RANGE of the great 'PERSISTENCE OFVISION' packed demo disks, plus the top Megademos,
Super single demos, Musicdemos and modules, Chart Hits,Animation, Slideshows... the lists just goes on...!
SEND ONLY £1.00 FOR MY LATEST 'CATALOGUE DISK' (includes Free Gameii

Repairs from £23,00 inclusive,

This month's recommended Megademos!
MD38 Gatewayto Hexenland (not STE),Guide a witch on her broomstick to pinpoint the demo screens!

Free registered carrier pickup and return despatch for
ultimate peace of mind, anywhere on the UK mainland!

MD41

Lightning Demo, Brilliant 'maze-type' menu screen with great demos. Superb 'Plasma' demo lasting for upto34 minutes!

MD43

Punish Your Machine (2 disks!), 15 terrific screens... a Megademo in every respect! Compiled at The
International Coding Conference, Germany in Nov. '91.

Free diagnostic inspection.
All repairs carried out are covered by free 90 day
warranty.
Fast efficient service, average turnaround 24 hours!
Experienced, qualified engineers.
Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 inclusive.

'Persistence of Vision' latest!

POV 98 'Alf Megademo:Gigastars (1 Meg): Balloon Demo:Flying Brains(1 Meg): TCB & Replicants Intro:plus 3
'KGB' screens.

POV99 Life's a Bitch: Troll's NewYear: Stuffy Demo: KGB 'Eagle & Trident' demo
POV101SCC Demos, 2. 3, 4 and 5: ABC Demo 4 'My Perogative': Dentrassi: Sync Demo
STESpecials
STE1 STEPresentations, 4 super demos to show off the STE's blitter chip and stereo sound!
STE2 MovieSTE,Terrific 'sight and sound' demo!
STE5 STE1 Meg Demos, 4 more for you 1040 owners... see your STEdoing things you never thought possible!
STE 7 Tomorrow's World, Absolutely brilliant sample of the theme music.Programmed forthe STE onlyin 3DStereo Sound.

UNBELIEVABLE UPGRADE PRICES

1-5 disks £2.50 each. 6-10 disks £2.25 each. Over 10 disks £2.00 each

Please make cheques, postal orders payable to D.W. Stables... FAST SERVICE!!
FORTHEVERY BESTIN ST DEMOS AND MUSIC... COMETO THESPECIALIST!

520STFM/STF to 1 MB...,£29.25
520/1040STFM/STF to 2.5MB...,£97.00
520/1040/STFM/STF to 4MB....£167.00
520STEto 1MB....£29.99

520/1040/STE to 2MB....£79.99
520/1040STE to 4MB....£159.99

acsA

/ffitffffl Advertisers' Index
Microdeal

61

AD-Phone

97

Miditech

97

Analogic

46

MJC

42

Moriarty Enterprises

94

MPI

57

MT Software

66

ACS

A.

ELECTRONICS

Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street,
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE

119

Avon Micro Centre

107

B-Soft

104

Best Prices

Telephone:
091-455 4300

14,15

Cambridge Business

32

Care Electronics

40

Penge TV + Video

93

Castlesoft

45

PLC Computer Supplies

93

City Beat

51

Power Computing

11

Public Dominator

Compo Software
Computer Connections

Tel: 0543 473131

Computermates

31

Cottage Industries

93

Database Direct
FLOPPY DRIVES

CHIP & BITS

|3.5" DS DD External Drive

£52.99

118

Rutland Comp

45

110,112,114
School Software

118

6, 7

Seven Disk

107

Dataplex Computers

118

Datel Electronics
DW Stables

119

Silica Systems

EurostarComputers

107

Softmachine

41

IDMA

£28.001

£299.00 I Leads &Ribbons

POA I

Evesham

Special Reserve

21

£4.951
£4.951

£449.001

High speed, quality disks forST's; Autobooting;
Autoparking: DMA through port plusmany more
builtin features foruseandeasyinstallation.

Floppy Shop
MODEMS

..£49.991

12Mb....

...£99.001

|4Mb

£159.00|

[software yet!!

Idown the phone. Possibly the cheapest way to obtain!

GHS

1100% industry compatible

Global Computing

119

Goodman PDL

104

£1 L9.00|

,.

£27.8(

1520/1040 STE2Mb

£75.01

1520/1040 STE 4Mb

£145.01

Quality Guarantee
I All products arc made using leading!
ledge technology to the highest!
•standards and are fully guaranteed.

£174.0C

MISCELLANEOUS
Replacement PSU

Atari STB Rain Upgrades using SIMM's

97

[Get to ihose software bill boards -or anything you want!

Iwith EC and data compression

Designedto tit easilyinto vourST

24,25

Gasteiner

IReady to go online

I5I2K..

|520STEl/2Mb

Romulus Data Systems

OBC

£25.001
£28.001

256K x4DRarn
1M x I DRara

£47.99

HARDDI

1100Mb

£1.951

Rombo

58

|4MxI DRam
IU

13.5" DS DD Internal Replacement Drive

140Mb

I256K x I DRam

102,103

IFC, 3

.....£55.00

Mouse

on'lv £14.99

3.5" DSDDDisks100*

onh £0.33

20Cap disk box 3.5"
40Capacity disk box
"1Capacity disk bos
100 Capacity disk box

£2.99
£4.99
£5.99
only £6.99

IDust Covers AM/ST

£3.99

Dust Covers Prinler/Monilor
DiskCleaner
MouseMat 6mm
MouseMat9mm

from £5.99
£2.25
£2.
13

13

HCS

46

HiSoft

IBC

Homebased Business

107

Intraset
Kosmos Software..

Ladbroke

26
104

64,65

without notice. K.X.O.K

GLOBAL COMPUTING
Yoxail, Burton upon Trent, Staffs DE13 8NR

Magic Space Promotions

ST Club

104

The Digital Muse

The Upgrade Shop
Third Coast Technologies

45

118
18, 28

Titan Design

37

WarpzonePDL

97

Weserve

52

Qfmm
Barclay Computers

7

94

luire when

ordcrini;. Specifications and prices arc si

Tel: (0543: 4731 31

33

Halco

LAPD
Prices include \ AT. P&P EX I KA. Picas

8

47, 55

107

Eagle Software

IBC

Saturn Software

20

MailCenta

93

Manor Court

40

Software City

11

MD Office Supplies

38

Thalion

15
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OFFER A

OFFER C
MADDOG
WILLIAMS

3 FREE GAMES
Not just one, but three

This top selling joystick is

classic games from
Infogrames when you

available in black or clear
versions. It features an 8-

subscribe to Atari ST User

position tension control, foam
padded grip, six-foot

- The Light Corridor,
Murders in Space
and Mystical.

WORTH £60!

connector cable and

An evil force has possessed the
king. Can you guide Maddog
Williams through the lands of
Marinor to save the king's soul?
This is interactive graphical
adventure at its best - from Game

microswitched fire buttons.

Crafters. A superb challenge that
will grip you for hours.

SAVE £25

WORTH £29.99!

Every month of the year Atari ST User brings you the best
news, reviews, features and games coverage.
As an Atari ST User subscriber you could have this
complete editorial package delivered direct to your door
every month for no extra charge.

Whether you take your computing seriously or prefer to
play the best games, there has never been a better time to
subscribe!
Take a look at the six unbelievable offers above.

Subscribe TODAY for as little as £19.95 and take your
pick!... the choice is yours. And remember - these offers
are ONLY available to subscribers.

IT MAKES SENSE TO SIGN UP!
EVERY issue delivered to your home at no extra charge
• FREE Coverdisks packed with quality software
>GREAT money saving reader offers every month
) FREE ST Gamer supplement with the hottest games
J FACT-PACKED pages covering every aspect of the ST
ALL this and much much more starts from as little as £19.95

m
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OFFER E

OFFER F

(/

l

BLUES
BROTHERS
Now you can get rocking and
bopping with the Blues
Brothers by Titus.
You just can't afford to miss 5

ATARI ST
USER MOUSE

2 FREE
ISSUES & BINDER

An essential tool for desktop
publishers, graphic artists,
spreadsheet operators and

Subscribe and we will send you
a high quality Atari ST User
binder completely free.

anyone who takes
computing seriously.

Also you will receive

levels of fast and frantic

platform fun! With a brilliant

Atari ST User for an extra two

soundtrack and great graphics,

This mouse is a top quality,

months. That's 14 fact-packed

Blues Brothers is a classic.

precision product.

issues in all!

WORTH £25.99!

SAVE £17!

FREE BINDER

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM (including FREE monthly disk)
Please tick the appropriate box

Subscription orders receivedbeforeApril 9 will commencewith theMayissue

6 months' subscription - UK only (Direct Debit option notapplicable)
New

UK only

£19.95

•

12 months' subscription

•

E34.95

Europe/Eire

£39.95

Canada
USA

$85.00
$80.00

Rest of World

£54.95

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Europress Publications Ltd
Access/Masiercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

Renewal

9300

Offer B

FREE 9324
£14.99 9325

Offer C

FREE 9323

Name

Date

9301

9391

Quarterly Direct Debit (£8.73) (Please complete the formbelow') UKONLY

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port, L65 3EB (No stamp needed if posted inUK)

MY CHOICE OF SPECIA . 0 FFER (UKsubscribers ONLY)
Offer A

E3
Expiry

New

UK

Payment: please indicate method (•)

Renewal

Offer D
Offer E
Offer F

FREE 932s
£9.95 9321
FREE 9322

Signed

Order at any time of
the day or night

By phone: 051 -357 1275

| address and credit card number |

General queries: 051-3572961

Address

By fax: 051-357 2813

Canada and USA subscribers only, send to:

Europress (North America), Unit 14,225 Bysham Park Drive, Woodstock,

-Postcode -

Ontario NT4 1P1, Canada. Tel: 519 539 0200 Fax: 519 539 9725

Daytime telephone number incase of queries -

• Please tick if you do not wish to receive promotional material from other companies

*Complete ONLY if you have ticked the Direct Debit option above

m
AUTHORITY TO

Please complete the section on the right to instruct
your Bank/Building Society to make payments
directly from your account. Then return this form to

YOUR BANK/BUILDING SOCIETY TO PAY DIRECT DEBITS
Yourinstructions to the Bank/BuildingSociety:

Name ofBank/Building Society.

• I instruct you to pay Direct Debits from my account at

Address

the request of Europress Ltd.

us - no stamp needed.

• The amounts are variable and may be debited on

Europress Direct
FREEPOST
Ellesmere Port
L65 3EB

various dates.

Name of Account..
•

NO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT REQUIRED.

• I understand that Europress may change the amounts
and dates only after giving me prior notice.

Originator's Identification No. s | 511141112 j

Ba/MuMngSo^rnayd^ioa^reMOT^^

I I I I I I I
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• I will inform the Bank/Building Society in writing if I wish
to cancel this instruction.

Ref No

Your Account No.
Sort Code

• I understand that if any Direct Debit is paid which
breaks the terms of the instruction, the Bank/ Building

Society will make a refund.

Signature(s).
Date

J Your subscription will commence with Ihe first available issue.

DB
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Competition time

It's that time where the beans

are spilt on the STU crew...

ast
.
word
Caption competition

How would you like to win a copy of 1st Word Plus? If you're the kind of
person who'd give certain parts of your anatomy for this program, then
this lovely ST User compo is
right up your street.
To stand a chance of win

ning, you can either run up
Mount Everest, eat some

i

salami and then take a pho

tograph of the event or you
can answer the three ques
tions on the form that is
I
cleverly hidden on this
~

very page.

i

We'vegot five gor-

j

geous copies togive

I

away, so there's even
more chance of you
winning one. One of
the most comprehen'
sive wordprocessors for
the ST could be yours!

'^s^n*
"w"Jrfocessor

fetr

ENTRY FORM
Answer the reallysimple questions belowand 1st Word Plus might be on
its way to your home very soon.

Questions
1. Which UK company wrote 1st Word Plus?
2i. Can you import graphics into 1st Word Plus?

3. What is the RRP (excl VAT) of1st Word Plus ST?_

O/i myyyyy Gawwwwddd!!!

Name:

Address:

More startling revelations this month cameafootwhen we realised that weactu
ally share the STUser officewith a very well known/loved/hated popstar.
Goingunder the false name ofJohn Butters, our illustrious stewardess-loving
editor is, in fact, Chesney Hawkes! I know this sounds unbelievable, but study

Postcode:

the facts.

The first five correct entries drawn from ou.rpostbag after the closing date
will win a copy of 1st Word Plus. Send your entries to:
1st Word Plus'Compo, Atari ST User, Europa House
Adlington Park, MACCLESFIELD, SK104NP
CLOSING DATE: April 9, 1992

Fact No 1: Have you everseenJohn and Chesney in the same placeat the same
time?

Fact No 2:Theyboth have moles on their faces, except John uses several make
up techniquesto disguise it due to pressure from his two fans who follow him
around everywhere.

Fact No 3:John can't sing or play the guitar and neither can Chesney!
There are the facts - study
them and draw your own

Phone no:

L

If you would like toreceive more information about 1st Word Plus please tick
I 1
lease tick ifyou do not wish toreceive promotional material from other companies [~_

conclusions.

Next Month: Is Terry
Thiele actually Freddie
Mercury?

Biffa doesn't speak
Biffa has gone to Norway for a month to admire some
fjords, so there is no Biffa Speaks this month. But he di
leave this for all his subjects:

"Verily the Wonderstuff are a fine band and Harry
John Butters

Chesney Hawkes

Secombe is God and life is like a hot bath - it's good
while you're in it, but the longer you stay the more
wrinkled you get."

Some reasons
to be cheerful
It

HiSoft BASK !

& c

*g TO

version 2
flflfe.

1

s

ProFlight

SeJF
HiSoft

from HiSoft

Tic (• (HtwfM

fortheJitari St Computers
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The most accurate flight sim yet ...
HiSoft is renowned for its range of language systems, utilities and
entertainment programs on the Atari ST/STE/TT. Wehave been

writing for the Atari 680x0 computers since they were first
introduced into the UK and thus we know both the hardware and

software intimately. Our company policy is always to offer the
highest quality software at an affordableprice with a complete
range of backup support options - in these uncertain, difficult
times, we'd like to put a smile on your face.

Learn C the
easy way

HiSoft
iisinnrmirm

for more information on any of
our products, please call HiSoft
on 0525 718181, or fax us on
0525 713716 or write to us at:

The Old School, Greenfield,

The premier C compiler

HiSoft
High Quality Software

Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

Harlekin 2 ...

Backup your hard disk

CD

as;

c

More High Quality Software

CD

a S

The BASK of the 90s

Lattice C

CD

or you will need KnifeST

tremendous value

PILI7I
(LOTO@(MI
Vidi... No 1 in UK & Europe (Leading the way forward)
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IT0RS CO'
Get the most out of your ST by adding:

"The Complete Colour Solution"
The'Worlds ultimate creative leisure product for your
.^Atari ST. Captures dynamic 512 or 4096 colour

/' images from video into your ST in less than a
/

second.

|.Ti^» - <_
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And Look No Filters
Images can now be grabbed from either colour

video cameras, home VCR or in fact any still video1
source. The traditional method of holding three filters
in front of your video camera is certainly a thing of
the past. Because Vidi splits the RGB colours
electronically there are no focussing or movement
problems experienced by some of our slower
competitors. Lighting is also less of an issue as light
is not being shut out by lens filters. Put all this
together with an already proven Vidi-ST /

VidiChrome combination and achieve superb quality
512 or 4096 colour images. (4096 colours only
available on STE). Mono images can be grabbed in
real time from moving video.

|^3»«»..ir%:^:L
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•Actual unretouched digitised screenshots •

THE SOLUTION ENABLES YOU TO
Capture colour images from any still video
source.

Have perfect freeze frame from any video.
Grab momo images from any video source

jj««i™»"

o»««
: ti

in real-time.

Digitise up to 24 mono frames on a 1 meg
ST

PUSH YOUR ATARI ST TO ITS LIMIT ...
You will see from independent review
comments that we are undoubtedly their first choice.

Animate 16 shade images at a choice
of speeds.
Grab 3-D images from TV.
Replace many scanner features.
Add images for D.T.P. applications.
Import images into art packages in mono

*w$,

"Full colour demonstration disk available for only £1.95 to cover P&P. * *

Livingston Scotland
Telephone 0506-414631
Fax 0506-414634
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